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Preface e 

II  have greatly enjoyed doing this Ph.D. project. It has offered me a combination of advantages 

that,, I assume, is rarely found in a job: freedom in the content and planning of my work within 

veryy generous margins; the pleasant obligation to study, discuss and write about topics of my 

ownn liking, again within limits that were never constraints; the opportunity to travel and explore 

otherr countries; and best of all, it is considered a job! 

Theree were minor drawbacks. My car was stolen in Slovakia. A bank where 1 had, after 

time-consumingg preparations, been allowed to conduct a survey among its local branch 

managers,, went bankrupt and that research was cancelled. Farm managers whom I visited for 

interviewss always insisted on having a few drinks and inspecting the pigsty. You now hold the 

resultt of all this, and a lot more, in your hands. I have tried to make a contribution to what we 

knoww about the recent market reforms and their effects in Central European agriculture. If that is 

off  interest to you, I hope you indeed find new and relevant facts and interpretations in this book, 

andd enjoy the read. If not - thanks for your interest! 
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Chapterr  1 

Introductio n n 

1.1.. Defining the Subject 

Thee topic studied in this thesis is the structural change in Central European agriculture during the 

post-socialistt transformation period up till 1998. By way of introduction to the book, a 

clarificationn of the central terms in the title may be helpful. 

/././.. The Transformation 

Thee 'post-socialist transformation' in this study covers the 1989-1998 years. The earlier, socialist 

periodd is only relevant insofar it shaped the initial circumstances for the transformation. Later 

yearss are still unknown future at the moment of writing, and are relevant only insofar they are 

thee subject of scenario studies or other expectations referred to in this study. As such, this thesis 

iss a study in recent history. 

Thee qualification of the period under observation in the title, namely the years following 

thee socialist era, is meaningful in two ways. It emphasises the relevance of history and of the 

inheritancee of the socialist years. These were the post-socialist rather than the pre-capitalist years 

(evenn apart from the fact that the Central European economies were capitalist systems before the 

socialistt take-overs in the 1940s). This is by now a broadly accepted view in the field of 

transitionn economics, but it was not so in the early transformation years of, roughly, up till 1995. 

Itt is precisely these early beliefs, and the policies they shaped, that still have an impact on the 

post-socialistt economies and also on the structure of the agricultural sectors in the various 

countries.. Because of these strong links, we will be exploring history as much as actuality - or. 

ass the historian Timothy Garton Ash (2000) has put it, the 'history of the present'. 

Second,, and related, the reference is to transformation rather than transition. This term is 

avoidedd because of the connotation of a clearly defined goal to which the economies are in 

transit.. Ideologically, opinions about the desired outcome differ too widely to define one such 

finalfinal state of the economy without serious controversy. Factually, we simply do not know what 

thee features of the economic systems in Central Europe will be once the transformation years are 

over. . 
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Anotherr reason for using the term 'transformation' is to emphasise its continuing character. The 

firstfirst post-socialist years were years of drastic economic reform. These are now history, and the 

Centrall  European economies broadly function on the basis of market principles. That is not to 

sayy that they are identical to any of the Western capitalist systems. Rather, it means that they are 

noww experiencing profound and continuing changes within an environment of capitalist 

conditions.. This change stands midway between the fundamental reforms that directly followed 

thee political revolutions in 1989-91 and the more gradual evolution that characterises mature 

capitalistt economies. 

1.1.2.1.1.2. Structural Change 

'Structurall  change in agriculture' is here defined as the change in size and organisation of the 

unitss of primary production in the food and fibre sector of the economy (informally known as 

farms).. In the context of the post-socialist transformation, the most important form that this 

developmentt takes is the transition (or lack thereof) from large, formerly collectively or publicly 

ownedd and managed farms to either privately owned, wage-labour farms (which can formally 

stilll  be co-operative ventures), or individually operated structures such as family farms. 

Thee last type of change, 'individualisation' of farming (Lerman, 1999), is the main focus 

off  this study. It will be referred to in this study as 'de-collectivisation', even though conversion 

off  collective into corporate (limited liability or joint stock) companies would formally also 

qualifyy as such. However, 'de-collectivisation' in the post-socialist agricultural transition already 

earlyy acquired the meaning of 'the process of break-up of collective production units into 

individuall  farms (Brooks, 1991; Machness and Schnytzer, 1993; World Bank, 1995; Mathijs, 

1998;; and Sarris et al. 1999). Does). One aim of this study is to investigate why de-

collectivisationn in this sense was deemed desirable, and also why it was a general expectation 

amongg politicians and analysts early in the transformation. I furthermore investigate how this 

expectationn influenced reform packages for the agricultural sector; what actually happened since; 

andd how this could be explained. 

Itt may be objected that this focus is overly narrow. Most books dealing with agriculture 

inn the region or in other post-socialist countries written from an economic perspective address 

severall  aspects of the "agricultural transformation', such as agricultural policies, legislative 

reform,, property rights, market development, the changes in the agribusiness chain, and rural 

development.. Furthermore, by 'structural change in agriculture' these books often understand 

changess in the structure of output and inputs. 
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Introduction Introduction 

Inn fact, all of these aspects are covered in this thesis (with the exception of rural development, at 

leastt when broadly defined). It will become clear that structural change, as defined in this thesis, 

cann only be understood in the context of the above factors. However they are not the object of 

analysis.. As far as explicit analysis and explanation is the aim, I have selected what I think is the 

centrall  dimension of the micro-economics of agricultural change in the transformation process, 

namelyy the transformation of production units. 

Thiss is the pivot of other aspects of the evolution of agribusiness and rural areas. On the 

onee hand legislation, property changes and market developments both in the input- and output 

industriess are factors controlling the extent and nature of structural change. On the other, rural 

developmentt (comprising employment conditions, the emergence of rural industries, the social 

situation,, opportunities for rural tourism development etc.) will be greatly affected by structural 

changee of farms. This process may or may not free resources, land and people for rural 

industries;; it has large consequences for the qualities of the landscape and rural infrastructure; 

andd it is a major determinant of rural unemployment and the availability of social services. 

Apartt from being central, either as a condition or as a consequence in the transformation 

process,, structural change is also interesting for other reasons. It is relevant to economic 

developmentt at large in the Central European countries. Moreover, it has also held a special 

fascinationn for agricultural and general economists for over two centuries now, and continues to 

doo so today. These circumstances render the subject the more suitable for analysis in a thesis in 

appliedd economics. 

1.1.3.1.1.3. Central Europe 

'Centrall  Europe' appears to be an extremely elastic term with geographic, economic, political 

andd cultural connotations that are not always identical, although largely overlapping. It is part of 

thee region often termed 'Central and Eastern Europe', most often used to refer to countries east 

off  the European Union and west of Russia. The 'Eastern' part comprises the Balkan countries 

Albania,, Romania, Bulgaria and the states on former Yugoslav territory, as well as the European 

post-Soviett states Moldova, Ukraine, Belarus, and sometimes also European Russia. 'Central 

Europe'' includes Poland, the Czech and Slovak Republics, and Hungary, and often (not always) 

alsoo the Baltic states Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia. Germany is geographically obviously central 

inn Europe, but in analyses of post-socialist issues often excluded from the area because of its 

highh level of integration with the traditionally capitalist Western part of Europe. 

Inn this study the focus is most directly on Central Europe, while the problems studied and 

conclusionss reached will also be relevant (though with qualifications) to the wider area of 
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Centrall  and Eastern Europe. This relevance will be argued more specifically for several 

descriptionss and conclusions in subsequent chapters. 

Theree are two general qualifications. First, in Poland and former Yugoslavia, individual 

farmingg was dominant throughout the socialist era, and post-socialist individualisation is not an 

issuee there. Second, in Ukraine, Belarus and Moldova the economic context and political 

circumstancess differ too much from conditions in the other Central and Eastern European 

countries.. Crucially, they do not share the pre-socialist history of industrialised, capitalist and 

democraticc development, nor the geographical and/or cultural proximity to Western Europe that 

characterises,, to varying extents, all of the other Central and Eastern European states. The same 

iss true for the many other post-socialist (and a few socialist) countries for which structural 

changee in agriculture currently is a highly relevant policy challenge, such as the other post-

Soviett states, Vietnam, and China. 

Thiss common history has influenced initial conditions for the transformation process in 

Centrall  and Eastern Europe in myriad ways. Its impact is most visible in Hungary and the Czech 

andd Slovak Republics, and less in the Balkan and Baltic states. Still, the transformation 

experiencee there is much more like that of the other Central and Eastern European states than it 

iss like the situation in neighbouring Russia, Moldova or Ukraine. Arguably, this combination of 

aa common past and the location accounts for the fact that, compared to post-Soviet, Asian and 

Africann transformation economies, these countries now have stable democracies, positive GDP 

growthh rates, developed formal social security systems of some sort, and market institutions. 

Withh these qualifications, 1 shall continue to use the term 'Central Europe' and 'Central 

andd Eastern Europe'. The presumption of this thesis is that the Central and Eastern European 

countries,, so defined, reflect highly similar problems also in agricultural structural change, 

althoughh the differences are appreciated. It is this position that underlies the title of this book. 

Thee general approach and theoretical analyses are relevant, particularly, to Central European 

agriculture;; and so are the original data presented in this book, even though these are survey 

findingsfindings from the Czech and Slovak republics only. This position will be elaborated and 

qualifiedd in chapter 3 (section 3.7.4.). 

Onee might wonder at the reasons for selecting these two countries, out of all the states in 

thee region, for fieldwork. Given the fact that the research topic was initially loosely defined as 

"agriculturee in Eastern Europe' and the author's affinity with the region developed during 

previouss research in Hungary, there were still 15 states to choose from. An interest in institutions 

ledd to a comparative study rather a focus on one country. Study of the literature suggested the 
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centrall  importance of structural change, which excluded those countries where this was not an 

issuee in the transformation (Poland and former Yugoslavia). 

Ass there were no research contacts in the region at the start of the fieldwork planning in 

]]  996, the expectation was that it would be too demanding to run a solo project in one of the post-

Soviett states or one of the Balkan countries and complete it successfully and within the time 

limitss set. Moreover, Hungary was (and is) a country very well covered by empirical research, 

andd I naturally did not want to duplicate existing work. That left me with the Baltic states and the 

Czechh and Slovak Republics. The latter two countries were attractive for several reasons. 

Contactss there already existed; they are representative for Central Europe, more so than the very 

small,, post-Soviet Baltic states; and they are successor states to the same country. Especially the 

latterr circumstance was appealing, as it provided an opportunity to study both the impact of 

identicall  (i.e. pre-1993) institutions in different environments, and the consequences of the later 

divergencee in institutions. 

1.2.. Methodology and Methods 

Thee nature of the data used and as the methods employed to present and analyse them are both 

diverse.. The material analysed includes historical writings and seminal works in political 

economyy and economics; secondary academic literature on agriculture in the transformation and 

onn the problems of post-socialist economies in general; statistical sources and specialist reports 

producedd by national institutes, universities, interest groups and governmental bodies in Central 

Europe;; reports and data from international institutions such as the World Bank, EBRD, and 

OECD;; and original fieldwork data. 

Alsoo the analyses are diverse, both with respect to their methodological background and 

thee techniques used. This is, 1 hope, not due to a lack of methodological reflection; rather the 

contrary.. The problems addressed are sufficiently diverse to merit separate analytical treatment 

Itt would not have been appropriate to apply a single analytical framework - e.g. optimising 

individual-choicee models, or descriptive institutional analysis - to all selected problems. This 

positionn will be elaborated in chapters 4 and 11. 

Inn keeping with this methodological diversity, I have tried to include in the book various 

genresgenres of economics writings. There is a theoretical discussion of the research topic against the 

backgroundd of the history of economic ideas. There is a survey and assessment of the empirical 

literature.. There are original data from fieldwork, and analyses based on them deriving from both 
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institutionalistt and neo-classical backgrounds, employing descriptive, graphical, statistical and 

formall  methods of analysis. 

1.3.. Overview of the Book 

Thee subsequent chapter 2 is based on a survey of the theoretical literature and traces the 

intellectuall  history, within the area of political economy/economics, of the research question 

addressedd in this study. In chapter 3 the reader is introduced to the main trends in the post-

socialistt transformation of Central European agriculture, based on a survey of the empirical 

literature.. In chapter 4 a theory of structural change is outlined. This is in the spirit of 

institutionalistt economics, both of the 'classical' and the 'new' variety. In chapter 5 the primary 

data,, collected by the author, which are used in the analyses in subsequent chapters are described 

andd their validity evaluated. The theoretical framework is then applied in comparative analyses 

off  Czech individual as compared to traditional farms (chapter 6) and Czech as compared to 

Slovakk traditional farms (chapter 7). 

Chapterss 8 presents an introduction to one important factor in structural change: credit 

marketss for agriculture in the transformation context. Chapter 9 follows up with an analysis of 

creditt allocation mechanisms in Czech agriculture and their implications for both individual and 

traditionall  farms. In chapter 10 the impact of risk on the individualisation process is investigated. 

Sincee the focus here is on individual decisions within a market context (rather than on the change 

off  those market institutions), these problems of credit and risk lend themselves to a neo-classical 

approachh characterised by assumptions of methodological individualism and profit optimisation. 

Chapterr 11 concludes with a synthesis and discussion of the findings. 
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Chapterr  2 

Organisationn of Agricultura l Production in Economic Theory: 

Thee Shorter  History of a Debate 

Thee advantage, however, of small properties in land 

iss one of the most disputed questions in the range of 

politicall  economy. 

JohnJohn Sluttrf Mill,  IH4H 

2.1.. Introductio n 

Thiss book is devoted to the question of the organisation of agricultural production, analysed in a 

particularr geographical area and for a particular time period. As the motto indicates, in 

economicss the issue has long been discussed, and in contexts very different from the post-

socialistt one. The purpose of this chapter is to show that the analytical ideas about alternative 

formss of agricultural production relevant to Central Europe in our time have an important place 

inn the history of economic ideas. Identifying the intellectual ancestry of a particular idea is 

helpfull  in understanding the form in, and occasions on which, contemporary varieties appear. 

Specifically,, the idea that a particular farming mode is superior to its alternatives has been 

discussedd by many eminent economists since Adam Smith. 

Thee distinction that defines the alternative farming modes in that historical debate, as in 

thiss study, is the employment or absence of wage labour. This simple fact - the use of wage 

labourr - has many implications. It necessitates the employment of management; it defines the 

scopee for farm expansion, given technology; and it requires consideration of ownership relations 

andd incentive structures. Central European farms that use wage labour on some scale are usually 

relativelyy large and have a corporate governance structure, i.e. one that is defined by a functional 

-- though not always personal- separation between ownership, management, and implementation. 

Inn contrast, farms that do not use wage labour are usually quite small and have a family-farm 

typee governance structure. More precisely, governance relations, as usually defined, are absent 

withinn such a farm, since ownership, management and implementation are united in one person 
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orr in one household. Obviously there are exceptions to this characterisation of Central Huropean 

farms,, but they are rare, as will be shown in chapter 3. 

Thee reason for choosing this research angle is practical: the debate and policy on farm 

reformss in Central Europe have been carried out, generally, on the assumption that a change in 

governancee structures would be necessary for the improvement of technical efficiency and 

internationall  competitiveness of the agricultural sector. This book is not, primarily, about the 

truthh of that proposition1. What is of interest here is, first, the degree to which the reforms 

influencedd actual (rather than legal) governance structures, and, second, the implications of 

governancee structures for farm behaviour in a broad sense - including product selection 

strategies,, incentive structures, scope for market operations, and access to financial resources. As 

aa prelude to these empirical questions, in this chapter the origins and contemporary variety of the 

ideaa that governance structures and related ownership patterns are important for farm 

performancee will be studied. 

Whatt were the actual alternative governance structures considered in the historical 

debate,, and how do they relate to contemporary Central European farms? Agricultural 

productionn can be organised in many ways, and the varieties have greatly differed over times and 

places.. The range of governance structures includes peasant production, family farming, farm 

companies,, co-operative farming, estates, and plantations. The important distinction, for the 

presentt purpose, is that peasant and family farms use wage labour on a very limited scale (e.g. 

relativee to output levels) if at all. Estates, plantations, co-operative farms, and farming companies 

(off  the Central European, not the American variety) typically do use wage labour, often 

extensively. . 

Inn the Central European context, the non wage-labour farm can be a family or a peasant2 

farm.. In this book these modes will be referred to as the individual farm, since its defining 

featuree is that it is owned, managed, and operated by one individual or a limited number of 

people,, usually united in one household. The dominant Central European wage-labour farming 

modess are the corporate and (nominally) co-operative farms. These farm types will be referred to 

ass the traditional farm, since it typically inherited its governance structure from the pre-reform 

era.. Its defining feature is that of the corporate firm, i.e. the separation between ownership, 

controll  over the production process and implementation of production tasks. 

Thiss chapter presents an overview and analysis of the economic arguments relating to 

thesee two governance structures and their predecessors in other times and places. Its aim is to 

showw that the discussion of the economics of post-socialist farm organisation is a recent, and 

selective,, reinvigoration of a debate in the profession that was started by its founders. 
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2.2.. The Classical Economists 

Discussionn of farming modes can be found at what is customarily considered the very beginning 

off  economics as a separate field of scientific inquiry. Adam Smith, writing in The Wealth of 

NationsNations (1776) on systems of agricultural production, discoursed on the impact of farm 

ownershipp structures and farm size on farm performance. Then as now, these two features were 

inn practice strongly related. He compared tenancy of some form to peasant agriculture, and 

specificallyy argued against large estates and in favour of small-scale, owner-operated farms for 

thee sake of productivity: 

'Too improve land with profit, like all other commercial projects, requires an exact attention to small 

savingss and small gains, of which a man born to a great fortune... is very seldom capable. ... Compare 

thee present conditions of... large estates with the possessions of small proprietors in their neighbourhood, 

andd you will require no other argument to convince you how unfavourable such extensive property is to 

improvement.""  (386-7) 

"AA person who can acquire no property, can have no other interest but to eat as much, and to labour as 

littl ee as possible. Whatever work he does beyond what is sufficient to purchase his own maintenance, can 

bee squeezed out of him by violence only, and not by any interest of his own." (388-389) 

Smithh here appears to identify a wealth effect related to farm size, referring to the larger 

marginall  benefit that smaller land holders experience from investment in land quality. He also 

recognisess the incentive structures implied in ownership patterns. Both considerations would 

remainn central to the debate. 

Johnn Stuart Mil l devoted 5 chapters of his Principles of Political Economy (Book II , 

chapterss 6 to 10) to the discussion of different options in organising agricultural production. In 

thee two chapters explicitly dealing with 'peasant proprietors', he provides an extensive survey of 

peasantt farming throughout Europe in order to support his argument that peasant proprietorships 

aree the superior mode of production, from an efficiency point of view. Independent peasants with 

(communall  or individual) ownership titles to their land had become relatively rare in England 

afterr the enclosure of the common lands in the 18,h century. Mil l therefore has to go to 

considerablee length to explain the advantages of that institution to his compatriots. Like Smith, 
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hee ascribes the greater productivity of land worked in peasant holdings to two factors: their 

propertyy rights structure, and their size: 

"Givee a man the secure possession of a bleak rock, and he will turn it into a garden; give him a nine 

years'' lease of a garden, and he will convert it into a desert.... |There is a] far larger gross produce 

obtainedd ... on small farms..."(283). 

Thiss higher productivity he attributed to "untiring industry" on the part of the proprietor. Mil l is 

thuss more specific about the productivity advantage than is Smith. It is the productivity of land, 

nott labour, which Mill , along with the other classical economists, sees as the main economic 

advantagee of peasant holdings: 

"Thee peasant cultivation produces crops with an amount of labour which, if paid for by an employer, 

wouldd make the cost to him more than equivalent to the benefit; but to the peasant it is not cost, it is the 

devotionn of time which he can spare, to a favourite pursuit, if we should not rather say a ruling passion." 

(284) ) 

Mil ll  also introduced a third argument for peasant holdings, apart from the incentive to work hard 

onn own land and the productivity of small plots. He also argued that peasant land ownership 

fosterss technical progress: it places peasants "earlier in possession of an amount of agricultural 

knowledge,, not attained until much later in countries where agriculture was carried on solely by 

hiredd labour" (284). He goes on to ascribe "popular education", "mental activity1', "thrift" , and 

thee "moral virtues of prudence, temperance and self-control" to the institution of peasant 

proprietorshipp (286-287), as factors accounting for peasants' larger labour input and more 

advancedd methods of farming. Mil l also argues, in painstaking empirical detail, that two 

supposedd vices of peasant countries particularly worrisome to political economists of his day -

overpopulationn and extreme subdivision of land plots - cannot be attributed to the ownership 

systemm as such (287-301). His conclusion on peasant proprietors: 

"Comparedd with ... cultivation by hired labour, it must be regarded as eminently beneficial..." (300) 

Thee superiority of owner-managed farms was propagated along the same lines by continental 

economists,, such as Sismondi in France. "The peasant proprietor is of all cultivators the one who 

getss most from the soil, for he is the one who thinks most of the future, and who has been most 

instructedd by experience" (quoted in Mill , 259-260). 
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Alfredd Marshall (1930 ed.), in many respect a transition figure between the Classical and 

Neo-Classicall  periods in the British economics profession, made the same point that farms 

shouldd be owner-operated in his Principles of Economics (1890). His contribution was to discuss 

farmm size in relation to governance and technological progress: 

"I tt is obvious that the metayer system [which is sharecropping with physical revenues equally split 

betweenn tenant and landlord, DJB] ... is not suitable for holdings large enough to give scope to the 

enterprisee of an able and responsible tenant... The position of a peasant proprietor has great attractions... 

Hiss feeling of ownership gives him self-respect, and stability of character, and makes him provident and 

temperatee in his habits. He is scarcely ever idle, and seldom regards his work as mere drudgery; it is all 

forr the land that he loves so well." (645-646) 

Marshall,, as his predecessors, notes the beneficial effect of ownership on labour input. In 

additionn however, he states that the advantages of tenants' "enterprise and ability" materialise 

onlyy fully on farms that are not too small. With these rather vague terms he seems to have had in 

mindd the ability to profit from technological innovations, as a later section from his argument 

suggests.. It is worth quoting him at some length on this point: 

"[AA farmer] able to follow the movements of agricultural science and practice ... could find time to direct 

thee general course of the management of several hundred, or even several thousand acres; and the mere 

superintendencee of his men's work in matters of detail is not a task fitting for him. [He] would not spend 

hiss own strengths on minute supervision which he can easily hire subordinates to do. A farmer, who can 

doo this higher work, must be wasting his strength on work that is beneath him, unless he employs many 

gangss of workmen each of them under a responsible foreman. But there are not many farms which give 

scopee for this...it should be best for the economy of production that farms should be as large as is 

practicablee under the existing conditions of land tenure so as to give room for the use of highly 

specialisedd machines for the exercise of great ability on the part of the farmer. But if a farm is not very 

targe,, and if, as is often the case, the farmer has no greater ability and activity of mind than is commonly 

too be found...; then it would be best...that he should return to the old plan of [manually] working...Very 

largee farms left out of view, it is with rather small farms worked on these principles that the future of 

Englishh agriculture seems to lie." (652-653) 

Observingg the large potential for increases of productivity and of farm size, brought about by 

technicall  progress in his time, Marshall acknowledges that this implies questions of governance 

structure.. He considers and rejects wage-labour farming. Entrepreneurial and technically 

knowledgeablee farmers, who can appreciate the advantages of farm size expansion, should not be 
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wastingg their time on supervision of labour, but neither ean they efficiently employ management 

too do it for them. Ergo: such farmers - a minority - should expand their business on the basis of 

mechanisationn rather than labour increases. For the rest - and bulk - of agriculture, the labour-

intensivee and small family farm is the optimal mode. 

Marshalll  argues that the future for agriculture is in a dual system of a few large, capital-

intensivee farms, and many labour-intensive, small-scale family farms. For the optimisation of 

farming,, he recommends a change in size in relation to the application of novel techniques, but 

nott a change in governance structure. 

Recapitulating,, the economists discussed here pointed out the advantages of owner-

workedd farms for the productivity of land and the incentives to work and to innovate. They also 

assertedd the inefficiency of using non-owner, wage labour. This inefficiency resulted both from a 

lackk of appropriate incentives for hired labour and a waste of the farm owner's skills in 

supervision.. Such arguments for a particular farm structure (peasant, smallholder or individual 

holdings)) were combined with arguing for a particular size (small farms). This was so, not only 

becausee most individual holdings simply happened to be small, but also because small holdings 

havee the theoretical advantages of higher investment (mainly in labour time) per unit of land and 

higherr marginal benefits to the owner. In consequence, any increases in size should be based on 

technologicall  progress, not expansion of the labour force. It should occur within the governance 

frameworkk of the individual farm. 

2.3.. Marxists and Socialists 

Karll  Marx, the 'last of the Classical economists', introduced a new approach to the analysis of 

agriculturall  production modes. His aim was not merely to study the comparative merits of the 

variouss systems of food production. He also tried to systematically relate changes in them to 

changess in the economic system at large, and, extending that type of analysis, to formulate 

generalisationss about the development of modes of production, based on his analysis of the 

currentt economic system, i.e. capitalism. 

Inn Capital (1961 ed., first published in 1867) he describes the disappearance of the 

'yeomanry',, or 'peasant proprietors', in England during the time of the enclosure of the 

commonss in the late 18l century. This process entailed the definition of individual and private 

propertyy rights to commonly used agricultural land, or, in Marx' less neutral terms, "common 

landd stolen from the agricultural population and by parliamentary devices presented to the 
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landlordss by the landlords", or succinctly, "embezzled lands" (681). Peasants who depended on 

thee use of those lands for their livelihoods now found themselves unable to survive except as 

workerss lor others. 

Marx""  moral and political evaluation was so negative mainly because the enclosures 

impliedd a redistribution of land from many poor peasant to a few rich aristocrats - a 

redistributionn that he obviously perceived as thoroughly unjust. Apart from this moral aspect, his 

evaluationn might seem to contradict the other Classical positions reviewed above, since the 

enclosuress implied the replacement of communal by individual property, and individual property 

rightss for the farmer were associated with superior efficiency by the (other) Classical 

economists.. That interpretation would, however, overlook the change in effective - as opposed 

too formal - property rights that the enclosures brought about. 

Thosee working the land under the old communal system - the peasants - used to have 

ownershipp titles to the land, even though these were informally and communally, not 

individuallyy defined. There also existed a link, though not a direct one, between effort and 

reward.. Consequentially, both the ownership and the incentive advantages of peasant farming 

weree present in communal farming, although in a weakened form compared to individual peasant 

holdings.. After the enclosures, those who owned the land - the gentry - did not work it. Those 

whoo worked it - the labourers - did not own it, nor were they rewarded in proportion to their 

exertionn or investments. 

Observingg this, Marx saw the enclosures as nothing less than "the most shameless 

violationn of the sacred rights of property, ... gross acts of violence ... necessary to lay the 

foundationss of the capitalist mode of production" (680). He lamented the loss of independence 

andd fall in standard of living for former peasants (now "day labourers and hirelings") to the point 

off  actual poverty (405). By replacing the peasant, "that bulwark of the old society, by the wage-

labourer,, ...class antagonisms are brought to the same level in the country as in the towns" 

(474). . 

Marxx appeared not primarily interested in the efficiency of production but much more in 

thee distribution of the gains from it. He related peasants' property rights to their standard of 

livingg rather than to their productivity, as the other Classicals had done. Moreover, whereas 

earlierr analysts saw the independent peasant as promoting technical innovation, Marx saw 

innovationn as the peasant's doom. In line with the "general law of capitalist accumulation" that 

hee postulated, technical progress brings about, in his view, a relative surplus-population in the 

countrysidee "constantly on the point of passing over into an urban or manufacturing proletariat". 

Thiss "reduces the agricultural labourer to the minimum of wages, always standing with one foot 
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inn the swamp of pauperism" (601-602). Marx dwells in length and great detail on the dramatic 

worseningg of the economic position of the agricultural labourers in the various parts of England, 

Scotlandd and Ireland in the century between the 1770's (the era of the enclosures) and his own 

timee (630-666). 

While,, as shown, Marx' analysis is not incompatible with the observations made by 

Smith,, Mill , and Marshall, his focus is altogether different. Marx*  analysis is one of groups and 

theirr relative power and wealth positions, rather than an analysis of the farm-level production 

process.. Also, instead of comparing farming modes and arguing in favour of one of them, as the 

otherr Classicals did, he presents structural change in agriculture as a necessary development. 

Industriall  agriculture based on wage labour and taking advantage of technical economies of scale 

wass bound to out-compete traditional family farming (which was mostly peasant production in 

hiss day). In line with this determinist analysis, the Marxists foresaw "the inevitable ruin of the 

smalll  peasant" resulting from the development of capitalism. Prominent expositions of this 

positionn include Friedrich Engels' (1973 ed.) pamphlet on the agrarian question in Germany and 

Francee - from which the above phrase is taken - and Vladimir Lenin's (1974 ed.) study of 

Americann agriculture. 

Inn and after Marx1 days, the study of farming modes was thus given a decisive political 

flavour.. The topic also largely left mainstream economics. The proponents of the Marginalist 

Revolutionn (Jevons, Walras and others) and their intellectual heirs were not specifically 

interestedd in either particular industries or the actual organisation of production, and 

consequentlyy their seminal works do not contain explicit consideration of the present topic. 

Subsequentt authors who did study the alternatives of wage-labour and peasant/family farms, a 

subjectt matter that became known as the "agrarian question", usually had a different 

methodologicall  outlook from the increasingly orthodox neo-classical one. They either followed 

thee classical tradition, reiterating the points made by Smith, Mill , and Marshall (see e.g. Taussig, 

1911:54).. Or they were of socialist persuasion, either Marxists proper or 'revisionists' (social-

democrats)) of some sort. 

Thee 'revisionist' analysts, while asserting the Marxist tendency towards large-scale, 

wage-labourr production in capitalist systems, suggested countervailing factors peculiar to 

agriculture,, which might preserve peasant or family farm businesses even in mature capitalist 

economies.. Such factors might include the ability to provide surplus labour for capitalist 

enterprises;; or the inability to expand farm size. This position is exemplified by the German 

social-democratt Eduard Bernstein's book Die Voraussetzungen des Sozialismus unci die 

AufgabenAufgaben der Sozialdemokratie (originally published in 1899 and translated into English in 1909 
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ass Evolutionary Socialism). The revisionist view was subject of healed debute among CJerinan 

Marxistss and social democrats in the 1890's and 1910's. Bernstein's contemporary Karl Kautsky 

repudiatedd Bernstein's analysis in his books Bernstein und das sozialdemokcratisches 

Programme.Programme. Eine Antikritik. ('Bernstein and the social-democratic program. An Anti-Critique'), 

and,, best-known, in Die Agrarfrage (published in 1899), published as The Agrarian Question in 

aa 1988 edition. 

Thee revisionists tried to account for what they observed: that family farming was 

transformedd rather than ruined by the advance of capitalism. They investigated the mechanisms 

thatt rendered family or peasant farms so tenacious in capitalism. They did not accept the Marxist 

theoreticall  predictions of the opposite, although some of them were motivated by a mostly 

Marxistt view on economics and politics. But neither did they share the Classicals' exclusive 

concernn with efficiency and growth, nor the neo-classical focus on marginal adjustments on fully 

competitivee markets by firms that remained black boxes as far as their internal organisation was 

concerned.. Instead, these theorists initiated the microeconomic analysis of farm features, 

consideredd explicitly in relation to the economic environment. It would prove to be a fruitful, and 

eventuallyy generally accepted approach to understanding farm modes and farm behaviour3. 

2.44 Chayanov and the Beginnings of Farm Household Theory 

Inn the subsequent decades, analyses in the same vein, but of a more technical nature and with no 

explicitt political connotation appeared. These prominently include the principal work, published 

inn 1925, of the Russian agricultural economist Alexander V. Chayanov (1888-1939), 

OrganizatsiyaOrganizatsiya krest 'yanskogo khozyiaistva (in 1966 published as Peasant Farm Organisation in 

English).. This new approach can also be found in Aereboe and others' Handbook of Agricultural 

EconomicsEconomics (1929), influential at the time. Chayanov's book laid the groundwork for much of the 

laterr analyses, and its main insights are still accepted as relevant to peasant and family farms 

today.. It merits separate attention. 

Thee book can be located in the Russian/Soviet academic debate, which developed in the 

1880-19300 period, on transforming agriculture in what was then the largest peasant nation in the 

world.. This question was decided in practice by the collectivisation drive of 1929-1931, which, 

incidentally,, was carried out with littl e reference to the results of that debate. Chayanov himself 

wass arrested in 1930 and accused of counterrevolutionary conspiracy and silenced till his death 

inn 1939. The influence of his ideas in economics was limited initially, as Peasant Farm 
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OrganisationOrganisation was originally published in Russian only4. With the rise of development economics 

inn the 1960's, the problems typical to peasant household behaviour attracted more interest from 

economistss and economic anthropologists. Following the translation into English in 1966, 

severall  of C'hayanov's insights were applied to family farming in developed market economics 

ass well. Since then, this work has been widely regarded as a classic. 

Chayanov'ss suggestions were based on extensive analyses of field surveys, inquiring into 

whatt would now be labelled the microeconomic behaviour of peasant households. In addition to 

supplyingg a wealth of detailed statistics on the pre-collectivisation Soviet peasantry, Chayanov's 

mainn theoretical contribution was to point out the difference between farmers and peasants - and 

moree generally, between market-oriented producers, who can be regarded as business units to 

whichh conventional methods of economic analysis apply, and households as producers (often for 

susbsistencee rather than marketing), whose behaviour is not amenable to such approaches. In this 

distinctionn he differed from both Marxist and (neo)classical economists of his day, for whom 

'producer'' and 'entrepreneur' were interchangeable terms. 

Chayanov,, on the contrary, argued that peasants engage in their economic activities 

(mainlyy food and fibre growing and cattle-raising, but also crafts and local trade) because they 

havee to satisfy household needs. Farmers, on the other hand, produce food or fibres because they 

aimm to sell it on the market at a profit - i.e. they are entrepreneurs. Chayanov noted that the 

conceptt of profit does not apply to peasants, since the value of profit must be computed by 

subtractingg from the value of gross output the various cost categories: wages, rents, and inputs. 

Thiss is not possible in the peasant case for two reasons. First, peasants do not receive wages or 

payy rents. Hence, the residue concept of profit does not apply. Second, even if all cost categories 

couldd be identified, attributing money values to gross output would be impossible in a non-

markett environment. The common way out of this problem, adopting hypothetical {e.g. world 

market)) prices for a good for which no price can be observed, is only sensible if the good can be 

exchanged.. This is not the case for subsistence food quantities, which make up a large part, often 

thee bulk, of peasant production. Consequently, as profit is not a meaningful concept in a peasant 

setting,, peasants cannot be assumed to be subject to the profit motive. 

Ann important implication is that the usual abstraction of the capitalist businessman as just 

aa producer (disregarding his own consumption behaviour) is not valid for peasants. Peasant 

productionn behaviour must be analysed as household behaviour, because consumption and 

productionn are interwoven. Indeed, Chayanov explicitly aimed to design a theory of 'family 

economics',, of which peasant household behaviour would be an application - a fascinating 

predecessorr of Becker's (e.g. 1974) work. 
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Chayanovv captured this insight by suggesting that production levels are not determined 

byy market supply and demand, but by what he called the labour-consumption balance between 

thee satisfaction of family needs and the 'drudgery of labour.' He focused on the peculiar supply 

off  labour that subsistence production induces, and the implications for product supply responses. 

Withh increasing production, satisfaction decreases while drudgery increases. On the intersection 

off  both curves is the peasant's labour supply, which determines peasant food production. 

Thee bulk of Chayanov's book is then devoted to factors that may change the shape or 

positionn of these curves, thus shifting labour and product supply. Although, as Chayanov himself 

admitted,, the notion of a balance between 'need' and 'labour' itself was not novel5, a detailed 

quantitativee analysis of factors controlling the trade-off was. Among the factors influencing 

'satisfaction'' were the ratio of consumers to workers in the family, debt, capital accumulation, 

andd the desire for urban goods. Controlling shape and position of the drudgery curve were 

climate,, soil fertility, production techniques, and distance to markets. 

Onee important generalisation that Chayanov made was that technological progress was 

oftenn not an interesting option from the peasant point of view due to the joint impact of 

schedulingg problems and a rigid labour (over)supply. Peasant may not select products or use 

techniquess with a view to maximising per capita labour productivity (which is often implied by 

profitt maximation), but rather in order to provide work to all able members of the household 

throughoutt the year. Thus a product or production technique which would be labelled inefficient 

inn a market environment may still be selected because it provides more gross annual produce, or 

requiress less peak labour than the market-optimal product or technique6. 

AA related, and important implication was the phenomenon of peasants' 'self-

exploitation',, already noted by Mil l as the 'superior exertion' of peasant proprietors, as well as 

byy Marx as an example of the tendency to self-exploit, typical for capitalist enterprise in general. 

Thee notion was further developed by Max Weber (1972 ed.), who located the major reason for 

thee persistence of family farms in farmers' desire for freedom and autonomy in the workplace, 

evenn if at the cost of longer working hours7. 

2.5.. Contemporary Economics 

Fromm the 1960's onwards, these issues came to be both more widely and more specifically 

studiedd in the economics profession. The subject-matter of the organisation of production, 

originallyy posed in the context of agriculture, has since branched out into new fields within the 
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areaa of general economics. The arguments discussed above were laken up and developed, in 

contemporaryy methodological form and with no particular reference to the agricultural sector, in 

seminall  papers on the theory of the firm. In this field, the implications of properly rights and 

governancee modes for incentive structures, and via them for investment, growth, and efficiency, 

havee become widely studied, both theoretically and empirically. 

Inn another vein, Becker (e.g. 1974) cast intra-household decision making in the 

constrained-optimisationn form, showing what Chayanov had shown earlier with different 

methods.. Seemingly irrational (non-optimising) household behaviour may be shown to be 

rationall  given the distribution of gains and losses within a household and given the constraints 

andd alternatives that a household faces. This opened up the field of household economics, a 

noveltyy within the neo-classical paradigm. 

Meanwhile,, with the appearance of the development problem as a widely recognised 

challengee to Western economics and policy, development economics had greatly expanded as a 

separatee field, and there was a need for the study of different production modes in farming, and 

off  their possible evolution. As in economics in general, the main work was now done in the 

Unitedd States. A seminal work was Theodore Schultz' Transforming Traditional Agriculture, 

publishedd in 1964. It served as a founding classic in development economics, which was initially 

largelyy about rural and agricultural change in what was then referred to as the 'backward' 

countries.. Particularly in the 1980's, mainstream development economics has become more 

microeconomicc and has connected to the various strands of literature on the economics of the 

organisationn of production and marketing . 

Thiss contemporary literature is specifically concerned with three themes: governance, 

contractingg and risk. First, following Chayanov's approach, it is recognised that the internal 

relationsrelations of the farm (its governance structure) control the farm objective function as well as 

constraintss on its realisation. These internal relations are defined by ownership over the various 

farmm resources; by the allocation of tasks; and by the claims on revenues. Second, farm 

behaviourr is modified by the form of contracts on purchase of inputs and sale of outputs. This 

rangee of contract options includes spot market transactions, futures market transactions, lease, 

rent,, vertical integration, and variants of them. These contracts are the outcomes of make/buy 

(andd consume/sell) decisions. They both reflect farm governance structure and are dictated by 

thee existence (or absence) and sophistication of markets for input, outputs, information, and 

credit.. A third element is that the distributions of information and risk decisively influence both 

farmingg modes and farmers' decisions. This literature thus unifies the study of both commercial 

andd peasant farming9. 
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Againstt this background, the study of collective socialist farming, as compared to 

individuall  farms, started with Domar's (1966) paper "The Soviet Collective Farm as a Producer 

Cooperative",, which built directly on Ward's (1958) seminal article on self-managed production in 

Yugoslavia.. This line of research expanded during the 1970's and 1980's; especially in the latter 

decadee in the spirit of the governance/contracts/risk tradition described above (e.g. Carter, 

1984,1987;; Kimball, 1988). This was the intellectual background against which agricultural 

economistss approached the problem of reforming post-socialist agriculture in the late 1980's and 

earlyy 1990's. 

2.6.. Economics of Agricultura l Transition 

Inn the agricultural economics literature, agriculture in the socialist countries had long been 

identifiedd as cost-inefficient due to incentive problems inherent in the governance structure of 

thee collective or state farm. The (economic) goal of agricultural reforms was commonly defined 

ass raising productivity. In view of the above arguments, it is understandable that a change from 

wage-labourr to individual farm structures was considered a condition for such improved 

productivity. . 

Crucially,, de-collectivisation was commonly defined as the formation of individually 

operatedd (for short: 'individual') farms from the land and property of formerly collective and 

statee farms ('traditional' farms). In line with the classical tradition, de-collectivisation in this 

sensee was considered to be implied by property rights reform. In a nutshell, the theory was that 

propertyy rights reform would bring about the optimal governance structures; which in turn would 

embodyy the correct incentives for efficient production. Let us take a closer look at the case as 

madee in the early reform years. 

Argumentss for the view that privatisation of ownership would lead to de-collectivisation 

(inn the restrictive sense of the replacement of traditional farms by individual farms) are mostly 

foundd in an applied transaction costs based theory, as promoted by Schmitt (1993) and others10. 

Heree it is argued that the raison d'etre for collective, large scale production is the existence of 

economiess of scale or scope. However, in most of the socialist economies, farms had a number 

off  workers far exceeding the size of farms on which generalisations about scale and scope 

economiess are based (Pryor, 1992:147). In addition, in much of agriculture, technical economies 

off  scale and scope are argued to be soon outweighed by diseconomies in the organisation of 

production,, and particularly of labour (Ferenczi, 1994:403). 
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Thee source of' these diseconomies is thought to be primarily the rapid increase m 

transactionn costs with number of'employees. The reason is an information asymmetry problem. 

Becausee of the specificity of'agricultural work, the workers actually carrying out operations have 

considerablyy better information than the supervisors about such vital aspects of farm operation as 

thee state of the land, crop, and animals and the amount of labour input required and actually 

applied.. This information is costly to transmit, and communicating it is often against worker 

interests.. Without it, it is difficult and costly for management to set up an incentive scheme that 

wouldd induce the right amount oflabour at the right time. 

Thee alternative for correct incentives would be adequate supervision; but this is also 

costlyy given the nature of food production processes. Jobs in the production of a given product 

aree sequential and the final result depends on the quality of any of the jobs. Attention to details 

thatt are hard to monitor at the time of implementation is often essential for the final product. 

Workk is seasonal and there are large peaks in the labour needed over the year, which either 

necessitatess the use of temporary labour (generating experience, co-ordination and supervision 

problems)) or implies underemployment of the permanent labour force. Finally, production is 

oftenn dispersed spatially, which rules out efficient team supervision. 

Forr these reasons, the farm size (in number of employees) that is regarded as optimal 

withh regard to the production process is not expected to exceed family-farm size. In this mode of 

farmingg (here referred to as the individual farm), organisational diseconomies are argued to be 

largelyy excluded. Wage labour is not used and shirking or free-riding is supposedly difficult 

becausee of the small size, the hierarchical structure and the externally enforced continuation of 

relationss within the household 'labour force' (Deininger, 1995). 

Basedd on these considerations and observations, the common perception of socialist-style 

farmm structures in the early transformation years was that "the evident weakness of this 

organisationall  form provides the argument for full scale privatisation" (IMF el al., 1991:157-

158).. The expectation was that "the private sector will be more productive than the collective" 

(Petitt and Brooks, 1994:483). Significantly, 'private' was then equated to 'individually owned' 

andd contrasted to 'collective'. This led to the generally accepted view that "privatization in ... 

agriculturee mainly concerns the breaking up of large units..." (World Bank, 1995:2). 

Thee expected structural change in agriculture resulting from reform policies was de-

collectivisationn in its narrow sense: the formation of family farms as successors of collective and 

statee farms (Machness and Schnytzer, 1993:162; Mathijs, 1998:33). Such individualisation was 

nott seen as optional, but as fundamental since "restructuring of large-scale farms (is) in line with 

thee new ownership patterns and the principles of a market-based economy". Analysts claimed 
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thatt "large-scale socialised farms are not suited for efficient operation under market conditions" 

(Csakii  and Lerman, 1994:560,564). The conviction that individualisation was the main goal of 

reformss was by no means limited to the early transformation years, although the reasons given 

forr it changed. Lerman (2000:10) regards 'individualization of former socialist agriculture as a 

validd goal, ... since individual farms are the dominant organizational forms in market 

economies." " 

Inn sum, the view was that given its inherent inefficiency, collective farming had needed 

constantt socialist government support to survive. Once this assistance was removed - as it was in 

Centrall  and Eastern Europe - individual farming could be expected to replace collective farming 

moree or less spontaneously. New, or newly effective owners would search for the most efficient 

andd profitable use of their assets, and use them in (or rent them to) individual farms. It was this 

expectationn that motivated the farm reform programmes implemented throughout Central and 

Easternn Europe in the early 1990's, described in more detail in chapter 3. 

2.7.. Conclusions 

Onee chapter cannot possibly do justice to the variety in research approaches to the comparative 

studyy of farm structures over the last two and a quarter centuries. Still, on the basis of this 

selectivee literature survey it appears a defendable generalisation to state that it has been 

conductedd in three frameworks. First, the Classical view, where the efficiency of different 

ownershipp patterns was the central criterion for viability. Second, the Marxist approach, where 

thee focus was to explain structural changes by consideration of power structures implied by 

ownershipp patterns. Third, the less clearly delineated tradition that originated with the revisionist 

socialistss and empiricists like Bernstein and Chayanov. This approach developed via German 

agriculturall  economics in the 1920's, the mainly American study of peasant economics in the 

fieldfield of traditional development economics in the 1960's and onwards, and neo-classical models 

off  farm/peasant household behaviour developed since the 1980's in the new development 

economics.. Although very varied methodologically, the uniting aspect of these research modes is 

thee attention to the incentives implied by economic relations between the agents in agricultural 

production,, both within households and in the economic environment (i.e. markets or other 

exchangee systems). 

Inn conclusion of this overview of the intellectual history of the 'farming mode debate' in 

economics,, two observations can be made. First, the premises of the reform programmes for 
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agriculturee in the transformation can be traced back to the Classical views on property rights and 

productivity,, while its aims reflected the (neo)classical focus on efficiency through property 

(and,, interestingly, also the Marxist concern for justice through property - see e.g. Tracy, 

1993:268).. But the programmes largely ignored the interaction between farm structure and 

economicc environment, the study of which was pioneered by Chayanov, and which had come to 

bee well-researched in mainstream development economics. Only later in the transformation did 

attentionn shift to the mutual influence of farm structure and the institutional set-up (including the 

institutionall  heritage) of the new market environment that structured economic relations. It 

appearss correct to note that the initial, and crucial reform choices did not take these factors into 

account.. The suggestion here - a suggestion that will be specified and substantiated in the rest of 

thee book - is that this observation provides a basis for explaining the gap between initial reform 

expectationss and subsequent reality. 

Second,, there is the odd similarity between the Marxist position at the end of the 19n 

centuryy and the (predominantly) neo-classical position at the end of the 20,l!. Both groups of 

analystss made firm predictions, though with opposite contents. Whereas Engels in 1894 "foresaw 

thee inevitable ruin of the small peasant", Western economists representing the international 

economicc institutions in 1991 stated that "the only choice that is foreclosed is maintenance of 

thee status quo with state and collective farms..." (IMF et al, 1991:157). 

Bothh types of theorist could be so confident only because the expected development was 

seenn as innate in the development of the economic system - i.e. capitalism, in both cases. 

Marxistss believed that technological progress and class antagonism would combine to cause 

small,, independent peasants to degenerate into a rural proletariat of dependent workers. The 

Englishh enclosure of the commons a century earlier was only the first step in that process, and 

rurall  populations in France and Germany would be next to experience the dire consequences of 

capitalistt development. 

Neo-classicall  analysts in the early 1990's, expecting de-collectivisation in the sense of 

individualisationn that would be actual (not just legal), spontaneous, and rather speedy, based 

theirr view on the same notion of innate tendencies. Wage-labour farming was supposedly 

technicallyy less efficient than family farming. Given a (soon to appear) genuine market 

environment,, inefficiency could be equated with non-profitability and lack of competitiveness. 

Inevitablyy therefore, wage-labour farming would pass out as 'the market economy' (a term then 

moree popular than 'capitalism'), advanced. In the context of the neo-liberal view of economic 

developmentt of the day, the 'inefficiency' of collectivism was thought to have at least as 

damagingg and inevitable results as Engels' 'ruin'. 
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Soo both neo-classical and Marxist theorists argued, each in their own time, that a change 

inn the governance of production relations was implied by the development of the market system. 

Andd both got it wrong, although the Marxists more dramatically so than the neo-classicals. The 

institutionn of family farming was not 'ruined' - except in those countries that adopted the 

socialistt economic system theoretically promoted by Engels and pioneered by the Soviet Union. 

Inn the mature capitalist nations of Europe and elsewhere, independent peasant farms have 

evolvedd into independent family farms. Although the latter are much less numerous than the 

formerr were, the remaining family farms are the backbone of agriculture to the virtual exclusion 

off  other governance modes. 

Ass for the neo-classical predictions: in the newly capitalist countries of Central and 

Easternn Europe, state and collective farming indeed largely and speedily disappeared - but only 

formally,, not practically; as legal structures, but not as governance structures. In those countries 

weree individual farming was largely absent in the socialist system, varieties of it are still only co-

existingg with traditional structures. In the three most advanced relevant Central European 

countries,, they are still in a minority position, e.g. in terms of the share of agricultural land 

worked,, compared to co-operative and corporate farms. To develop explanations for that 

observationn is the object of this book. The focus of attention in these explanations will be on the 

actuall  incentives, embodied in the post-socialist economic system, for both individual farmers 

andd operators of traditional farming structures. 

Obviously,, the transformation period considered is short, perhaps too short as yet. We 

cannott yet make the sort of definite statements about the transformation in Central European 

agriculturee that the century of evidence after Marx' and Engels' predictions about farming modes 

underr capitalism allows for. Family farming may well come to be dominant only after a longer 

timee span (although de-collectivisation in the sense of individualisation of farming already seems 

ann abortive rather than an ongoing development in the data studied here- see chapter 6). Also, 

familyy farming is not that unimportant in all of the post-socialist countries (although it is least 

importantt exactly in those countries generally seen as advanced in their transition to the market -

Hungary,, Slovakia and the Czech Republic12). But at the very least, it must be noted that from 

thee theoretical perspective that underpinned the reform policies, it is odd that after a decade of 

transition,, family farming is not dominant, nor is wage-labour farming near to extinction in post-

socialistt Central Europe. Why? 
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Notess to Chapter  2 

11 See on this Brada and King (1993), Hughes (1999), Mathijs et al (1999), Mathijs and Vranken (1999), 
Linn (1993) and Sarris et al. (1999), among others. 

22 Use of the term 'peasant farms' here is not meant to connote backwardness and primitive societies. The 
distinctionn in economics between peasant and other farms is the consumption or barter of a large share of 
ownn production, as opposed to production for the market. This is actually a feature of many individual 
farmss in Central Europe, especially those that are smaller or are worked part-time. 

'' In the same decades that this approach developed, the late 19th and early 20th century, a number of 
theoriess of agrarian development were developed. These are not reviewed here, since they have no 
explicitt economic foundation or are confined to particular national settings. An interesting example is the 
casee of the Russian Narodniks ("populists") around the turn of the last century. They romanticised rural 
lif ee (particularly the mir, or Russian peasant commune), abhorred capitalism, and believed in the unique 
historicall  destiny of Russia. This led them to expect an economic development path for Russia that was 
neitherr capitalist nor socialist - an idea that infuriated Lenin and led him to write his most famous work 
onn the agrarian question as a refutation of it (The Development of Capitalism in Russia, published 1899). 
Inn general, most other industrialised countries have and have had their version of what the Germans call a 
BauernideologieBauernideologie or 'peasant/farmer ideology', embedded in a conservative, nationalist view of economic 
developmentt and the glorification of rural life, while asserting the harmful implications of the capitalist 
systemm for the economy and for the national culture at large. 

44 A German translation of a preliminary version of it (Die Lehre von der bauerlichen Wirtschaft) had 
appearedd in 1923, and was subsequently translated into Japanese. 

55 For example, Jevons had discussed it in his Theory of Political Economy, chapter 5. 

66 This, incidentally, was to be one of the mechanism that impeded peasants' adoption of new techniques 
recommendedd by Western advisors in 'Third World' development projects decades later. 

77 There is an extensive body of literature on the sociology - as distinct from the economics - of farming 
modess and of peasant behaviour. It is not included in this survey, but see Archer-Mann (1990) andShanin 
(1971)) for overviews. 

xx In contrast, the explanation of peasant behaviour by reference to the specificity of their motives, as 
opposedd to their being subject to utility maximation, is a marginal one in economics - see Vergopoulos 
(1978)) for an example. 

'JJ See e.g. De Janvry et al. (1991); Finkelshtain and Chalfant (1991); and Barrett (1996). A combined 
treatmentt of the above factors can be found in the article by Binswanger and Rosenzweig (1986) and in 
thee volume edited by Hoff. Braverman, and Stiglitz (1993). 

100 Schmitt's paper, originally written in 1990, represented the dominant approach in the early 
transformationn years. It was an application to post-communist farming of theoretical work on household 
productionn by Pollak (1985). For contemporary expositions of it, see Sarris et al. (1999: 315-317) or 
Mathijss et al. (1999:4-8). 

""  Transaction costs are here defined as 'costs of defining, protecting and enforcing the property rights to 
goods'' (as in North, 1996:28), notably including costs arising from asymmetrically distributed 
informationn (such as monitoring employees) as in Alchian & Demsetz (1972). 

122 Note again that Poland and Slovenia, also advanced in their transition to the market, are not relevant in 
thee comparison. Family farms were dominant in those countries throughout the communist era, and de-
collectivisationn in the sense of individualisation does not apply. 
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Chapterr  3 

Thee Post-Socialist Transformation of Agricultur e 

inn Central and Eastern Europe 

Alreadyy now it is clear that the process of farm restructuring ... 

iss taking a course which appears to be different from the 

originall  expectations of many Western European observers. 

CsabaCsaba Csaki and Zvi Lerman, 1994 

Inn this chapter the empirical setting for the rest of the study will be provided through a 

descriptionn of transformation theories, policies and outcomes in Central and Eastern Europe. The 

emphasiss is on a discussion of the main ideas and general trends, rather than on reproduction of 

detailedd institutional descriptions or time series for economic and agricultural variables. These 

aree readily available in other sources1. This overview is confined to the period between 1989/90 

andd 1997/1998, the years of transformation that wil! be covered in the other studies in this book. 

3.11 The Pre-reform Era 

Agriculturee was an important sector in the socialist economies of Central and Eastern Europe. 

Thiss is evident from four key indicators. In terms of its share in employment in 1989, it was just 

overr 10 % in Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia, 12-18 % in the Baltic states, 18 % in Hungary and 

Bulgaria,, close to 30 % in Poland and Romania, and nearly half in Albania. In comparison, 

Westernn European figures were mostly below 5 %. The pattern of shares in GDP was similar, 

rangingg from 7 % in Czechoslovakia to 32 % in Albania. Also food trade generally accounted for 

considerablee shares of total trade, though with large differences. The share of food outlays in 

householdd expenditures was likewise high and more equal over countries - in 1989 roughly a 

thirdd on average (but a quarter in Yugoslavia and Hungary, and half in Romania and Albania). In 

sum,, the agricultural sector, its efficiency and the prices of its produce were important factors for 
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thee national economies as well as for consumer welfare in socialist Central and Eastern Europe 

(OECD.. 19%). 

Althoughh there was considerable diversity in the features of national agrifood systems in 

Centrall  and Eastern Europe during the socialist era, they (except Poland and former Yugoslavia) 

sharedd five key characteristics: the corporate organisation of production; the scale of production; 

thee integration of the sector; the bias in product mix; and the parallel private sectors. These are 

sector-specificc manifestations of particularities of the centrally planned economy in general2. 

3.1.13.1.1 Wage-Labour Production Structures 

Socialistt farms were either collective or state farms. Collective farms in the central planning era 

weree formally identical to co-operative farms, which are units of primary production in which 

bothh ownership and management of all fixed inputs are in the hands of a number of people, 

whosee co-operation may or may not be defined in a formal contract. In practice however, 

propertyy rights and management discretion were firmly in the hands of the state-appointed farm 

managementt and monitoring bureaucrats, as was the case on state farms. State farms were fully 

slate-ownedd and the official position of both management and workers was that of state 

employee.. Although in practice functioning identically to collective farms, state farms were 

generallyy larger. Also they were more often used for realising specific tasks within the 

frameworkk of agricultural policy, such as production in rough or newly cultivated areas, 

agriculturall  experiments, agricultural education, or production of particular crops in 

monoculture.. In both cases, farms were corporate organisations. There was a separation between 

farmm ownership, control over the production process and implementation of production tasks. 

3.1.23.1.2 Scale of'Production 

Primaryy producers operated on a large scale, by any standard. Farms in the socialist economies 

weree the largest of their type in the world and, indeed, in history. Nowhere else would one find 

mixedd (crop and livestock) farms of several thousands of hectares employing hundreds of 

workers.. The preference for large farms was ideologically determined by the socialist, and 

particularlyy Soviet, enchantment with centralisation and industrialisation of the economy. Also 

thee convenience of administering few large farms rather than many small farms appears to have 

beenn a factor (Pryor, 1992:145). 

Farmm size increased shortly after the installation of socialist regimes, when peasant and 

familyy farms were amalgated into state and collective farms during the collectivisation drives in 

thee late 1940s and 1950s. A wave of further concentration occurred in the 1960s. In the late 
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1970ss and 1980s, farm size in many countries declined again. Within Central and Eastern 

Europe,, average farm size (in number of hectares) in the 1980s was largest in Bulgaria (9,692 

ha),, followed by Hungary (4,356), Czechoslovakia (2,605), Romania (2,439), Albania (1.322) 

andd East Germany (1,247). In Poland and Yugoslavia, where socialised farming was less 

important,, the average size of such socialised farms as operated was much smaller (167 and 215 

ha,, respectively). These figures are collective farm sizes (except for Bulgaria); state farms were 

generallyy larger, but a ranking of countries would produce the same order. This is not true for a 

rankingg of average farm sizes as measured by labour force; the land-to-labour ratio varied 

considerablyy over countries, from 0.8 and 4.5 hectares per worker in Albania and Romania to 

8.2,, 8.8 and 11.0 in East Germany, Hungary, and Yugoslavia, respectively3. 

3.I.S3.I.S Ver deal Integration and Diversification 

Anotherr shared feature of socialised agricultural sectors was diversification of economic 

activitiess and the high degree of vertical integration in any sub sector of agriculture - high, 

again,, by any standard. Vertical integration "includes all the ways of harmonising the successive 

verticall  stages of production and marketing" (Mighell and Jones, 1962:1). The extremes in 

markett economies are, on the one hand, spot markets, where price is the sole co-ordination 

mechanism,, and, on the other, ownership integration, where within-firm managerial orders move 

productss between various stages of the production-processing-distribution path. That latter 

extremee is of course closest to the situation in central planning, were there also was a single 

ownerr (the state) for the entire chain. Indeed, vertical integration is by definition implied in 

havingg a command economy. The need to anticipate all quantities of inputs, semi-finished 

products,, and outputs requires intensive co-ordination between all links in the chain. 

Thiss meant two things, which are best explained by employing the metaphor of the socialist 

systemm as a series of parallel chains. First, food availability depended on the entire food chain 

functioningg as a unit. The demands on co-ordination were thus high, and small shortcomings 

couldd have important implications. Second, chains for a particular product or in a particular 

regionn hardly interacted with chains for other products of in other regions. Both consequences 

renderedd food chains vulnerable and caused them to malfunction, given the defective chain 

maintenancee that the centrally planned economy could provide. The image of the chain is helpful 

inn understanding the chronic food shortages that characterised command economies (Hobbs et al, 

1997:22). . 

DiversificationDiversification refers to both agricultural and non-agricultural activities. Within the 

agriculturall  field of activities, socialist (particularly collective) farms often produced a wide 
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varietyy of both crops and animals (in contrast, Western farms are most often either crop or 

animall  oriented). From an economic point of view, collective farms were often over-diversified 

inn the sense that the inclusion of so many products was one factor in sub-optimal overall 

technicall  efficiency. One reason for this feature is that socialist farms often aimed to satisfy food 

demandss for its workers or for a region, which necessitated producing a range of products rather 

thann specialist production. 

Diversificationn usually went beyond the agricultural domain. Non-farm activities were often 

includedd in the set of tasks that were performed by the farm organisation, such as machinery 

repair,, building, and processing and transport of farm produce. (In addition, the farm, as most 

socialistt enterprises, typically performed a number of social functions also not directly connected 

too food production.) Diversification into non-agricultural fields in socialist agriculture is also 

bestt explained by the defective operation of enterprises that were supposed to service farms in 

thesee areas. Farm management wishing to realise their production targets, or even simply to 

continuee farm operations, would typically find it necessary to produce supporting goods and 

servicess themselves. Non-agricultural diversification and vertical integration went furthest in the 

Bulgariann agro-industrial complexes and the Romanian integrator model, and was least 

developedd in Poland and Yugoslavia. 

J.. /. 4 Product Mix 

Throughoutt the socialist bloc, annual caloric intake per capita was at levels similar to those in 

thee Western capitalist countries (at around 3,500 calories in 1984-1986), even though per capita 

incomee was considerably lower. Especially meat and dairy consumption were high in 

comparisonn with market economies of similar per capita income levels. This consumption 

patternn was induced by the price structure. It was preferred on ideological grounds by the 

socialistt leaderships who wished to demonstrate that socialist citizens lived in an economic 

systemm that fed them well. It was also partly a result of the belief that the way to end food 

shortagess was to increase production. In some countries, retail prices of food had not changed for 

decadess at the end of the socialist era, even though real income had increased. 

Thee costs of this policy during socialism included a high level of subsidies, particularly 

forr dairy and livestock, and - since markets did not clear at these official prices - queues at shops 

andd the development of black markets. After the collapse of the system, another cost became 

apparent:: socialist agriculture had invested in a production structure that bore little relation to 

worldd market prices. Thiss aggravated the restructuring challenge (Swinnen, 1994:5). 
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3.1.53.1.5 Parallel Private Sectors 

AA fifth feature of socialised agriculture were parallel private sectors, which were the sector-

specificc manifestation of the shadow economies pervasive in the centrally planned systems 

(Lavigne.. 1995:41). Private plots, or gardens, existed in symbiotic relationship with the 

collectivee system throughout Central and Eastern Europe, their sizes fluctuating with shifts in 

ideologicall  preferences regarding the centralisation of production. Private production was 

indispensablee for an adequate food supply, especially of labour intensive products. In Hungary, 

forr instance, in 1987 more than half of the grapes, potatoes, fruit, and vegetables were produced 

inn private farms or gardens. Private production was insignificant in Albania and most important 

inn Poland and Yugoslavia, were it accounted for the bulk of production and occurred on genuine 

farmss rather than small plots (Swinnen, 1994:7). 

3.22 Reform Intentions: Economic Theory 

Followingg the liberal revolutions in 1989-1991, the centrally planned systems throughout Central 

andd Eastern Europe were abolished and the economies reformed. The theoretical ideas about 

post-socialistt agricultural reforms are best understood in the context of the general economic 

theoryy of transition. That contemporary body of theories and policy implications known as 'the 

economicss of transition*  was, in turn, an application of the liberal variety of neo-classical, 

mainstreamm economic theory, certainly in its early and most decisive form. 

3.2.13.2.1 Transition and Transformation 

Thiss theory concerned transition, not transformation. The wording implies the idea that the 

reformm period would be limited in time and characterised by conceptually clear stages. One could 

argue,, in this view, about the sequencing of stages and the nature of measures to be taken, but it 

wass to be a transition from one economic system to another, not a gradual change with an 

uncertainn outcome, as would be reflected in the term transformation. The latter term was more 

popularr with economists that would label themselves as institutionalist, Post-Keynesian, or 

generallyy heterodox. 

Inn recent years the differences between both views have become less pronounced. The 

importancee of institutions, notably of the state, the analytical importance of socio-economic as 

distinctt from 'purely' economic factors, and the viability or even necessity of more gradual 

changee in some areas have become more broadly accepted. In the beginning of the 1990's. neo-
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liberall  politics and economics still enjoyed intellectual hegemony, certainly in the economics 

profession.. The introduction of market relations in (nearly) the entire economy and society as 

welll  as the merits of a minimalist state were prominent features of the professional economics 

literature.. In consequence, the transition 'packages' proposed by economists to a large extent 

reflectedd the neo-liberal view on reforms4 - a view that had already been put into practice in 

deregulationn operations in many economies during the 1980s. 

3.2.2.3.2.2. Liberalism ion, Privatisation, Stabilisation 

Traditionall  transition theory posed four 'pillars of transition' - policy measures that would mark 

thee introduction of a market economy: price and trade liberalisation; privatisation; and 

stabilisation.. Prices should be liberalised: price controls should be (largely) removed so that 

pricess would come to reflect relative scarcities of resources, goods and services, in line with 

mainstreamm economic theory. Also subsidies, which distort market prices, should be abolished or 

decreased.. Trade should also be liberalised. The efficiency gains of correct prices would only be 

effectedd if there would be transacting on the basis of these prices. Trade bans and the state trade 

monopolyy should be abolished, and trade restrictions removed or decreased so as to cause 

minimall  market distortion. 

Moreover,, the theory emphasised that, even with free trade and pricing, market-

compatiblee pricing (and trade based on it) will not occur if economic agents have no effective 

ownershipp titles to goods, to labour or to firms. Therefore most enterprises should be privatised. 

Alsoo competition, the force driving 'correct' price formation, would only develop in the context 

off  private ownership structures. 

Finally,, a stable monetary environment is also a precondition for economic growth in a 

markett economy. Price instability was expected to be the result of 'freeing' the considerable 

imbalancess accumulated under socialism (forced savings and the monetary overhang) and also of 

thee problematic budgetary positions of the newly post-socialist governments (resulting from 

largee spending needs, reduced revenues from state owned enterprises, and no modern system of 

directt and indirect taxes). The threat of inflation was a major concern, and monetary stabilisation 

programmess a vital part of transition packages. 

3.2.3.3.2.3. Complementary Notes to the Orthodox View 

Ass noted, this view of transition, while important to understand the reform plans, is now 

somewhatt dated. Looking back, the points made by the early transition theorists - liberalisation, 

privatisation,, and stabilisation - would seem to be correct but incomplete, in several respects. 

Theoretically,, they took no or little account of the time dimension - it takes time for policies to 
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maturee and have their effect, and meanwhile the conditions on the basis of which policies are 

formulatedd change. Sequencing proved to be far more important than initially assumed. 

Furthermore,, the theories were compatible with a wide spectrum of practical applications and 

institutionall  set-ups. Yet it developed that precisely this set-up controlled success to a very large 

extent.. In addition, they paid littl e attention to initial conditions, such as location and income 

levels.. The same policies might produce quite different results if applied in Estonia, a country 

withh seaports and helpful Nordic neighbours, which was perhaps the most advanced of the Soviet 

republics,, and Kyrgystan, a land-locked and very poor country. Thus attention has shifted away 

fromm theoretical ideas and towards their actual implementation. 

Moreover,, the theories emphasised the destruction of the old system - central directives, 

pricee controls, subsidies, state ownership - more than the construction of new institutions. This 

vieww had harmful implications in three areas. 

Firstt and generally, it is now clear that creation of an institutional vacuum does not imply 

thatt efficient markets will spring up to fil l the gaps (e.g. Schmieding, 1993). Other, inefficient 

economicc phenomena (such as economic cronyism, criminalisation, barter, looting of state 

assets,, kleptocracy, etc.) might equally well come to dominate such an environment. 

Second,, the quality of the state suffered severely from the wish to dispose of the old 

regimee without adequate attention to building a new political-economic system. The early 

consensuss over-emphasised the stifling effect of state intervention in the economic process and 

neglectedd the constructive role that the state must have in both the creation and the regulation of 

marketss and their institutions. Post-socialist economies typically operated under conditions of 

'statee collapse' or 'state desertion' (Ellman, 1997; Abel and Bonin, 1993) Later in the 

transformation,, it became broadly accepted that healthy economies need a state that is both 

strongg and limited (as already noted by Ellman, 1994). 

Third,, also the importance of developing new enterprises, as opposed to merely disposing 

off  state ownership, became apparent. State-owned enterprises that were formally privatised did 

nott generally change their organisation or strategy, nor did they typically increase their 

efficiencyy and profitability. Moreover, the growth of the number of de novo enterprises was 

frequentlyy more important for economic development and growth than the performance of 

privatisedd enterprises. 

Inn consequence of their incomplete theoretical basis, the policies based on the traditional 

ideass led to the introduction of market economies more slowly, with many unforeseen 

drawbacks,, and at larger economic and social costs, than anticipated. 
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3.33 Reform Intentions: Agricultura l Transition 

Agriculturee promised to be a suitable field for applying theories of transition. With its 

collectivisedd production mode, high degree of concentration of production, and intensive state 

intervention,, it was heavily shaped by the socialist system. If reforms were designed to replace 

thatt system and improve economic structures, the agricultural sector would be most in need of 

theirr application and could most clearly demonstrate their beneficial effects. 

Moreover,, the potential for improvement of sector performance through the market 

mechanismm appeared large. Apart from financial markets, agriculture is the most competitive 

sectorr in the Western economies with regard to its structure. Farmers usually are the price takers 

off  the perfect competition model, and examples given in general economic textbooks to illustrate 

thee working of the market often relate to foodstuffs and agricultural production. If the market 

wass to work anywhere, it stood a good chance of demonstrating its efficiency in this sector/ 

3.3.13.3.1 Policy Measures 

Applicationn of the principles of the theory of economic transition led agricultural policy advisors 

too the following recommendations (cf. Swinnen, 1994: xvi; Tracy, 1993:264-271). Property 

rightsrights over land and assets should be defined on an individual basis rather than collectively or as 

statee ownership, as part of the privatisation process. State intervention should be changed 

qualitativelyy and quantitatively. Its nature should cease to take the form of bureaucratic 

directivess with regard to input purchase, employment, the level and product mix of output, and 

quantitiess traded. Instead, agricultural programmes similar to those prevailing in the advanced 

markett economies should be installed {import tariffs, export subsidies, credit programmes, and 

targetedd support). Moreover, the extent of intervention should be drastically reduced: the level of 

domesticc and trade subsidies as well as trade barriers should be decreased. Thus, what state 

interventionn would remain would have to be compatible with the operation of market prices and 

thee development of trade in line with comparative advantages. 

AA last component of reform concerned the agrifood sector rather than primary production 

only.. Here monopolies should be broken - more precisely, the excessive concentration of 

businesses,, either buyers (oligopsonies) or sellers (oligopolies), that was an inheritance from the 

centrall  planning era. was not to be maintained under market conditions. The efficiency losses of 

imperfectt competition are well-known theoretically, and post-socialist agriculture was a textbook 

example.. Downstream industry, including businesses in food and fibre processing and wholesale 
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trade,, typically consisted of a few large firms in the entire country which were de facto 

monopsoniess regionally. Hundreds of farms would deliver to a single processing or trade 

enterprise,, with no alternative outlet option. The market power of these firms was further 

strengthenedd by the perishability of much agricultural produce and the specific investments made 

byy farmers in. for example, milk production. There was a clear case for introducing competition, 

eitherr by breaking down or regulating these firms or through the entry of foreign businesses on 

thee market (Hobbs et ah 1997: 79; Brooks et al, 1991:155). 

3.3.23.3.2 Policy Goals 

Ass a result of the above measures, i.e. individually defined property rights, freer trade, farm-

basedd decision making, the abolition or decrease of subsidies, and the introduction of 

competition,, two developments were expected to occur. First, relative prices would come to 

reflectt the scarcity of resources, goods, and services, and thus facilitate an increase in allocative 

efficiency.. Second, and related, farm structures were supposed to change, leading to an increase 

inn production (or technical) efficiency. If agents would have the legal possibility to dispose of 

farmm land and assets while the structure of state intervention, such as it would be, would provide 

aa 'level playing field' between alternative farm structures, these owners of the factors of 

production,, pursuing their individual income maximisation, could then be expected to seek the 

mostt efficient use of their resources. 

Givenn the supposed superiority in efficiency of family farms over collective and state (i.e. 

wage-labour)) farm structures (see chapter 2), that would be tantamount to pervasive restructuring 

off  the sector on a family farm basis. Individualisation of farming, in the above view, would be 

drivenn by individual decisions rather than by direct administrative action. It was characterised as 

aa market outcome rather than as part of a policy package. 

Andd yet, it was also explicitly considered a policy goal. In many writings, the rise of 

individualisedd agriculture in a particular transition country was equated to reform progress in the 

agriculturall  sector. "Consequently,.. the new law [on land and farm structure reforms, DJB] may 

bringg about a reversal in farm structure..." (Davidova on Bulgaria in Swinnen, 1994:42). "The 

presentt reform induces rapid structural change based on the new economic fundamentals: private 

property,, free initiative and liberalised prices. ... The basic process of agriculture's transition 

towardd a market economy is the establishment of private ownership and of the family peasant 

farm.'""  (Gavrilescu on Romania in Swinnen, 1994:178). 

Twoo reasons might be suggested for policy makers' and analysts' acceptance of this criterion 

forr success in reforms. First, the long-standing tradition in thee economics profession that ascribes 
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efficiencyy and innovation to individually owned and worked farms, as detailed in chapter 2. 

Second,, as was the case for the transition policies in general, the Western system was the (mostly 

implicit)) model for reforms6. Perhaps it was only natural to anticipate the emergence of a 

Western-typee structure of agricultural production (as recently advocated explicitly by Lerman. 

2000:10)) following the introduction of the Western-type economic system in general. 

3.44 Reform Implementation 

Thee theoretical rationales for reforms described above were identical over the Central and 

Easternn European countries where production had previously been centrally planned and 

agriculturee was socialised. Naturally, the implementation, both in terms of concrete measures 

andd timing, was not identical over countries. 

3.4.13.4.1 Price Liberalisation 

Off-farmm prices for agricultural produce were liberalised and, although rising nominally, they 

droppedd compared to input prices in the first reform years. Poland liberalised food prices 

immediatelyy in October 1989; Hungary did the same in January 1990; Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria 

andd Romania followed in July 1990, February 1991, and September 1992, respectively. The 

Czechoslovakk and Romanian food prices were freed gradually over a half year period; the other 

pricess were liberalised in full within weeks. (In practice partial price controls often remained in 

placee for years, sometimes covering most food produced, as in Romania till 1997). Price reform, 

includingg tax increases and subsidy decreases, was such that in some countries, such as Bulgaria 

andd the Baltics, net farm subsidisation was replaced by net taxation (Swinnen, 1994: 2,169). 

3.4.23.4.2 Trade Policies 

Soonn after the liberal revolutions, all Central and Eastern European countries moved towards 

convertiblee currencies and away from trade monopolised by state trading agencies. Most barriers 

too trade dating from the CMEA era were lifted and replaced by arrangements in the frameworks 

off  the Central European Free Trade Area, the Europe Agreements, the Czech-Slovak customs 

union,, and a number of bilateral trade agreements that each country concluded with a number of 

otherr Central and Eastern European countries. 
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Onn the whole, the initial trade polices of particularly Central European countries were very 

liberal,, for instance compared to those of their main new trading partner, the European Union. 

Onee indication of their dedication to freer trade as a means of economic integration is that all 

appliedd for (and in some cases, have already been given) membership of the General Agreement 

onn Tariffs and Trade and the World Trade Organization - Albania was the last to apply in 1994 

(OECD,, 1996). 

Startingg 1993, policy reversals occurred, often in connection with the replacement of liberal 

byy nationalist, neo-communist or social democrat political parties in power. These changes, 

togetherr with the increasing influence of producer interests, throughout the region induced higher 

levelss of domestic support and more protectionist trade policies, both though variable and fixed 

tariffss and through qualitative trade barriers. Policy changes were often substantial, sudden, and 

haphazard.. While increasing protection for producers, they also appear to have contributed to 

producerr and consumer uncertainty over prices (see e.g. Hobbs et al, 1997:227-346 for more 

detailss and analysis). 

3.4.33.4.3 Land Ownership and Farm Structure Reforms 

Thee legal reforms of organisational options for farms and of land ownership patterns were 

closelyy related, and implemented simultaneously throughout Central and Eastern Europe in 

1991-1992.. They included four elements in each country, which however differed substantially 

inn details of implementation: 

(1)) Land ownership titles were defined on an individual basis. Most often the pre-socialism 

propertyy pattern was restored, with a benchmark for land ownership somewhere in the late 

1940ss . Land ownership by foreigners was often legally limited. 

(2)) Collective farms in Central and Eastern Europe were most often re-defined as genuine co-

operativess with real entry and exit options. (In Albania, Bulgaria, and Romania collectives 

weree simply liquidated.) Members of the new co-operatives were the nominal socialist-era 

collectivess members, while new owners of the land worked by it could also become 

members.. Members owned a share of farm land and assets. Co-operatives generally could be 

transformedd into companies on the initiative of their members. 

(3)) State farms, other than those for educational or experimental purposes, were privatised into 

farmingg companies and sold if possible, either as units or asset by asset. The same procedure 

wass applied to supporting organisations in primary production (mostly in construction and 

mechanisation,, after the Soviet Machine and Tractor Station model) where these existed, as 

inn Albania, Romania and Bulgaria. 
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(4)) Landowners were stimulated to start up their own, individual farm (rather than leave farm 

landd and assets in the existing farm structures) by tax holidays, subsidised credit, and a 

varietyy of other subsidies. They were often prohibited from using their land for non-

agriculturall  purposes for a number of years (e.g. 5 in Hungary, 7 in Czechoslovakia). 

Ass a concrete example, consider the Czechoslovak restitution and de-collectivisation processes, 

thee legislation for which was enacted in 1991-1992. Ownership titles to land and assets were 

redistributedd in the restitution process. Restitution refers to the restoring to private hands of state 

propertyy acquired by state coercion (either through donation or sale) in the communist era after 

Februaryy 1948. Heirs to Czechoslovak citizens so treated could claim the ownership of these 

assetss until August 1993, and restitution procedures were immediately started. Of all restitution 

claimss made, 90% was resolved by 1998, resulting in the transfer of 29 % of all agricultural land. 

Anotherr 50 % had always been formally (though not effectively) owned by groups of 

individualss (collectives) throughout the communist era and had been used in the collective 

farmingg sector (Csaki et al. 1999:27). These property rights were not restituted, but were made 

explicitlyy individual (rather than collective) again after 1992 in the formal de-collectivisation 

process.. The newly effective owners could subsequently select their preferred use from a set of 

threee options (OECD, 1995:78): 

too remain or become a member of the new co-operative farm (or other legal entity that was 

thee successor of the collective), putting their land and assets at the management's disposal on 

aa rental basis 

too cancel or refrain from membership, taking out any land and assets (or assets1 pecuniary 

value)) provided the aim was to take up farming outside the co-operative, either individually 

orr in a new form of co-operation with other starters; 

too choose neither co-operative farm membership nor any other farming status. In this case the 

individuall  had the right to take out land and assets only after a seven-year adjustment period 

(i.e.. in 1999), and was meanwhile entitled to an annual rent from the property. 

Thee original objective of this policy is clear. On the one hand, reallocation of resources between 

thee traditional and individual farming mode should increase efficiency. On the other hand, the 

outfloww of land and assets should start only after farms have had time to adjust to market 

conditionss and increase efficiency through individualisation. These twin developments should 

havee ensured optimal resource reallocation initially and prevent excessive outflow afterwards . 
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3.55 Transformation: Macroeconomic Developments 

Wee now turn from the reform measures to their effects, both in the economy at large and in 

agriculture.. Five general macroeconomic trends, of relevance to the developments in the 

agriculturall  sector, were observable in the reform period. 

3.5.13.5.1 C 'on tract ion 

First,, the newly post-communist economies in Central and Eastern Europe contracted sharply in 

thee first few reform years. This is plain even when allowing for the statistical difficulties in 

measuringg the level of economic activities9. GDP decreased in all Central and Eastern European 

countriess in 1990. 1991 and 1992 (except the Baltic states in 1990). Contractions, as expressed in 

annuall  GDP changes, were between 3 % (Slovakia) and 10 % (Albania) in 1990, 10 % 

(Slovenia)) and 27 % (Albania) in 1991, and between 6 (Slovenia) and 35 % (Latvia) in 1993. 

Thereafterr growth returned to most countries outside the Baltic area. Here the slump 

camee later and was more severe, but was also followed by sustained recovery. Central European 

countriess also generally sustained their growth post 1993, but the Balkan countries lapsed into 

contractionn again at later stages of the transformation - Albania because of its pyramid crisis 

earlyy in 1997. Romania and Bulgaria because of postponed restructuring. Although estimating 

thee precise extent of the decrease is problematic and the GDP data are only indicative, the 

contractionn was certainly large by any standard. There are large differences between the 

countries,, which reflect their different histories, location, and policies, but, except for Poland, 

nonee of them had returned to pre-reform levels by 1997 (EBRD, 1999). 

3.5.23.5.2 Unemployment, Inflation, and Debt 

Second,, unemployment as a result increased considerably. Again, measurement of developments 

iss problematic as unemployment did not exist under socialism, while in the transformation 

period,, much unemployment remained hidden, showing in low labour productivity only (the 

Czechh Republic is an example). Still, in most countries the trend in the official figures in the 

reformm years is a strong increase in unemployment initially and a gradual decline or persistence 

laterr (here the Czech Republic is an exception). 

Third,, after consumer prices were 'liberalised', they typically shot up and continued to 

increasee considerably, up till 1994 in most countries. High and volatile inflation proved 

particularlyy persistent in Romania and Bulgaria; in the latter country annual price increases 

rangedd between 80 % in 1992 and 580 % in 1997. In the Baltics they peaked at around 1.000 % 
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inn 1992 and then continuously decreased to levels around 10 % in 1997. In the Central European 

areaa they persisted at around 10 % in the Czech Republic, around 20 % in Hungary and between 

100 and 20 % in Poland. In Slovakia, Macedonia, Croatia and Slovenia inflation was kept at 

single-digitt levels after 1994. Inflation has been one of the main worries of policy makers 

throughoutt the region, although double digit levels were not always connected to a weak 

economicc performance, as the example of Poland shows. 

Fourth,, in these years the annual budget balance was typically negative, and Central and 

Easternn European governments increased their debts. Still, annual deficits were mostly under 5 

%% of GDP in 1992-1997 (except Hungary up till 1995, and Bulgaria and Albania), while 

substantiallyy lower in many countries and years (EBRD, 1998). As important for policy as actual 

debtt and deficit figures, however, was the high value that economic advisors, the international 

institutions,, and most liberal politicians in the region placed on a balanced budget and on 

restrictingg the growth of the public debt. This put strong pressure on policy makers to cut 

spendingg and raise the level of taxes as well as the effectiveness of the tax collection system. 

3.5.33.5.3 Income Inequality 

Fifth,, while income decreased on a per capita basis, it typically increased considerably for a 

minorityy of the population. Particularly in the first few transformation years, inequality measures 

basedd on real money incomes increased in all countries, sometimes dramatically. Many incomes, 

especiallyy public sector wages, pensions, and other social security benefits, did not catch up with 

inflation.. Moreover, many factors controlling the standard of living other than money incomes 

alsoo changed for the worse for the majority of the population. Many goods and services 

previouslyy publicly provided at no or low costs rapidly became expensive. These included 

medicall  care, housing, education, transport, recreation opportunities, child care, and meals 

providedd at the workplace. 

Thee overall change in standard of living due to the privatisation (sometimes an 

euphemismm for disappearance) of many of these goods and services is hard to measure. The 

effectt was. however, certainly negative and plausibly large for the majority of the population. 

Onee crude but indicative measure is the Gini coefficient, which approaches zero as income 

inequalityy decreases. Unweighted regional averages of the coefficient increased between 1987-

19888 and 1993-1995 from .21 to .24 in Central Europe; from .23 to .34 in the Baltics; and from 

.244 to .30 in the Balkans (Milanovic, 1998:41; figures are allegedly based on disposable incomes 

includingg in-kind consumption). 
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3.66 Transformation in Agricultur e 

Ann examination of the effects of these general trends in the agricultural sectors makes clear that 

typically,, workers in the agricultural sector and their dependants were particularly hard hit by the 

perilss of transition, compared to other sectors. 

3.6.13.6.1 Agricultural Contraction 

Thee contraction in the agricultural sectors was more than proportional to GDP changes. The level 

off  agricultural output decreased rather dramatically in the early reform years, starting to increase 

againn in 1993-1994. In 1997, none of the Central and Eastern European countries other than 

Sloveniaa and Romania had returned to pre-reform levels. In Slovenia this was because of 

politicall  stability (compared to the rest of former Yugoslavia), high producer prices, and the 

historicall  dominance of individual farming in the sector which thereby suffered less disruption 

fromm reform. Romania stimulated agriculture extensively through various subsidy schemes. 

Thee Baltic countries recorded the most dramatic fall over 1989-1997, of between 40 and 

600 %, and experienced a turnaround only in 1996. Output recovered more in the Czech Republic 

andd Hungary (total decrease 30 % over 1989-1997), Bulgaria and Slovakia (15 %), and Poland 

(100 %) (Commission. 1998a). In the histories of these countries there is no parallel for such a 

rapidd and large contraction of food production, not even in the years of the collectivisation drives 

inn the 1940s and '50s (see on this e.g. Pry or, 1992:110. 

Inn consequence, the economic importance of the agricultural sectors in Central and 

Easternn Europe generally decreased both in terms of employment and in share in GDP. In the 

Balkanss the contraction of the non-agricultural economy was in many years larger than that of 

agriculture,, and the sector typically absorbed the newly unemployed. Agriculture in Central and 

Easternn Europe performed this buffer function only temporarily in the early and difficult 

transitionn years, and in some countries also later during an economic dip (e.g. the Czech 

Republicc in 1998). But in most countries and for most of the time, relatively high rural 

unemploymentt was the result. 

Thee contraction of the sector originated in the low technical efficiency and biased output 

mixx of socialist agriculture, which necessitated extensive restructuring. Another general factor 

wass the inherited structural imbalances in the economies, with too much agriculture and heavy 
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industryy relative to other consumer goods and services throughout the region. A set of more 

specificc reasons would include the change in trade patterns, the decrease in state support, uneven 

markett power relations in the agrifood chain, and the defective functioning of market 

institutions.. Consider these in more detail. 

3.6.23.6.2 Trade Patterns 

First,, trade relations in the region clearly deteriorated. In 1990 all Central and Eastern European 

countriess except Romania were net food exporters. In 1997 all but Hungary and Bulgaria were 

nett importers. Most imports came from the European Union, the share of which was between 40 

andd 55 % of all food imports in 1997 in the various countries. Poland, the Czech Republic. 

Hungary,, and Bulgaria accounted for over 80 % of total Central and Eastern European exports 

andd 75 % of EU imports from the region (Commission, 1998a). Total exports decreased because 

off  the collapse of the CMEA and the demand contraction in former export destinations 

(particularlyy the former Soviet Union). Imports, particularly from the West, increased because of 

thee removal of many barriers to it. This occurred at a time when the European Union continued 

too have relatively high levels of import tariffs (and sometimes of export subsidies). 

Tradee liberalisation also changed the composition of especially food imports. In the pre-

reformm era, the rationale was to import products that were in short supply, as perceived by the 

centrall  planners (e.g. proteins for livestock production). The post-reform structure became 

determinedd by a combination of consumer preferences, market power, and opportunities for re-

exportt (OECD. 1996). 

3.6.33.6.3 The Role of the State 

Second,, the transitional imbalance in government budgets and the pressure on governments to 

cutt spending were acutely felt by a sector that had largely relied on subsidies to keep afloat. In 

addition,, political support for the sector was generally weak, certainly relative to its size. 

Farmerss were typically not well-organised in the political arena during the first phase of the 

transformation.. Moreover agriculture, in most countries the most conspicuously socialised 

sector,, had a communist odium that did not appeal to liberal politicians and their constituencies. 

Agriculturall  real wages decreased faster than the average. Partly this was because wages 

usedd to be paid by the state (either directly or via subsidies), not by private companies. (Such real 

wagee rises as occurred during the transformation were typically concentrated in the private 

sector.)) Moreover, there was no compensation for the output contraction by a comparable 

increasee in the prices of the output or a decrease in input prices. On the contrary, the terms of 
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tradee for primary production during the first transformation years worsened considerably, 

leadingg to the operation of 'price scissors' not unlike that of the Soviet New Economic Policy 

years. . 

3.6.43.6.4 Terms of Trade 

Takingg 1986 as the base year, Czech price indices for agricultural inputs and outputs remained 

virtuallyy constant till 1990. But by 1995, the input price index had risen to 265, while off-farm 

outputt prices only stood at 173. The 1995 ratio of input over output price indices (1.53 for the 

Czechh Republic) was similar in other Central and Eastern European countries (e.g. 1.55 in 

Slovakia,, 1.47 in Hungary), while higher in South-Eastern Europe, where inflation was higher 

andd more persistent: for instance, 2.69 in Bulgaria and 2.21 in Romania (OECD, 1996). After 

1995,, input and output price increases became of similar magnitude. The price scissors ceased to 

cutt into farm profits, but the damage already done was substantial and was not compensated by 

laterr price developments. 

Thiss phenomenon was partly caused by the structural distortion in prices inherited from 

centrall  planning, which had to be corrected sooner or later if liberalisation was to occur. Another 

partt was caused by the fact that, for reasons of political economy, retail food prices typically 

remainedd under some degree of state control, rising only moderately compared to those of many 

otherr consumer goods. (Food outlays comprised between 30 and 60 % of household expenditures 

inn Central and Eastern Europe by 1997, having risen compared to the 1989 level everywhere 

exceptt in Slovenia). But a major reason for the operation of the price scissors was the still large 

markett power of'upstream' and (particularly) 'downstream' industry. 

3.6.53.6.5 Agribusiness Relations 

Afterr the major legal changes in the economy, enterprises involved in farm input manufacturing 

ass well as those active in food processing, transport and trade started to operate on the basis of 

thee profit principle (even though most of them were not quickly and completely privatised). They 

typicallyy remained large and few, certainly in relation to the size and number of farms that 

deliveredd to them or purchased from them. Their market power was further enhanced by features 

off  the production process such as product perishability and specific investments made by farms 

(thee dairy industry being the outstanding example). 

Thiss uneven market power relation can be deduced from the size and number of such 

firmss compared to farms; it is also evidenced by the development of the distribution of value 

addedd over the product chain. Not only did input prices increase relative to off-farm product 
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prices;; the latter, in turn, decreased considerably relative to retail food prices. For instance, 

betweenn 1991 and 1995. the Czech off-farm price of milk rose from 4.96 to 6.57 (current) 

Crownss per kilogram, while retail milk prices increased from 5.31 to 9.56 Crowns. In those 5 

years,, inflation was 52, 13, 18, 10 and 8 percent, subsequently. In short, the profit margin of 

farmss narrowed considerably more than those of the processing and wholesale firms directly 

followingg them in the chain. (More precisely, their 'loss margin' widened more.) Evidently, 

thesee oligopsonist enterprises started to skim off farm profits through low farm gate prices, 

delayedd payment, and other methods. 

3.6.63.6.6 Market Institutions 

Theree were no. or only ineffective, checks on this in the regulatory, legal-economic environment. 

AA more general reason, therefore, for the price scissors threat was the effective absence (or 

defectivee functioning) of institutions supportive to market transactions. Examples of these would 

includee effective legislation against trusts, cartels, tacit collusion, and other forms of monopolies 

andd oligopolies; effective (binding) contract legislation; impartial, knowledgeable courts that can 

decidee quickly and consistently; and (price and quality) information dissemination mechanisms 

thatt would reduce asymmetries and render contract negotiations more competitive. 

Formally,, contract legislation was quickly introduced during reforms. In practice, 

problemss arose both because of a lack of experience by businesses and the commercial courts, 

andd because of the incompatibility of market practice and legislative provisions. The third-party 

(state)) enforcement on which most market contracts implicitly rely was thus incomplete, and 

transactionn agreements could be bent to the advantage of the stronger transaction partner - either 

byy forcing a particular contract on the weaker partner, or by ex-post re-negotiation of the 

contract,, i.e. hold-up (see e.g. Gow and Swinnen, 1999, for a case study from Slovakia). 

Thee enabling conditions for primary agricultural production, such as the availability of 

inputss and of financial means, had formerly been realised by the state (however incompletely). 

Thee market institutions replacing those socialist arrangements were particularly ineffective in 

rurall  areas, operating often to the disadvantage of primary producers. Hence the viability of 

farmss was in general more threatened by the regime change than was the viability of productive 

unitss in other sectors of the economy. 

Farmm inputs were no longer always available at affordable prices. Producing and 

deliveringg outputs did no longer guarantee an adequate inflow of money. Losses were no longer 

compensatedd by the state through subsidies or agricultural credit. The newly commercial banks 

hardlyy extended loans to agriculture without state support or guarantees, while state support itself 
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decreasedd and became more volatile. The joint effect of the above developments was that 

agriculturee as a sector contracted more than the economy as a whole, and that farm workers*  real 

incomess likewise decreased more than the national average (e.g. Milanovic, 1998:57). 

3.77 Efficiency and Structural Change 

Thee main economic rationale for the reforms had been the increase in efficiency that would 

resultt from changes in both the technical side of the production process and the organisation of 

production,, i.e. through structural change in agriculture. 

3.7.13.7.1 Efficiency 

Technicall  efficiency indeed increased considerably, mainly through a decrease of costs. Labour 

wass shed on a large scale, farms decreased their areas and herd sizes, the product mix changed, 

andd investment all but came to a halt. These were intended short-term effect of reforms. At the 

startt of the reforms, farms were generally seen as overstaffed and overly large, their products as 

nott oriented towards consumer demand, and the sector as altogether too large due to the subsidy 

system. . 

Inn the medium and longer term however, the increase in efficiency was different from 

whatt had been anticipated because it hardly resulted from investments in new technologies and 

inn new forms of farm organisation. In the absence of these, efficiency gains through cost 

reductions,, though a necessary first step, did not sufficiently increase farm viability in the 

mediumm and longer term. For the typical farm, capital investments were typically ruled out 

becausee of the losses on production, the loss of subsidy, and the credit crunch. Moreover, 

restructuringg of the sector on an individual-farm basis also did not significantly contribute to 

higherr productivity, for two reasons. 

3.7.23.7.2 Individual Farming and Efficiency 

First,, the supposedly higher technical efficiency of individual as compared to wage-labour farms 

wass not clearly observable. One illustration is the situation in the Czech Republic. Efficiency 

estimatess for the different farm modes calculated by Hughes (1998) indicate that individual 

farmss did not appear to be more efficient than the other structures. In contrast, in a study by 

Mathijss et al (1999) based on efficiency measures different from those used by Hughes, 

individuall  farming is shown to be the more efficient farming mode. The difference in outcomes 

mayy be due to the different time of observation (1996 and 1998, respectively); to differences in 
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thee sample; and to differences in the efficiency measure applied (a Tornqvist index and an 

efficiencyy frontier analysis, respectively). However, in both studies efficiency differences seem 

moree clearly associated with the product mix, farm size, transaction modes, or privatisation 

history,, than with governance type as such (see also studies by Gow and Swinnen, 1999; Mathijs 

andd Vranken, 1999; Sarris et al, 1999; and Thiele and Brodersen, 1997). 

AA second reason for the limited impact of individualisation of farming on the 

performancee of the agricultural sector was that it did not, in general, occur on the scale and with 

thee speed necessary for a significant impact on overall efficiency in the sector. Even if individual 

farmss would have been clearly more efficient, there simply have not been enough commercial 

individuall  farms to make a clear impact during transformation up til l now. As early as 1994 it 

couldd be noted that "already now it is clear that the process of farm restructuring ... is taking a 

coursee which appears to be different from the original expectations of many Western European 

observers.. ... It is remarkable that farm enterprises ... choose to reorganise as whole entities, 

withoutt dismantling the collective structure" (Csaki and Lerman, 1994: 566, 573). Typically, 

neww farming structures emerged which were based on individual property rights, yet in majority 

preservedd features that had allegedly foreordained collectivism to inefficiency. These features 

notablyy include the use of wage labour and the complementary governance structure. 

3.7.33.7.3 Structural Change in the Region 

Inn table 3.1 the pattern of structural change in some Central and Eastern European countries 

wheree de-collectivisation was an issue (excluding Poland and former Yugoslavia) is shown. 

Interestingly,, the emergence of individual farming was most limited in some of the Central and 

Easternn European countries that have progressed most in the transition to capitalism: Hungary 

andd the Czechoslovak successor states. But also in other countries, a considerable share of 

agriculturall  land was still worked by farming structures other than family farms. 

TableTable 3,1: Much Farm Land Still Worked By Non-individual Farm Structures 

Country y 
Hungary y 

Czechh Republic 
Slovakia a 
Estonia a 

Lithuania a 
Latvia a 

Bulgaria a 
Romania a 
Albania a 

yearr of observation 
1996 6 
1998 8 
1998 8 
1997 7 
1996 6 
1997 7 

1995/6 6 
1998 8 
1995 5 

sharee in TAL worked by individual farms {%)* 
28 8 
24 4 
8 8 

63 3 
67 7 
95 5 
52 2 
65 5 
95 5 

**  TAL is an abbreviation for Total Agricultural Land. The figures include (or largely reflect, as in Albania) 

householdd plots and part-time farming. Remaining land is mostly worked by co-operative farms, state farms, and 

farmm companies. Sources: Swinnen and Mathijs (1999:24), Cungu and Swinnen (1999:607) 
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Thiss finding might, of course, be accounted for by the possibly disappointing efficiency 

performancee of individual farms noted above. However, while equating efficiency to viability 

(viaa profitability) may be valid in analyses of longer-term trends in well-developed market 

economies,, in the Central and Eastern European setting the observed limited individualisation 

seemss more fruitfully investigated by considering the various dimensions of agricultural 

transformation. . 

Too take just one example, the divergence between (formal) individual land ownership and 

(actual)) individual farming is typically considerable in the post-socialist setting. In the Czech 

Republic,, the share of agricultural land individually owned was virtually zero in 1989 (counting 

collectivelyy owned land as private, but not individual ownership). It rose to 94 % in 1994, and 

stilll  further to 99 % in 1998. In comparison, the share of agricultural land worked by individual 

farmerss increased from virtually zero in 1989 to 22 % in 1994 and to 24 % in 1998 (COST, 

1995;; MACR, 1998). According to a 1998 European Commission Report, the newly formed co-

operativee farms (then working 43 % of agricultural land), successor organisations to the old 

collectives,, "showed a conservative and reluctant attitude to further restructuring and are to a 

largee extent still run as in the pre-transition days" (Commision, 1998b:26). This was a deviation 

fromm the behaviour that the reforms were meant to induce. At the time of writing, World Bank 

researcherss are starting to turn to this phenomenon. Lerman (2000:10) notes that "the new 

organizationall  form is nothing more than 'a change of sign on the door': the new joint stock and 

limitedd liability companies continue to be managed and operated like former collectives." 

3.3. 7.4 The Czech and Slovak Experiences in a Regional Context 

Thee example of the Czech and Slovak Republics are the clearest, but still typical cases as regards 

Centrall  Europe. Figures for other Central and Eastern European countries, except Latvia and 

Albania,, show a similar gap between private land ownership and individual farming, though less 

widee than is the case in the Czech and Slovak Republics10. Somehow, many farm managers have 

neglectedd the theoretical incompatibility of post-reform property rights and pre-reform 

organisation.. They have been combining individually defined ownership and collective-era 

corporatee governance structures. Currently, agriculture in the region is said to be structurally 

duall  rather than homogeneous; it is often to a large extent corporate (i.e. traditional) rather than 

individuall  farming (Sarris et al., 1999:306). 

Itt is the object of this book to contribute to an explanation of that fact, relying on survey 

dataa from the Slovak and (particularly) Czech Republics. To what extent are data from these 
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countriess informative on factors behind structural change in the region? Two factors might be 

mentionedd here. 

Whenn comparing countries, it should be noted that official Czecho-Slovak, later Czech 

"governmentt policy is to maintain a neutral approach towards the choice of agricultural 

structures.. There is no structural policy in place to favour any type of agricultural enterprise to be 

adoptedd following transformation and privatisation" (OECD, 1995:90; see also Ratinger and 

Rabinowicz.. 1997:96). This contrasts to other Central and Eastern European countries, where 

collectivee and state farms never existed in appreciable numbers (as in Poland or Yugoslavia), or 

wheree old-style collective farms were liquidated rather then transformed (as in Albania, Romania 

orr Bulgaria; see e.g. Cungu and Swinnen, 1997:6 and Davidova, 1994:42). Particularly the 

Czechh setting, where the conditions for both farms of the individual and of the traditional type to 

developp were realised and maintained, seems well suited to study the emergence and persistence 

off  farm types, and the factors behind it" . 

Anotherr reason to take these countries as case studies of Central and Eastern Europe with 

respectt to this issue is the fact that the observed gap in the Czech and Slovak Republics between 

private,, individual land ownership and individual farming is widest, and the percentage of 

agriculturall  land used by individual farms lowest of all Central and Eastern European countries. 

This,, in combination with the presence of (at least initial) policies that aimed to be neutral with 

regardd to structural developments, is an analytical advantage. "Case studies are often selected not 

becausee they are believed to be representative but because they permit the issue in question to be 

illustratedd in a particularly dramatic way" (Williamson, 1985:120). 

3.88 Conclusions 

"Thee change we observe is seldom discontinuous", as Douglass North (1990) noted. Amidst the 

dramaticc and sudden changes that ended the continuity of the Central and Eastern European 

socialistt economies, this observation is true for the structure of farms in large parts of the region. 

Thiss empirical overview concludes with an evaluation of the reforms, some observations on the 

possiblee reasons for observed structural change, and implications for analysis. 

3.3. #. J Evaluation 

Thee post-socialist transformation of agriculture was obviously necessary and beneficial in 

variouss respects. It was unavoidable politically, given the general desire for the introduction of a 

markett economy and the particularly important, widespread perception of justice done in the 
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landd restitution and de-collectivisation processes. With respect to the economics of the 

transformationn process, it clearly reformed a system that had been run on a non-sustainable basis. 

Inn addition, during the process allocational and technical efficiency in farming increased, the mix 

off  food products available to consumers was adjusted and expanded, and the opportunity for 

privatee entrepreneurship was introduced in the sector. 

Butt the reforms also generated (or did not address) several problems. The reform plans and 

(initial)) implementation took littl e explicit account of the distribution of market power, of 

incomee inequality patterns, and of the political economy constellation that would evolve after 

privatisation.. As one concrete result, exploitation by downstream industries became an important 

andd unforeseen factor in the decline of farm viability. Perhaps the initial assumption was that 

privatisationn would imply competition. Or perhaps political economy factors interfered with the 

implementationn of reform plans that were actually designed to create or introduce competition 

andd a level playing field. In either case, this particular development illustrates the one-sided 

theoreticall  basis of reforms in general. Mainstream economic theory did, and still does, 

incorporatee power, inequality, and the political process only very incompletely in its analyses. 

Inn connection with this, the wisdom of stimulating the disbanding and downsizing of 

traditionall  farms in favour of individual farms based on very small land properties must be 

questioned.. It may still become unambiguously clear, in the future, that this policy has stimulated 

efficiencyy in the long term, as was its objective. In the short and medium term up til l now, it has 

alsoo served to undermine farm viability. It involved farm organisations that were in great 

economicc difficulties in costly restitution and de-collectivisation procedures. It decreased their 

sizee and output levels and increased their number, thereby reducing their negotiation power vis-

a-visa-vis both the polity and downstream industry. And it replaced a large part of them with 

individuall  farms that suffered even more serious disadvantages in both arenas. 

AA final note is that the main economic objective of the reforms, an increase in efficiency, 

itselff  generates problems because it generates regionally concentrated unemployment. The post-

socialistt countries are experiencing a rural development problem within one decade of their 

reformss in a way that is similar, but compressed in time, to the one that Western Europe has been 

goingg through since the 1950s. With increasing technical efficiency, the agricultural labour force 

decliness and rural populations decrease (or indeed dwindle to almost nothing, as currently in 

somee parts of France). Rural physical, economic and social infrastructures may weaken to the 

pointt where the viability of rural communities and the quality of the countryside (in terms of 

bothh productive and recreative activities) are at stake. To note this is not to recommend a return 

too socialist-era overstaffing of farms, which was only hidden unemployment. But it does serve to 
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questionn the early reform focus on farm efficiency, often to the exclusion of other economic or 

sociall  parameters. 

3.3. cV. 2 Explaining Structural Change 

Explainingg structural change on the basis of microeconomic survey data will be done in detail in 

thee subsequent chapters. It has also already been the subject of a number of empirical studies 

citedd above. Here it is convenient to draw attention to some general observations that appear to 

followw from the above overview, which have perhaps not received due attention yet, and which 

alsoo do not follow directly from the survey-based analyses. 

AA general reason for limited change in agriculture appears to be that the transformation 

occurredd in very difficult economic circumstances. Given the fact that change, and especially 

innovativee change, is usually costly, one would indeed not expect vigorous efforts towards costly 

restructuringg by farm managers during the years covered. Three elements from the above 

descriptionn lend further support to this observation. 

First,, the scale on which the conversion of wage-labour to individual farms occurred varies 

roughlyy inversely with general economic circumstances. It was most limited in Central Europe, 

andd more extensive in the Baltics and Balkans. Without denying the importance of other factors, 

itt appears a defensible generalisation to note that farms were disbanded only when the entire 

economicc system fell apart (rather than it being transformed) and/or when there was not much to 

losee by whatever change. In these conditions disbanding farms offered at least the option of 

householdd self-sufficiency in food. This observation invites critical consideration of the meaning 

off  the 'individualisation' concept. 

Forr instance, in Albania and Latvia individualisation was almost complete - but the term 

individualisationn (mostly used to refer to the creation of commercial family farms from 

traditionall  farms) is misleading in these cases. Traditional farms in both countries were most 

oftenn replaced by gardens worked for own consumption and local barter rather than by 

commerciall  individual farms. In other countries, such as the Czech and Slovak Republics and 

Hungary,, there was slimming and shedding, but not disbanding in large numbers of traditional 

farms.. But the individual farms that were created there, were more often genuine, market-

orientedd enterprises rather than hobby or subsistence farms. 

Inn sum, the destruction of the old system was more successful in the poorer countries that 

weree less advanced in the transformation towards a market system; but its replacement by viable, 

market-orientedd farms was very limited there. On the other hand, more advanced countries kept 

moree of their traditional farms intact, but also allowed a larger (but still minority) share of 
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agriculturall  production for the market to be produced by newly established, individual farms. Put 

differently,, formal individualisation of agriculture was relatively successful in the Balkan and 

Balticc countries; actual individualisation was better accomplished - but still rather limited - in 

Centrall  Europe. To capture both developments - destruction of the old, and creation of new 

productivee structures - by the same term reflects the early belief that they would be 

complementaryy and could not exist separately. In understanding reality now, this terminology is 

confusingg because it ignores the possibility of a third type of food production structures: 

subsistencee farms or gardens. 

AA second observation is that if individual farms are relatively unimportant precisely in the 

countriess were they were least actively promoted (the three Central European countries), this 

suggestss that their prevalence in other countries is a result of policy and general economic 

conditionss (intended or unintended) rather than primarily resulting from their innate superiority 

inn terms of technical efficiency. 

Third,, restructuring, of which individualisation is the most far-reaching option, is costly in 

thee short term while its benefits materialise in the medium and longer term. In view of the fact 

thatt economic hardship shortens time horizons for decision makers, it is plausible that 

restructuringg was seen as a cost rather than a benefit by many of those directly involved. This 

wouldd apply to both possible individual farmers-to-be and traditional farm management 

(althoughh the latter in addition probably had several other reasons to oppose individualisation of 

farming). . 

Thiss is supported by the observation that also in restructuring processes within existing 

traditionall  farm governance structures, the short term appears to have taken precedence over 

mediumm and longer term considerations. Such change as occurred in farming was almost entirely 

costt reduction rather than innovation in technical processes or organisation. As was the case in 

mostt industrial enterprises, 'deep restructuring1 was avoided and 'defensive restructuring' 

implemented.. Labour was shed, farm size decreased, loss making production (i.e. livestock) 

decreased.. But investments and innovation have been largely absent. 'Deep' restructuring of 

firmss in the post-socialist setting entails three elements: technical innovation, product 

reorientation,, and reorganisation. In agriculture, the first and second elements have, by and large, 

beenn implemented only if it decreased costs, while the third has not occurred in large parts of the 

sector.. This observation raises questions about the success of the reforms; or, alternatively, about 

thee feasibility of reform objectives. 
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3.8.33.8.3 Implications for Analysis 

Thesee general points suggest that the extent of structural change is more convincingly connected 

too agents' actual incentives, both those resulting from the economic environment and those 

impliedd in farm structures, than to technical efficiency of the farm mode. Under the assumptions 

off  sufficient competition, littl e market distortion and superiority in efficiency for family farms, 

theree is no difference. Those incentives would then indeed lead to individualisation of farming 

andd a tendency towards increasing efficiency. As it is, the incentives to which agents have been 

exposedd appear to differ from such assumptions. To explore their actual nature and effects is the 

objectt of the subsequent chapters. 

Thiss means that the scope of analysis must be widened in comparison to the economic 

theoriess on farm modes reviewed in chapter 2 on which reform plans were largely based. These 

theoriess have defined alternatives mainly in term of ownership (of resources and of revenues) of 

farmm operators, that is: in terms of farm features. The importance of the incentive structure 

impliedd in farm features is actually endorsed in this study. Analysis of its effect is part of each of 

thee subsequent analytical chapters, while chapter 10 is largely devoted to the explicit study of 

internall  farm features in connection to risk. But in addition, we will analyse the incentives 

constitutedd by the economic environment, including features of the restitution and de-

collectivisationn processes, the industrial organisation of the agrifood chain, the nature of credit 

markets,, and features of local economic networks. 
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Notess to Chapter  3 

Forr general economic trends during the transformation, see the annual "Transition Reports" published 
byy the EBRD. For trends in agricultural sectors in post-socialist countries, see the annual publication 
"Agriculturall  Polices, Markets and Trade" by the OECD. For institutional details of the reforms and 
structurall  developments in agriculture in the region, see the volumes edited by Swinnen (1994, 1997). 

22 See on the nature of centrally planned economies e.g. Ellman (1979), Nove (1987), and Lavigne (1995). 
Seee on socialist agricultural systems and policies Pryor (1992), Wadekin (1982) and Francesco et al. 
(1980). . 

11 Data are for 1987, except Yugoslavia (1981), Albania (1983), and Czechoslovakia and Romania (1985). 
Numberss given here are indicative, not precise, for various reasons. First, the unit here classified as 'farm' 
iss sometimes more than a food production enterprise, as in Bulgaria where vertical integration resulted in 
'agro-industriall  complexes'. Second, it is often unclear whether the data refer to total farm area, arable 
area,, or area actually farmed. Moreover, not all collective farm area was always actually farmed 
collectively.. Third, also definitions of the labour force vary, with data for 'total workers', 'full-time 
workers',, and 'members' (often including pensioners). Also a large part of labour (up to 40 % in East 
Germany)) was involved in work other than crop or animal production, e.g. in repair shops, cafetarias, 
administrativee units, kindergartens, or building crews. Finally, hours worked per person per year were 
generallyy lower than in the west, e.g. roughly 2,500 in East Germany as compared to 3,000 in West 
Germanyy at the time of measurement (Pryor, 1992: 141,142,145). 

44 A concise presentation of these views is Blanchard et ai (1991). A lucid textbook presentation of them is 
providedd in Gros and Steinherr (1995). 

Interestingly,, in another respect agriculture in the Western world is also most unlike the perfect 
competitionn model, namely with regard to state intervention. This is extensive in all developed countries 
exceptt New Zealand. 

66 In Tracy (1993), an introductory text on food and agriculture in a market economy, written to "take 
particularr account of the readers in Central and Eastern Europe", the description of the Western 
agriculturall  and food system was assumed to "be of special interest to countries seeking to transform their 
ownn systems" (Tracy, 1993:4). 

Interestingly,, selection of these dates reversed expropriations by the socialist leaderships, but did not 
returnn land to Jewish and German individuals expropriated in and after the Second World War. 

**  For detailed accounts of the Czech restitution process, see e.g. Lindemans (1997); Divila and Sokol 
(1993);; Karlik (1993); Kaizrh'k (1997); and Swain (1999). 

Thesee problems originate in a switch in definitions and measurement methods, changes in reporting 
behaviour,, changes in economic structures, and the imprecision caused by the large changes in virtually 
alll  relevant variables. 

100 See also Mathijs and Mészaros (1997); Debatisse (1999), Sarris and Gavrilescu, (1997); and Beekman 
andd Hagedorn (1997) for country wise descriptions of dual agriculture. For an general overview of 
privatisationn policies and outcomes, see Csaki and Lerman (1994, 1997) or Swinnen (1994). 

Inn contrast, while the Czech Republic and Slovakia obviously followed identical formal de-
collectivisationn procedures up til l the 1993 split ofCzecho-Slovakia, Slovakia's subsequent policies were 
protectionistt and conservative with regard to structural change. See chapter 6 for details and analysis. 
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Chapterr  4 

AA Theory of Systemic Change in Post-Socialist Agricultur e 

Itt is easy to make fish stew out of an aquarium, 

butt impossible to make an aquarium out offish stew. 

SovietSoviet observers, quoted by Frederic Pryor, 1992 

4.1.. Introductio n 

Wee have surveyed the theoretical and empirical background of the de-collectivisation issue. We 

noww proceed to address the research question: how do we account for the limitations on 

structurall  change and for the differences in those limitations over countries? This question 

impliess two others. What are the causes of structural change? And how important, in a specific 

setting,, are each of the various causes in explaining the differences? An answer to the first 

questionn requires a theory of structural change. 

Becausee we will , in subsequent chapters, both compare two national agricultural systems 

andd two farm types within one system, a theory of systemic change that can meaningfully be 

appliedd on both the sectoral (or national) level and on the farm level is necessary. Such a theory 

shouldd incorporate the microeconomic theories focusing on property rights, incentive systems 

andd transaction costs, but also bring into play the interaction between the polity and the 

economicc system. The main challenge for a consistent explanation is combining the elements of 

individualindividual choice and systemic change, which both have proven crucial for the outcome. Since 

thee economic system is, in the present author's view, more like an organism than like a machine, 

changess in its constituent parts (such as the state, firms, households, and other private 

institutions)) or in the relations between the parts, are interdependent and often irreversible, as the 

metaphorr in the motto suggests. 

Wee need not here develop such a theory of de-collectivisation from scratch. Various 

specialistss have written on the subject already early in the post-socialist period (Hagedorn, 1991; 

Schmitt,, 1993: Pryor, 1992), often based on different strands of theoretical work on institutional 

changee of a more general nature, from various methodological perspectives (North. 1990; 

Hodgson,, 1988) or on the comparative study of farming modes (Binswanger and Rosenzweig, 
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1986).. Also, the constant monitoring of developments by institutions and academic agricultural 

economistss has led to important empirical generalisations (Csaki and Lerman, 1995; Swinnen 

andd Mathijs, 1999; OECD, 1996, 1997, 1998) and analytical frameworks (Hughes, 1999; 

Mathijs,, 2000). I will here blend ideas and findings from the above authors to present a 

frameworkk for understanding differences in systemic change of agricultural sectors in a post-

socialistt setting. 

4.2.. Transformation and Transaction Costs 

Iff  we start from the standard assumption that individual behaviour reflects optimising choice 

givenn budget and technology constraints, a first basic element is the distinction between 

conventionall  transformation (or production) costs and transaction costs (North, 1990). 

Productionn costs are controlled by relative prices and the conventional production function, 

whichh is determined by natural circumstances and technology. 

Transactionn costs are here defined in the inclusive sense of all costs associated with 

concludingg a transaction (on or outside of the market), other than the actual price paid in that 

transaction.. This includes costs for information search and sharing, bargaining, and defining and 

protectingg property rights. The level of transaction costs is determined by the institutions used. 

Institutionss are humanly devised rules for behaviour that constrain and liberate human action (cf. 

Northh 1990:3), either formal (legislation) or informal (norms, beliefs, ideologies). Institutions are 

featuress of the social and economic system; transaction costs are their consequences on the level 

off  individual choice. 

Iff  the institution of individual farming is considered superior in efficiency, taking both 

transactionn and transformation costs into account, there is a case for complete de-collectivisation 

-- a case made by Schmitt (1993). However, although the optimal outcome of the institutional 

changee process is then unambiguous from a sector-level perspective, that is not necessarily the 

casee from the decision maker's point of view - for example the prospective individual farmer's. 

Paradoxically,, this is so precisely because of system features, on which particularly the level of 

transactionn costs depends. 
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4.3.. Networks and History 

Thesee system features prominently include network externalities and embeddedness (Pryor, 

1992:266).. This is to say that the whole is more than the sum of the parts and that history 

matters.. First, an individual's actions have consequences for other individuals operating within 

thee same system. In particular, individuals are influenced in their decisions by the concerns that 

otherss may not take either similar or complementary action. For instance, it is difficult to 'go 

individual'' if there are no, or not enough, individual farmers to co-operate with in information 

sharingg and institution building; or if all input providing, output processing, and servicing 

enterprisess remain geared to the needs of large-scale, wage-labour farms. Institution building 

mustt be collective action if it is to be successful. 

Second,, embeddedness means that past actions affect present choices - and combined 

withh the network concept, also others' past actions do so. For instance, individual farming may 

orr may not be attractive depending on the existing scale and product orientation of an 

agriculturall  sector, or on the land ownership pattern - both of which directly reflect past choices. 

Embeddednesss also implies that actions are not always costlessly reversible, because there are 

sunkk (non-recoverable) costs on the system level. 

4.4.. Power 

Third,, there is power. Decision makers pursuing their own interest in an environment of network 

externalitiess and embeddedness are heterogeneous - not only in the sense that they have 

differentt preferences, but also with respect to their opportunities to realise those preferences, 

otherr than by means of spending their budgets. The systemic, non-atomic nature of power is 

reflectedd both in one of its conventional definitions (in which power is the capacity to control 

others'' choices) and in the fact that it derives not only from individual characteristics but also 

fromm an individual's position within a social system. 

Controllingg others' choices in a process of institutional change can be possible either 

thoughh control over goods, or through control over procedures of change. For instance, the 

presencee of traditional but not individual farmers at the time of defining restitution and de-

collectivisationn procedures increased the power of the former group during the implementation. 

Andd so, plausibly, do traditional farms managers' effective political representation, their long-
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standingg contacts in politics, finance, or business, their control over land and assets to be 

privatised,, and their control over local jobs. 

4.5.. Authorit y and Norms 

Power,, in the sense defined, is in principle compatible with the model of individual optimisation 

givenn constraints (although it also goes beyond that atomic approach). Someone's power over a 

decisionn maker could be seen as an additional constraint for that person. Thus it implies a 

decreasee in the costs of transacting or, alternatively, as the relaxation of the powerful person's 

budgett constraint (assuming a trade-off between monetary and power-based incentives). That 

interpretationn is not possible for one particular form of power, namely the power to define 

others""  aims and preferences, or authority. 

Thosee having authority influence others' decisions not by limiting or extending their set 

off  options, but by durably influencing their preferences. Durable preferences, or beliefs, can 

developp (or be installed) and control behaviour quite without reference to the continuously 

changingg outcome of strictly economic incentives. In our case, if particular social groups with 

authorityy in (part of) the population (such as the government, political parties, or churches) 

advocatee private ownership; or individual entrepreneurship; or, more general, a market-oriented 

attitudee in economic life; or, in contrast, conservation of existing social and economic structures; 

thenn these will mould preferences of decision makers. 

AA similar effect is attained through the operation of norms, which can simply be defined 

ass shared beliefs. The difference with beliefs based on authority is that norms need not originate 

withh a recognisable social group or person. Obviously the difference is not always clear, since 

normss can be adopted and advocated by authorities. The point is that they can continue to exist 

withoutt such explicit support. 

4.6.. Change and Stagnation 

Applyingg this framework, the following conception of the process of institutional change called 

de-collectivisationn emerges. Consider the transaction (not the individual) as the unit of analysis. 

Thee relevant transaction that is or is not made is the transfer of farm resources from a traditional 

too an individual farm. The relevant decisions by the actors directly involved are decisions to start 
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ann individual farm, or to provide resources to someone trying to do so (by land owners, banks, 

inputt providers, output buyers and processors, or state authorities), or to co-operate in disbanding 

aa traditional farm (by traditional farm managers and members, and policy makers). Since these 

decisionn makers all operate in the same system, which is a network, the various decisions have 

externalities,, and so need to be co-ordinated for the transaction to be successful. The above 

frameworkk suggests that three factors define the outcome of the process of institutional choice 

forr each type of decision maker: 

(1)) The nature of preferences, beliefs, and norms. These determine what, in each of the choice 

situationss described, would be preferred by the decision maker. 

(2)) The costs associated with choosing a particular organisation of production. These are 

controlledd by the production function (determined by natural endowment, relative prices, and 

technology),, and by transaction costs. 

(3)) The level of transaction costs, in turn, is determined by 

(a)) the legacy of existing formal institutions supporting production, which constitutes the 

historicallyy determined, man-made complement of natural endowments; 

(b)) the polity: the relative power positions of the various actors based on their control over 

wealthh and their control over formal institutions. 

Thee above approach can thus be applied to the process of change in one particular institution, i.e. 

thee farming mode. A graphical representation of this conception is given in box 4.1. 
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BoxBox 4.1. The Process of Institutional Change in the Organisation of Production 

Inn the analysis of a short-term choice process, natural conditions, the nature of current formal 

andd informal institutions, the polity, and the distribution of power within it, determine 

transactionn and production costs. For instance, politicians, induced by constituencies, interest 

groupss and - perhaps - private interests, may change prices through policy, and support or 

discouragee the development, introduction and application of technologies. Temperature, soil 

quality,, sunshine and precipitation affect the efficiency, timing and level of food production, and 

soo its transformation costs. Agricultural and general economic institutions (including credit co-

operatives,, marketing boards, futures markets, extension services, the Ministry of Agriculture, 

internationall  treaty organisations, etcetera) influence transaction costs. Transaction and 

transformationn costs jointly determine total costs of different options in the short-term process of 

institutionall  choice, and thereby its outcome. 

Inn addition to these short-term determinants, there are longer-term feed-forward and 

feedbackk mechanisms (not denoted by arrows in the box in the interest of legibility), in 
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numerouss ways. For instance, production in a particular institutional setting implies a decision on 

thee production and distribution of wealth which may differ from the current distribution, and thus 

overr time alter relative power based on wealth. Also, the farming modes determines which 

supportingg institutions producers need. Creating or adapting these also changes the formal 

institutionall  structure of the economy. 

Likewise,, each farming mode has a specific impact on the natural and cultural 

environment,, and through that influence can undermine or enhance its own viability - e.g. 

throughh deforestation, soil erosion, contamination or improvement, or changes in landscape. 

Sometimess such impacts are entirely physical. For instance, intensive irrigation in dry areas may 

leadd to soil saltification, necessitating a change in production techniques and often also in 

productivee institutions. Sometimes such changes occur via social changes (partly) induced by the 

externalitiess of food production, such as the political pressure by the environmental movement in 

Westernn Europe, which constrains opportunities for further intensification of production. 

Moreover,, all four basic factors at the top of box 4.1 interact and hence change, mostly in the 

longerr term, sometimes in the short run. One can think of a change in policy preferences and its 

impactt on formal institutions; of natural disasters and climatic change and their impact on the 

productionn function as well as on social organisation; and of changes in norms, beliefs and 

ideologiess and their expression in formal institutions. 

Feed-backk and feed-forward mechanisms can reinforce choices once they are made 

throughh a decrease in total costs of operating a productive institution, and so increase its 

viability.. An example is the Western European family farming system in post-war years, which 

wass until recently increasingly supported by both private institutions (information sharing and 

extensionn services, marketing boards, input and credit co-operatives, lobby groups) and public 

institutionss (research institutions, the EU Common Agricultural Policy, effective political 

representation).. But changes (or lack of it) in the environment can also cause an increase in total 

costss and so undermine existing productive institutions or abort fledgling processes of change. 

Exampless of the latter include failed land reform operations or attempts at technological 

innovationn in many developing countries. 

Inn sum. the physical and institutional environment of a particular productive institution is 

alwayss changing, and that change can either be supportive of its viability, or undermine it. An 

institutionall  lock-in', i.e. a system that does not endogenously generate institutional change, 

occurss if changes in the distribution of power, in (informal) beliefs and values, and/or in the 

(formal)) institutional legacy cause a net decrease in transaction costs of present institutions 

relativee to its alternatives from the perspective of the more powerful agent or agents. In contrast. 
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iff  such changes, on balance, increase transaction costs of current institutions, agents will seek to 

adaptt them or establish new ones. 

Thiss theory can be used to identify causes of institutional change or stability, and, in the 

latterr case, to explore whether stability is temporary or perhaps likely to be a durable lock-in. As 

such,, it is an answer to the first research question. We will address the second research question -

howw relevant were the different possible causes actually?- in a comparison of the national 

agriculturall  sectors of the Czech and Slovak Republics during transformation in chapter 7. 

4.7.. A Specification on the Farm Level 

Whilee the above framework is sufficiently detailed to describe system change on the sector level, 

forr an account on the farm level some further specification is helpful. In contrast to most farm 

levell  analyses, this specification must incorporate the systemic and dynamic aspects outlined 

above.. One can assess the organisational alternatives for farm production and their performance 

accordingg to some criterion such as efficiency, profitability, or institutional viability, and make a 

staticc comparison of success, in these terms, in order to explain the observed dominance of one 

typee (as in Hughes, 1999; Rizov el al., 1999). As repeatedly observed, the problem with this 

approachh is that the continued dominance of traditional farming is not in line with its allegedly 

inferiorr technical efficiency. That is, in any case, the situation in the Czech and Slovak 

Republics. . 

Ann alternative approach is to explain the existence of productive institutions not so much 

byy comparing differences in the final states as by exploring the path that leads from one 

institutionn to another. This is the approach taken here. What facilitates the transition from 

traditionall  to individual farming, and what hinders it? 

Thiss approach derives from the distributional explanation of institutional change 

developedd in Knight (1997), Levi (1988) and writings of the later North (see e.g. Knight and 

North.. 1997). In keeping with the theory outlined above, it starts from the postulate that actors, 

withh different degrees of power within a social system, attempt to change institutions in pursuit 

off  their goals. Actor interests and relative power distributions thus control the institutional 

outcome.. This theory appears better suited to explain short-term institutional change than its 

alternative,, the efficiency approach, associated with the early North, Libecap (1989) and Barzel 

(1989).. among others. These theorists assume near-perfect competition of interest groups in the 

'production**  of new institutions, largely ignoring political mechanisms and power distributions. 
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inn consequence, institutional, and in particular property rights change is seen as driven by and 

improvingg efficiency. 

Inn contrast, a crucial element in the first theory, as in the perspective developed here, is 

thee notion that agents in the process of institutional change have power which they use to induce, 

curbb or hinder that process. As noted, power can be based on either actor attributes or on features 

off  the change process. In this farm-level analysis, sources of power of the first type include an 

agent'ss discretion over resources, over procedures of change, or on superior information or 

relevantt 'tacit' (i.e. experience-based, non-transferrable) knowledge (Polanyi, 1967). Features of 

thee institutional change process that may allow one party to have power over another include its 

transactionn cost (the height of which is typically open to manipulation by the powerful agent) 

andd the political constellation governing the change process. 

Thee distribution of agents' power and their goals jointly determine the shape of an 

evolvingg formal institution. As agents interact repeatedly in the framework of that new 

institution,, their actions and reactions become increasingly mutually predictable, eventually 

embodyingg implicit rules for behaviour: a new informal institution has evolved. Since such 

informall  institutions necessarily emerge later and also more slowly than the formal institutions 

thatt evoke them, there typically are initial matching problems between 'old' informal and "new' 

formall  institutions. 

Applyingg this approach to the evolving formal institution of the individual farm - which, 

inn turn, is predicated on a set of more general formal institutions such as individual property 

rightss and contract legislation - the elements of the above general account can be specified as 

follows.. Management of traditional farms find it, in general, not in their interest to co-operate in 

thee establishing of individual farms. Moreover, they have power over prospective individual 

farmerss deriving, to different degrees, from both features of the restitution process (providing 

scopee for manipulation of the prospective farmer's transaction costs) and from their position in 

thee traditional, dominant farming system. This position implies control over wealth (endowment 

off  farm land and assets) and over procedures. 

Moreover,, existing informal institutions support the traditional rather than the individual 

farmingg mode. Informal institutions supportive of individual farming - individualism, 

independence,, risk taking, or more generally: an ethos of entrepreneurship - arise more slowly 

thann the individual farming mode itself. There may thus be a mismatch. In this view the 

individuall  farm institution is unlikely to come to dominate post-socialist farming in the short 

termm - unless the entire present institutional framework is changed radically or collapses. 
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Whilee the traditional management's aims may seem rather obvious - preservation of the 

traditionall  farm-, their power is hard to identify or measure empirically. The focus in the analysis 

inn chapter 6. which builds on this framework, will therefore be on the sources of that power, 

particularlyy the transaction costs, or - more generally - barriers to change that the prospective 

individuall  farmers experiences. In order to explore the transition from traditional to individual 

farmingg in this vein, we will consider an individual's incentive structure with regard to the 

switchingg decision from present, traditional farm employment to the individual-farming 

occupationn (the relevance of this professional starting point will be demonstrated empirically in 

thee analysis). The first premise then is that individuals compare ex ante their well-being, in a 

broadd sense, over both states and decide accordingly. This is a standard component of most 

approachess to the problem and will remain implicit here. 

Thee second premise is that switching is costly. There are barriers to change quite apart 

fromm the levels of well-being in the present and future occupation. Consideration of these costs 

off  change as well as the static comparison of the alternatives is assumed to control the outcome. 

Sincee this second assumption is in previous studies usually not explicitly assessed empirically, a 

descriptionn of the nature and importance of such switching costs is in order.' 

4.8.. Costs of Change 

Switchingg costs are controlled by the institutional arrangements in the economy in general, and 

byy the conditions in the individual's present occupation in particular. Since a considerable share 

off  present individual farmers used to be employed in traditional farms, the features of these 

organisationss are likely particularly important institutions controlling the extent of de-

collectivisation.. Switching costs can be broken down to costs of leaving the present occupation 

(exitt costs), costs of establishing the new farm (investment costs) and costs of operating the new 

farmm in a given environment (integration costs). 

First,, exit costs may include material components such as a loss in income, but also 

psychologicall  or political factors, often grounded in informal institutions. Technically, someone 

withh a non-agricultural job or a background in a large traditional farm with a highly specialised 

labourr force is not likely to master easily the array of skills that individual farming requires, and 

wil ll  experience a loss in productivity and income upon switching. Psychologically, a long period 

off  communal life may have installed an emotional appreciation for group membership, a strong 

sensee of loyalty to (perhaps even pride in) the organisation, and a dislike for inequality (Bardhan, 
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1993:636;; Zusman, 1993:24; Kimball, 1988). Politically, various connections with individuals 

withh some power may be both vital to a member's well-being and dependent on traditional farm 

membershipp through networks (Carter, 1984). This is especially true in an economic system that 

inheritedd a good deal of politicising of economic decisions - see e.g. Ellman (1979:21-23) on this 

aspectt of the former system in general and Csaki et al. (1999: xx) on connection-based subsidy 

allocationn in Czech agriculture. 

Second,, investment costs are the one-off costs of acquiring farm land and assets in the 

restitutionn process or in the market. This is costly not only in terms of money but also time. 

Third,, the existence of integration costs implies that success in farming will also depend on the 

degreee to which new entrepreneurs, after establishing the new business, succeed in using the 

existingg economic institutions or - alternatively - in creating new routines and organisational 

arrangementss serving their particular production and transaction needs. 

Integrationn costs are investments in access to the economic system. They exist because 

thee transaction environment is not an open and atomistic market, but is characterised by network 

interdependenciess between transaction partners imposing a transaction cost premium on new 

entrants.. In a system that is institutionally dominated by the traditional-farming mode, 

integrationn costs are largely costs of replacement, in three senses: replacement of access to 

productivee resources, to financial resources, and to market relations. Consider these in turn. 

Factorss of production in traditional agriculture are typically size-specific and suitable for 

wage-labourr fanning. Physical restitution may then create a compatibility problem. Farm land 

andd assets are moreover typically interdependent, and restitution of only part of a complementary 

sett of factors of production implies a loss of productive capacity. Because of these limitations, 

theree will be continuing integration costs in addition to initial conventional investment costs. The 

neww entrepreneur will have to gain access to productive resources and to funds, which depends 

onn the quality and accessibility of the market for farm land and assets and for external finance 

{creditt and subsidies). Both types of access are known to be problematic. Land and assets 

marketss hardly exist. Nor do genuine and effective agricultural banks, while subsidy allocation is 

typicallyy not transparent and biased in favour of established farms2. Individual farms have to 

competee for funds at a disadvantage in the existing system, or bear the costs of setting up their 

ownn channels. 

Thee third type of integration costs concerns market relations, which include contracts and 

personall  ties that the traditional farm as an entity has with upstream and downstream industries. 

Thee costs of replacing them with many separate contracts are typically transaction costs, which 

thee supplier or seller will try to pass on to the individual farm. These costs arise from: (1) 
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acquiringg knowledge about the new trading partner, (2) bargaining and formulating new 

contracts,, and (3) adjusting to scale-specific aspects of packaging, processing and transporting. 

Inputt suppliers or output purchasers will only trade with individual farms if these can bear the 

extraa costs. If that is not the case, newly established farms are dependent on existing channels 

thatt go via the traditional farm and are accessible at a cost only. In either case there is a premium 

onn costs of transacting for the individual farm. 

4.9.. Summary and Conclusions 

4.9.1.4.9.1. Summary 

Wee have considered a theory of systemic change in farming modes and a specification of it on 

thee farm level. On the sector, or national level, four factors are considered as basic, as the 

environmentt in which farming modes function: (1) natural conditions, (2) the polity and the 

powerr distribution within it, (3) current formal institutions and (4) current informal institutions. 

Inn the short term, these factors control the level of transaction and transformation costs. These 

twoo cost types in turn jointly determine the viability of current agricultural productive 

institutions. . 

Inn the longer term, the functioning of those institutions, i.e. the creation and distribution 

off  wealth with use of natural resources, changes the physical and institutional environment. 

Togetherr with other influences, change in the environment over time either increases the 

viabilityy of current farming modes, or decreases it. Farming modes may thus be unsustainable 

becausee they themselves imply high levels of transaction or transformation costs, given the 

environment;; or because they change the environment so as to increase the level of these costs; 

orr because the environment changes due to factors wholly exogenous to the consequences of 

operatingg that farming mode. 

Onn the farm (rather than the sector) level, we compare the path from traditional to 

individuall  farming, and investigate the incentives and barriers to travel that path. The focus is 

againn on what impacts natural conditions, the political system, and formal and informal 

institutionss have on the viability of both farming types. These impacts are now expressed in the 

heightt of different costs categories connected to the decision to take up individual farming, 

categorisedd as exit costs, investment costs, and integration costs. In the comparative analysis of 

Czechh individual and traditional farmers in chapter 6, these three categories will be explicitly 

investigated. . 
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4.9.24.9.2 Applications 

Inn order to illustrate the possible uses of this framework, consider a few applications to concrete 

processess of institutional change. The collectivisation of agriculture in the newly communist 

statess of Central and Eastern Europe starting in the late 1940s, was caused by exogenous changes 

inn the polity which imposed high levels of transaction costs on other forms of farming. The 

inefficiencyy of collective and state owned farms in subsequent decades undermined the 

economicc viability of that productive institution. Production (or transformation) costs were 

overlyy high due to lack of attention to natural conditions and lack of adequate technologies. 

Transactionn costs were high because of the use of wage-labour and management in the farm and 

becausee of the central planning environment. Only a reduction in relative prices through 

subsidies,, supported directly by the current formal institutional structures and indirectly by the 

polity,, assured continued operation of socialist farms. 

Thee de-collectivisation of farming in the region since 1990, to the extent that it occurred, 

wass a result of that undermined viability as well as external polity changes. The challenge now is 

too explain why actual (rather than formal) de-collectivisation was in general more limited than 

intendedd and expected by policy makers and analysts. The present framework suggests a 

systematicc way to investigate the factors behind that development. These we wil l follow in the 

actuall  comparative analysis of the Czech and Slovak cases. 

4.9.3.4.9.3. Evaluation 

Thee above framework is eclectic, and as such perhaps offensive to readers adhering to a 

particularr methodological approach to economic problems. It starts with the standard neo-

classicall  postulates of individual optimising choice given natural conditions and relative prices. 

Lesss standard, still neo-classical components like heterogeneity of preferences, externalities, and 

interpersonall  interaction were added. Subsequently, factors transcending individual choice such 

ass the impact of history, power, and authority in the process of conscious choice are considered. 

Finallyy it was asserted that also exogenous influences and elusive factors such as beliefs should 

bee taken into account. 

Thiss broad approach results from two factors. First, it follows from the present author's 

methodologicall  position that the central elements in the various schools in economic theory are 

informativee of economic reality and can be sensibly applied. None should be ruled out 

beforehand.. However, they can also be misapplied. The temptation to do this is of course 

greatestt when alternative methodologies or methods are a priori  out of the question. Acceptance 
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off  an k-ism' derived from one economie theory, or set of theories, as a general research guideline 

precludess methodological evaluation and choice. One should always have several ideas, 

approachess and techniques ready for use. 

Second,, then why not leave most of those ideas and techniques in the toolbox, after 

selectingg the most appropriate one, rather than using several? That would indeed greatly simplify 

analysiss and presentation and allow a more thorough analysis of the one aspect considered. The 

answerr is that the research question itself is broad, and requires a broad-based framework for 

analysis.. In many cases more restraint in methodology is valid and helpful, as will be 

demonstratedd in this book, in the study of particular sub-problems related to de-collectivisation 

(chapterr 9) or of de-collectivisation from one particular angle (chapter 10). 

Butt on the broad question of why we observe a particular structure of productive 

institutions,, one cannot ignore natural conditions; or the political constellation; or the distribution 

off  power on the farm level; or even ideologies and norms. Especially in transition studies, it is 

increasinglyy acknowledged that the willingness to change perspective is indispensable for 

progresss in understanding both the broad picture and particular problems (e.g. Lerman, 2000). It 

iss hoped to demonstrate the necessity of this inclusive approach in its applications in the 

subsequentt analytical chapters. We will reconsider its usefulness in the concluding chapter 11. 
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Notess to chapter  4 

Notee that this is complementary to other explanatory models such as Mathijs and Swinnen {1998) who 
studyy a model in which individual choice only is decisive, testing it with macro-level data. Hughes (1999) 
considerss re-allocation by resource owners, applying that approach to the present data. Rizov et al. (1999) 
studyy individual and environmental factors for the Romanian case, using survey data on individual farms 
only. . 

Seee on rural or agricultural credit market development in the region Woltz (1996), Pederson and 
Khitarishvilii  (1997), Davis and Hare (1997), Swinnen and Gow (1999) and Davis and Gaburici (1999) 
Seee also chapters 8 and 9 in this book. 
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Fieldworkk and Primar y Data 

Inn new areas, and transition is definitely a new area, 

researchh starts with exploration: theory comes later. 

ZviZvi Lermcm, 2000 

5.11 Sources 

Thee primary data analysed in this study come from two groups of data sets. One is taken from 

thee official statistics on agriculture of the Czech Republic1. The other was generated during 

fieldwork. . 

Onn Czech agriculture, the 1996 round of the regular surveys conducted by the Czech 

Researchh Institute for Agricultural Economics (VUZE, in the Czech abbreviation) at Prague in 

thee framework of its ongoing monitoring of Czech agriculture was used. This set consists of 

observationss for 411 farms, including data on size category, area, product specialisation, labour 

andd wages, a detailed overview of input cost categories, revenues, yields and production 

efficiency,, and regional location. 

Thee second set comprises three surveys conducted in 1998 by the author in co-operation 

withh staff of the Mendel University at Brno, Czech Republic and of the Agricultural University 

att Nitra, Slovak Republic. The surveys were part of a larger programme of fieldwork on 

structurall  changes in Czech and Slovak agriculture, which started in late 1996. 

5.2.. Fieldwork Chronology 

Thee first part of this research project included identification of the main research issues in the 

fieldfield of the economics of agricultural transformation. The next step was to decide the empirical, 

andd specifically geographical contents of the study. Therefore in November 1996 contacts with 

Nitraa Agricultural University were established and a first research trip was made. The aim of the 
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visitt was to conduct interviews with the academic staff, carry out literature research, and visit 

somee farms. The idea was to gain a clearer picture of the structure and state of Slovak agriculture 

ass an example of Central and Eastern European agriculture. 

Onee main result of the trip was a clear sense of the need for own empirical work. At the 

time,, detailed micro-economic information was not available to outsider academic researchers. 

Dataa were produced by the Research Institutes for Agricultural Economics in the various 

countries,, but these were mainly used in support of policy formulation. Dissemination in publicly 

availablee reports was in processed, often aggregate format only2. For reasons explained earlier, it 

wass decided to carry out fieldwork in the successor countries to Czechoslovakia. This was 

plannedd in three phases: (1) a series of interviews, (2) survey development, and (3) survey 

implementation. . 

Duringg a stay at Brno and Nitra universities in September-December 1997, a first round 

off  interviews in both countries was conducted. The interviewees included managers of co-

operativee and traditional farms, operators of individual farms, agribusiness managers both in the 

inputt and the processing industry, managers of food trade firms, bankers operating in agriculture, 

officialss of regional government bodies and academic researchers. The conversations were 

structuredd around pre-identified research topics. 

Inn the course of interview work, some issues not reported in the literature studied 

appearedd to be additionally interesting. These were included for discussion in successive 

meetings.. This series of interviews was completed by a second round during a visit to both 

countriess in April-May 1998. The interviews both constituted a valuable source of information in 

theirr own right3 and provided the context for survey development, which started in spring 1998. 

Inn order to collect a body of consistent data, it was decided to use mail surveys rather 

thann continue with face-to-face interviews. Given the spatial dispersion of the target group and 

thee limits on time and financial means of the research project, other methods (self-administered 

intervieww forms; group surveys; telephone surveys) were not practicable. The advantage of 

selectingg the mail survey method was that, with the available time and money, uniform data on a 

relativelyy large group of farmers could be collected. The drawbacks of the mail procedure 

includee a typically low response rate, the possibility of self-selection, and no control for the 

researcherr over who is filling  out the form (see e.g. Fowler, 1984; Singer and Presser, 1989). We 

wil ll  discuss the impact of these biases below. 

Thee survey work targeted two types of agricultural producers. One questionnaire 

addressedd operators of individual farms, the other managers of co-operative, joint-stock and 

limited-liabilityy farms. As the focus of the research project was a comparative study of farming 
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structures,, most questions on both forms were identical, such as those on product selection and 

area,, financial structure, access to credit and subsides, and main problems in operating the farm. 

Partt of the questions was specific to the farm type. Traditional farm managers were 

questionedd about their relationship with farm members and landowners, and about employment 

developments.. Individual farmers were asked to give information on human capital and on their 

experiencess with the restitution process. Also they were asked to compare various aspects of 

theirr own farm operation practice with comparable features of farms in the traditional sector. The 

completee questionnaires can be found in the Appendix to this chapter. 

Itt was decided to investigate both individual and traditional farms in the Czech Republic, 

whilee in the Slovak Republic only traditional farms were targeted. This was both because of 

existingg contacts, and because individual farming is of only marginal importance in the Slovak 

Republic,, even more so than in the Czech Republic. Questionnaires were pre-tested in the Czech 

Brnoo area in a pilot study in May 1998 and some final adjustments were made. In July-August 

andd November 1998 the surveys were mailed out. 

5.33 Survey Methodology and Implementation 

Thee surveys were set up as confidential, but not anonymous, so that the geographical origin of 

responsess could be traced. In an accompanying letter, a brief explanation of the nature and 

objectivee of the survey was given (see Appendix). In order to increase both the quality of the 

responsess and the response rate, survey participants were offered an overview of findings 

{Fowler.. 1984:63). 

Thee survey to private individual farmers was mailed out to members of the Czech 

Associationn of Private Farmers (SSZ), which had shown an interest in participation in the 

researchh project. This was done in two waves: one of 530 forms in July, another of 551 forms in 

Novemberr 19984. In total 193 responses (18 % of mailings) were received by January 1999. As 

thee basis for selecting the sample, the address database of the SSZ was used. Addresses of 

individuall  farmers in 38 of the 76 Czech administrative districts represented in the database were 

available;; responses came from 31 districts. As the distribution of all Czech individual farmers 

overr all regions was unknown (as many other data on individual farming were and are), the 

distributionn of SSZ members' addresses over the available districts was taken to be a good 

approximation.. The survey sample consisted of draws out of each of the available districts 

proportionall  to the number of SSZ members in each district. 
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Thee survey among management of traditional farms in the Czech Republic, mailed out in July-

Augustt 1998, could not be conducted on a similar scale as access to the address database of the 

Czech-Moraviann Union of Agricultural Co-operatives was not possible. Hence, contacts 

establishedd during interview work were used to solicit co-operation of regional representatives of 

thee Agrarian Chamber, the overarching farm interest organisation of the Czech republic. These 

representativess mailed out the surveys to traditional farm management in their district. In that 

wayy 430 farm managers were addressed, of whom 69 (16 %) responded. As the survey 

progressedd region by region, it took from July to December 1998 to complete the mailings and 

receivee the responses. 

Thee survey to Slovak managers of traditional farms was mailed out in November 1998. 

Ass there was no access to a regionally differentiated address database, traditional farms were 

randomlyy selected from the Agricultural Register. Of the 837 questionnaires sent, 102 valid 

responsess (13 %) were received. 

Thee response rates for all three surveys were rather low, although it is difficult to decide 

whatt the standard for comparison should be. In other survey work on the economics of 

agriculturee in the region, the response rate is typically not reported"1. In mail surveys in general in 

thee Western European context a response rate "below 30 %" is normal (Fowler, 1984:67); but 

onee can think of many reasons for both a higher and a lower percentage in the Central European 

agriculturall  setting. In the final analysis, it is the extent to which the sample represents the 

populationn that matters. A fair representation is suggested by a 'normal' response rate. Without 

suchh a standard, there are two methods to evaluate representation. 

First,, one can think of reasons why particular characteristics (both those observed in the 

samplee and unobserved features) would be under- or over-represented in the sample, and how a 

possiblee divergence between sample and population matters to the analysis. Second, the sample 

cann be compared to other samples, although these probably have biases of their own. Similarity 

betweenn independent samples increases confidence in the extent to which both samples represent 

thee population. Below the extent to which the surveys represent Czech and Slovak farms is 

consideredd in both ways. 

5.4.. Survey Representation: the Czech Surveys 

Inn table 5.1 basic data on both Czech surveys are presented and compared to official data. 
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TableTable 5.I: Czech Survey Statistics and Official Figures 

organisationn type 

farmingg companies 

co-operatives s 

individuall farmers* 

off which* * - professional 

-- other indiv. 

Otherr farms*** 

alll farms 

Survey(1998) ) 

sampl l 

count t 

29 9 

40 0 

193 3 

70 0 

123 3 

--
262 2 

ee size 

% % 
11 1 

15 5 

74 4 

27 7 

47 7 

--
100 0 

meann size (ha) 

1,512 2 

1,707 7 

79 9 

101 1 

40 0 

--
494 4 

officiall figures (1998) 

number r 

Count t 

2,208 8 

1,256 6 

92,845 5 

32,365 5 

60,480 0 

958 8 

97,267 7 

% % 
2 2 

1 1 

95 5 

33 3 

62 2 

1 1 

100 0 

Meann size (ha) 

677 7 

1,411 1 

--
26 6 

--
46 6 

--
Inn the official information this figure comprises of agricultural primary production businesses with the legal form 

of'physicall  person' (podnikyfyzickych osob) in the 'Register of Economic Subjects'. In the survey information these 

aree members f the Czech Association of Private Farmers. 

**  * 'Professional' individual farms in the survey are farms where the owner both derives more than three-quarters of 

incomee from the farm and devotes over 40 hours weekly to farming. In the official data these are farmers registered 

inn the 'Agricultural Register' as producing food (i.e. for the market). 'Other' individual farmers in both sources is 

thee difference between the total number of individual farmers and the number of professional individual farmers. 

** **  In this category fall the remaining state-owned farms and farms for educational purposes. 

Sources:: survey findings, MACR (1999:TA 2.1), author's calculations 

Wass the survey representative of Czech agriculture, as far as the available figures in the table 

alloww for a comparison? First, the survey sample has relatively fewer individual farms. Second, 

withinn the group of traditional farms, co-operatives are over-represented; and on average, farm 

sizee is considerably larger in both surveys, compared to the official figures. These divergences 

aree related, since in the traditional-farm sample, as in the official figures, co-operative farms are 

onn average larger than other traditional farms. 

5.4.1.5.4.1. Explaining the Size Difference 

Itt is important to note that the size difference between official and survey data can not be 

explainedd by reference to the sample frame: addresses were obtained through regional 

representativess of both co-operative and other traditional farms, and the survey mailings were 

presumablyy addressed to a representative mix of both types. This is deduced rather than certain, 

sincee representatives reported the number of farms in their district - which number of 

questionnairess was then sent to them for further distribution - but not the distribution of farms in 

theirr district over farm types. 
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Inn the case of the individual-farm survey, the size bias was probably one of selection as 

welll  as response. The individual-farm survey was framed on the basis of the SSZ database and 

addressedd only those individual farmers who had chosen to become a member of that interest 

group.. Plausibly, this included mainly those farmers who considered themselves professionals 

andd find it worthwhile to become an SSZ member. The survey frame then probably under-

representedd part-time, smaller-scale landowners registered as individual farmers (of whom many 

aree probably gardeners). Since in the individual farming sector expansion is a condition for 

success,, this implied a bias towards the more viable farms. 

Althoughh this should be noted, for the analyses in this thesis this bias will not be a 

problem.. On the contrary: with proportional representation, the sample of individual farms 

wouldd have been saturated with responses from small-scale farmers and gardeners. If the focus is 

onn commercially viable businesses, one would not to like to have largely hobby farmers and 

otherr non-market oriented structures in the sample. 

Otherr reasons for the size divergence relate to response rather than selection. Operators of 

largerr individual farms more often are full-time farmers and therefore are likely to be more 

experiencedd in systematically evaluating the structure and performance of their businesses. In 

addition,, in the individual-farmer group larger farm size is connected to a higher education level. 

Presumablyy therefore, these farmers both had more opportunity and less trouble to fil l out the 

questionnairee than operators of smaller farms. 

Likewisee on larger traditional farms, there is often a (or several) member of the 

managementt team who deals exclusively with the economic and financial part of farm 

management.. Obviously, these 'farm economists' (as they often signed the questionnaire) are 

bothh more skilled in producing the information solicited in the questionnaire and more interested 

inn it than are non-specialised farm managers working on smaller farms. 

5.4.25.4.2 Corporate and Co-operative Farms 

Ass regards the explanation for the bias towards co-operative farms, this is partly accounted for 

byy the above, given the fact that this type is on average considerably larger than other traditional 

farms.. A second reason is that co-operative farms also were in general in a worse economic 

positionn than traditional farms (for reasons that will be explained below). Such less viable farms 

mayy have been more likely to respond for several reasons. 

Onee may be that entrepreneurs like to report their problems more than their successes. 

Second,, whether or not this tendency existed in general, it was likely to be stronger in the survey 

sincee managers reported to what is often perceived as a semi-official body (a university). 
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Respondentss may have lumped this institution together with other official bodies like the tax 

authoritiess and subsidy allocators. In those cases it was presumably attractive to report problems 

andd losses. 

Third,, this tendency was also stimulated by the presentation of the survey in the 

accompanyingg letter (see Appendix). This carried an emphasis on the 'many problems specific 

forr this sector' and the 'challenges of the present environment for farming businesses' - a focus 

thatt returned in some of the questions (e.g. question 4/6). 

Thiss phrasing had been chosen for good reasons based on interview experiences. A 

considerablee number of interviewees appeared surprised and pleased that someone would take 

thee effort to visit them and question them on their situation. This surprise was often coupled with 

bitternesss about the perceived neglect of representatives of official bodies and their lack of 

interestt in the 'real' situation in agriculture in the face of the grave difficulties that these farmers 

were,, they believed, going through6. Satisfaction with this unexpected opportunity to discuss the 

problemss of farming often appeared to be an important reason for the manager or operator to set 

asidee a considerable share of his (sometimes her) time. They often went into great detail in 

explainingg their situation. As this was very helpful for the research, a clear indication of the 

problem-orientedd focus of the survey in the accompanying letter seemed an effective way of 

increasingg the response. Inadvertently, however, this approach may also have appealed to the 

lesss successful practitioners of the agricultural profession more strongly than the others. 

Apartt from this direct concern with problem-sharing, the survey was also presented -

correctly,, one hopes - as an effort that might facilitate an improvement in agricultural policies 

throughh a better understanding of the situation of the sector. Again, this might have appealed to 

farmm operators in problems (which they frequently attributed to those policies), more strongly so 

thann others. 

Whyy were these economically weaker farms also often co-operatives rather than farming 

companies?? The main reason appears to be that in the process of restructuring, 'old' co-

operativess were often divided into a corporate farm and a 'new' co-operative farm. The latter 

wouldd typically inherit most debts and a less valuable production structure, and it was more or 

lesss destined to go bankrupt - or muddle through, if bankruptcy procedures could not be 

implementedd because of legal and juridical deficiencies. Since claims on farm land and other 

assetss were connected to the co-operative legal structure, the corporate successor farm was at 

oncee freed of such claims as well as endowed with a better asset/liability structure and a more 

promisingg production potential. Effectively, the opportunities for legal restructuring that the 
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reformm legislation offered were used to block owners' use of their property rights to the farm 

assets,, while leaving them mainly with the liabilities. 

Thiss process appeared to be intensifying in the period directly preceding the survey. The 

seven-yearr interim period for the sector was about to end in 1999, and owner claims to farm 

assetss would have to be met in kind if required7. One third of responding co-operative farm 

managerss indicated they planned to transform their farm into a corporate structure within a year. 

AA considerable number of corporate farms had presumably recently changed status. Also the 

authorss of a World Bank report on Czech agriculture, which appeared shortly after the survey, 

notedd that 'transformation often leaves empty, skeleton co-operatives behind with most of the 

debts...'' (Csaki el ah. 1999:xxi). 

Alsoo some survey findings are in line with this presumed development. The figures show 

thatt co-operatives were more involved in loss-making activities (such as milk production) and 

hadd more debts in 1998 than corporate farms. They were considerably larger than corporate 

farmss in a sector where contraction and cost decreases were survival strategies. Their 

profitabilityy relative to that of corporate farms declined continuously over the years 1993-1997. 

Thee few farm managers who could not respond to the questionnaire because their farm was in 

liquidationn all represented co-operative farms. In sum, it appears plausible that, since co-

operativess were generally both larger and worse off than other traditional farms, this accounts for 

theirr over-representation in the survey. 

5.4.3.5.4.3. Implications of the Biases 

Iff  the official figures in table 5.1 are assumed to be a better representation of Czech agriculture, 

thee survey findings should be qualified in two respects. First, the survey depicts a group of 

traditionall  farms that is larger and faces more problems than does the average Czech traditional 

farm.. Thus the results of this study on the problems and viability of the traditional part of the 

sectorr should be taken as a picture that is somewhat bleaker than reality. Second, the reverse is 

truee for the individual farms; here is a bias towards the larger and more viable structures. 

Consequentlyy the comparative picture studied in this thesis is drawn to the advantage of the 

individual-farmingg part of the Czech agricultural sector, which as a whole was in reality in a 

moree problematic position. 

Thee bias is regrettable, as all distortions in research data are. But its existence does not 

implyy that the data are unfit for investigation of our topic. The object of this book is to explain 

whyy individual farming is apparently so problematic in Central Europe. In subsequent chapters, 

wee will attempt to identify reasons for this problem by use of the present data. The bias in the 
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dataa tends to blur any relative disadvantages connected to individual farming, which we seek to 

identify.. In consequence, if such disadvantages are nevertheless observed in the present samples, 

theyy are likely to be even more relevant, not less, for the genuinely average individual farm as 

comparedd to the average traditional farm. 

5.55 Comparison to the VUZE data 

Apartt from the official, aggregate figures published in annual reports on the state of agriculture 

(MACRR 1995, 1996, 1998), the other reference data that can be used to evaluate the 

representativenesss of the survey findings is another sample: the 1996 round of panel data on 411 

farmss of the Czech Research Institute for Agricultural Economics (VUZE). Compatible 

informationn in this data set is restricted to data on size, product mix, and financial performance 

(tablee 5.2). 

TableTable 5.2: Structural Characteristics: 1998 Survey Sample Compared To 1996 VUZE Sample 

Farmm type 

Source e 

Numberr in sample 

Animalss (head)* 

DairyDairy cows 

BeefBeef cattle 

Hags Hags 

Areaa (hectares): 

Cereals Cereals 

RootRoot crops 

FodderFodder crops, pasture 

Other Other 

TotalTotal area 

Employeess (number) 

Profitablee (1996,%) 

Individuall  farms 

Survey y 

193 3 

VUZE E 

238 8 

Co-operativee farms 

Survey y 

40 0 

VUZE E 

129 9 

Otherr traditional farms 

Survey y 

29 9 

VUZE E 

43 3 

12 12 

19 19 

180 180 

9 9 

5 5 

8 8 

419 419 

680 680 

2,093 2,093 

392 392 

188 188 

506 506 

327 327 

559 559 

1,112 1,112 

256 256 

93 93 

761 761 

81 81 

5 5 

25 25 

10 10 

116 116 

1 1 

52 2 

42 42 

14 14 

9 9 

8 8 

73 73 

3 3 

26 6 

1,110 1,110 

73 73 

329 329 

175 175 

1,707 1,707 

115 5 

56 6 

720 720 

97 97 

481 481 

349 349 

1.647 1.647 

106 6 

5 5 

911 911 

70 70 

295 295 

211 211 

1,512 1,512 

83 3 

48 8 

543 543 

32 32 

347 347 

186 186 

1.108 1.108 

79 9 

12 2 
-,, 1 1 1 1 1 

Inn the VUZE data set, information on animals was available for individual farms under 100 hectares oniy. 
Thiss decreased the number of observations from 238 to 195. Source: survey findings, VUZE( 1996) 

Thee table confirms that both individual and traditional farms in the survey sample were 

considerablyy larger - in terms of area and, especially, herd size - than in the VUZE data. Part of 

thee differences within the crops group is related to the different monitoring moments. For 
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example,, in 1996-1998, there was a shift towards grains production and away from potatoes and 

sugarr beet (root crops) (Commission, 1998). 

Thee most striking difference is in the profitability information figures: farms, especially 

traditionall  farms, in the VUZE panel much more often reported losses than farms in the survey 

sample.. This profit reporting is inconsistent with observed production structures combined with 

availablee cost and price information. Such a calculation indicates that the VUZE-panel farms 

weree less involved in loss-making activities than were the survey-sample businesses. Two 

observationss may account for this contradiction and for the gap. 

First,, profit information in general is of limited reliability because of the considerable 

sharess of costs and revenues that are not monetised. There are payment arrears and barter 

transactionss at both the sales and the input side of the farm; there are 'bad' debts; and individual 

farmm operators should take account both of their own labour and the value of own consumption 

fromm farm produce in profit reporting. Respondents may or may not have corrected for each of 

thee above disturbances, and if so, the prices at which they valued produce and labour may have 

differedd from case to case. Under these conditions it is unsurprising that different samples 

producee substantially different profitability figures, which both also differ from profitability 

figuress calculated on the basis of official prices. 

Second,, why are profitability figures in the survey higher than the VUZE figures? The 

plausiblee explanation is that managers of the survey sample farms had less reason to expect their 

19966 profit information to reach the tax authorities. This was so both because, at the time of 

surveying.. 1996 was two years ago and because they were not reporting to an official Czech 

institution.. In contrast, managers of the VUZE sample farms had more incentive to under-report 

profitt levels, while the conditions described above gave them ample opportunity to do so. This 

wouldd imply that the survey figures are the more reliable ones. 

5.66 Geographic Distributio n of Responses 

Twoo types of regional units can be used in an analysis of the regional representation of the 

survey:: the 76 administrative districts and 4 agricultural areas in the Czech Republic. Table 5.3 

presentss an overview of the geographic distribution of mailings, responses, response rates and 

farmm sizes over administrative districts of the individual-farm survey. 
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TableTable 5.3: Geographic Distribution of the Czech Individual-Farm Survey 

district t 

mailed d 

returned d 

resp.. % 

sizee (ha) 

Prahaa 1 

2 2 

0 0 

0 0 

n.a. . 

Prahaa 2 

I I 

0 0 

0 0 

n.a. . 

Prahaa 4 

1 1 

0 0 

0 0 

n.a. . 

Prahaa 6 

1 1 

0 0 

0 0 

n.a. . 

Prahaa 7 

1 1 

0 0 

0 0 

n.a. . 

Prahaa 9 

1 1 

0 0 

0 0 

n.a. . 

BeneSov v 

44 4 

9 9 

20 0 

51 1 

Beroun n 

41 1 

8 8 

20 0 

74 4 

Kolin n 

8 8 

2 2 

25 5 

15 5 

Kutna a 

Hora a 

48 8 

6 6 

13 3 

29 9 

district t 

mailed d 

returned d 

resp.. % 

sizee (ha) 

Mëlnik k 

48 8 

10 0 

21 1 

37 7 

Ml.. Bo-

leslady y 

45 5 

9 9 

20 0 

179 9 

Nymburk k 

40 0 

8 8 

20 0 

141 1 

Praha--

oost t 

39 9 

I I 

3 3 

58 8 

Praha--

west t 

58 8 

7 7 

12 2 

243 3 

Pribram m 

56 6 

2 2 

4 4 

38 8 

Rakov--

nik k 

12 2 

1 1 

8 8 

40 0 

C.. Bu-

Dëjovice e 

44 4 

2 2 

5 5 

20 0 

Cesky y 

Krumlov v 

16 6 

6 6 

38 8 

93 3 

Pelhfi--

mov v 

28 8 

5 5 

18 8 

94 4 

district t 

mailed d 

returned d 

resp.. % 

sizee (ha) 

PiSek k 

I I 

0 0 

0 0 

n.a. . 

Pra--

chatice e 

19 9 

6 6 

32 2 

179 9 

Stra--

konice e 

37 7 

12 2 

32 2 

80 0 

Tébor r 

39 9 

2 2 

5 5 

58 8 

Kariovy y 

Very y 

5 5 

3 3 

60 0 

130 0 

Klatovy y 

57 7 

11 1 

19 9 

66 6 

DeCin n 

1 1 

1 1 

100 0 

30 0 

Zdaff nad 

Szatavou u 

58 8 

17 7 

29 9 

57 7 

Brumal l 

44 4 

I I I 

25 5 

114 4 

Frydek--

Mistek k 

31 1 

5 5 

16 6 

105 5 

district t 

mailed d 

returned d 

resp.. % 

sizee (ha) 

Karvina a 

8 8 

1 1 

13 3 

20 0 

Novy y 

Jicin n 

28 8 

5 5 

18 8 

38 8 

Olomouc c 

55 5 

9 9 

16 6 

70 0 

Opava a 

46 6 

6 6 

13 3 

59 9 

Ostrava a 

2 2 

1 1 

50 0 

40 0 

Pferov v 

62 2 

14 4 

23 3 

38 8 

Sumperk k 

35 5 

7 7 

20 0 

34 4 

VSetin n 

19 9 

4 4 

21 1 

12 2 

Unknown* * 

3 3 

1262 2 

Total l 

1081 1 

193 3 

18 8 

72 2 

**  The 'unknown district' category obviously comprises three individual farms that are successor organisations of 
statee farms. 
Source:: survey findings 

Thee variation of the rates of return over regions is modest. For all 31 regions, the standard 

deviationn is 19 on an average of 18. However, most of this variation is generated by the 12 

regionss where few (less than 10) questionnaires were mailed. If these are excluded, the standard 

deviationn reduces to 9 on an average of 19. 

Alsoo regional non-response is not an important problem. Of the 38 regions mailed, no 

responsee was received from 7. This loss was insignificant both in terms of respondent number 

andd in terms of the representation of agricultural activities. Of those 7 regions, one was mailed 2 
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questionnaires,, the other 6 just one. On the 1081 sample, a full response in these regions could 

havee improved the rate of return only from 17.8 to 18.4 %. The reason for this low density of 

individuall  - and other - farmers is that 6 of these 7 regions are predonrnantly urban areas 

(districtss of greater Prague). 

5.77 Geographic Distributio n of Farm Sizes 

Theree was considerable variation in farm sizes, dependent on location. This is both a result of 

naturall  circumstances and an inheritance from the central planning era. As an illustration, table 

5.44 shows the distribution of responses and farm sizes of the traditional-farm survey. 

TableTable 5.4: Geographic Distribution of Traditional Farms and Farm Sizes in the Survey 

district t 

Plzen-north h 

Strakonice e 

Klatovy y 

Svitavy y 

Jicin n 

Nymburk k 

Benesov v 

Havlicküvv Brod 

Uhefskéé Hmdiste 

nr.. of 

respondents s 

4 4 

2 2 

9 9 

j j 

5 5 

2 2 

2 2 

1 1 

I I 

mean n 

farmm size (ha) 

2,590 0 

1,729 9 

565 5 

2,606 6 

1,427 7 

1,700 0 

3,000 0 

540 0 

1.440 0 

district t 

Prostéjov v 

Novyy JiCin 

Ceskéé Budèjovice 

Olomouc c 

Blansko o 

Pferov v 

Chrudi'm m 

Jihlava a 

Unknown n 

nr.. of 

respondents s 

8 8 

2 2 

5 5 

1 1 

1 1 

7 7 

7 7 

1 1 

4 4 

mean n 

farmm size (ha) 

1,324 4 

1,356 6 

1,651 1 

1,570 0 

880 0 

1,383 3 

1,604 4 

1,269 9 

1,876 6 

Source:Source: survey findings 
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AA complementary assessment of the geographical representation with regard to farm sizes is 

possiblee using the distribution over agricultural areas rather than administrative districts. 

Agriculturall  areas are considered to be relatively homogenous with respect to climatic and soil 

conditionss and used in all sorts of agricultural descriptions. Three of them are named after the 

cropp that is best produced there (sugar beet, potatoes and maize); the other comprises of the 

mountainouss or sub-mountainous regions. In the VUZE data set, both the region and detailed 

costt structure for each unit is given, so that region-specific calculations of costs and revenues per 

hectaree and per animal could be made (section 5.8 below). Table 5.5 presents some of the 

productionn conditions that define each of the regions. The distribution of farms and farm sizes, in 

bothh surveys, over these agricultural areas is shown in table 5.6. 

TableTable 5.5 

Are a a 

'maize' ' 

'sugar r 

beet' ' 

'potato' ' 

'(sub-) ) 

mountai--

nous' ' 

Source:: VI 

 Production Conditions in Agricultural Areas 

Temm pa rat ure ( ) 

July July 

20 0 

19 9 

16 6 

14 4 

JEPPp p 

Jan Jan 

_2 2 

-4 4 

-5 5 

-6 6 

rimaryy d 

Mean Mean 

10 0 

8 8 

9 9 

5 5 

ata a 

Precipitation , , 

mmm annuall y 

530-650 0 

600-715 5 

600-800 0 

800 800 

Soill type 

Blackk earth 

Brownn earth 

Brownn earth 

Varied d 

Relie f f 

Flat t 

Flat,, moderately 

sloping g 

Highlands,, hilly 

Sloping g 

Lan dd cultivate d 

inn % of surfac e 

87 7 

95 5 

17 7 

25 5 
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TabicTabic 5.6: Distribution of Farms and Farm Sizes over Agricultural Areas 

Samp p ee size. 

Farmm size 

region* * 

11 | 2 3 3 4 4 

individuall farms 

VUZE E 

Survey y 

sizee (ha) 

number r 

sizee (ha) 

number r 

48 8 

2 2 

--
0 0 

80 0 

87 7 

98 8 

2 2 

57 7 

138 8 

73 3 

95 5 

65 5 

11 1 

71 1 

34 4 

co-operativee farms 

VUZE E 

Survey y 

sizee (ha) 

number r 

sizee (ha) 

number r 

--
0 0 

--
0 0 

1,478 8 

51 1 

1,772 2 

22 2 

1,179 9 

84 4 

1,646 6 

15 5 

1,233 3 

4 4 

--
0 0 

corporatee farms 

VUZE E 

Survey y 

sizee (ha) 

number r 

sizee (ha) 

number r 

911 1 

5 5 

--
0 0 

995 5 

12 2 

1,330 0 

14 4 

891 1 

26 6 

1,597 7 

13 3 

--
0 0 

--
0 0 

**  Region codes: I = 'maize', 2 = 'sugar beet', 3 = 'potato', 4= '(sub-)mountainous'. 

Sources:: survey findings, VUZE (1996) 

Althoughh average farm size in the survey was found to be considerably larger than the 

correspondingg figure in the VUZE data, the distribution of farm sizes over agricultural areas 

appearss to be similar, except for the corporate farms. This difference might well be connected to 

thee on-going process of creation of corporate from co-operative farms, which appeared to 

acceleratee in 1997-1998 (see section 5.4.2 for details). 

Thee survey sampling pattern over agricultural areas roughly resembles the official 

samplingg pattern for traditional farms; for individual farms it appears that region 4 is over-

representedd and region 2 under-represented. This implies that the survey represents individual 

farmss that, on average, are not only larger, but also operate in less advantageous natural 

conditions,, compared to the official data. This might be interpreted as removing the bias towards 

thee more successful farms. 

Wee now consider the relation between the distribution of farms over districts and over 

agriculturall  regions. In table 5.7. the distribution in the Czech Republic of administrative 

districtss over various categories is compared to the corresponding categories in the two survey 

samples. . 
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TubhTubh 5.7: Distribution of Districts and Respondents overproduction Conditions 

Sample Sample CzechCzech Republic 

Category y ## districts 

traditionaltraditional farm sample 

## districts %(#)) responses 

individualindividual farm sample 

## districts %{#)) responses 

DistributionDistribution of districts over agricultural regions 

Maize e 

sugarr beet 

Potatoes s 

(sub--

)mountainous s 

Unknown n 

A l l l 

3 3 

29 9 

33 3 

I I I 

0 0 

76 6 

0 0 

7 7 

10 0 

0 0 

--
17 7 

0(0) ) 

52(35) ) 

422 (28) 

0(0) ) 

6(4) ) 

100(67) ) 

0 0 

3 3 

19 9 

9 9 

--
31 1 

0(0) ) 

311 (60) 

500 (97) 

17(33) ) 

2(3) ) 

100(193) ) 

DistributionDistribution of districts over productivity areas (KCs/liectare, 1994) * 

4-12.000 0 

12-16,000 0 

16-19,000 0 

19-21,000 0 

21-28,000 0 

Unknown n 

Al l l 

12 2 

15 5 

15 5 

17 7 

17 7 

0 0 

76 6 

1 1 

1 1 

2 2 

9 9 

4 4 

--
17 7 

13(9) ) 

4 (3) ) 

4 (3) ) 

499 (32) 

24(16) ) 

6(4) ) 

100(67) ) 

6 6 

8 8 

6 6 

4 4 

7 7 

--
31 1 

244 (47) 

17(33) ) 

17(32) ) 

288 (55) 

12(23) ) 

2(3) ) 

100(193) ) 

DistributionDistribution of districts according to agr, land owned by individual farmers (% in 1994): 

lesss than 10 

10-15 5 

15-20 0 

20-35 5 

Overr 35 

Unknown n 

AH H 

21 1 

14 4 

17 7 

16 6 

8 8 

0 0 

76 6 

n,a. . 

n.a a 

n.a a 

n.a a 

n.a a 

n.a. . 

n.a a 

n.a. . 

n.a a 

n.a a 

n.a a 

n.a a 

n.a. . 

n.a a 

7 7 

7 7 

8 8 

4 4 

5 5 

--
31 1 

222 (43) 

28(55) ) 

23(44) ) 

7(14) ) 

18(34) ) 

2(3) ) 

100(193) ) 

n.a.. = not applicable. * KCs denotes the Czech Crown. At the time of surveying KCs 30.0 = USD 1. In 1994, KCs 

28.22 = USD 1. Sources: survey findings, Bicik and Götz (1998) 

Ass districts vary greatly in size, a comparison of distribution of responses over districts to the 

Czech-Republicc distribution is only a crude measure of representation. With this qualification. 

thee percentages show that both surveys follow the national pattern with regard to the distribution 

off  districts over agricultural areas. 

Wee also consider productivity, as indicated by revenues per hectare. In the Czech 

Republic,, 49 out of 76 (64 %) administrative districts are classified as located in one of the three 

mostt productive categories where the bulk of agricultural output is produced (16,000 - 28.000 

KCs/ha).. In the traditional-farm survey, 81 % of those responses that could be located come from 
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thesee productive areas. In contrast, only 58 % of located individual-farm responses come from 

thee high-productivity areas. This reflects the fact that individual farms are in general located in 

thee lower-productivity regions, for reasons inherent in the restitution process (further explained 

inn chapters 6 and 7). This finding is also in line with the relatively large number of individual 

farmss in (sub-)mountainous region 4 found in table 5.6. 

Alsoo the relative position in local agriculture of individual farmers is of interest. One 

indicatorr is the percentage of agricultural land owned by individual farmers in a particular area in 

1994.. The national distribution of this variable over the administrative districts is roughly 

reproducedd in the survey responses, as is shown in the table. This means that in the survey, the 

mixx of individual farmers operating in an environment dominated by traditional farming and 

thosee with relatively many individual farm colleagues in their vicinity, is quite representative of 

thee Czech situation. The early date of the reference information is no problem here, as the 

regionall  structure of individual farming did not change much after 1994 (farm sizes and number 

off  farmers did, as was shown earlier). Survey findings show that only 3 of the 193 individual 

farmss from which responses came had been established after 1994. 

5.88 Matching Data From Both Czech Data Sets 

Onee drawback of the survey data is that information on revenues, and hence aggregate output 

levels,, was not collected because of response rate concerns. In the survey, area and herd size 

weree observed per farm, but not output levels or their money values. Since these data are 

importantt for analyses of e.g. farm sizes and market behaviour, revenues levels were computed 

usingg official figures. One option was to multiply area and animal numbers in the survey by all-

Czechh Republic yield and productivity figures from the official statistics. This method would, 

however,, not take into account the significant variation over regions and farm types in 

productivity. . 

Thereforee information on the per-hectare and per-animal revenues from the VUZE data 

sett was used to calculate the share in revenues for each product, :n each farm observed in the 

survey.. To this end, each of the survey observations (farms) was matched to a VUZE 

observation.. The criterion was that matching farms should be of the same governance type 

(individuall  or traditional farm), should be located in the same agricultural region, and be similar 

inn total area, number of (dairy and beef) cattle, and hectares of cereals. For each 1998 survey 

observation,, a set of 1996 VUZE observations that satisfied these criteria was identified. 
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Thenn within that group the closest match on the other common variables (which were: 

areaa fodder, meadows and pastures, and number of employees) was made. A prerequisite for 

validd matching as implemented here obviously is that the regional relation between scale, scope 

andd location on the one hand and efficiency and regional price levels (the factors that control 

revenuee levels) on the other hand did not change significantly in 1996-1998. This is indeed 

plausible,, as factors determining this relation such as technical progress, regional development or 

climaticc change are clearly longer-term processes. 

Whereass livestock numbers were directly observed in the survey, for crops the matching 

processs required some decomposition. In the survey, the area of crops was observed on a more 

aggregatee level than was the case in the VUZE data. Survey respondents reported 3 groups of 

crops:: cereals (including winter and summer wheat, winter and spring barley, rye, oats, and 

maize),, root crops (potatoes and sugar beet), and a category 'other' (which turned out to contain 

almostt exclusively pastures, meadows and fodder crops). These composite groups were 

disaggregatedd on the basis of the product shares observed within the same composite group in 

thee matching VUZE farm. For example, the area winter wheat in a particular survey farm was 

determinedd as 

{areaa winter wheat (ha)}siirvey = {area cereals (lia)}survey*{area winter wheat (ha)/area cereals (ha)}  VUZE 

Afterr matching each survey farm to a VUZE farm, revenue information from the latter was used 

too supplement information on the survey farm. The assumption was that, given the usually close 

matches,, the per-hectare and per-animal revenues of the VUZE farm would be a good proxy for 

thee same variables in the survey farm, after correction for price and productivity trends because 

off  the different years of observation. 

Thee per-product revenues in survey farms were calculated as the product of actual 

productionn units observed in the survey farm (/'.<? number of animals and number of hectares of 

crops)) and compatible revenues per production unit (hectares or feeding days) in the matching 

VUZEE data. In the VUZE data, total financial revenues per product as well as production units 

forr each product were given. On this basis revenues per production unit were calculated. These 

productivityy figures were then made compatible (e.g. feeding days were converted into animals) 

andd multiplied with the number of hectares or animals in the matching survey farms. For 

example,, revenues for a particular crop product were calculated as 

{revenuee (KCs)}survey = {value production (KCs) / area (ha)}VuzE * {area(ha)}survt:y 
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Sporadically,, the survey farm would produce products that the VUZE farm did not. and hence 

theree was no matching revenue information. In those cases, the per-hectare revenue level 

averagedd over VUZE farms of the relevant type (i.e. either traditional or individual) in the same 

agriculturall  region was used as proxy. 

Theree were - often considerable - differences between the volume of production and the 

volumee sold. Especially in the 'fodder' category the bulk of production would be fed to the herd 

ratherr than sold; and in the case of non-perishable produce in general, initial and final stocks 

weree not necessarily equally large. The issue in constructing the revenue figures for survey farms 

wass whether sale figures or production figures from the VUZE data should be used. Since the 

resultingg figures are used either as indications of farm size (in chapter 6) or as a measure for 

exposuree to price risk (in chapter 10), sale figures were used. Thus fodder is considered not a 

farmm output, but an intermediate input for the production of milk and meat. The actual revenues 

inn Czech Crowns per hectare used in the calculations (where unsold production is not valued) are 

thus,, in some cases, small compared to total production valued at market prices. 

Notee also that in using these figures in the multiplication with areas observed in the 

surveyy farm, the assumption was that the ratio of production volumes over sale volumes was 

identicall  in both the survey farm and the matching VUZE farm. Ideally, one would of course 

wantt to use the actual ratio for each survey farm. However, the survey framework did not allow 

forr collecting financial information (which is precisely the reason for the whole matching 

exercise).. Given the similarities between the matching farms with regard to size, production 

structuree and region, it appears acceptable to use the above method in order to derive such 

informationn indirectly. 

AA final step in the construction of survey revenue data was taking the different 

observationn moments into account. VUZE data were for 1996, while product information for 

surveyy farms was given for both 1998 and 1992s. In the intervening years, both output prices and 

yieldd or productivity levels changed. The figures of, for example, imputed 1998 wheat revenues 

weree therefore multiplied by the ratio of 1998 over 1996 product prices, and again with the ratio 

off  1998 over 1996 yield levels. These ratios were taken from the national statistics. 

Thee different moments of observations are thus taken fully into account. The only factor 

assumedd constant in 1992-1996 and 1996-1998 is the structure of composite crop groups in a 

particularr farms: the decomposition figures from the 1996 VUZE data were applied to both the 

19922 and 1998 survey data. Note again that this relates to the disaggregation rule only, not to the 

actuall  areas of the composite groups and of the products within those groups. These were 

directlyy reported in the survey for both 1992 and 1998. 
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Thee procedure resulted, for each farm in the survey, in shares in total revenues for each of 

thee 28 products included in the VUZE data. Where shares of products are used in the analyses 

(ass in chapter 10 on risk exposure), it should be noted that complete price information for the 

1989-19988 years was available in the official statistics for 'only' 10 products. Consequently, 

onlyy these products were actually used in, for instance, constructing the risk exposure measure in 

chapterr 10, and the shares were recalculated accordingly. That selection implied hardly a loss in 

accuracy:: the rest of the products consisted of marginal crops (e.g. poppy seed, sunflower and 

flax)) that accounted for only between 0 and 3 % of total revenues. 

5.99 Representativeness of the Slovak Survey 

Thee examination of the degree to which the Slovak survey accurately represented Slovak 

agriculturee is less elaborate than the exercise on the Czech surveys, for several reasons. First, 

onlyy traditional farms were targeted in the fieldwork. Although there is a large number of 

individuall  farmers in Slovakia, they are insignificant economically compared to the other farm 

types,, much more so than in the Czech case (see chapter 7 for details and explanation). 

Thee average scale of operation of Slovak individual farmers was 11.4 hectares in 1997. 

whilee they worked a mere 8 % of agricultural land in 1998 (Swinnen and Mathijs, 1999:24). 

Accordingg to estimates by Wolz et al. (1998:75), two thirds of individual farmers work less than 

55 hectares of land, while only 5 % have over 50 hectares of land. This implies that only a few 

percentt of agricultural land in Slovakia is used for commercial private farming. Another part is 

workedd by hobby farmers and other own-consumption producers, and the bulk of area is used for 

productionn by traditional farms. Studying garden rather than farm production was simply not the 

aimm of the research. 
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AA second circumstance which simplifies this presentation is that location is not a variable 

thatt will be used in the comparative analyses of the Czech and Slovak Republics in chapter 7. In 

thee initial analysis of responses, the geographical origin of the majority was identified. Most of 

thesee turned out to come from the 'potato' or from the '(sub-) mountainous' zones, which are 

ratherr similar in production conditions. This is in line with the more homogeneous and less 

attractivee conditions for agricultural production in Slovakia compared to the Czech Republic, 

mainlyy because the country is smaller and more mountainous. Variation in natural circumstances 

withinn Slovakia is not likely to be a major factor in explaining differences between Czech and 

Slovakk farm performances or structures. 

Third,, the presentation of the Slovak data can be shorter because a number of 

explanationss of the peculiarities in the Czech findings also apply to the Slovak setting. These are 

nott repeated here. The survey data are compared to official data on some main, comparable 

dimensionss in table 5.8. 

TableTable 5.8: Slovak Survey Statistics And Official Figures, 1998 

farmm type 
dataa source 
numberr ( in sample / in Slovakia) 
averagee size (ha) 
averagee labour force (number) 
%% profitable* 

co-operativee farms 
survey y 

85 5 
1,448 8 
103 3 
52 2 

official l 
831 1 

1,583 3 
84 4 
52 2 

farmingg companies 
survey y 

8 8 
1,439 9 

59 9 
88 8 

official l 
529 9 

1,154 4 
47 7 
72 2 

** 1996 figures for both sources 

Companiess were clearly under-represented in the survey. Given the random survey design, it is 

nott easy to see why this is so. Furthermore, the difference in size of farm types is smaller in the 

surveyy than in the official figures, while the size of the labour force and percentage of profitable 

farmss resembles the corresponding official figures. It is somewhat surprising, given the small 

numberr of observations of farm companies, that this information is so similar to official 

information.. One reason may be the lower variation in farm characteristics in general in Slovak 

ass compared to Czech agriculture. 

Thee survey data are also compared to data from the Slovak Research Institute for 

Agriculturall  Economics (VUEPP). The latest observations in this data set are from 1996. VUEPP 

observationss were not labelled by type, and so the corporate/co-operative distinction could not be 

used.. The main findings here are that farms in the survey were smaller both in terms of cattle 

herdd size, labour force, and area, but had more pigs and beef cattle. Profitability indicators were 

againn of similar magnitude. 
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TableTable 5.9: 1998 Slovak Survey Sample and 1996 VUEPP Sample 

dataa source 

numberr in sample 

dairyy cows (head) 

beeff cattle (head) 

hogs(head) ) 

cerealss (# ha) 

roott crops (# ha) 

fodderr crops, pasture (# ha) 

totall area (# ha) 

employeess (number) 

profitablee (1996,%) 

surveyy (n=95) 

95 5 

266 6 

450 0 

1,445 5 

553 3 

56 6 

344 344 

1,453 3 

101 1 

56 6 

VUEPPP (n=80) 

80 0 

446 6 

401 1 

1041 1 

965 5 

73 3 

1373 3 

2,410 0 

187 7 

59 9 

Sources:: survey findings, VUEPP data 

5.100 Conclusions 

Inn this chapter the fieldwork organisation and primary data that form the basis for subsequent 

analyticall  chapters were presented and evaluated. The data describe 193 individual farms and 69 

traditionall  farms in the Czech Republic and 102 traditional farms in the Slovak Republic. They 

weree compared to official data, both primary data sets from agricultural research institutes in 

bothh countries, and published, aggregate data. Also the extent to which they are regionally 

representativee was evaluated for the Czech data. Various differences between farms in the 

surveyss and those in the official data were identified and mostly explained. 

Somee of these are not problematic; for instance, Czech survey data do not reflect the 

relativee numbers of individual and traditional farmers, which would lead to a saturation of the 

dataa set with small-scale, non-commercial individual farmers. Other differences concern 

variabless that are probably inaccurately observed in both the survey and the official data, such as 

profitability.. Yet other biases, such as those in size and economic viability, are relevant and 

shouldd be borne in mind in interpreting the results of this book; but they are unlikely to 

underminee the validity of its conclusions. 
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Appendixx to chapter  5: 

Thee Survey Questionnaires9 

I .. Covering letter  and questionnaire for  managers of co-operative, joint stock and limited 
liabilit yy farm businesses in the Czech and Slovak Republics 

Amsterdam,Amsterdam, The Netherlands, June 1998 

To:: managers of a.s./s.r.o./co-operative farm businesses 
Concerns:: Research Project 

Dearr  Reader, 

Ass a manager of a co-operative farm or of an a.s. or s.r.o. farm business, you are herewith 
receivingg a questionnaire. It is part of a study carried out by the economics department of the 
Universityy of Amsterdam, The Netherlands. The aim of this project is to document the 
experiencee of farm managers in the present situation of the Czech agricultural sector. As many 
problemss specific to this sector are not generally well-understood, your information will be very 
helpfull  in directing further research and policy proposals. These could create an environment 
facilitatingg the further development of Czech agriculture. 
Fillingg in the questions below should take you not more than about 20 minutes. You can send 

thee ready forms in the pre-stamped, pre-addressed envelope sent with this letter and the 
questionnaire.. Also if you have any questions, you can use the telephone number given at the 
endd of the questionnaire. Your answers will be treated with strict confidentiality. 
Ass a token of our gratitude for your co-operation, we would be happy to send you an overview 

off  the findings of this study. In this way, you could learn how your colleagues are dealing with 
challengess of the present environment for farming businesses. If you are interested in this, fil l in 
yourr name and postal address below. You can sent it as a separate slip with the filled 
questionnairess so as to ensure confidentiality. 

Thankk you for your co-operation, 

(signature) ) 

Dirk.. J. Bezemer, M.Sc. 
Researchh Associate 
Departmentt of Economics 
Universityy of Amsterdam, the Netherlands 

YES,, I would like to receive an overview of the findings of this study 
NameName of my business: 
PostalPostal address: 
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NOTE:NOTE: When boxes are used, you can tick one box only, unless otherwise specified. 

1.. Activities 

la.. Of which legal type is your farm? ^ co-operative 
 a.s. or s.r.o. Go to question Id. 

lb.. Do you plan to change the farm into an a.s. or s.r.o within a year? year? Q] yes 
Dno o 

Jj^_//gww many of the members of your farm are also workers'? 

Numberr of members who are workers i i numberr of members who are not workers 
totaltotal  number  of members 

Id.. Please indicate the development of the number of cattle and crop area numbers since the start of your farm as 
a.s.a.s. or s.r.o. business or as a 'new' co-operative. 

NUMBERR (1998): NUMBER (AT THE START): 
dairyy cows: 
otherr horned cattle: 
P'gs: : 

P°ul"7i i 
goats. . 
other,, namely: 

GROUPP OF CROPS: 
grainss (wheat, barley, oat, etc.), corn, 
oilseeds,, leguminous plants 
potatoes,, sugarbeet 
fruitt and vegetables (including grapjes) 
other,, namely: 
totall  number  of hectares cultivated: 

HECTARESS (1998): HECTARES (AT THE START): 

le.. How important were the following reasons for product change decisions in this period? You can indicate 
importanceimportance by placing a cross on a scale a scale from I (important) to 5 (unimportant). 

unimDorrant t 
changess in output prices 
changess in input prices 
changess in subsidy policies 
(un)availabilityy of technology 
(unavailabilityy of labour 
changess in area 
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If.If. Please indicate your opinion on the following statements by placing a cross on a scale a scale from I (agree) to 5 
(disagree). (disagree). 

55 disagree 
"Underr the current bank credit conditions, 

JJ would like to obtain bank credit." 
"Withh current machinery prices and wages, I would 
likee to purchase more machinery and 
reducee the number of employees 

11 h. By how much did the number of employees change since the start of your farm as a.s. or s.r.o. business or as a 
'new''new' co-operative? You can use approximate numbers. 

Labourr force... att the start (a.sJs.r.oJeo-op) noww in 1998 
numberr of workers 
numberr of technical staff 
numberr of management 
TOTALL NUMBER 

li .. Many farms engage in other activities besides growing crops and rearing cattle. cattle. Please indicate the importance 
ofof these for the profitability of your business now and in 1992 by placing two crosses on each line. 

Contributionn to profitability (in % of total profitability): 
...inn 1997 ...in 1992 

10-200 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 
jj  building construction 
jj  food processing 
jj  transport 
wholesalee trade 
retaill  (own shop) 
machineryy repair/sale/rent 

2.. Land Ownership 

2a.. For the change of area since the start of this farm, how important were the following developments? You can, 
useuse approximate numbers. 

Changee since the start: 
rentingg in or renting out land: 
buyingg or selling land: 
de-collectivisationn and restitution: 
other,, namely: 

Increasee in land (ha): ii  decrease in land (ha): 

2b.. If you would now have the opportunity to rent or buy extra land, would you do it? 
 yes 

l~ll  no, the price here is too high 
l~ll  no, I don't want to expand area now. 
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2c.. Please indicate below how many of the owners of the land that your farm cultivates are urban or rural dweller, 
andand how many hectares these people own. You can use approximate numbers. 

+urbann dwellers: 
rurall  dwellers: 

alll  land owners: 

Numberr of people numberr of people 
Owningg less than 5 ha.: 
Owningg 5-10 ha: 
Owningg more than 10 ha: 
alll  land owners: 

2d.. How do you pay owners for using the land? f~ll  We pay most or all owners in money. 
[~11 We pay most or all owners in products. 

2e.. Since 1992, how many land owners have indicated tliat they wanted to take their land out of the farm under the 
regulationsregulations concerning de-collectivisation and restitution? 

number r 
peoplee who indicated they wanted tojake out land, for which a procedure was started 
peoplee who actually took out their land since 1992 
peoplee who, after taking their land out of our farm, offered it to our farm again 

3.. Finances 
3a.3a. Below you can indicate whether your farm has been profitable in 1993-1997, and whether you obtained credit 
fromfrom a bank or direct subsidies, other than subsidy from the Support and Guarantee Fund for Forestry and Farming 
(PGRLF)(PGRLF) on the bank credit and interest payment. You can place several crosses on one line. 

WasWas your Have you used Have you received direct 
farmfarm profitable? bank credit? subsidies (other than from PGRLF) 

Year: : 
1993 3 
1994 4 
1995 5 
1996 6 
1997 7 

yes s 
IT T a a 
D D a a 
D D 

u u a a 
D D a a 
D D 

yes s rr r a a 
D D 
D D 
D D 

u u 
G G a a 
D D 
D D 

yes s 

u u D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 

U U 
D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 

3b.. The last time you received bank credit, what did you offer the bank as security? You can tick several boxes. 
 land 

OO buildings 
l~ll  machinery or stocks 
l~ll  future revenues 
PII  other, namely: ... 
I~ll  the Support Fund for Forestry and Agriculture supported the credit 
l~ll  another, private, person or business guaranteed the credit. 

3c.. What was the maturity of the loan? 
 3 til l 6 months 

C]]  6 months til l one year 
QQ 1 to 4 years 
i~ii  more than 4 years 
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3d.. Did you ever have a loan appliance rejected? 
f~11 Never. Go to question 3f. 
QQ Yes, once or several times 

3e.. Did the bank give a reason for the rejection? 
II  I No, they gave no reason. Please indicate below what you think the reason was. 
II  I Yes, they gave the following reason or reasons (you can tick several boxes): 

nn profitability was not high enough 
l~ll  risk was too high 
l~ll  there was no adequate collateral (such as land or buildings) 
f~ll  there was no adequate bookkeeping information 
OO nobody guaranteed my loan 
C]]  I did not know the bank management personally beforehand 
[~11 other, namely ... 

3f.. How much did the following components contribute to total financial inflow in 1997? 

profits s 
subsidies s 
creditt from banks 
creditt from other 
firmss or from friends 

4.. Conclusion 
ManyMany people active in agriculture think that the sector is going through difficult times. What would you indicate as 
problemsproblems for the functioning of your farm? You can for each item place a cross on a a scale from 1 (big problem) to 5 
(no(no problem at all). 

0-15% % 

D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 

16-30% % 

D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 

31-45% % 

D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 

46-60% % 

D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 

60-755 % 

D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 

moree than 75% 

D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 

II  time lag between delivery and payment of 
!!  products _ 
[_findingg and keeping .good employees 
ijojirtainingg credit from a bank 
findingg firms to sell jny product to 
acquiringacquiring access to subsidies 
fimdingfimding information on prices 
^^! riÊi n.toII n?t 'oiL on-B0veCnm?I,Ll egi1'at'Pns s 

other,, namely: 

noo Di-oblem 

PleasePlease send us your filled form in the pre-stamped, pre-addressed envelope today. Don't forget to include the slip of 
paperpaper with your address if you are interested in the results of this study. For any questions, contact: Barbara 
Kysilkova,Kysilkova, tel 05-746457. 

THANKK YOU FOR COMPLETING THIS FORM! 
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II .. Covering letter  and questionnaire for  operators of individual farms in the Czech 
Republic c 

Amsterdam,Amsterdam, The Netherlands, June 1998 

To:: private individual farmers 
Concerns:: Research Project 

Dearr  Reader, 

Thee Association of Private Farmers is interested in the problems and performance of its members. If 
wee are well-informed about the specific challenges that our members have, we can do a better job in 
servicingg to you with information, and also in representing your interests with governmental bodies. 
Thereforee we recommend to your attention the questionnaire that is sent with this letter. In it, you 

havee the opportunity to inform us on a number of issues that are highly relevant in the current 
situationn of the agricultural sector in the Czech Republic. The questionnaire is part of an academic 
researchresearch project in co-operation with the University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands, and will not 
bee used for business purposes. Your answers are treated completely confidentially. Filling in and 
sendingg us the questionnaire costs you nothing, and should take not more than 25 minutes. 
Wee would be very grateful for your co-operation. In return, we offer to send you a report on the 

outcomee of this research. In this way you can learn about common problems that private farmers 
face,, and about the way your colleagues cope with them. If you wish to receive an overview of the 
findingss of this study, please fill  in your address on the slip of paper below. Then post it separately 
withh the completed form in the pre-addressed, pre-stamped envelope. 

Iff  you have any questions, or wish to receive additional information on our research 
procedures,, please do not hesitate to contact the telephone number mentioned at the end of the e 
questionnaire. . 

Wee thank you for your co-operation! 

(signature)) (signature) 

Dirk.. J. Bezemer, M.Sc. Mr P.Kudlacek 
Researchh Associate Director, 
Departmentt of Economics Association of Private Farmers 
Universityy of Amsterdam, the Netherlands Prague 

YES,, I would like to receive an overview of the findings of this study 

NameName of my business: 
PostalPostal address: 
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NOTE:: When boxes are used, you can tick one box only, unless otherwise specified. 

1.. General information 

la.. In which year did you start your private farm? 19... 

11 b. What part of your time is devoted to work on your farm? Please place a cross in one box. 

jj  Number of hours worked per week: [ ] 

lc.. What percentage of your total income derives from your own farm ? 

incomee d_enyed_frqm own farm (%) 

Id.. What is your age? year 

le.. What is the highest level of education that you completed? 
CJJ preliminary and/or high school 
II  I college or university 

Lesss than 20 between 20 and 40 more than 40 

Lesss than 50 between SO and 75 more than 75 

2.. Factors of Production 

2a.. Please indicate whether you increased, decreased, or kept constant the number of cattle and crop area numbers 
sincesince the start of your farm. 
ANIMALS : : 
dairyy cows: 

NUMBERR (1998): NUMBER (AT THE START): 

otherr horned cattle: 

P'gs: : 
.. poulgjü 

goats s 
other,, namely: 

GROUPP OF CROPS: 
grainss (wheat, barley, oat, etc.), corn, 
oilseeds,, leguminous plants 
potatoes,_sugarbeet t 
fruitt and vegetables (including grapes) 
other,, namely: 
total: : 

HECTARESS (1998): HECTARES (AT THE START): 
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2b.. How important were the following reasons for product cliange decisions in this period? You can indicate 
importanceimportance by placing a cross on a scale scale from I (important) to 5 (unimportant). 

Importantt 1 unimoortant t 
Changess in output prices 
Changess in input prices 
Changess in subsidy policies 
(un)availabilityy of technology 
(un)availabilityy of labour 
Changess in area 

2c.. Many farms engage in other activities besides growing crops and rearing cattle. Please indicate the importance 
ofof both groups of activities for the profitability of your business. 
Contributionn to profitability 
inn ?c of total profitability of... 
Growingg crops 

0-155 16-30 31-45 46-60 more than 60 

Rearingg cattle 
Buildingg construction 
Foodd processing _.|_._ _ 
Transport t 
Wholesalee trade 
Retaill  (own shop) 
Machineryy repair/sale/rent 

2d.. Please indicate in the table below how you acauired your land. 
Methodd of acquiring land: 
II  claimed in the de-collectivisation process:_ 
II  bought from an individual, a farm or the statê  
11 rent from a co-operative, a.s. or s.r.o. farm: 
II  rent from the state: 

numberr of hectares: 

II  rent from an individual: 
II  can use free of charge: 
Otherr method of acquiring, namely.. 

2e.. If you would now have the opportunity to rent or buy extra land, would you do it? 
OO yes  no 

2f.. Please indicate how many employees you have. Employees can be permanent (employed all year round) or 
temporarytemporary (employed at busy times or for special jobs, e.g. harvesting in summer). Note mat 40 hours work per 
weekweek or more counts as one full-time job. 

NUMBERR OF EMPLOYEES: 
Permanent t 
Temporary y 

FULL-TIM E E PART-TIME E 

2g.. Do you own the machinery that you use yourself? 
nn Yes, I own all machinery that I use 
QQ Yes, but not all. I rent extra machinery in busy times (during harvest etc.) 
OO No, nothing. I rent or borrow all the machinery that I need. 

3.. Private and Corporate Farming 

3aa In what function were you before taking up private farming? 
OO worker in the agricultural sector.  worker outside the agricultural sector. 
CUU manager in the agricultural sector. Q manager outside the agricultural sector. 
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3b.. How does your present personal income compare to the wage you made in your previous position? 'Personal 
income'income' is here defined as after-tax farm profits minus investments. 
GG My present personal income is higher than my previous income. 
GG My present personal income is lower than my previous income. 
GG My present personal income is the same as my previous income. 

3c.. Are the prices that you pay for inputs and receive for your products better, the same, or worse than tlwse of co-
operative,operative, a.s and s.r.o. farms in your region? You can indicate this by placing a cross on a scale from I (higher 
prices)prices) to 3 (same (same prices) to 5 (lower (lower prices). 
Prices:: higher (1), the same (3) or lower 
(.5)? ? 
paidd fertiliser and pesticides prices 
pricee for buying or renting land 
pricee for using or buying machinery 
pricee for building construction 
salariess of my employees 
receivedd product prices 

4.. De-collectivisation and Restitution 

4a.. Did you you apply for the obtaining of land or machinery under the regulations regarding restitution and de-
collectivisation?collectivisation? You can tick several boxes. 
G N o. . 
GG Yes, but received nothing. Go to question 4c. 
QQ Yes, I obtained land. Go to question 4c. 
GG Yes, I obtained machinery. Go to question 4c. 

4b.. Why did you not apply for obtaining proprty in the de-collectivisation or restitution process"! 
GG Because I had no claim on any property in use by state or co-operative farms. 
GG Because I did not expect to obtain land or assets of sufficient quality within a reasonable time period, although I 
couldd have claimed them. 

4c.. How long did you wait between claiming and obtaining your property? 
GG less than three months  between three and six months 
GG between six months and a year Q more than a year (also tick this box if you are still 

waitingg for over a year now) 

5.. Banks and Subsidies 

5a.. Below you can indicate whether your farm has been profitable in 1993-1997, and also whether you obtained 
creditcredit from a bank or obtained direct subsidies (other than subsidy from the Support and Guarantee Fund for 
ForestryForestry and Farming (PGRLF) on the bank credit and interest payment). You can place several crosses on one 
line. line. 

Year: : 

1993 3 
1994 4 
1995 5 
1996 6 
1997 7 

WasWas your 
farmfarm profitable? 
yess no 

GG G 
GG G 
GG G 
GG G 

HaveHave you used 
bankbank credit? 
yess no 

aa n aa a 
aa a aa a aa a 

havehave you received direct 
subsidiessubsidies (not from PGRLF) 
yess no 

uu a aa a aa a aa a aa a 
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5b.. The last time you received bank credit, what did you offer the bank as security? You can tick several boxes. 
l ll  land CD future revenues 

 buildings  the Support Fund for  Forestry and Agricultur e supported the credit 
 machinery or  stocks CD another, private, person or  business guaranteed the credit. 

OO other, namely: ... 

5c.. What was the maturity of the loan? 
PII  3 til l 6 months  6 months til l one year 
OO 1 to 4 years  more than 4 years 

5d.. Did you ever have a loan appliance rejected? 
 Never. Go to question 3f.  Yes, once or  several times 

5e.. Did the the bank give a reason for the rejection ? 
E]]  No, they gave no reason. Please indicate below what you think the reason was: 
OO Yes, they gave the following reason or  reasons (you can tick several boxes): 

|~ll  profitabilit y was not high enough Q risk was too high 
OO there was no adequate bookkeeping  nobody guaranteed my loan 
f~]]  there was no adequate collateral O I did not know the bank management 

personallyy beforehand 

5f.. How much did the following components contribute to total financial inflow in 1997? 
46-60%%  61-75% more than 75% 

profit s s 
subsidies s 
creditt  from banks 
creditt  from other 
firm ss or  from friends 

0-15% % 

D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 

16-30% % 

a a D D 
D D 
D D 

31-45% % 

D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 

46-60' ' 

a a D D 
D D 
D D 

D D 
D D 
D D 

D D 
D D 
D D 
a a 

6.. Conclusion 
ManyMany people active in agriculture think that that the sector is going through difficult times. Wltat would you indicate as 
problemsproblems for the functioning of your farm? You can for each item place a cross on a scale a scale from 1 (big problem) to 5 
(no(no problem at all). 

timee lag between delivery and payment of 
products s 

55 no problem 

findingg and keeping good e.rnpIoyees 
obtainingg credit from a bank 
findingg firm s to sell my product to 
acquiringg access to subsidies 
findingfinding  information on prices 
findin gg information on government regulations 

PleasePlease send us your filled form in the pre-stamped. pre-addressed envelope today. Don't forget to include the slip of 
paperpaper with your address if you are interested in receiving an overview of the results of this study. 

Thankk you for  completing this form! 
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Notess to chapter 5 

11 In addition, official primary data from the Slovak Research Institute for Agricultural Economics 
(VUEPP)) wil! be used in this chapter to evaluate the validity of the survey data (section 5.9.). Due to their 
limitations,, these VUEPP data are not used in subsequent analyses, as the Czech VUZE data are. 

22 Since then, there has been a rapid growth of research groups and institutions engaging in both empirical 
workk of their own and co-operation with the state research institutes. Access to data of sufficient quality 
hass markedly improved. 

33 For an overview of interview findings, see Bezemer (1999). 

44 The two-wave set up was not planned beforehand: initially a higher rate of return in the first wave was 
expected. . 

55 See on this Majerova (1997) for Czech agriculture; World Bank (1995) for various CEE countries; 
Daviss and Gaburici (1999) for Romania; Wolz et al. (1998) for Slovakia; Mathijs et al. (1999) for the 
Czechh Republic; and Lerman et al. (1998) for Armenia. In most of these studies it is not mentioned which 
surveyy method was used (mail survey, self-administered survey, group survey, telephone survey, etc.) 

66 See Chapter 7 for an analysis of the official attitude towards agriculture in the Czech Republic. 

77 See Chapter 3 for an explanation of the Czech de-collectivisation procedure. 

88 More precisely: managers of traditional farms reported their 1998 and 1992 production structure, 
operatorss of individual reported the production structure in 1998 and 'at the start of the farms'. Most 
individuall  farms were established in 1990 (27), 1991 (66), 1992 (48), or 1993 (24). In the 182 responses 
too this question, six farms were started after 1993 and eleven before 1990 - going as far back as 1943. 

99 The questionnaires presented in the Appendix are translations from the original questionnaires, which 
weree in the Czech and Slovak languages. 
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Chapterr  6 

De-collectivisationn in the Czech Republic 

"Whenn I started in 1990 I got the worst land. Also I did not get the money that I was entitled to. 

Afterr Lux [Czech Minister of Agriculture 1993-1998, DJB] took over agriculture, there was 

onlyy corruption, and nobody can make it better, not even God! 1 finish, I'm sick of it all." 

respondentrespondent to survey of Czech individual farmers, 1998 

6.1.. Introductio n 

Wee have now identified the research question, surveyed the empirical and theoretical 

backgroundd of it. suggested a theoretical framework for addressing it, and reviewed the sets of 

primaryy data with which to analyse it. This puts us in a position to actually investigate the issue 

off  de-collectivisation, or individualisation, of farming in this and the subsequent chapter. Here 

wee will keep country specific circumstances constant, and study the differences between 

traditionall  and individual farms in the Czech Republic, based on the author's surveys among 

bothh groups of enterprises. In the next chapter we will keep the farm type (traditional farms) 

constantt and investigate how country specific conditions influenced their development and, by 

implication,, affected the de-collectivisation process. 

6.1.1.6.1.1. Background to the Survey Findings 

Att the outset of this analytical data chapter it is useful to note two general features of the 

restitutionn and de-collectivisation period which showed up in the survey findings. First, de-

collectivisationn appeared to be over. Most individual farms in the sample were established in 

19900 (27), 1991 (66), 1992 (48), or 1993 (24). In the 182 responses to this question, six farms 

weree started after 1993 and eleven before 1990 - going back as far as 1943. The absence of 

reportedd start-ups in 1994-1998 shows that there was no log-like pattern of growth in the number 

off  businesses during transition, as would be natural in the development of new sectors or 

businesss modes. Apparently there are indeed presently barriers to the realisation of such a growth 

path. . 

Second,, from these data as well as other survey findings, it appears that restitution was 

nott an harmonious process (cf. Majerova, 1997:375). The motto of this chapter, which is the 
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(unsolicited)) comment from one survey respondent on the reform process and on the then 

Ministerr of Agriculture. Josef Lux, suggests the same. Individual-farm operators, both in 

interviewss and through survey responses, frequently complained about the duration of the 

process,, the quality of land and non-land assets obtained in it, and the difficulties encountered in 

operatingg their farm afterwards. In most cases, they attributed these problems partly to the 

influencee and opposition of traditional farm management and partly to governmental 

incompetence. . 

Thee traditional-farm managers, in turn, complained about the paperwork and regretted 

thee loss of 'their' land and other assets; three-quarters of them said they would like to expand 

theirr farm if possible, despite the general dismal economic prospects and the still large size of 

traditionall  farms. It is relevant to take these facts into account when studying a reform episode 

thatt was an administrative rather than a market process, characterised by large discretion of 

especiallyy traditional farm management in the implementation of restitution procedures (see on 

thiss also Ratinger and Rabinowicz. 1997:75; Divila and Sokol, 1993:366). 

6.1.2.6.1.2. A Measure for Success 

Givenn the research question studied in this chapter - why is individual farming so limited? - it is 

importantt to note that there is, for obvious reasons, no direct information on those who indeed 

consideredd individual farming but rejected that option. However, in the individual-farmer sample 

thee conditions that promote or constrain individual farming could be observed. The approach 

takenn here is that from the problems and prospects of the practitioners something can be inferred 

aboutt the reasons why others failed or didn't begin. 

Inn order to assess the conditions for success, a performance indicator for individual 

farmerss must be selected. During transition, opportunities for expansion to a viable farm size 

typicallyy proved crucial for survival on the market. With such expansion comes the ability to 

operatee commercially rather than as a supplemental-income farmer. In what follows, the various 

conditionss of individual farmers are therefore related to size, measured as annual per-farm 

revenuee level1, and market orientation, as indicated by both the share of income that is derived 

fromm farming and the time devoted to it. In the individual-farm survey sample, 74 % of 

respondentss satisfied both the criteria of obtaining more than three-quarters of their income from 

farmingg and working over 40 hours weekly in their farm business. These figures are here used as 

thee lower bound for what will be referred to as 'professional' farmers, as distinct from hobby, 

part-time,, non-commercial and other types of supplemental-income farmers . There is naturally 

considerablee (but not complete) overlap between the two groups. Of 183 valid observations. 126 
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weree considered 'professional' farmers and 117 large-scale individual farmers, while 96 were in 

bothh categories. 

Followingg the theoretical framework developed in chapter 4 as applied to the farm level, 

wee will now consider individualisation as a path of institutional change with barriers for the 

prospectivee individual farmer. These are categorised as exit costs, investment costs, and 

integrationn costs. 

6.2.. Exit Costs 

6.2.1.6.2.1. Exit Cost Information From Traditional Farms 

Forr an assessment of exit costs consider first the traditional-farm sample. The central variable of 

interestt here, the extent of de-collectivisation, is measured in two ways: by the amount of land 

andd by the number of people involved. Table 6.1 presents both types of de-collectivisation 

measuress for subgroups of traditional farms aggregated on the basis of size, farm type, and 

location.. De-collectivisation measure D (left column) is the number of hectares lost in the 

restitutionn process during 1992-1998 as a percentage of total area in 1992. The three other 

columnss list, left to right: number of restitution applications per farm ; actual property transfers 

perr farm; and number of property returns per farm - all measured over the period 1992-1998 and 

ass a percentage of the number of owners in 1998. 
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TableTable 6.1; De-Collectivisation Rates Differ over Traditional Farm Sizes, Types, and Regions 

category(n ) ) de-collectivisatio nn measure s (% of tota l owners ) 

D D claimant s s transfer s s return s s 

byby size* 

smalll (n=l4) 

mediumm (n=32) 

largee (n=20) 

6.5(14.7) ) 

11.6(12.1) ) 

11.5(10.5) ) 

5.88 (6.9) 

8.5(15.9) ) 

5.9(8.3) ) 

5.00 (5.2) 

6.8(15.1) ) 

4.6(7.3) ) 

1.2(1.7) ) 

0.7(0.7) ) 

0.7(1.3) ) 

byby farm type 

corporatee (n=28) 

co-op.. (n=38) 

7.7(12.4) ) 

12.6(11.9) ) 

6.7(8.8) ) 

7.5(14.2) ) 

5.11 (6.9) 

6.2(13.7) ) 

1.1(1.6) ) 

0.77 (0.8) 

byby region** 

22 (n=34) 

3(n=28) ) 

12.0(13.8) ) 

8.4(9.5) ) 

7.9(15.4) ) 

5.8(5.6) ) 

6.8(14.3) ) 

3.8(3.3) ) 

0.55 (0.6) 

1.3(1.6) ) 

Generall  note: Figures are average percentages with standard deviations added between brackets. Note that de-

collectivisationn is presented in two ways: D is a land-based measure, while the 'claimants', 'transfers' and ' returns' 

columnss are about numbers of'people. 

**  Because de-collectivisation is largely a land transfer process, traditional farms are grouped in three size categories 

onn the basis of area worked in 1998: small (less than 1,000 ha), medium (1,000-2,000 ha) and large (over 2,000 ha). 

***  Region codes: 2 = 'sugar beet', 3 = = 'potato'. See table 5.3 for details. 

Source:: survey findings. 

Itt is useful to remember that people could only apply to take out their farm land and other assets 

fromm the traditional farms if, and only if, they were planning to use the assets for agricultural 

productionn (see also section 3.4.3). By inference, table 6.1 indeed largely depicts the experiences 

off  prospective individual farmers as reported by the managers of the traditional farms in which 

theirr land and other assets used to be employed. 

Thee data show that there is a substantial difference between the number of applications 

andd the number of actual exits. The number of people who eventually kept their property rather 

thann offer it for rent to the traditional farm again is still lower. Overall, claimants appeared to 

learnn the difficulties involved in individual farming both during and after de-collectivisation 

procedures,, leading between 30 and 40 % of them to cancel their plans. 

Ass to the specific barriers to de-collectivisation, two observations on table 6.1 appear to 

requiree an explanation. First, de-collectivisation, both if measured in number of people involved 

andd in area, was largest in medium-sized farms. Second, in the larger farms de-collectivisation 

wass more limited only if measured in number of people; in the smaller farms it was smaller 

measuredd in either way. We have noted, in chapter 4, that exit costs of leaving are indeed high 

inn both the largest and the smallest farms. In the largest farms this is due to asset incompatibility 

orr labour specialisation problems; in small farms it may be psychological constraints due to 
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sociall  pressure or, put positively, social cohesion. This may have de-motivated potential 

claimantss in both size categories, as the figures suggest. De-collectivisation in medium-sized 

farmss wa£ likely less subject to any of these exist cost sources; consequently it is higher on 

averagee while also people-related de-collectivisation measures vary more over medium-sized 

farms. . 

Att the same time, in larger farms there are more potential claimants who can claim a 

sufficientlyy large amount of land to make it worth while to go through the whole transfer 

process.. This is not as frequently true in smaller farms (see also table 6.2. below). So while the 

sharee of members claiming their land may be low in both size categories compared to the 

medium-sizedd farms, the share of land transferred will be larger in the largest compared to the 

smallestt size category. This interpretation is further endorsed by the observed frequent re-

collectivisationn (cases of property return) in the smallest farms: nearly a fourth of all successful 

claimantss eventually reversed the transfer. Such re-collectivisation suggests that claimants 

judgedd their farming plans to be non-viable, which would indeed more often be the case when 

thee plots transferred are rather small. (Table 6.2. below shows that indeed transferred land per 

claimantt was less in smaller farms.) 

Ass to farm types, the number of applications was considerably larger in co-operative than 

inn corporate farms. In the latter mode also more people relinquished their claims or returned their 

propertyy and loss of area was consequently smaller. These findings can partly be explained by 

thee 'empty shell' strategies described in chapter 3, in part by legal differences that facilitate exit 

moree in co-operative farms. Such larger legal opportunities for restitution leave more room for 

otherr factors to control restitution success, which is reflected in the much larger variation of all 

threee people-related de-collectivisation measures in co-operative farms. 

Finally,, differences between the two regions studied were evident with regard to claims, 

transfers,, and returns. Natural conditions in region 2 are more favourable than in region 3, which 

obviouslyy affects prospective farmer's expected productivity. In addition, smaller profit margins 

inn region 3 may also more have prompted traditional farm managers to improve their own 

farmingg prospects by discouraging claimants (for this interpretation see also tables 6.3 and 6.5 

below). . 

Onee important determinant of future productivity and viability of individual farms is 

likelyy the size of the property (particularly land) that can be claimed. Post-reform land property 

throughoutt Central and Eastern Europe is fragmented and the Czech Republic is no exception. In 

aa 10 million Czech population, there were 3 million landowners not engaged in agricultural 

productionn in 1998 (Csaki et al, 1999:28-29). Hence, if much land must be rented from this pool 
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off  owners in addition to restituted property, search costs will probably be high. In table 6.2 

beloww various figures related to land restitution are reported. 

TableTable 6.2; Frequency and Extent of Land Restitution by Traditional Farm Category 

Farmm category (n) ## formal land owners 
perr farm 
inn 1992 

landd taken out per 
claimant,, 1992-1998 

(ha) ) 

landd left in traditional 
farmm per owner in 

19988 (ha) 

ownership p 
concentration n 

19988 (%)
byby size 

smalll (n=l4) 

mediumm (n=32) 

largee (n=20) 

289(272) ) 

505(348) ) 

870870 (389) 

6(12) ) 

15(23) ) 

14(18) ) 

4(3) ) 

4(2) ) 

5(9) ) 

17(14) ) 

13(13) ) 

6(4) ) 

byby farm type 

Corporatee (n=27) 

co-op.(n=40) ) 

5377 (449) 

6044 (385) 

7(14) ) 

17(22) ) 

4(2) ) 

4(7) ) 

13(14) ) 

11(10) ) 

byby region 

22 (n=32) 

33 <n=25) 

580(351) ) 

4977 (408) 

14(20) ) 

14(21) ) 

4(2) ) 

5(8) ) 

13(12) ) 

10(10) ) 

Generall  notes: Figures are averages with standard deviations added between brackets. See table 6.1 for category 

definitions.. The number of respondents varied somewhat over the questions. 

**  Ownership concentration is measured as the percentage of landowners having more than 10 hectares of land. 

Source:: survey findings 

Becausee ownership patterns and changes in it during the restitution and de-collectivisation years 

aree complicated (see section 3.4.3. for administrative details), consider briefly the information 

presentedd in table 6.2. The table shows, in the second column on the left, the number of formal 

ownerss of the land used in traditional farms in 1992, per farm category listed in the left hand 

column.. It is shown that larger farms have more owners, and that the variation in the number of 

ownerss over farm is larger in the smaller farms. In the third column the land taken out per 

claimantss is given. This concerns those owners who choose to claim their land in the de-

collectivisationn process; these constituted only between 6 % and 9 % of all formal land owners in 

thee second column, as was shown in table 6.1 In the fourth column the average amount of land 

ownedd by the remaining formal land owners after the de-collectivisation process is shown. 

Finally,, the right hand column gives the average percentage of all landowners having over 10 

hectaress of land. 

AA first observation is that indeed, in general, the owners of more land left traditional 

farms:: the difference in the average amounts of land taken out and land left in the farm is quite 

large,, especially in medium-sized and large farms. This supports the idea substantiated above, 

thatt more land per owner facilitates de-collectivisation. Second, while the amount of land taken 

outt per owner varied considerably over categories, restitution caused the distribution of land over 

otherr owners to become remarkably equal afterwards, as the third column shows. A comparison 
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off  tables 6.1 and 6.2 also shows that overall, a larger fraction of owners claiming their land was 

associatedd with a larger amount of land taken out per claimant (note this direct relation in the 

size'' and 'type' classifications and the equal table 4 figures in the 'region' categorisation). 

Thesee findings all support the idea that the amount of land to which claimants were entitled was 

importantt in their decision to claim. 

Still,, the substantial 1998 ownership concentration figures also show that a number of 

ownerss who could have left if land availability only would have been decisive in fact did not 

leave.. This is especially relevant in the smallest farms; it appears that the smaller the farm, the 

largerr is the post-reform fraction of owners of large plots of land (more than 10 hectares). This 

endorsess the arguments for less de-collectivisation in smaller farms presented above. 

6.2,2.6.2,2. Exit Cost Informal ion from Individual Farms 

Ann interesting complement to these inferences is exit cost information explicitly reported by 

individuall  farmers themselves. These costs comprise (1) time lost in administrative procedures 

andd (2) loss of productive capacity because of a redistribution of non-land assets to the 

disadvantagee of prospective individual farmers (i.e. when they did not obtain sufficiently large 

plotss of land or useful machinery and buildings). Respondents reported the time it took them to 

obtainn property (table 6.3). They also provided information on their success in applying for land 

andd other assets in traditional farms (table 6.4). 
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TableTable 6.3: Restttution Was More Difficult For Successful Individual Farmers 

categoryy (n) timee between applying for and obtaining property (% yes) 

<< 3 mths 3-66 mths 6mths-lyr r >tyr/stil ll waiting 

byby size* 
smalll (n=24) 

mediumm (n=34) 

largee (n=99) 

13 3 

9 9 

J J 

28 8 

9 9 

14 4 

18 8 

33 3 

34 4 

50 0 

52 2 

54 4 

byby farm type** 

professionall (n=109) 

otherr (n=48) 

J J 

10 0 

14 4 

19 9 

J J J 

28 8 

56 6 

45 5 

byby region*** 

2(n=5 l ) ) 

3(n=79) ) 

4(n=25) ) 

10 0 

j j 

4 4 

10 0 

22 2 

8 8 

38 8 

27 7 

36 6 

47 7 

54 4 

56 6 
Generall  notes: reported figures are percentages of positive category responses. Percentages add up to slightly over 

1000 because some respondents checked several options. 

**  Individual farms are grouped in three size categories on the basis of revenue level in 1998: small (less than 

100.0000 Crowns), medium (100,000-300,000 Crowns) and large {over 300,000 Crowns). There were no significant 

differencess in land acquisition patterns between small and medium farms; these categories are merged. 

***  "Professional' individual farms are farms where the owner both derives more than three-quarters of income from 

thee farm and devotes over 40 hours weekly to farming. 

** **  Region codes: 2 = 'sugar beet', 3 = 'potato', 4= '(sub-)mountainous'. See table 5.3 for details. 

Source:: survey findings. 

TableTable 6.4: Obtaining Non-land Assets was Important for Success 

categoryy (n) applicationn status (% response) 
didd not apply appliedd and... 

failedd | obtained land | obtained other assets 
byby size 

smalll  (n=32) 
mediumm (n=39) 
largee (n=l 11) 

13 3 
10 0 
9 9 

9 9 
0 0 
4 4 

78 8 
82 2 
77 7 

41 1 
64 4 
59 9 

byby farm type 
professionall  (n=l23) 
otherr (n=58) 

11 1 
12 2 

4 4 
10 0 

81 1 
77 7 

63 3 
47 7 

byby region 
22 (n=55) 
3(n=92) ) 
4(n=33) ) 

II I 
9 9 
21 1 

2 2 
5 5 
15 5 

78 8 
82 2 
73 3 

60 0 
62 2 
42 2 

Generall  note: reported figures are percentages of category responses. See table 6.3 for definitions of categories. 

Source:: survey findings. 

Tablee 6.4 shows that most individual farmers (88 %) started out by applying for property in 

traditionall  farms. Table 6.3 indicates that somewhat over half of these applicants had to wait for 

overr a year between applying for and obtaining property (or were still waiting at the moment of 

surveying).. Only a fifth received property within half a year, but most of these claimants did not 
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becomee either professional or larger-scale farmers. Professional farmers more often obtained 

non-landd assets and waited significantly longer on average. This was probably related to the 

largerr difficulties in obtaining non-land assets rather than land only. 

Tablee 6.4. shows that only a small minority failed to obtain anything. This share is 

considerablyy larger in the non-professional and small-scale farm subgroup than among 

professionall  and large-scale farmers. In region 4 fewer people applied, more applications were 

turnedd down, and fewer non-land assets were received in comparison to the other two regions. 

Claimantss in region 4 also waited significantly longer than those in the other regions. The 

adversee production conditions in this region plausibly reduced the expected productivity and thus 

thee number of applications and transferrals. Additionally, the observations on waiting times 

wouldd support the notion that traditional farm managers had both considerable discretion in the 

implementationn of restitution procedures and more incentives to use this discretion in 

discouragingg applicants as their own production conditions were more difficult (cf. table 6.1). 

Afterr successful application, land was received in most cases, non-land assets much less 

often.. Those claimants who later became professional and large-scale farmers more often 

succeededd in obtaining non-land assets through restitution. The slow availability of non-land 

assetss apparently implied real exit costs. It discouraged claimants from waiting, and probably 

constrainedd many to supplemental-income farming using less technology-intense production 

methods,, and forcing others to buy non-land assets on the market at considerable costs. Access to 

landd in the restitution process was apparently less relevant for success; smaller-farm operators 

actuallyy more often obtained land through restitution than did large-scale farmers. This finding 

anticipatess the larger importance of land lease opportunities rather than restitution for farm 

expansionn to a commercially viable size. 

6.3.. Investment Costs 

6.3.16.3.1 Financial Resources 

AA major determinant of investment is a farmer's access to credit and subsidies. Respondents in 

bothh traditional and newly established farms reported the number of years in the 1993-1997 

periodd in which they had such access (table 6.5). 
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TableTable 6.5: Access to Financial Resources Was Both Difficult and Important for Success 

farmm category year r 

19933 | 1994 j 1995 | 1996 1997 7 

"Didd you have access to subsidies in...?" (% yes) 

traditionaltraditional (n=66j* j 20 199 J 21 | 25 | 30 

individualindividual by size 

smalll (n=26) 

mediumm (n=32) 

largee (n= 100) 

12 2 

10 0 

24 4 

19 9 

13 3 

19 9 

15 5 

13 3 

20 0 

15 5 

19 9 

23 3 

19 9 

22 2 

23 3 

individualindividual by farm type 

professionall (n=l09) 

otherr (n=46) 

20 0 

19 9 

22 2 

16 6 

16 6 

18 8 

20 0 

21 1 

24 4 

21 1 

"Didd you have access to bank credit in .. ?" (% yes) 

traditionaltraditional (n=66)* | 26 | 32 | 26 277 | 27 

individualindividual by size 

smalll (n=26) 

mediumm (n=32) 

largee (n= 100) 

4 4 

7 7 

20 0 

8 8 

6 6 

27 7 

15 5 

3 3 

12 2 

0 0 

6 6 

14 4 

8 8 

j j 

14 4 

individualindividual by type 

professionall (n=l 12) 

otherr (n=46) 

16 6 

10 0 

21 1 

20 0 

13 3 

7 7 

14 4 

2 2 

13 3 

7 7 

Generall  notes: reported figures are percentages of positive category responses. For definitions of categories, see 

tabless 6.1 and 6. 3. 

**  No significant differences between corporate and co-operative traditional farms could be observed. 

Source:: survey findings 

Tablee 6.5 shows, first, that traditional farms had an advantage in obtaining funds, though much 

clearerr so in the case of credit than subsidies. Second, access to both credit and subsidies is 

linkedd to success in individual farming. Another way to present this evidence is to compare the 

averagee number of years of access to outside funding in the period under study. This was 0.7 for 

professionall  and 0.3 for other individual farms, but 3.0 for traditional farms (with negligible 

differencee between the two types). Taken together, these findings on fund allocation appear to 

indicatee a clear disincentive to engage in individual farming. 

Smallerr individual farms had generally better access to funds in 1993-1995 than medium-

sizedd businesses. This is in line with the existence of support programmes for small farms and 

forr farms operating in areas where cultivation was officially deemed desirable but economically 

lesss attractive. These programmes were mostly restricted after 1995 (Csaki et al, 1999:xiv), after 

whichh the access to subsidies of medium-sized farms improved without a worsening of access 

forr small farms (although the amount of funds transferred may well have fallen in this group). 

Thee policy implications of these figures largely depend on their interpretation. The issue is 

whetherr the link between a large or professional farm status and access to credit is best explained 

inn terms of rational credit allocation (based on track records, farm prospects, liquidity backing 
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etc.),, or perhaps more appropriately seen in terms of integration into an economic system where 

connectionss based on political leverage or personal considerations are vital to favourable 

allocationn of resources. 

Thiss latter interpretation is the more plausible one, for several reasons. First and generally, 

thee literature on production and transactions in Central European economies contains numerous 

indicationss of the importance of connections and networks for businesses (e.g. Grabherr and 

Stark,, 1997). Assuming here that a vital success determinant such as access to external funding is 

independentt of such relations would be unpersuasive. 

Secondd and specifically, the descriptive literature indicates that the agricultural credit 

allocationn system in the Czech Republic has indeed been far from being based on farm 

profitability,, collateral quality or other conventional loan assessment factors. An explanation 

positingg such causal links would simply be irrelevant to the setting. Credit has been largely 

guaranteedd by state programmes, the main beneficiaries of which are banks and traditional farms 

(seee e.g. Csaki et al., 1999:35-37 and chapter 8 in this book for a description of the fund 

allocationn system). 

Third,, traditional (especially co-operative) farms have typically been heavily burdened with 

'bad'' debts. This simultaneously decreased their financial transparency and may well have 

increasedd their leverage in applying for additional loans with the creditor bank. Both 

circumstances,, perversely, tend to improve their access to credit (see section 7.6. for details). 

Indeed,, "the growing share of state support is recently to the co-operatives, a category of farms 

whosee performance remains the worse [sic]  among the various legal forms of farming" (Csaki et 

al,, 1999:36). We will investigate credit allocation in more detail and on the basis of the survey 

dataa in chapter 9. 

6.3.2.6.3.2. Farm Land and Other Assets 

Thee consequences of differential access to funding were evident in the data on investment 

decisionss and constraints. Table 6.6 presents evidence of the importance of land lease, as 

opposedd to land restitution and purchase, for expansion of individual farms to a viable size. 

Startingg from the left hand side, the third to the eighth column in this table show, per farm 

category,, how much each of these methods of obtaining land contributed to the total increase in 

hectaress during 1992-1998 (presented in the ninth, right-hand column). 
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TableTable 6.6: Successful Expansion Occurs Through Renting Land, Not Restitution or Purchase 

Individuall  farm category 
methodd of increasing area in 1992-1998: 

claimed* * bought t rentedd from... 
trad,, farm state e individual** * 

Usedd for 
free*** * 

total l 
increase e 

1992-1998 8 
byby farm size**** 

small/medium*** * 
(n=58) ) 

Large e 
(n=112) ) 

#Aa a 
sharee (%) 

Uha Uha 
sharee (%) 

20 20 
53 3 
23 23 
17 7 

/ / 
j j 

3 3 
3 3 

/ / 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 

3 3 
8 8 
36 36 
28 8 

12 12 
31 1 
6J J 
50 0 

1 1 
2 2 
1 1 
1 1 

38 38 
100 0 
131 131 
100 0 

byby farm type 
Professional l 

(n=l21) ) 

Other r 
(n=54) ) 

tiha tiha 
sharee (%) 

#ha #ha 
sharee (%) 

20 20 
17 7 
24 24 
42 2 

3 3 
2 2 
3 3 
5 5 

0 0 
0 0 
5 5 
9 9 

30 30 
26 6 
12 12 
20 0 

60 0 
53 3 
13 13 
23 3 

2 2 
1 1 

/ / 
1 1 

115 115 
100 0 
57 57 
100 0 

Generall  notes: Figures are averages. For definition of farm categories, see table 6.3. 

**  That is, either claimed and obtained in the de-collectivisation process or received in the restitution process. See 

sectionn 3.4.3 on the difference between the two land reform processes. 

***  Farm land rented from an individual was mostly previously in use by a traditional farm. 

***Lan dd used for free usually belonged to relatives or friends. 

*** **  There were no significant differences in land acquisition patterns between small and medium farms. 

Source:: survey findings. 

Tablee 6.6 conveys two messages. First, endowment through land restitution was not important 

forr success in farming. Second, the opportunity to rent land was. In small and medium size 

farms,, over half of the area was acquired in restitution procedures. For large-farm operators this 

wass less than a fifth, while here land lease or rent was of overwhelming importance. 

Amountss of land purchased were marginal in all groups - a finding in line with official 

dataa showing that in the 1993-1998 period only about 1 % of Czech agricultural land was 

annuallyy bought and sold. Land lease or rent from traditional farms was also unimportant, which 

iss unsurprising given the fact that traditional farms as such do not generally legally own their 

land:: only 10 % of it on average (Csaki et al., 1999: 30,xvii). Land rented from the state was 

importantt for a few individual farmers only. Only 18 respondents rented over 10 hectares from 

thee state; some of these farm operators, leasing thousands of hectares, had evidently been in a 

positionn to take over an entire state farm. 

Forr the majority of respondents, renting land from an individual was most important for 

expansionn to a professional-farmer status. Typically, the owner would have rented the plot to a 

traditionall  farm before transferring it to individual-farm use. By implication, the opportunities to 

rentt land from both individuals and the state are for a large part determined by the quality and 

extentt of relationships that the individual farmer has. Because of the high fragmentation of land 

ownership,, the problem with renting additional land typically is finding the owners of larger or 
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moree productive plots. These people must be located either through state agencies like the land 

registerr (the Czech Office for Surveying, Mapping and Cadastre, with 77 regional offices) or via 

informationn from traditional farm management who presently use the land. In interviews, farm 

operatorss pointed out that the decision to rent additional land often depended on such search and 

transactionn costs as much as on land attributes. In addition, there is the general problem that land 

leasess are typically short to medium-term, mostly one-year. This seriously impedes investments 

(cf.. Csaki et al, 1999:29-31). 

Forr non-land assets, the opposite pattern in the own/lease balance was observable. 

Individuall  farmers reported whether they fully owned, partly owned, or fully leased their non-

landd assets. Two thirds of the 180 respondents fully, and one third partly owned them, with a 

negligiblee 2 respondents (both non-professionals) fully leasing. Whereas there is littl e difference 

inn own/rent patterns over farm sizes, professional farmers more often (71%) owned their entire 

non-landd asset stock than did non-professionals (54 %); they also less often partly rent it (28 % 

andd 40 %, respectively). The difference in ownership is plausibly attributable to differences in 

creditt market access. It endorses the notion that, if credit markets fail, an asset lease market is 

importantt for farm development by widening the scope for access to productive resources (as 

suggestedd in Swinnen en Mathijs, 1999). Still, leasing appears a second-best option, practised 

onlyy by the less successful farmers who cannot afford to own their non-land assets3. 

Forr an evaluation of farm type related differences in resource constraints, the subset of 

farmm operators or managers who indicated they would like to expand their farms (75 % of 

traditionall  farms and 62 % of individual farms) was studied. For these selections of both 

samples,, the question "how important was the availability of technology for product decisions" 

cann plausibly be interpreted as "how technology constrained are you". Responses differed in line 

withh expectations, though not dramatically. On a scale of 1 (important) to 3 (neutral) to 5 

(unimportant),, traditional farm managers scored on average 3.2 (neutral) while individual farm 

operatorss averaged 2.8 and 2.2 (neutral/fairly important) for professional and other respondents, 

respectively. . 

Respondentss were also asked to report on the importance of area changes for product 

decisions.. Again interpreting this as an indication of the land constraint for the subset with 

expansionn preferences, it was on average 'fairly unimportant' (3.7) for traditional farms, while 

'fairlyy important' (2.4) for professional individual farmers (and 'neutral' (2.7) for other 

individuall  farmers). The differences between these figures in traditional as compared to 

individuall  farms, as well as the technology figures cited above, are alt statistically significant (a 

== .05), and in line with the prevalent idea that resource constraints disadvantage newly 
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establishedd farms. They also may have prevented many non-professional fanners from 

expandingg to a more viable farm size. 

6.4.. Integration Costs 

Ass a final topic of analysis, it is useful to consider explicitly what the data suggest about the 

importancee of integration costs. Postulating positive integration costs for those who are 

supposedlyy outsiders in the existing system is equivalent to positing an advantage for those who 

havee achieved some degree of integration in it. In other words, if 'insiders' are consistently 

shownn to be successful, there is likely a disadvantage to being an 'outsider*. 

Fromm this point of view, evidence of integration costs was already contained in the facts 

thatt the more successful farm operators often had better access to credit and subsidies; more 

frequentlyy obtained non-land assets rather than land only in the restitution process; and better 

managedd to expand their area by renting land from the state and from individuals. Significantly, 

successs in all of these allocation processes is conditional on access to information and on the co-

operationn of local bureaucrats or traditional farm management. Evidence on human capital 

attributess of individual farm operators, presented in table 6.7, further supports the idea of 

integrationn costs. 

TableTable 6.7; Human Capital Matters to Success in Individual Farming 

category y age e 
universityy or 

collegee education 
(%) ) 

professionall experience (% yes)* 

farm m 
worker r 

farm m 
manager r 

Worker, , 
Otherr sectors 

manager, , 
otherr sectors 

byby size 

largee (n= 116) 

mediumm / small (n=65) 

46(11) ) 

54(13) ) 

25 5 

I I I 

35 5 

28 8 

34 4 

25 5 

20 0 

39 9 

12 2 

8 8 

byby farm type 

professionall (n=128) 

otherr (n=59) 

47(12) ) 

53(13) ) 

21 1 

19 9 

38 8 

24 4 

33 3 

24 4 

21 1 

40 0 

10 0 

11 1 

Generall  note: Category columns list percentages of positive responses except the age column, where standard 

deviationss are added between brackets. For definitions of categories, see table 6.3. 

**  Respondents could check several categories 

Source:: survey findings 

Thee figures show that professional individual farmers are on average younger than non-

professionall  practitioners, but still of middle age, with rather littl e variation. They also more 

oftenn have a professional background in both the agricultural sector and in managerial work in 
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thee traditional farming system, and have slightly more frequently a college or university 

education.. Using the farm size criterion, the differences are roughly of the same order, but for the 

educationn factor: operators of large farms have nearly twice as often a higher education than 

thosee of smaller farms. 

Inn short, it appears that those individual farmers who used to be well-integrated into the 

traditional-farmingg system and on the managerial level, are now the more successful individual 

farmers.. The fact that such integration apparently is a success factor implies that the other 

individuall  farmers have been constrained in operating their business by a lack of these human 

capitall  attributes. Typically, successful entrepreneurship is not so much for the young and 

adventurouss as for the mature, the educated and the experienced - and by implication: the well-

connectedd (an interpretation supported by Majerova, 1997:375). 

Thiss view is further confirmed by a comparison of these figures to labour force data from 

traditionall  farms. Table 6.7 shows that of all individual farmers with a farming background, 47 

%% (53 out of 112 individuals) used to be a farm manager. Other survey information indicates that 

inn traditional farms, management in 1998 constituted on average 5 % of the labour force. This 

impliess an outflow of management out of traditional agriculture to individual farming that was 

highlyy disproportional to management-to-worker ratios in traditional farms - which is 

understandablee if professional experience and related attributes indeed imply success in 

individuall  farming. 

6.5.. Discussion and Conclusion 

Thee aim of this chapter was to study the limits to de-collectivisation for the Czech case and from 

thee angle of institutional change as a path with barriers, categorised as exit costs, investment 

costss and integration costs. 

Thee level of these costs can be argued to be affected by the relative power position of 

prospectivee individual farmers on the one hand and the power of those opposing 

individualisationn of farming, such as traditional farm management, on the other. This latter group 

off  agents can increase an individual's switching costs (categorised as exit costs, investment 

costs,, and integration costs) either by direct choices based on their discretion in the course of the 

individualisationn process, or through their role in defining the rules governing that process. This 

approachh is used as a framework to analyse survey data collected by the author in 1998-1999. 

Thee findings can be recapitulated as follows. 
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Althoughh practically all individual farmers started out by applying for property restitution in 

traditionall  farms, subsequent success in farming seemed partly controlled by the exit costs 

impliedd in the restitution procedure. A variety of exit cost sources were identified, including 

naturall  conditions connected to location, asset incompatibility, social cohesion or pressure, the 

sizee of property claims, and the length and success rate of restitution procedures. 

Inn addition to costs of leaving the traditional farm, also costs of investment in the new 

farmm and of functioning in the agribusiness environment were identified. Some barriers to 

successs seem to be a lack of access to credit and (to a lesser extent) subsidies, and connected to 

that:: a failure to acquire non-land assets and to find and rent additional land. 

Theree is evidence of the opposite interests of traditional farm management and individual 

farmers.. It also appeared that the former group was able to discourage individualisation by using 

opportunities,, implied in their large discretion in the implementation of de-collectivisation 

procedures,, to raise switching costs. In addition, is was observed that success in many aspects of 

thee individualisation process is typically conditional on both access to the relevant information 

andd on co-operation from traditional farm management and local bureaucrats. In consequence, 

individuall  farmers' quality of connections in the traditional farming system appears to co-

determinee their prospects - which again underlines the key role of traditional farm management 

inn the process. This interpretation is supported by human capital data showing that successful 

individual-farmm operators are typically of middle age and often are former participants in the 

traditionall  farming system, frequently at the managerial level. 
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Notess to chapter  6 

Thiss is total production, inferred from reported crop areas and herd sizes, and valued at official farm 
gatee prices. Importantly, this includes output which was in fact used for barter or own consumption. 
Givenn the aim of the size classification, this indicator is preferable to the area measure used for traditional 
farms. . 

~~ The large under-representation of the latter group is obviously caused by the SSZ membership sample 
frame.. While the survey thus does not mirror the entire sector, this focus is actually useful when 
investigatingg the importance of individual farming as a commercial activity. 

Informationn on land and other asset ownership was not collected for traditional farms, because they are 
knownn to typically rent most of their area from owners/members, while they mostly own their entire non-
landd asset stock. 
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Chapterr  7 

Differencess in De-Collectivisation in the 

Czechh and Slovak Republics 

Thee two parts of the country - Masaryk's country -

greww apart at extraordinary speed. 

TimothyTimothy Garton Ash, 1999 

7.11 Introduction 

Whenn Czechoslovakia split in 1993, the agricultural sectors in its two successor states were left 

withh identical formal institutional legacies. Both came from a rigidly centrally planned system 

with,, in agriculture, virtually no private farming other than garden plots before 1989. Both 

implementedd restitution and de-collectivisation schemes that were identical in institutional detail 

andd timetable in the crucial and initial phase up to 1993. Both privatised virtually all farm land 

andd assets. However, de-collectivisation (in the restricted sense of individualisation) of farming 

hass been more limited in the Slovak than in the Czech Republic (table 7.1). 

TableTable 7.1: Private Land Ownership and Individual Farming in the Czech and Slovak Republics 

Year r 

Slovakk Republi c 

Czechh Republi c 

%% of ag. land privatel y owned 

1989* * 

7 7 

0 0 

1994 4 

80 0 

94 4 

1997/8 8 

99 9 

99 9 

%% of ag. land individuall y worke d 

1989 9 

0 0 

0 0 

1994 4 

8 8 

22 2 

1997/8 8 

8 8 

23 3 

**  This extudes land nominally privately owned, but in practice used by traditional farms. 
Sources:: Blaas (1999), COST (1995), MACR (1998) 

Thee combination of close institutional similarity and different outcomes makes for an interesting 

comparison.. The research question that will be addressed in this chapter is therefore: how do we 

accountt for the differences in structural change in the agricultural sectors of the Czech and 

Slovakk Republics? We start with some brief background information on both countries. Then the 

theoryy outlined in chapter 4 will be used to identify causes of institutional change or stability. 

Thee theory will be fleshed out with information from secondary literature, statistical sources, and 

dataa from the surveys among traditional farms in both countries collected by the author. 
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Thee theory will be fleshed out with information from secondary literature, statistical sources, and 

dataa from the surveys among traditional farms in both countries collected by the author. 

7.22 Background Informatio n 

Inn addressing this question, several key similarities and differences between the Czech and 

Slovakk Republics (features that go beyond agriculture as such) should be briefly noted. 

7.2.17.2.1 History 

Itt was a far from homogeneous state that split on January 1, 1993. The Slovak and Czech parts of 

Czechoslovakiaa (later Czecho-Slovakia) had always been different in many respects such as 

language,, religion, international orientation, and economic development. The first Czechoslovak 

state,, created from the Austro-Hungarian empire in 1918, united the Czech lands Bohemia and 

Moraviaa with Slovakia and the Sub-Carpathian Ukraine (also called Ruthenia). Moravia and, 

particularly.. Bohemia were rich and industrialised regions, oriented economically and culturally 

towardss Western Europe, especially Germany. Slovakia and Ruthenia were poorer, largely 

agricultural,, dominated by its Hungarian nobility élite, and oriented towards Hungarian and Slav 

culture.. During the Second World War Bohemia and Moravia were absorbed by Nazi Germany 

inn 1938-1939 and Slovakia granted formal independence as a Nazi puppet state in 1939. In the 

secondd Czechoslovak republic founded after the war, the above differences still existed. Dostal 

(1996)) describes the tension between the two related, but distinct peoples in all three 

Czechoslovakk states as centre-periphery interactions. 

Onee important difference was that the Czechs, although they had never had a modern 

independentt state before 1918, by then and afterwards had a clearer sense of nationhood. 

developedd during a centuries-long emancipation and, occasionally, liberation struggle against the 

cultural,, political and economic dominance of Germans and Austro-Hungarians. The efforts 

towardss the 1918 independence, the shaping of the first Czechoslovak state, and its 

administrationn were very much (not exclusively) Czech endeavours. 

Thee same was true of post-war socialist Czechoslovakia and, though to a clearly lesser 

extent,, of the 1989 Velvet Revolution and the subsequent re-design of the Czechoslovak 

economyy and society (Dostal, 1996:114). Economic vitality, the development and dissemination 

off  ideas and ideologies, and political and cultural innovation in all three (pre-war, socialist and 

post-socialist)) Czechoslovak states were largely Czech-dominated. In view of this dichotomy in 
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thee nation, some observers interpret the 1993 split, which appears to have been pushed by Slovak 

leaderr Meciar rather than by the future Czech PM Klaus or by President Havel, as an effort 

towardss Slovak emancipation from Czech dominance, something that had never really started 

beforee (e.g. Garton Ash, 2000:387; Dostal, 1996:143). 

7.2.27.2.2 Political-Economic Development 

Thee relevance of the above for this study is that the economic history of the two new states after 

19922 reflects these general differences. Compared to the Czechs, the Slovaks started with a 

differentt economic legacy; they evolved a different economic-political system; they pursued 

differentt policies; and they showed a different economic performance (e.g. Commision, 

1998b:: 13-20: OECD, 1997:11). 

First,, the economic structure of Slovakia was characterised mainly by heavy industry 

(e.g.. armaments) and agriculture, much less by the production of other consumer goods and 

services.. Second, the Slovak economy was influenced by a post-1992 political system that was 

lesss tolerant and diverse, and more oriented towards corruption, cronyism and intimidation than 

thee Czech system, described by Garton Ash (2000:390) as a demokratura. Only with the 

downfalll  of Prime Minister and quasi-dictator Meciar in 1998 did a new chapter in Slovak 

politicall  history start. The economic consequences of that system were rent-seeking, a lack of 

competitionn and of innovation, an interdependence of the polity and the economy resulting in 

softt budgets and corruption, and a general failure to support market development adequately. 

Thesee weaknesses, characteristic for most of the less successful post-socialist states, were not as 

damagingg as in the Balkan countries or in the former Soviet Union. But the situation was clearly 

worsee than in the Czech Republic. 

Third,, the Slovaks pursued policies that were more nationalist, less open economically 

andd less oriented towards the West in general, and more designed to preserve existing structures 

andd slow down the transformation process. In the area of economics these partially reversed or 

haltedd Czechoslovak transition policies aiming at privatisation and liberalisation. The second 

wavee of privatisation planned for 1994 was postponed. Fast voucher privatisation was replaced 

byy slower 'employees' privatisation' and 'direct sales', both of which gave the state a larger role 

inn the process. There was an ideological shift away from private initiative and small business and 

towardss state directives for and administration of businesses, and also towards preservation of 

largee industrial conglomerates. 

Thiss tendency, as exemplified by state interference with the investment funds created 

underr Czechoslovak legislation, discouraged foreign investment. Meanwhile on the firm level, 
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extensivee state support through tax deferrals, loans and subsidies continued, privatisation sales 

sufferedd from a lack of transparency, capital markets remained underdeveloped, enterprise 

restructuringg was limited, and payment arrears and associated insolvency problems endemic. 

Fourth,, a related observation is the difference in economic performance since 1993. The 

Czechoslovakss experienced not only a Velvet Revolution but also a velvet transition: economic 

hardshipp in the transformation was relatively moderate and lasted only a few years, which 

comparess well with developments in most other countries in the region. 

Surprisinglyy for many observers, the Slovak economy did quite well also in the first few 

yearss after independence up to 1998. In trade, it capitalised on existing trade relations with 

Russiaa for gas and oil imports, developed intensive trade with Germany and Austria, and profited 

fromm the customs union with the Czech Republic. Tight monetary policies brought inflation 

downn from 23 % in 1993 to 6 % in 1996 and 1997. It did not suffer from the volatility of foreign 

portfolioo investment that caused the Czech currency crisis in 1997. It gave no large role to 

voucherr privatisation and investment funds in the restructuring of firms, avoiding the associated 

governancee problems that became evident in thee Czech Republic. With its relatively protectionist 

agriculturall  trade policies it also avoided the onslaught of Western European imports that the 

Czechss experienced as a result of their initially extremely liberal policies. Slovakia after 1993 

reversedd the economic contraction of Czechoslovakia, experiencing GDP growth rates of 5 % in 

19944 and around 7 % afterwards, with stable unemployment around 13 %. 

Inn the medium term however, Slovakia suffered from high and volatile interest rates in 

supportt of the Slovak Koruna, a deterioration of its trade balance, postponed reform of the fiscal 

systemm and lax fiscal policies, and in consequence a widening budget deficit and rising debt. 

Thesee circumstances, in combination with (and partly resulting from) the firm level problems 

describedd above, reversed economic prospects temporarily in 1998, and the political changes 

weree accompanied by economic reform. 

Thee Czech Republic, in comparison, operated a very diverse political system and was 

governedd by a devotedly liberal government, continuously led by PM Klaus until 1997. Its 

economyy was characterised by high levels of foreign (especially portfolio) investments, tight 

monetaryy policies, ongoing and extensive privatisation through the voucher system in industry 

(butt not as much in banking), and an increase in the number of small, mostly de novo enterprises, 

especiallyy in the services sector. During 1994-1997, the Czech Republic kept official 

unemploymentt under 5 % - the lowest in the region - saw a decrease in inflation from 21 % in 

19933 to below 10 % in 1994-1997, and achieved a nearly balanced budget and a relatively stable 

Koruna.. Starting from a considerably higher level of GDP per capita, it experienced lower and 
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moree volatile growth in GDP than the Slovak Republic: 0.6 % in 1993, (the first years without 

contraction),, 2.7 and 6.4 % in 1994 and 1995, and 3.9 % in 1996. 

Inn 1997 structural problems surfaced. These were related to the incestuous governance 

structuress in the banking and industrial sectors that had caused unemployment to remain hidden 

andd had forestalled restructuring and productivity gains. Unemployment increased from 3.5 to 

5.99 % in 1996-1998, while growth dipped to 1.0 and 1.9 % in 1997-1998, also because of a 

deteriorationn of the trade balance, a large increase in foreign debt and a reversal of portfolio-

relatedd money flows (Commission, 1998b: 113-14)'. 

Inn sum, both countries were successful initially in achieving growth and monetary 

stabilisation.. Slovak growth was driven by trade and, later on, by domestic demand; the Czech 

successs rested largely on capital inflows, private sector growth, and also trade gains. In 

retrospect,, firm level restructuring was limited in both countries, notwithstanding the contrast 

between,, on the one hand, the Czech extensive nominal privatisation programme and its liberal 

rhetoric,, and, on the other, Slovak state interference, isolationism and economic conservatism. 

Bothh growth paths needed to be adjusted to the structural situation, as increasing macroeconomic 

imbalancess indicated. These corrections were precipitated by a currency crisis and political 

scandalss in the Czech Republic in 1997, and by the downfall of the Meciar regime in the Slovak 

Republicc a year later. 

Suchh were the political and economic settings in both countries in which the agricultural 

transformationn process took place. We will now study how this general economic environment, 

inn combination with other factors, affected that process, using the analytical framework outlined 

inn chapter 4. We subsequently review the impact of informal and formal institutions and natural 

conditionss on the level of transaction and transformation costs in the de-collectivisation process. 

7.3.. Norms, Beliefs and Ideologies 

Severall  informal institutions that define the preferences of decision makers in the institutional 

changee process were different in the two countries. These are by definition rather elusive in the 

sensee that their impact cannot easily be proven or quantified. Nevertheless, they plausibly have 

beenn relevant. 
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7.3.17.3.1 Historical Roots 

First,, before the war the Czech lands of the first Czechoslovak Republic operated a more 

diversified,, industrialised, and sophisticated market system, compared to Slovakia. There was a 

traditionn of market institutions and of private entrepreneurship that had been rooted in the 

populationn until only one generation before the reforms. The norms associated with such a 

societyy such as personal responsibility, competition, thrift, and risk taking were probably more 

prevalentt among the Czechs than among the Slovaks. Plausibly, they also facilitated the decision 

too start individual farming. 

AA related observation is that the Reformation, in the 16th century, has left its mark in the 

Czechh lands, while the Slovaks remained largely of Roman Catholic persuasion. It can be 

argued,, in line with the writings of Weber (1930 ed.) and Tawney (1948), among others, that 

alsoo this religious difference has produced a difference in economic values favouring private 

entrepreneurshipp and individualism in the Czech Republic. 

Third,, in consequence of the large difference in the average size of private farms before 

19488 (itself further explained below), there was a tradition of commercial farming in the Czech 

Republic,, but one of predominantly peasant production in the Slovak Republic. Also this 

historicall  market orientation in agriculture most likely increased the relative viability of private 

farmingg in the Czech Republic. 

Fourth,, in the Czech Republic there was less support for farming by public opinion. One 

reasonn is that this sector - as in all socialist states in the region - used to be the most 

conspicuouslyy socialised, which to many gave it a communist odium that did not appeal to 

liberall  politicians and their constituencies. This negative image and its possible impact on the 

speedd of structural change were more relevant in the Czech Republic, because economic and 

politicall  liberalism were initially more strongly pursued politically and more widely supported 

byy the population than in Slovakia (and, for that matter, most other Central and Eastern European 

post-socialistt societies). A related observation is that there was possibly less empathy with the 

farmerr in general because the Czech lands have long been industrialised, again in contrast to 

Slovakia. . 

".3.2".3.2 C 'apitalism and the West 

Thesee factors coincided with political economy factors to produce not only a low level of 

popularr support of, and affinity with agriculture, but also political choices that disadvantaged the 

sectorr compared to Slovakia. Such political economy factors include the historically small 

contributionn of agriculture to the Czech economy, decreasing from 6.2 % of GDP in 1989 to 2.1 
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%% in 1998 (OECD, 1997; MASR, 1998). This prompted Minister of Agriculture Lux in 1994 to 

note,, in the introduction to a survey document on the state of agriculture, that "only a fraction of 

societyy is concerned with agriculture and the question can arise of whether there is any point in 

devotingg so much attention to agriculture when the world today is at our doorstep" (MACR, 

1994:3).. In contrast, no Slovak official in the period felt obliged to address this question. The 

phrasingg of this quote suggests a tension between the process of international integration and 

attentionn to the agricultural sector. Although there is no reason to pose this contradiction - the 

post-warr Western world provides a persuasive counterexample - the perception of contrast does 

fitfit  well with the image of agriculture as something from the collectivist past, at a time when 

Czechh society was very oriented to the capitalist future. 

Inn addition to this domestic attitude, a second and related major political economy factor 

explainingg policies is the Czech desire, again both on the official and the popular level, to join 

thee European Union - a desire that was especially ardent in the first years of the transformation. 

Ass in the other post-socialist states in Central Europe, agriculture was, and is, a major obstacle 

forr accession, both because of its perceived threat to Western European farmers and because of 

thee large consequences for the Union budget of extending present EU support levels to farmers 

inn new member states. Czechoslovak, and later Czech agricultural policies, which had dramatic 

consequencess for the size and viability of the sector, sometimes appeared equally motivated by 

thee official rationale of market adjustments as by the wish to please Western European 

politicianss and, by showing how insignificant and harmless the sector was, to speed up 

accession.. And with success: in 1996 Minister of Agriculture Lux could report that the European 

Commissionn was of the opinion that "agriculture should not pose a problem for accession" 

(MACR,, 1997:1). 

Thatt there was more than political economy behind the markedly different approaches to 

agriculturee in both countries is clear when we turn to Slovak policies. Also in Slovakia the sector 

wass relatively small, although appreciably larger than in the Czech Republic2. And also there the 

desiree to join the Union was great. Yet the Slovaks after 1992 until 1998 embarked on a course 

off  conservatism and nationalism. State media and speeches by officials frequently emphasised 

Slovakiann independence in many areas, often also asserting the merits of things Slovak 

comparedd to those of foreign origin. To some extent this development was related to the 

attentionn that PM Meciar claimed for his own person and qualities, combined with his tendency 

too identify Slovakia with himself3. On a less personal level, this new political course, as much as 

thee very decision to split, could well be explained by the Slovaks' earlier lack of emancipation. 
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Howeverr that may be, all observers agree that nationalism and conservatism characterised 

thee episode. A noticeable consequence of these values in the agricultural area is that the 

governmentt of the Slovak Republic, while formally endorsing the neutrality towards different 

farmingg modes and the market orientation of the sector originating in Czechoslovak policies, in 

factt propagated conservation of existing structures and limitation of the market mechanism by 

statee paternalism. This difference in policies with the Czech Republic is not so much itself a 

differencee in societal values, as above, as a consequence of them. In both countries, values and 

attitudess towards agriculture that had deep historical roots were intensified during the 

transformation,, reinforced by political economy conditions, adopted by the respective 

governments,, and used as guidelines for policies. To these we now turn. 

7.44 Authorit y and Agricultura l Policies 

7.4.11 Slovak Policies 

Afterr the first few years of extremely liberal agricultural policies, with dramatic consequences 

forr the sector, the government of the Slovak Republic within the Czech and Slovak Federative 

Republicc in 1992 adopted the so-called 'Concept and Principles of the Agricultural Policy', 

whichh it started to implement in 1993. As the Ministry of Agriculture later put it, it was "based 

onn the review of the impact of the reforms but also on the experience of the European Union and 

globall  agriculture..." (MASR. 1998: 176). Consider some passages from this document (MASR, 

19933 in the original translation published by the Ministry): 

•'Thee primary task is to stop the present decline of the Slovak agriculture, and to create conditions for its 

stabilizationn and further development (p. 5). Agriculture justifiably belongs to the priorities of the 

economicc policy of Slovakia (p. 8). Slovakia's agrarian policy will, in the nearest future, focus on the 

followingg strategic goals: state food security; economic stability, appropriate agricultural income and 

balancedd development of the regions; improvement and protection of farmland; and preserving 

agriculturee in the low-competitive, hilly areas" (p. 9). 

Inn the document a range of instruments to achieve these goals were proposed such as 

"increasingg the price level to the level of covering costs of production, tax reduction, and 

subsidiess on interest rates and on fuel". It also contains an analysis of the dietary habits of the 

Slovakk population (characterised by "nutritive imbalance, excessive energetic value, and high 

saltt and alcohol consumption"), leading to the statement that "the food security of the country. 
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andd the quantitatively and qualitatively balanced food [consumption] for the population belongs 

too [the] strategic aims for the agrarian policy." Specifically, "production sources and the volume 

off  production are intended to be kept at minimally the level of 90 % of projected real 

consumption"(p.. 10-11). Moreover "it is necessary to stop the uncontrolled decrease of herds of 

milkk cows and to stabilise their inventories..." (p. 15), and "desirable to increase sheep 

inventoriess by at least 30 % ... and poultry rearing by 21-24 %" (p. 16). Also detailed 

suggestionss for the location and intensity of the different crop and livestock products are 

included. . 

Thee authors notice the "exodus of qualified workforce, including management", suggest that "a 

supplementaryy source of employment and financial means in the form of subsidies may stabilize 

rurall  employment", and assert that "the parity of earnings of people employed in the agricultural 

sectorr should not decline below 90 % of the average salaries in the other branches of the national 

economy""  (p. 18). Also the need for up-to-date technology, self-sufficiency in energy use [sic!] 

andd environmental improvement are emphasised (pp. 18-19). 

'Stabilization'' is the key word, and in economic terms this is defined as "the state when a 

majorityy of agricultural economic units will be able to produce with profitability" (p.23). The 

abovee citations demonstrate that the avowed policy goal from the very beginnings of the Slovak 

statee was to maintain the size of the sector and improve its profitability — or, more accurately, its 

financiall  viability. The means were both financial support and detailed prescriptions of 

investmentt strategy, herd sizes, land use and output mix - in short, indicative planning. 

Thiss programme is indeed reflected in agricultural policies in subsequent years, although 

itss ambitious aims were not achieved. First, Slovakia in 1993-1998 operated a price intervention 

systemm that was stepped up after 1993 rather than scaled down, as in the Czech Republic. 

Second,, direct payments per hectare were allocated to support farming in less favoured areas. 

Third,, a relatively large and gradually extended system of input subsidies was in use during the 

periodd under study. Fourth, credit extension was supported either through favourable interest 

ratess or through the State Support Fund for Agriculture and the Food Industry providing 

collateral.. In comparison to the Czech system it allocated more credit, and accorded a larger role 

inn the credit extension decision to the Fund, which could overrule a negative assessment by a 

bank.. While saving farms and supporting output levels, these interventions also decreased 

incentivess to restructure for reasons of competitiveness and created resource misallocation 

(OECD,, 1998:18-19). 
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7.4.27.4.2 C 'zech Policies 

Inn contrast, the Czechs after 1992 continued with reduced state support for agriculture. The 

Czechh counterpart to the Slovak document quoted above, the 'Basic Principles of the 

Agriculturall  Policies of the Government of the Czech Republic' (1994) states that "it would be a 

mistakee to copy strongly protectionist polices, such as those in Bavaria or Austria" and that 

"foreignn competition is the sole [sic] guarantee that quality and economy will become features of 

ourr agriculture". It asserts "equality of status for all forms of private management in both 

agriculturee and forestry" and notes that "government subsidies [should] not preserve the survival 

off  non-profitable agricultural production in a number of agricultural concerns and areas". 

Moreover,, "the development of agriculture from 1990 to the present can be considered positive 

sincee it has involved the removal of overproduction and unproductive output" (MACR, 

1994:4.5,6)) - a rather different assessment than the Slovaks' aim to "stop the present decline" in 

1992. . 

Thee Czechs were to partially reverse these liberal policies a few years later, after 

experiencingg the losses from trade with subsidised competitors. In 1995 Minister Lux admitted 

thatt "we allowed ourselves to go too far in opening up our markets to a world which we found 

soonn enough was not going to open up so much for us" (MACR, 1995b:5). And in 1996 he 

"(saw)) a solution ... for the enduring pain of our agriculture ... in improved protection of 

agriculturall  markets and also in a greater state involvement..."(MACR, 1996:2). But also after 

1995,, Czech policies remained less interventionist and protectionist than Slovak policies. 

77 4.3. A Comparison of Outcomes 

Somee figures from these later years can serve to illustrate the consequences of different political 

choicess in both successor states (MASR, 1998:13-14,19). In the year 1997, the shares of Slovak 

agriculturall  output in GDP and in employment both decreased by about a tenth; but subsidies 

increasedd by 20 % and investment by 22 %. Budget outlays for agriculture, in relative terms, 

weree roughly double those in the Czech Republic in 1993-1997, and the ratio increased over the 

years.. In the year 1997 Slovakia spent 136 ECU per hectare of agricultural land on budgetary 

outlayss for agriculture, in comparison to 57 in the Czech Republic (and, incidentally, 390 in the 

EU).. In the same year, state support as a percentage of gross agricultural output (including direct 

payments),, if expressed in the conventional measure of Production Subsidy Equivalent (PSE) 

wass 25 in Slovakia and 11 in the Czech Republic (and 42 in the EU). 

Alsoo in the survey data the larger Slovak state intervention, as experienced on the farm 

level,, is evidenced. A first indication is Czech and Slovak farm managers' subjective evaluation 
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off  the importance of several factors affecting decisions on product selection and farm expansion. 

Thee options included input and output prices, changes in area, workers and technology, and 

changess in subsidy allocation polices. There were no statistically significant differences in the 

'score'' between Czech and Slovak managers of traditional farms (at a = .05), except for the 

subsidyy factor. On a scale of 1 (very important) to 5 (not important), Slovak and Czech farmers 

(n=888 and n=66) ranked this factor on 2.6 and 3.3, respectively. 

Soo Slovak managers reported more influence from changes in subsidy allocation policies; 

andd indeed, they did rely more on subsidies. For a second survey finding is that subsidies as 

sharee of total financial revenues in 1997 was on average 20-30 % in Slovak farms and 10-20 % 

inn Czech farms. It should be noted that these figures are subjective assessments and likely 

underestimatee indirect subsidies, which constituted a larger share of total subsidies in Slovakia. 

Third,, clear differences were also found in the percentage of managers reporting access to 

subsidiess for each of the years 1993-1997. That figure varies between 77 % and 85 % in the 

Slovakk sample (n=92) and between 22 % and 50 % in the Czech sample (n=60). The average 

numberr of years with access to subsidies in this 5-year period was 1.6 for Czech farmers and 4.1 

forr the Slovaks. In contrast, access to credit over these years was reported by between 54 % and 

699 % of the Czechs, and by between 43 % and 52 % of the Slovaks. 

Howw problematic were restrictions on access to such funds? Czech (n=64) and Slovak 

(n=89)) managers, when asked to rank several potential problem factors for operating their 

enterprisee on a scale of 1 (big problem) to 5 (no problem), showed differences in both 'access to 

subsidies'' and 'access to credit'. In both cases, Czech managers reported less of a problem. On 

thee subsidy factor they scored an average 3.2 compared to 2.8 for the Slovaks respectively. For 

accesss to credit, the scores were 2.8 and 2.3, respectively. (Differences are statistically 

significant,, a = .05). 

Thee first inference from these figures is about the relative importance of subsidies in 

Czechh as compared to Slovak farms. We know, both from official sources and from the 

percentagess reported above, that access to subsidies was better for Slovak farm managers. If the 

Czechh managers still scored higher on average, this implies that, although they had more limited 

accesss to subsidies, they still thought this was less of a problem than did the Slovak managers. It 

followss that the subsidy factor was less important in the operation of Czech farms, a result that 

supportss the first of the survey results reported above on page 134. Czech farm managers had 

substitutedd dependence on factors such as prices and available technology for reliance on 

subsidies,, to a larger extent than Slovak farm managers. 
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AA second inference is about the relative importance of the two sources of liquidity within a given 

farm.. The Czech managers reported that the credit factor was more important (because more 

constraining),, while the Slovaks reported that the subsidy factor was more important. Since for 

Czechh managers credit allocation was (partly) predicated on their profitability (as will be shown 

inn chapter 9). the difference in relative importance of credit and subsidies also likely reflects 

differencess in the orientation on, and restructuring towards, profitable farming. 

7.55 Production Costs 

7.5.1.7.5.1. Natural Conditions 

Naturall  circumstances include production conditions and location. Production conditions in the 

Czechh Republic are generally more favourable for agriculture. There is relatively better 

agriculturall  land, as indicated by the factors soil types, nutrients and relief. Moreover 

environmentall  problems are larger in Slovakia. Over half of Slovak agricultural land in 1998 was 

threatenedd by water erosion, while 31 % was contaminated with hazardous substances or at risk 

off  contamination (MASR, 1998:50). 

Locationn as such, apart from the consequences for physical production circumstances, is 

anotherr natural endowment, although its impact on economic success is largely controlled by 

humann factors. The closer geographical and cultural proximity to Western Europe (particularly 

Germany)) of the Czech Republic facilitated a more rapid move to market conditions and better 

opportunitiess for technology transfers and trade than was the case in Slovakia. 

7.5.27.5.2 Relative Prices and Technology 

Wagess in agriculture relative to those in other sectors developed similarly in both countries. In 

1989/90,, the ratio of Czechoslovak agricultural wages to the national average was 1.07 in 

Slovakiaa and 1.04 in the Czech part of the federation. Subsequently, the Czech ratio decreased 

steadilyy to 0.85 in 1995 and 0.80 in 1998, while the Slovak ratio decreased to 0.80 in 1995 and 

0.788 in 1998 (excluding individual farms). This means that the relative wage level in both 

countriess constituted a similar incentive to quit a job in a traditional farm (Kabat and Hagedorn, 

1997:234;; MACR, 1998; MACR, 1996; MASR, 1998). 

However,, because the Slovak economy as a whole transformed more slowly than the 

Czechh Republic, the alternative to employment in traditional agriculture was less often 

employmentt in another sector of the economy. There were no (or only small) dynamic new 
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sectorss (such as telecommunications and financial services in the Czech Republic), nor 

reinvigorationn of old ones (such as the Skoda rebirth) which could absorb redundant labour from 

rurall  areas. In comparison to the Czech Republic, this reinforced the larger role for Slovak 

agriculturee in maintaining employment, already evidenced by the continuously higher proportion 

off  the Slovak labour force in agriculture compared to the Czech proportion. 

Inn addition, also opportunities for finding a new agricultural job were more limited. Job 

securityy was smaller in Slovakian agriculture, as evidenced by the relatively larger decrease in 

agriculturall  employment, both in relative and absolute terms, compared to the Czech Republic 

(Csakii  et al, 1999; OECD, 1998). Hence, Slovak conditions may have led workers and managers 

off  traditional farms to be more hesitant in quitting their traditional-farm job. 

Anotherr factor in the relative persistence of traditional farming in the Slovak Republic 

wass that the standard of living of the population was lower, and the overall level of 

unemploymentt higher. Moreover, the regional disparities in both employment and standard of 

livingg were larger in the Slovak economy, to the disadvantage of rural areas (OECD, 1997; 

MASR,, 1998). This implied, from a farm management point of view, that the relative costs of 

labourr in agriculture were lower. Because individual farms of viable size typically rely on 

technologyy because of the limits on their labour supply, relatively cheap labour is a disincentive 

too start such a farm and compete with wage-labour farming. 

Inn the survey, managers were asked to indicate their agreement with the following 

statement:: "With current machinery prices and wages, I would like to purchase more machinery 

andd reduce the number of employees." On a scale of 1 (I agree) to 5 (I disagree), Slovak mangers 

scoredd an average 3.1, their Czech colleagues 2.5. Labour saving investments were not attractive 

inn both countries, plausibly because of the adverse economic conditions; but they were even 

moree unattractive for Slovak managers - a statistically significant (a=.05) finding in line with 

thee above argument about cheaper labour. 

Finally,, Slovakia's lower standard of living (overall and especially in rural areas) also 

constitutedd a larger incentive for owners of land to use it for subsistence production rather than 

rentt it to an individual farm. This meant that land in the individual sector more often continued 

too be used in small plots rather than in larger individual farms. In this way, also differences in 

welfaree had a negative impact on the viability of the Slovak individual farm sector compared to 

itss Czech counterpart. 

Ass to technology, this was, first, more intensively used in Slovak farms because of the 

historicall  legacy of a larger orientation to livestock production, which is generally more capital-

intensivee than crop production. Second, the technology used was also more suited for large-scale 
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production,, simply because Slovak farms were larger (see below). This aggravated the asset 

divisibilityy problem that individual farmers relying on restituted or de-collectivised farm assets 

face. . 

Third,, despite the larger amounts of technology used on Slovak farms, technical 

efficiencyy was lower than in Czech farms (e.g. Mathijs et al, 1999). For instance, 1998 per 

hectaree yields of potatoes, rape seed, legumes, sugar beet, milk yields per dairy cow and weight 

gainss in pig and beef fattening were all higher in the Czech than in the Slovak Republic (MACR, 

1998).. For individual farmers, using existing technology through the de-collectivisation process 

wass thus less attractive, and investments in new technologies more necessary. It may be 

rememberedd that obtaining non-land assets (i.e. technology) in the de-collectivisation process 

wass found to be important for success in individual farming in the Czech Republic (see table 

6.4).. The more limited usefulness of assets obtained in the de-collectivisation process in Slovakia 

thuss implies a relative disadvantage for individual farmers there. In short, also the factor 

technologyy constituted, in various ways, a barrier for individual farming in Slovakia relative to 

thee Czech Republic. 

7.66 Formal Institution s 

Severall  factors in both the formal institutional legacy and the evolution of formal institutions in 

thee agricultural sectors affected de-collectivisation levels. These include farm size and land 

ownershipp patterns and the effectiveness of legislation concerning bankruptcy and contract 

enforcement. . 

7.6.17.6.1 Traditional Farm Types and Sizes 

Thee initial structure of the agricultural sector was one of larger farms in the Czech Republic, 

mainlyy because there were relatively more state farms. In 1989, there were 71 state farms with an 

averagee size of 5,094 hectares in Slovakia and 636 collective farms working on average 2,642 

hectares.. In comparison, in the Czech Republic in 1989, 174 state farms worked an average of 

6,2599 hectares, while Czech collective farms numbered 1,024 and were of similar size to the 

Slovakk collectives, averaging 2,561 hectares (OECD, 1998:32; 1995:3; MACR, 1994 and Kabat 

andHagedorn,, 1997:233). 

Thee size difference of the average traditional farm was reversed during the 

transformation,, because Czech farms were more often divided into several successor 
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organisationss (see section 5.4.2. for details). In 1997, Slovak traditional farms worked 1,425 

hectaress on average. Co-operative farms worked 1,567 and farming companies 1,170 hectares. 

Forr Czech traditional farms the figure was 906 hectares on average: 1,349 for co-operatives and 

6666 for corporate farms4. The latter type was by then about twice as numerous as co-operatives 

inn the Czech Republic, while in Slovakia the reverse was true (MASR, 1998; MACR, 1998). 

7.6.27.6.2 Land Ownership Patterns 

AA second factor resulting from formal institutions was that plot size of individually owned land 

wass much smaller in Slovakia as a result of the restitution system. This revived 1948 ownership 

patternss which had evolved in accordance with the Napoleonic inheritance code, under which in 

eachh generation farm land was divided. In contrast, in Bohemia and Moravia the same legislation 

revivedd 1948 ownership patterns that reflected inheritance based on primogeniture, allowing 

farmm land to be passed on to the next generation without divisions. By 1948 average Bohemian 

andd Moravian farms cultivated between 20 and 50 hectares of land, compared to between 2 and 5 

hectaress for Slovak farms (Kabat and Hagedorn, 1997:231). The number of landowners in 

Slovakia,, a country with a 5 million population, was estimated at 2 million in 1998, the number 

off  plots at 7 million (Wolz et al, 1998). In the Czech Republic there were 3 million landowners 

onn a 10 million population (Csaki et al., 1999). 

Alsoo in the survey data the difference in the size of restituted plots was clear. The 

distributionn of Slovak farm land owners (numbering 548 per farm on average) over the three plot 

sizee categories 0-5 hectares, 5-10 hectares and more than 10 hectares was 84 %, 15 % and 2 %, 

respectively.. In the Czech sample, the figures were 70 %, 20 % and 9 %5. 

7.6.33 The Farm Size Gap 

Inn consequence, Slovak traditional faiims were larger (1,425 hectares in 1998 compared to 906 

forr Czech farms) while individual farms (of all sorts and sizes) were smaller than in the Czech 

Republic.. In 1998 there were probably around 20,000 Slovak and 93,000 Czech individual 

farmerss and gardeners6, which compares to 1,346 Slovak and 3,464 Czech traditional farms 

(Blaas,, 1999; MACR, 1999). According to Wolz et al. (1998:75), only 7,500 of the Slovak 

individuall  farmers were 'genuine' farmers (i.e. not just garden cultivators), while the Czech 

numberr of market-oriented individual farmers is 22,971 (MACR, 1999: A2.1/04). 
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Thee average size of the Slovak individual farms was only 11 hectares in 1998, which 

comparess to the Czech 26 hectares average. Still, 62 % of the 7,500 Slovak farms worked less 

thann 5 hectares, and only 5 %, or less than 400 farmers, worked over 50 hectares. In the Czech 

Republic,, 'only' 53 % of the 22,971 'genuine' individual farmers worked less than 10 hectares, 

andd 12 % (or about 2,700 farmers) had over 50 hectares (MACR, 1999). So the number of Czech 

individuall  farmers working over 50 hectares, a size that might be considered as constituting an 

economicallyy viable farm, is nearly seven times the Slovak number. These figures indicate how 

littl ee mere numbers of individual farmers say about their importance for market-oriented 

agriculturall  production. They also show that the farm size gap caused Slovak individual farmers 

too remain less important - both in terms of land and number of commercially viable businesses -

forr commercial agriculture than their Czech colleagues. 

Thee fragmented land ownership pattern and the size gap between traditional farms and 

thee overwhelming majority of individual farms has plausibly hindered de-collectivisation in 

Slovakiaa more than in the Czech Republic, in several ways. First, there was the administrative 

challengee of defining ownership rights and shares in co-operative farms, largely based on 

ownershipp of tiny plots of land. "Consolidation of land titles is a long term process" (MASR, 

1998:51).. In 1995, 48 % of Slovak restitution claims were settled, increasing to 78 % in 1996 

andd 80 % in 1998. This compares to over 90 % in the Czech Republic already achieved in 1996 

(MASR,, 1995:41; 1996:34; 1998:51; Csaki et al, 1999:27; MACR, 1996:3). Given the apparent 

importancee of the growth of the individual farm sector in the first transformation years (see 

chapterr 6). the slower restitution process in Slovakia can be assumed to have hindered de-

collectivisationn relative to the Czech Republic . 

Alsoo the formal process of de-collectivisation, i.e. the legal settlement of claims by 

Slovakk citizens to a share in a co-operative farm, was progressing rather slowly. While a total of 

9800 agricultural co-operatives were obliged to issue shares during the transformation process, by 

Junee 1998 only 521 had done so. A mere 137 had actually transferred shares to claimants, while 

inn only 5.2 % of co-operatives shares were traded (MASR, 1998:166). It is therefore doubtful 

thatt these shares represented full ownership, at least if that is defined as the right to use, to profit 

from,, and to dispose of, the good (here: farm land and other assets). 

Privatisationn of state farms was more successful. By the end of 1997, 405 of the 438 state 

farmss had been sold off. State farms in the socialist era were deliberately located in areas were 

naturall  condition were less favourable, or were established in place of failed collective farms. In 

consequence,, their production conditions were worse than average, which is one of the reasons 

thatt state farms were the least efficient farming modes under socialism (OECD, 1998: 32). To 
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thee extent that the factors behind that poor performance are permanent (such as natural 

conditions),, those individual farms that had been established with land and assets formerly in use 

byy state farms now faced the same problems. The fact that de-nationalisation of state farms was 

implementedd speedier than the effective (and even the legal) de-collectivisation of co-operative 

farmss meant that effectively the worse part of Slovak farm land and other assets passed into 

effectivee individual ownership, while the best part largely remained in the traditional sector. 

Anotherr result of fragmented ownership in Slovakia was that de-collectivisation in the 

sensee of the transfer of land from farms to individuals did not assist the emergence of a viable 

individuall  farming sector because the plots involved were so tiny. This is evidenced by the 

officiall  data cited above, and also by survey data. In the Czech sample, an average of 26 people 

hadd taken out their land from the traditional farm in 1992-1998. In Slovakia, this number was 43. 

Yett the number of 'genuine', viable individual farms per traditional farm in 1998 was much 

lowerr in both countries, and this ratio was again lower in Slovakia than in the Czech Republic. 

Landd and property transfers in most cases merely increased the number of gardens or plots used 

forr subsistence production, and did so more in Slovakia than in the Czech Republic. 

Apartt from land, the fact of large traditional and small individual farms aggravated the 

sizee gap in non-land assets noted earlier; and also the human capital compatibility problem that is 

partt of the de-collectivisation challenge. Finally, in cases where the interests of prospective 

individuall  farmers and traditional farm management clashed, small restituted properties have 

strengthenedd the position of the latter party. We will analyse these relative power positions in 

moree detail in section 7.7 below. 

7.6.4.. Bankruptcy Procedures 

Anotherr institutional feature - part legacy, partly new - that hindered the individualisation of 

traditionall  farms was constituted by what might be labelled the Three B's : Bad debts, Bad bills, 

andd Barter. In the Czech and Slovak Republics, the bad debt problem had never really been 

solvedd (Csaki et al„  1999:32). Most traditional farms still had liabilities dating from the central 

planningg era, which came to be considered as commercial debts after 1989. Farms were unlikely 

everr to repay them, and so these debts blurred the solvency situation of traditional farms. It 

becamee hard to distinguish between solvent and insolvent farms. Hence the criteria for 

bankruptcyy were extremely vague and its implementation was problematic. In addition, 

especiallyy Slovak bankruptcy and mortgage legislation was completed only late in the 

transformationn period (OECD, 1998:14). Czech legislation was completed earlier, but also had 

littl ee practical effect, at least in agriculture. 
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Thee consequence was that especially in the last years of the period studied here, the 

numberr of inactive' agricultural co-operatives increased. For example, in Slovakia it rose by 68 

inn 1997 to a total of 260. These farms then comprised of 23 % of all co-operative farms, and 89 

%% of all inactive companies in agriculture. Production was usually terminated because of the 

accumulationn of untenable amounts of debt (MASR, 1998:167). A clear sign of the defective 

legislativee process is that only 123 of these companies were formally in the process of 

liquidationn or bankruptcy, while only 4 had actually been liquidated and one declared bankrupt 

(MASR,, 1998:167). 

Thee others were in reality not inactive at all, but simply continued to produce, employ, 

andd transact. Although filed for bankruptcy or liquidation, they were not legally forced to end 

theirr activities, and could continue as long as at least wages could be paid. Obviously there was 

sufficientt incentive to attempt this for those directly involved, i.e. management and 

members/workers.. Given soft state and bank budgets and given unclear farm solvency, such 

farmss typically managed to continue operations, capitalising on 'soft' credit and subsidy flows. 

7.6.5.7.6.5. Arrears and Barter 

Anotherr and related institutional anomaly, typical for many transition economies, assisted the 

prolongedd survival of these farms. Farm managers often ran arrears in the payment of bills from 

inputt providers - sometimes also from the tax authorities - in order to create extra liquidity. In 

turn,, they typically also faced payment arrears from their output buyers, so that chains of 

paymentt arrears developed and this transaction behaviour became endemic and self-enforcing -

aa problem existing in the entire Slovak economy (Commission, 1998c). Although the net effect 

off  arrears on liquidity was thus not always positive, the phenomenon did cause a further blurring 

off  solvency boundaries. In addition to 'bad' debts, there were now also 'bad' bills: receivables 

andd payables that were difficult to value and the eventual payment of which was doubtful. 

Yett another, though less important, strategy for survival was barter. Although in Central 

Europee this was not practised as widely as, for instance, in the former Soviet Union or Romania, 

thee direct exchange of goods rather than using money was another factor in relieving the 

liquidityy squeeze for weak farms. This was mainly used in inter enterprise transactions, but also 

inn the payment of wages to employees or - as we shall see - of land rent to private landowners. 

7.6.6.7.6.6. Consequences for De-collectivisation 

Debtt default, payment arrears and barter were induced by the disastrous financial condition of 

mostt farms and made possible by the ineffectiveness of contract legislation and enforcement (see 
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e.g.. Gow et al. (2000) for the Slovak case). In many cases both parties to the transaction (bank 

andd farm; or firm and farm) had a net gain from payment delay or accepting barter instead of 

enforcementt of bankruptcy or payment in money. But even if one did not. there was no effective 

third-partyy enforcement of contracts through legal redress. 

Thesee practices disadvantaged individual farmers compared to traditional farm managers, 

forr two reasons. First, the continued operation of legally or factually bankrupt farms was assisted 

byy their blurred solvency boundaries initially caused by bad debts. Individual farmers did not 

havee a debt overhang from the socialist era and could not blur their solvency boundaries. Second, 

survivall  without solvency was predicated on the use of subsidies or on (further) accumulation of 

debtss and of payment arrears. These 'settlements' were possible either because of mutual 

agreementss between the farm management and the transaction partners (bank, tax authority or 

firm),, because the partner's stake in the farm was too large to allow bankruptcy. Or it was 

unilaterallyy imposed upon the partner because the farm was in a powerful position and the 

partnerr could not make a credible threat in order to enforce payment. 

Bothh situations more often applied to large and long-established farms. In comparison to 

smallerr and newly established farms, they did less often depend on just one input provider or 

outputt buyer. They catered for a larger share of produce to an output buyer or processor, or of 

inputss to an input seller, thus making such firms more dependent. They were also more important 

inn supporting local employment, which facilitated subsidy allocation, sometimes through 

commerciall  banks. 

Andd indeed, in the Czech survey traditional farms reported that payment arrears were 

(statisticallyy significantly) more of a problem for operating their businesses than did individual 

farmers,, scoring 1.5 and 1.9 on a scale of 1 (big problem) to 5 (no problem), respectively. This 

meanss that payment arrears problems are more convincingly explained by the degree of 

integrationn of the farm into the local economic network (through which arrears are transmitted) 

thann as mainly resulting from the market power of the stronger transaction partner. In the latter 

account,, individual farms would typically suffer more, while in the first explanation traditional 

farmss would be more involved - as was indeed found to be the case. (Additional evidence for the 

rolee of local economic networks will be considered in chapter 9.) 

Iff  we compare the relevance of the above breeding grounds for such transaction 

behaviourr in both countries, it is clear that the relative survival advantage of traditional farms 

basedd on it was larger in Slovakia than in the Czech Republic. Slovak traditional farms were 

larger.. The higher level of Slovak state support offered more opportunities for access to subsidies 

inn various forms. Slovak contract and bankruptcy legislation and enforcement came later and 
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wass less effective. And competition on input and output markets was smaller: the concentration 

off  upstream and downstream industry was larger in Slovakia than in the Czech Republic, and 

whilee most enterprises were privatised, Slovak anti-monopoly and anti-trust legislation had 

limitedd effectiveness (OECD, 1998). 

7.77 Power  and the Polity 

Inn the explanatory model suggested in chapter 4, the distribution of power in the short term is 

basedd on agents' control (1) over wealth and (2) over formal institutions. Note that under the 

secondd heading we study not the evolution of formal institutions as such (which may be similar 

inn both countries) but rather the ways in which formal institutions were used by actors in the 

transformationn process. 

77 7 / Control Over Wealth 

Controll  over wealth, and over the future income stream that may increase it, is either a control 

overr present endowments, or control over means to create wealth in the future (through market 

transactionss or otherwise). In the farm de-collectivisation process, wealth is embodied in 

endowmentt of farm land and farm assets, and in access to profitable transaction relations and to 

financialfinancial resources (from banks, other firms, or the state). 

Ass to present endowments, traditional farm management were obviously in a better 

positionn to control these sources than (prospective) individual farmers, the difference being 

largerr in Slovakia for reasons explained earlier. As to transactions, access to existing transaction 

relationss was more important for successful market operation in Slovakia because there were 

fewerr new companies in the up- and downstream industries. Likewise, existing relations with 

bankss and (other) subsidy allocators gave management an advantage in capturing the gains from 

protectionistt policies, for instance through payment delays and soft budgets, as explained above. 

Becausee these policies were more important in Slovakia, also the advantage of Slovak traditional 

farmm management relative to individual farmers in profiting from them were larger, compared to 

thee Czech case. 

Inn addition, there are several reasons to assume that the power of traditional farm 

managementt based on wealth control was larger in the Slovak than in the Czech Republic, some 
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off  them already noted above. The larger scale on which non-land assets could be used decreased 

theirr usefulness for individual farmers, and thus their bargaining position in acquiring non-land 

assets.. The larger divisibility problems allowed more discretion for traditional farm management 

inn devising procedures of division. Smaller plot size likewise implied that management could 

moree effectively influence the transfer of farm land, thus better controlling this source of wealth. 

Ownerss of only a tiny part of farm assets (including, and mostly largely comprising of, land) 

cannott make credible threats if their attempts at taking out their share are obstructed. Small land 

propertiess for citizens also meant that their stake in the farm was smaller, and so were both their 

effortss to exert influence on farm policies and the effectiveness of these efforts. 

Inn relation to this, an interesting detail in the survey data is that land owners in Slovak 

traditionall  farms were mostly (in 80 % of the cases) paid their rent in kind rather than money. In 

thee Czech sample, the figure was 59 %. In-kind payment is more convenienf for the management 

iff  liquidity is tight, although it is not always attractive for owners. In such situations the more 

frequentt use of this payment method in Slovakia may therefore indicate larger managerial 

discretion. . 

Butt in-kind payment may also be preferred by owners, for instance if they live in the 

vicinityy of the farm. In that case in-kind payment of, for instance, food, valued by the land owner 

att retail prices, may exceed the extra transaction costs (mainly of travel) of in-kind over 

monetaryy payment. Indeed, in the Slovak sample the share of rural rather than urban landowners 

wass larger (73 %, n=87) than in the Czech sample (60 %, n=67). Given the limited mobility of 

thee rural population, plausibly Slovak land owners lived on average closer to the farm. The 

benefitss from owning the land are thus partly specific to the owner's relation to the farm, which 

bothh decreases owners' negotiation position and their willingness to participate in de-

collectivisationn procedures. This specificity was more important in Slovakia than in the Czech 

Republic. . 

7.7.2.. Control Over Formal Institutions 

Controll  over formal institutions comprises, in our case, control over implementing the formal 

proceduress of de-collectivisation and over agricultural policies. The implementation, though not 

thee design, of the formal de-collectivisation process differed appreciably (section 7.6.3). and this 

mayy indeed be interpreted as an indication of the larger discretion of Slovak farm managers, 

relativee to their Czech colleagues. The fewer and larger Slovak traditional farms, representing 

relativelyy larger economic interests, can be assumed to have had more political leverage, 

particularlyy on the local and regional level, to curb or obstruct the de-collectivisation process. 
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Thee management's more powerful position within Slovak traditional farms is perhaps 

alsoo evidenced by employment developments reported in the survey. In line with the official 

data,, total farm employment since the start of the transformation decreased, on average by 49 % 

inn the Slovak sample (n=95) and by 34 % in the Czech sample (n=66). In both samples the 

averagee decrease of both the number of workers and of technical or administrative personnel are 

closee to the above figures for the overall decline. But the average size of the Czech management 

teamss decreased from 6 to 5, while the Slovak management increased from 6 to 7. In 

circumstancess of relatively more labour shedding, they not just preserved their position; they 

improvedd it. This appears to imply that Slovak managers had relatively more power within the 

farmm to protect their jobs. They were plausibly also in a better position to use this larger power in 

thee de-collectivisation process. 

Inn combination with other evidence, it is therefore reasonable to assume that the slower 

de-collectivisationn process in Slovakia in general noted above was partly caused by a lack of co-

operationn from traditional farm management, rather than resulting only from administrative 

complexity. . 

7.7.3.7.7.3. The Political Constellation 

Thee second form of control over formal institutions is influence on the policy creation process. 

Onn the national level, in Slovakia there was a larger indirect influence of the traditional-farming 

sectorr through the larger share of agriculture in employment and GDP, and through the larger 

impactt of food prices on household budgets, compared to the Czech Republic. Traditional farms 

alsoo exercised more power in a direct way, through their political representation in the Slovak 

Chamberr for Agriculture and Food. 

Thiss body played a significant role in the sector (and still does, at the moment of writing). 

Itt is a self-governing public service institution independent of the state, whose role is to act and 

lobbyy on behalf of its members, to represent their interests in the formulation of economic and 

sociall  polices, to participate in the implementation of these policies, to support its members in 

theirr business activities, and generally to promote the development of agriculture and the agro-

foodd industry. The Slovak Association of Agricultural Co-operatives, representing the co-

operativee farms that operate the bulk of agricultural land, has a much stronger negotiating 

positionn than the other agricultural interest groups within the Chamber, including the Association 

off  Landowners and Private Farmers in Slovakia, representing the interests of individual farmers 

andd land owners (OECD, 1998:85). 
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Inn comparison, the Czech counterpart organisation, the Agrarian Chamber, is less 

effective.. This organisation representing farmer interests with the government includes the 

Czech-Moraviann Union of Agricultural Entrepreneurs (representing former state farms), the 

Czech-Moraviann Union of Agricultural Co-operatives (representing corporate and co-operative 

farms),, and the Association of Private Farmers of the Czech Republic (representing individual 

farmers).. Earlier interview findings by the author suggest that representatives of all three 

constituentt bodies view the Chamber as ineffective in representing their interests, perhaps 

becausee of the larger diversity of interests within the Chamber compared to the Slovak situation 

(Bezemer,, 1999). 

Soo there are two differences in political representation. First, the Agrarian Chamber, 

mainlyy furthering the interests of traditional farms, is less effective in the Czech Republic. 

Second,, in the Slovak Chamber individual farmers play practically no role; in the Czech 

Chamberr they play a minor, but not an insignificant role. This situation constitutes a relative 

advantagee for Slovak traditional farms. 

7.88 Summary and Conclusions 

7.8.17.8.1 Summary 

Wee have applied the theory of systemic change outlined in chapter 4 to an empirical comparison 

off  the Czech and Slovak de-collectivisation experiences. We have evaluated the impact of the 

historicall  and political-economic setting in general; of informal institutions and their expression 

inn policies; of natural conditions and relative prices of factors of production; of the legacy of 

landd ownership patterns and farm sizes; of other formal institutions such as bankruptcy and 

contractt legislation; and of the distribution of power, both on the level of the farm and of the 

polity.. In all of these areas, we find elements that help explain the more limited de-

collectivisationn in the Slovak Republic. Two factors appear most important. 

First,, there is the difference between Czech and Slovak agricultural policies, which 

reflectt more general political attitudes and which seems to be rooted in informal, historically 

determinedd institutions as well as political economy conditions. The political situation in 

Slovakiaa also impeded transparency in both politics and economics, increasing the opportunities 

forr rent seeking by established interest groups. For both reasons, Slovak traditional farmers seem 

too have been in a better position to apply survival strategies based on payment arrears, soft state 
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budgets,, and bad debts, and also to have enjoyed more effective political representation and 

support. . 

Second,, there is the extremely fragmented land ownership pattern and larger size gap 

betweenn traditional and individual farms in Slovakia, and in consequence, the incomplete 

transitionn to effective individual ownership of land. This caused a host of barriers for the 

prospectivee individual farmer, including larger asset divisibility and compatibility problems, 

higherr land acquisition costs, and a weaker negotiating position vis-a-vis traditional farms, 

industry,, and in the political arena. The extreme fragmentation of land ownership appears to be a 

majorr reason for the near-absence of professional (rather than hobby or subsistence) individual 

farmerss in Slovakia. 

AA more general reason may also be the larger institutional uncertainty in Slovakia. 

Whereass institutions are designed to reduce uncertainty (North, 1990), their transformation or 

replacementt increases uncertainty. In Slovakia the prolonged process of definition and transfer of 

ownershipp titles (to land and assets) in agricultural co-operatives may be one reason for the 

weakeningg performance of that, the most prevalent, type of farm. The Slovak Ministry of 

Agriculturee suggested that "the weaker competitiveness of the agricultural co-operatives is also 

duee to the unsettled ownership rights and interests ... which influence the thinking and acting of 

thee members11 (MASR, 1998:167). If such general institutional uncertainty 'influenced1 members 

off  existing farms, it has probably also discouraged those considering to start up a new farm, 

whichh by its nature is already a risky endeavour in mature stable institutional conditions. 

7.8.2.7.8.2. Conclusions 

Inn terms of the theory of systemic change used here, it is evident that the institution of the 

individuall  farm has remained more rare in Slovakia than in the Czech Republic because of 

currentt formal and informal institutions as well as technological and natural factors. Barriers in 

thee latter category include the less favourable natural conditions in Slovakia, the larger 

orientationn towards livestock production and the larger scale of traditional farms. As to formal 

institutions,, the legacy of land ownership patterns and farm sizes implied a larger size gap in 

farmm operations; and agricultural policies combined with a less transparent political and 

economicc system implied more support for traditional farms. As to informal institutions, both the 

conservativee political climate and the lack of a history of commercial and technologically 

advancedd family farming are relevant. 

Finally,, does the continued dominance of the traditional farming type in both countries 

reflectt a durable institutional lock-in, or is the process of individualisation temporarily halted? A 
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firstt observation is that the high level of state support in Slovakia, which ensures dominance of 

co-operativee farms, can probably not be maintained over the longer term. Second, what happens 

whenn support will be reduced can be partly seen in the Czech Republic. Individual farming will 

probablyy become more important, but need not completely, or even largely, replace wage-labour 

farming.. Farming companies, smaller in area and workforce and technologically better equipped, 

appearr to constitute the 'third way' of agricultural development. The explanation may be that 

farmss in the transformation economies, if they are to be viable, must strike a balance between 

technicall  efficiency and negotiation power vis-a-vis industry and the polity. 

Inn sum, co-operatives up till now (the year 2000) have survived with relatively low 

technicall  efficiency and hence high transformation costs. Other things equal, this circumstance 

wouldd foster individualisation of farming. However, traditional farms balance high 

transformationn costs with low transaction costs, because of their larger access to state support 

andd better opportunities to survive under insolvency. In this they succeeded better in Slovakia 

thann in the Czech Republic, but in both cases the strategy is probably not sustainable in the 

longerr run. 

Individuall  farms, on the other hand, for the larger part find the barriers to operating on a 

viablee scale insuperable and will not become important players in commercial agriculture in the 

foreseeablee future. The minority of individual fanners that does manage to reach a viable size 

havee high efficiency and low transformation costs, but generally face higher transaction costs -

partlyy because of their problems with fitting into the agro-food chain, partly because of their 

moree limited access to state support, partly because they cannot easily create extra liquidity 

throughh payment arrears and barter. Since these limitations are likely to become less constraining 

overr time, these farms will probably establish themselves as durable productive institutions. The 

largerr part of Czech agriculture is presently characterised by farming companies,. These 

structuress are the most dynamic type, and a further decrease of their transaction and 

transformationn costs in the near future is likely. 

Jtt follows that in the short term, all four types - companies, co-operatives, large 

individuall  farms and small individual farms or gardeners - will continue to contribute to 

agriculturall  output. In the longer term, a still dual structure of farm companies and large 

individuall  farms is likely, with co-operative farms and small individual farms diminishing in 

importancee (cf. Commission, I998a:9). This development will be faster and more complete in 

thee Czech Republic, given the long-term influence of especially land ownership patterns and 

informall  institutions that will continue to inhibit commercial individual farming and market 

developmentt in general in Slovakia. 
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Notess to Chapter  7 

11 Unemployment further increased in 1999-2000, which is however outside the period studied here. 

22 Its share in Slovak GDP went down from 9.3 % in 1989 to 5.5 in 1995, remaining roughly stable since 
(5.22 % in 1998). The share in employment remained stable at 12.1 % till 1991 and then decreased 
constantlyy to 5.0 % in 1998 (OECDJ997; MASR, 1998). 

11 During my fieldwork in 1997 there was a book on sale with Mr Meciar on the cover, leaving barely 
roomm for the background of majestic (and presumably Slovak) mountains, covered with snow. Its title: 
"Superr Slovakian" probably referring to both the landscape and the person. 

44 The figures exclude farms with only livestock production and no land (of which there were 50 in 1997 
inn Slovakia), in general, measurement in hectares understates the size difference between Czech and 
Slovakk farms because of the larger livestock orientation in Slovakia. 

55 Percentages do not sum to 100 due to rounding. 

66 Figures on individual farmers should be treated with caution, especially in Slovakia, because of 
differencess between sources, probably reflecting differences of definition and data collection . For 
instance,, the Statistical Office counted 7,581 individual farmers in its 1994 Agricultural Census, but 
reportedd 21,700 in its 1995 Business Register. The Ministry of Agriculture published the figure of 19,972 
inn its annual 1995 report over the agricultural year 1994-1995 (Woltzetal., 1998:75). Blaas (1999) 
reportss 16,909 individual farmers four years later. 
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Credi tt  Market s for  Post-Socialist Agricultur e 

8.1.. Introductio n 

Onee of the bottlenecks of successful transformation in many sectors, and particularly the agricultural 

sector,, in Central European post-socialist countries has been and continues to be the 

underdevelopmentt of the financial sector (Rother, 1999:3; World Bank, 1995; Woltz, 1996). Now 

thatt the phase of large, macroeconomic changes is followed by one of adjustment and consolidation 

inn the microeconomic sphere, banks with their financial and governance potential could play a vital 

roiee in re-organising the agricultural sector towards a long-term viable structure. As a prelude to the 

analysiss of Czech credit markets for agriculture, in this chapter an outline of the peculiar nature and 

speciall  challenges of agricultural credit markets is given, complemented by an identification of the 

specificallyy post-socialist conditions that render the development of these markets particularly 

problematicc in the transformation setting. 

8.2.. Credit Market Theory 

Creditt markets cannot usefully be analysed with the standard commodity market model because of 

informationn asymmetries and the incentive problems of adverse selection and moral hazard these 

induce.. Although present on all markets, these circumstances are particularly relevant on capital 

markets,, because every financial transaction involves an exchange of present certainty for a future 

promise.. Micro-economic credit relations are therefore fruitfully studied as principal-agent 

relationshipss (Barry et al., 1995:23). 

8.2.I8.2.I Incentives and Information Problems 

Inn this approach, loan contracts between the lender, as principal, and the borrower, as agent, must 

alignn the agent's incentives to the lender's goals. Contract clauses should respond to two lender 
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concerns:: (1) that the borrower is riskier than believed when the loan was originated, and (2) that the 

borrowerr takes on greater risks during the term of the loan than originally anticipated. The second 

concernn is an 'adverse incentive' or 'hidden action' problem, while the first is an 'adverse selection' 

orr 'hidden type' problem. Both are likely to be relevant since information on project risk and returns 

iss asymmetrically distributed (Bester, 1985). 

Lenderss must set the terms of the contract so that they can obtain information on both types 

off  risk with minimal monitoring costs. The most cost-efficient way to do that is providing borrowers 

incentivess to monitor themselves and convey the appropriate signals to lenders. However, the 

borrowerr wil l try to shift monitoring costs partly back to the lender. Hence the contract decision for 

thee lender is defined in the trade-off between, on the one hand, the costs of monitoring that 

eliminatess information asymmetries and, on the other, the costs of borrowers' strategic behaviour 

basedd on persistent information asymmetries. 

H.H. 2.2 Contract Solutions 

Inn the practice of loan contracts, monitoring is organised in various ways, both direct and indirect. 

Thee obligation of financial accounting and, notably, the use of short-term debt are among the direct 

signallingg devices. Lenders may employ renewable short-term rather than long-term debt, forcing 

borrowerss into a timely revelation of their risk exposure and containing the damage of default. In 

addition,, such agreements also increase lenders' liquidity, and force the borrower to provide the 

lenderr with additional information, thus reducing asymmetric information problems. Borrowers, in 

turn,, prefer longer-term debt: it increases their liquidity, leaves more of the information advantage 

intact,, and increases project selection and management discretion. Moreover, short-term debt that is 

employedd to fund a longer-term project, but the renewal of which is uncertain, is risky to the 

borrower. . 

AA constraint on loan maturity is the durability of the collateral. If the asset used as collateral 

depreciatess more rapidly than the value of outstanding debt, the borrower may default. If debt 

repaymentt is faster than collateral depreciation, the lender may try to sell the asset. A workable 

contractt should stipulate that the value of debt outstanding and the value remaining in the project be 

roughlyy equal over time. This protects loan partners against opportunistic behaviour (Hart & Moore. 

1994). . 

Inn addition to direct signalling devices, indirect signals of borrowers' creditworthines 

includee their performance record in the activities they want to fund, such as their experience and th 
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usee they make of progressive technical or managerial techniques. Such information allows for the 

identificationn of a (prospective) lender's risk level, which in turn facilitates differential loan pricing 

usingg risk-adjusted interest rates. This market segmentation practice precludes the adverse-selection 

problemm of a single interest rate, where low-risk borrowers implicitly subsidise high-risk borrowers. 

Inn such a situation, 'bad' borrowers would overtime drive out 'good' ones. 

Thee lender can employ several additional instruments in order to cope with moral hazard: 

collaterall  requirements, loan documentation, requests of regular repayment of part of the principal, 

reportingg requirements, performance standards, sales restrictions, constraints on additional 

borrowing,, insurance requirements, default penalties, foreclosure conditions, and many other 

devices.. A more general instrument is the market for financial information. Such markets typically 

accompanyy well-developed financial markets, and ensure that defaulting on loan repayments will 

resultt in non-renewal of loans by the original lender as well as by other financial intermediaries, 

becausee of the quick dissemination of information on the borrower's reputation. This is the least 

directt disciplining device, the costs of which (sustaining information dissemination mechanisms) are 

bornee by all market actors and, often, also by government. It requires the intermediation of credit-

ratingg firms, collateral control companies, or the provision of information by borrowers in the form 

off  oral or written references about each other. All of these tasks may be internalised by lenders, but 

outsourcingg - if possible - will generally result in more efficient markets. 

Althoughh these devices improve the functioning of credit markets, they all have one 

importantt condition in common: contracts must be formulated and enforced that regulate their use. 

Thiss is often problematic, and hence contracting is in need of regulation itself. 

H.2.3H.2.3 Contract Hazards 

Onlyy in an environment where contracts can be formulated and enforced that alleviate the above 

problemss sufficiently while leaving scope for mutually profitable capital transactions, capital 

marketss of some sophistication emerge. Unfortunately, contracts typically exhibit two deficiencies: 

theyy cannot be written to include all possible contingencies, and a contract -designed to reduce costs 

off  financial transactions - is itself costly to draft and enforce. 

Thee contingency hazard may be dealt with by exploiting one typical feature of incomplete 

contracts:: residual ownership rights (control rights over the asset in situations unspecified in the 
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contract).. By stipulating that the lender has residual ownership rights, the contract ensures that 

whateverr event will threaten loan performance, repayment inability or opportunistic behaviour by 

thee borrower will be punished by the removal of (part of) the ownership rights. 

Inn sum. excessive uncertainty or asymmetric information and contract incompleteness or 

costlinesss may prevent lenders from coping effectively with the adverse implications of moral 

hazardd and adverse selection via contract formulation. The result is credit rationing, which is the 

exclusionn of some borrowers, or the installing of credit ceilings to all or some of the borrowers, in a 

creditt market. Under these conditions, and contrary to the situation on many other markets, 

exclusionn or restriction of market partners (credit rationing) is the best way for lenders to attain the 

goall  of profit maximisation. The conventional way of doing that, raising prices for the 'commodity' 

i.e... raising interest), would not work in credit markets because of large default probabilities (Smith, 

19766 ed.;Stiglitz& Weiss, 1981). 

8.2.48.2.4 Government 'Intervention' 

Inn practice, financial market actors often cannot alleviate their typical problems without help of the 

government.. First, markets in general cannot be sustained without the government's 'specification 

andd enforcement as the basic underpinning of efficient property rights' and hence of the existence of 

marketss developed beyond the most primitive stages at all (Rowley, 1988:12-22). Apart from this 

generall  role, in (potential) financial markets, institutions must be created that reduce their peculiar 

problems.. This is often a task that only third parties, like the government, can handle. 

Oftenn this is referred to as 'government intervention'. Yet what the government does is not 

soo much intervening in an existing market as creating the conditions for markets to emerge. Where 

(1)) transactions are forestalled by asymmetrically distributed information, adverse selection and 

morall  hazard, and where (2) no contracts can be formulated and enforced to cope with these 

problemss because of uncertainty or excessive contracting costs, markets can only emerge if the 

government,, or a similar third party, addresses those problems. Since such markets are widely 

perceivedd as essential for the functioning of developed economic systems, government support and 

regulationn is normal throughout the world. 

Thee government may 'intervene' with, for example, "financial reporting requirements, 

disclosuree of public offerings for financial regulators, government sponsorship of financial 

institutions,, and loan programs that fil l market gaps for younger borrowers, new firms, or othe 

instancess of market actors with weak, but promising creditworthiness" (Barry, 1997). 
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8.3.. Capital Markets for  Agricultur e 

Marketss for credit to agricultural businesses exhibit several features that distinguish them from many 

otherr (industrial or services-related) credit markets. That is why agriculture, together with sectors 

likee housing and small firms, is commonly neglected by commercial financial institutions (Lee & 

Haggard,, 1995: 14). These factors notably include the level and nature of risk and the use of farm 

land.. In response to these factors, specific financial systems servicing to agriculture have developed. 

8.3.1.8.3.1. Risk 

Farmingg exhibits a sensitivity to risks originating with the nature of the production process, the 

organisationn of farm businesses, volatility of market prices, and government policies. The 

productionn process involves reliance on natural processes. This implies seasonal fluctuations in 

productionn and hence cash flows, and a time lag between investment decisions and results. 

Dependencee on climate, weather and soil conditions and the possibility of diseases increase the risk 

off  unanticipated production decreases, or yield risk. 

Iff  farms are of a family-farm type, as many over the world are, then risk will both derive 

formm more complex sources and be less well-managed. First, in family farms the economics of the 

farmm household and those of the farm firm will be interrelated, which renders the assessment of risks 

moree intricate (Barry el al, 1995: 442). Second, because in family farms all tasks and 

responsibilitiess connected to ownership, management and operation are assigned to one or a few 

individuals,, business risk (connected to managing the farm) and financial risks (connected to 

managingg the farm's financial assets) must be managed by the same person(s). Given the specialist 

knowledgee needed for both, that is a riskier mode of operation than that of larger firms, where 

financiall  management is either 'outsourced' or carried out by an internal specialist. 

Anotherr potential source of risk is the possibility of (changes in) policy intervention. For 

variouss reasons, policy intervention is innate to the agricultural sector (almost) all over the world. 

First,, food production is a critical factor in national welfare, so that governments rarely leave its 

resultss to the uncertain play of market forces. Second, farm land mostly covers a substantial part of a 
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country'ss territory, and hence environmental and rural development concerns constitutes a public-

goodd rationale for government intervention. 

Third,, the high price volatility in unregulated agricultural markets and the generally lower 

levell  of physical and social infrastructure in the countryside are causes for the 'farm problem': the 

incomee disparity between the agricultural sector and the general income level in the economy. That 

invitess government intervention based on equity considerations. 

Finally,, agriculture often employs a considerable part of the working population, or makes 

upp for a sizeable share of exports; or food outlays constitute large shares of household budgets. Such 

conditionss provide political economy grounds for intervention. Where the polity is unstable or 

policyy changes frequent, uncertainty about intervention implies an extra source of risk. Risk may 

alsoo originate with (international) markets and the competition they generate. The interplay of 

policiess and market pressure may create high uncertainty. 

Thesee circumstances, combining to make farming a relatively risky business, either decrease 

thee scope for borrowing to finance agricultural production, or necessitate ingenuous and costly credit 

contractt solutions that respond to the specific risk sources of agriculture. 

H.H. 3.2 Farm Land 

Thee use of land as the main factor of production imposes a number of constraints on the use of debt 

capital.. First, it implies a low degree of flexibility for agricultural entrepreneurs, which decreases 

theirr risk-managing capacity. For many factors of production in other sectors, flexibility  in risk 

managementt attached to that factor is offered by the market. Markets in farm land, however, are 

typicallyy 'thin': even in well-developed and stable market economies, only a tiny fraction of farm 

landd changes hands each year (Barry et ai, 1995:340). Hence costs of transactions of farm land 

tractss are high. The reasons for this infrequent trade are (1) the immovable and heterogeneous nature 

off  farm land, which increases search and information costs, and (2) the fact that the price of farm 

landd is influenced by a complex interaction of many demand-side factors, including agriculture, 

housing,, industry, recreation, conservation and speculation. This increases the intricacy of the 

bargainingg process. 

AA second effect of the use of farm land is that, because returns on farm land are relatively 

loww in the short term, materialising fully in the medium run only, attracting debt with sufficient 

maturityy is often problematic. Farmers therefore often have to rely on leasing rather than borrowing 

arrangementss to finance the use of farm land (Barry et ai 1995: 13). 
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Third,, the inheritance system frequently burdens heirs with debts, which decreases their borrowing 

:apacity.. This is relevant in (at least) all countries that adopted the Napoleon Land Code. Fourth, 

farmingg is relatively capital-intensive, because real estate makes up a large part (typically 70-80 % 

mm industrialised agriculture) of total assets. Hence, farms may be reasonably solvent but chronically 

illiquid.. This again calls for leasing rather than buying arrangements, and precludes capital transfers 

off  the pure borrowing type that would include regular payment of instalments. 

V.. 3.3 Features of Financial Markets for Agriculture 

\\\\\\ of these factors, besides triggering production and marketing responses, have stimulated the 

developmentt of specific agricultural financial management practices: agriculture offers a high 

premiumm on effective financial management (Barry et al, 1995:18). These practices include the 

importancee of relationship-driven rather than price-driven transactions, the use of futures markets, 

thee operation of specialist agricultural finance intermediaries, and the functioning of government 

programs. . 

First,, transaction costs in agriculture are considerable because of uncertainty and 

(sometimes)) asset specificity affecting the resale value of collateral (Riordan and Williamson, 

1985).. An effective way to reduce transaction costs is building longer-term relationships with the 

markett partner, thus leaving the spot market and entering in some degree of dynamic transaction 

commitment.. With higher degrees of uncertainty, the decision to transact will increasingly be 

controlledd by existing relationships or scope for new ones. 

Second,, futures markets can be used to trade away some of the price risk of agricultural 

produce.. However, operating on these markets requires specialist knowledge, experience and 

considerablee time investment. Third, without the activities of specialist financial intermediaries, 

loanss to farmers would probably be unattractive to most potential lenders (Barry et al., 1995:443). 

Onlyy they can adequately assess specific agricultural risks, modify the seasonally determined and 

longer-termm pay-off on agricultural loans to maturity terms acceptable to lenders, and attend to a 

multitudee of details relating to the cultural distance between mostly urban lenders and rural 

borrowers. . 

Fourth,, the government may supply farmers with credibility or access to money. Programs 

mayy take the form of the setting up or subsidising of mutual borrowing organisations, loans 
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extendedd by the government, the government 'backing' commercial credit extended to farmers, 

'green'' credit rates, or the creation of favourable conditions for target groups (such as young farmers 

inn a start-up phase). 

8.44 Central European Capital Markets for  Agricultur e 

Capitall  markets as well as agricultural sectors in the post-socialist Central European countries share 

certainn characteristics peculiar to those economies in transformation, which pose typical problems in 

thee development of post-socialist capital markets. 

ft.ft. 4.1 Transitional Capital Markets 

Onn the supply side of capital markets for agriculture, a basic legal and regulatory framework, 

adequatee bank supervision, and a workable solution to the corporate governance problem of banks 

andd client firms have been, and are, the main challenges in the transformation process. In view of the 

socialistt past, crucial in that process were the following steps: 

(1)) setting up a Central Bank that monitors and regulates the national financial system; 

(2)) founding (either from scratch or from former monobank branches) commercial banks; 

(3)) cutting the traditionally strong relationship between banks and the state on the one hand, and the 

'servicing'' relationship between banks and (especially large) firms - typically resulting in soft-

budgett constraints - on the other hand; 

(4)) developing specialised banks in the various economic sectors. This should allow them to make 

informedd risk-assessments and monitor firms adequately. 

Att the moment of writing, tasks (1) and (2) have been completed in Central Europe, while (3) and 

(4)) have been realised incompletely, especially so in the case of the agricultural sector. Major 

problemss still threatening viable financial sector reform typically include inherited and newly 

accumulatedd 'bad' loans, the under-developed infrastructure and incentives for collection of savings, 

thee under-developed human capital, technological, and accounting infrastructure, and the absence of 

securitiess markets (Gros & Steinherr, 1995:200-201,208). 

8.4.28.4.2 Agriculture: The Post-Socialist Endowment 

Onn the demand side of financial markets for agriculture, typical features of the agricultural secto 
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thatt are relevant to the development of credit markets can be distinguished as either being an 

inheritancee of the socialist organisation of production, or an (unintended) consequence of subsequent 

'transition'' policies. The post-socialist endowment is shaped by previous central planning of the 

economicc system, product selection policies, and the nature of capital goods in agriculture (Hrncir, 

1993:305). . 

Inn the socialist era, the only lender to agriculture was the agricultural branch of the state-

managedd monobank. With the introduction of a two-tier banking system, this branch was in some 

countriess privatised. The hope was that in addition, effective private agricultural banks would 

appear.. This has hardly happened, and thus financial intermediaries to agriculture are scarce. The 

bankss that do operate are often ill-suited to serve farmers because of their lack of risk-assessment 

capacity.. Part of the cause for that lies in farmers' inadequate provision of information on their 

financialfinancial situation and risk prospects, and part of it originates with the use of loans in the socialist 

system. . 

Fundss used to be treated as subsidies rather than loans. The aim was to provide liquidity to 

firmss (be they profitable or loss-making) rather than to fund profitable or promising companies. That 

aim,, in turn, was understandable because the central planning system focused on physical targets 

ratherr than consumer preferences and firm profits, as the market system does. Managers, in 

response,, were not concerned with the financial balance sheet of their enterprises. Credit 

degeneratedd into a mere accounting tool, and the boundary between illiquidity and insolvency was 

blurred.. Hence, debt contract failures and inter-enterprise arrears occurred where informational 

deficienciess excluded proper bankruptcy procedures and restructuring schemes. Such practices 

providedd firms with cheap credit, while the low capital/asset ratios of banks and their heavy 

dependencee on client survival forced them to allow default (Hrncir, 1993:305). Currently credit 

markett participants on both the supply and demand side still suffer from a lack of financial 

managementt capacity. The writing off of bad debts tends to lag in agriculture compared to other 

sectors. . 

Second,, agriculture has needed to make an especially large effort to restructure in 

comparisonn to other sectors of the economy. Reasons include the large scale of production and the 

politicallyy determined selection of the product mix, both of which are not sustainable in the new 

markett environment. The large decrease in scale of production also means that banks have to adjust 
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theirr services so as to match smaller-scale clients. Since this is costly and banks are often slow to 

adapt,, this inhibits the development of credit markets for agriculture. Also the complicated post-

collectivistt ownership relations either constitute a barrier for restructuring, or weaken the incentive 

too do so. 

Third,, the Central European socialist economies directed large parts of their investment 

fundss to agriculture. The aim was to profit maximally from the economies of scale that the typically 

largee collective and state farms offered by industrialising agriculture. While large gains in 

productivityy were realised during the earlier part of the post-war period, especially in the 1970's and 

198(rss it became clear that Central European agriculture had become both capital and labour-

intensive:: agriculture was now overcapitalised. The main reason for low capital productivity was the 

incapabilityy of the central planning system to sustain a smoothly functioning system of supply and 

distributionn of capital goods, spare parts and maintenance services (Ellman, 1979:94-98). 

Ass co-ordination problems in the socialist economies worsened in the last decade of their 

existence,, the quality, if not the quantity, of the agricultural capital stock deteriorated rapidly. Farms 

inn 1989 were endowed with outdated and deficient machinery and buildings. The consequence now 

iss that the need for strategic (rather than operational) investments is great; hence large and long-term 

loanss are necessary for an adequate restructuring of the sector (Davis et al, 1998:4, Schrieder and 

Heidhues.. 1998). 

H.4.3H.4.3 Agriculture: Impacts of Transformational Policies 

Inn addition to the post-socialist endowment to agriculture, the 'transition' policies that were applied 

too the Central European economies created (or failed to solve) various problems in agriculture. 

Thesee factors create large borrowing needs, but at the same time limit the capacity of farms to attract 

loans.. Those most relevant to credit markets include the following. 

Thee weak human capital structure in the sector necessitates large investments in retraining 

andd recruiting, while at the same time the economic hardships as well as the demographic and 

professionall  characteristics of the labour force have decreased its labour market mobility. 

Fragmentedd land ownership patterns increased transaction costs of land markets, hindered the use of 

landd as collateral, and added to the structural inflexibilit y of the sector. The price scissors, operating 

inn the early transition years, eroded what financial buffer farms still had. The relatively large 

changess in agricultural policies during transition, alternately liberal and protectionist, havt 

constitutedd an extra risk source. Also domestic programmes, e.g. with regard to credit, have typicalh 
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changedd considerably both in scope and level of expenditure during transition, amounting to shocks 

too farm businesses. 

Thee failure to find a solution to the bad debt problem has often reduced the borrowing 

capacityy of farms. The continuing governance problems of banks due to their intertwinement with 

industriall  firms and the government have been a disincentive for them to be restructured and become 

consumer-oriented.. Finally, the fact that the quality and enforceability of contracts is central to the 

prospectss for a developing credit market implies an extra barrier in an environment with a typically 

incompletee legal framework that, moreover, is often not effectively applied and enforced. 

8.55 Conclusions 

Thee theory of capital markets identifies several problems in the functioning of credit markets, and 

suggestss possible solutions. In the field of agriculture, these problems are generally more severe and 

thee solutions more specific. In the post-socialist agricultural transformation, particularities of the 

agriculturall  sector and transformation challenges coincide to create a uniquely problematic 

environmentt for the development of capital markets servicing farms. 

Becausee a loan transaction is an exchange of present certainty for a future promise, the 

typicall  problem in capital markets is that of uncertainty (and hence risk) about project prospects and, 

inn addition, the asymmetric distribution of information between lender and borrower on borrower 

attributess and project prospects. These problems can only be solved with adequate, often 

sophisticatedd contracts that align the lender's goals to borrower interests. The use of adequate 

contractss is predicated on effective contract legislation and enforcement, and on the existence of 

specialisedd intermediaries. Contract incompleteness and costliness may preclude loan transacting 

andd lead to credit rationing. 

Inn agriculture the problems are more severe because risk is higher; because the specificity of 

farmm production and management places larger demand on the quality of financial intermediaries; 

andd because the use of farm land reduces liquidity. 

Inn the transformation context, financial intermediation is particularly difficult becuase there 

iss less information on farms due to the often dubious quality of financial records: due to the absence 
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orr incompleteness of repayment track records; because of ineffective definitions of ownership rights; 

becausee of large costs of transacting; and because of the incomplete transformation and 

specialisationn of banks. 

Inn conclusion, the following observations can be made. First, the theoretical emphasis on 

problemss of small family farms in the Western literature on agricultural credit is hardly relevant in 

Centrall  Europe. Farms are relatively large (in area) and typically co-operative/corporate/shareholder 

ratherr than family farms. On the one hand this excludes the heavy correlation between personal 

manageriall  characteristics and life cycle to farm features and performance, and opens up alternative 

wayss of financing, such as joint-stock structures and other ways of attracting outside capital. On the 

otherr hand, it introduces specific problems of shared ownership to financial decisions, such as risk 

takingg and the distribution of profit. 

Second,, market features are radically different from those from which Western finance 

theoryy departs. Whereas Western agribusiness chains traditionally had clearly separate parts and are 

noww converging towards more vertically-integrated structures under demand quality pressures, the 

Centrall  European agribusinesses traditionally were, and still are, heavily vertically integrated. This 

meanss that emerging financing relations between farms and upstream and downstream industries can 

buildd on long-standing relationships, which suggests that relationship-driven finance such as 

supplierr credit could play a large role in the provision of farm capital. Presently, payment arrears and 

unevenn power relations appear to prevent such mutually beneficial relationships. 

Third,, the financial markets 'proper' (banks) are characterised by huge misfits between needs 

andd opportunities on both supply and demand side. Farms need much and long-term capital in order 

too restructure; but their profits are too low in relation to interest rates to obtain it. Banks cannot 

respondd to the large credit demand in agriculture because of their insufficient specialisation and 

becausee of a missing market environment that would otherwise alleviate information problems. 

AA final observation concerns the ambiguous role of government. On the one hand, it 

stimulatess the development of credit relations between farms and commercial banks by guaranteeing 

loans.. On the other hand, preferential treatment of 'old' production structures and the pervasive 

extensionn of subsidies crowd out real credit and hinder the development of market-type credit 

relations. . 
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Czechh Credit Markets for  Agricultur e 

Let'ss collect some basic information, 

andd then see if we can explain it. 

BruceBruce Gardner, quoted by Zvi Lermun, 2000 

9.1.. Introductio n 

Unsurprisingg in view of the preceding chapter, credit markets for agriculture do not appear to 

functionn well in the Czech Republic. A reading of the descriptive literature makes that plain (e.g. 

Csakii  et al., 1999). But although to state that the market does not work well, i.e. that market 

incentivess do not operate adequately, is true enough, this leaves open the question of whether 

thiss is only a proximate or an ultimate cause. In other words, did credit markets not develop 

mainlyy because they were suppressed by alternative, state-dominated fund allocations systems? 

Or,, alternatively, are there factors inherent in the agricultural sector which have been hindering 

thee emergence of credit markets, and simultaneously inviting government intervention? The 

generall  overview of transitional credit markets for agriculture in the previous chapter would 

suggestt that there indeed are several such factors (see also e.g. Csaki et al.. 1999:36). These are 

likelyy to both distort the proper working of credit markets and hinder the realisation of the role or 

functionfunction that credit markets have in the market economy. 

9.1.9.1. J Working and Function of Credit Markets 

Ass to their working, recall that credit markets hinge on two complementary mechanisms. 

Lenderss should be able to assess applicant profitability, and, vice versa, loan applicants should 

bee able to signal their repayment ability. Since such information is always imperfect, there 

shouldd be arrangements that secure the lender against the risk of borrower default, and facilitate 

accesss to loans even for borrowers who can provide only imperfect information on repayment 

capacity.. As to their function, the result of working credit markets is that credit allocation 

becomess based on some measure of profitability, be it in the past 'track record' or as 
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expectationss of future profits on the project to be funded. This, though, is one fundamental role 

off  credit markets in the economic system: channelling funds towards their most profitable use 

(e.g.. Rother, 1999:1). 

Inn this chapter the above elements will be the guidelines for assessing the quality of 

Czechh credit markets for agriculture. Following a description of institutions in the Czech credit 

markett in section 9.2, the working of that market will be explored. Subsequently the extent to 

whichh it stimulates profitability will be investigated and a possible alternative rationale for credit 

allocationn suggested. 

9.1.29.1.2 Data Use 

Thee explorations in this chapter will be based on the survey data introduced in chapter 5. In the 

fieldwork,, farm operators were questioned on the profitability of their enterprise, their access to 

credit,, the maturity of loans obtained, and loan application experiences. An important limitation 

off  the data is that conventional financial variables such as the actual level of profit, loan 

amounts,, and level of debt were not reported. Obviously such details may well be judged too 

sensitivee to report by respondents, and in any case reporting them for a number of years is 

troublesome.. The expectation was that this would reduce response rates for these questions 

dramatically. . 

Thee resulting loss of accuracy in the data is probably not as big as it would have been, 

hadd the survey been conducted in a well-developed market economy, where financial statements 

aree reliable. In the Czech setting one probably merely foregoes questionable figures. 

Unambiguouss financial statements, though, are hard to obtain for two reasons. First, farm 

managerss or operators do not necessarily utilise standardised definitions of crucial variables such 

ass profits and losses, reserves, and depreciation (or may not have the technical expertise to 

correctlyy define and compute them). 

Second,, even if definitions were unambiguous and uniform over the whole country, 

measuringg would still be problematic as a considerable share of transactions is still not 

monetised.. Casual evidence from the interviews suggests that a considerable part of primary 

productionn is bartered and that arrears in payables and receivables are common (see Bezemer. 

19999 for details). Theoretically this could be corrected for by estimating the relative importance 

off  barter and arrears, valuing it at market prices, and incorporating this amount in financial 

statements.. However, since barter and arrears often serve not only convenience but also tax 

evasion,, asking for these data would probably have reduced the response rate even more than is 

thee case with requiring conventional financial statements. In short, we will make do with the 
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essentiallyy qualitative information collected in the survey; but the handicap may not be serious in 

comparisonn to the alternatives. 

9.2.. Farms, Banks, and the State Fund 

Thee institutional set-up of the Czech credit market for agriculture can be characterised by its four 

typess of participants: individual farms, traditional farms, banks, and the state, represented by a 

creditt support fund. The alternative farm types and their characteristics have already been 

described.. Here a characterisation of the other actors will be given, mainly based on Csaki et al 

(1999)) and Pederson and Khitarishvili (1997:10). 

Inn comparison to other Central European countries, a large number (over forty) of the 

Czechh commercial banks operate in agriculture. Most of them do so through participation in the 

creditt programmes of the Support and Guarantee Fund for Farmers and Forestry (PGRLF if 

abbreviatedd from the Czech). Of all outstanding credit to agriculture on 30 June 1998, about 58 

%% was supported by the PGRLF; but of all credit annually allocated through banks during the 

yearss studied here (1993-1997), 90 % was mediated by the PGRLF. This both shows the large 

rolee of the PGRLF and demonstrates how important pre-1993 loans, and indeed 'bad' debts from 

thee socialist era, still were. 

Indeed,, total outstanding credit to agriculture in 1998 (KCS 32,903 million) was for a 

largee part (KCs 15,373 million) long-term. Short and medium-term loans comprised KCs 8,403 

andd KCs 9,128 million, respectively. Unlike the situation in other sectors, the bad debt problem 

hadd not been solved in agriculture at the moment of writing: debts accumulated during the 

centrall  planning era or shortly thereafter of which repayment was long overdue, had not been 

systematicallyy restructured. This was generally seen as a major impediment to the modernisation 

off  agricultural credit markets. 

Thee PGRLF was created in 1994, after governmental attempts at stimulating investment 

financee had been unsuccessful in 1990-3 because of bureaucratic inefficiencies. It guarantees 

loanss from commercial banks to farmers (with larger guaranteed loan fractions as maturity 

increases)) and subsidises part of the interest on commercial loans. For instance, 1996 bank loan 

interestt rates under the scheme were cut from the commercial 15 % to an effective 2.5 %. The 

recipientss of the loans have most often been agricultural co-operatives (Agra Europe, 1996:22; 

Csakii  et al, 1999:36). The PGRLF also buys downstream industries' 'bad' debts accumulated as 
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supplierr credit. Particularly state-owned farms accumulated large debts during the initial 

transformationn period. 

Inn a 1999 evaluation of Czech credit markets, a World Bank team found that the solvency 

off  the PGRLF had weakened, so that the state was now de facto the guarantor of the subsidies. 

Moreover,, subsidised credit appeared to be mainly going to (increasingly weak) co-operative 

farms,, which were then used to cross-subsidise the activities of parallel limited liability farms . 

PGRLFF operations thus distorted efficient credit allocation. 

Thee main commercial intermediary in the period under study was Komercni Banka (KB), a bank 

that,, although formally commercial, was majority state owned. It handled 38.5 % of the 

guaranteess and 34 % of interest rate subsidies over this period. Second in importance was 

Agrobanka,Agrobanka, the former state bank branch originally designated to become the agricultural bank 

off  the country. However, this bank handled only 15.6 % of guaranteed loans and no subsidies, 

andd was planning to withdraw entirely from agriculture at the moment of surveying due to 

financiall  difficulties and a foreign take-over. 

Thee dominant position of KB in this part of the market was suspicious in view of the 

restructuringg of the sector towards a competitive and transparent market (Csaki et al., 1999:35). 

Itt was a typical result of the situation of the financial sector in the Czech Republic up till 1997. 

Thee Czech banking system was (and largely still is at the moment of writing) dominated by four 

largee banks, in which the government had a controlling share. These banks, in turn, managed 

roughlyy half of the vouchers that represented ownership titles of the country's industrial firms, 

eitherr directly or through investment funds. 

Thee large interdependence between the banking and industry sectors had forestalled 

corporatee restructuring. Towards 1997 it was becoming increasingly clear that (bank and 

industrial)) managers had been taking too much of firms' profits for private purses and empire 

buildingg rather than for reinvestment and returns on shares, while refusing to concede any 

controll  over company management to minority investors. In reaction, decreasing 

competitivenesss resulted in a 1996 trade deficit of 8.6 % of GDP, much foreign capital in 1996-

19977 fled the country, industrial output fell, and the Czech Koruna depreciated by 30 % (Harris, 

1997;; Cook, 1997; cf. section 7.2.2. in this book). 
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9.3.Exploringg the Czech Agricultura l Credit System 

9.3.1.9.3.1. Allocation Bias-

InIn view of the focus of this book, the first observation when considering the functioning of credit 

marketss in relation to sector structure must be that access to credit differs appreciable over farm 

types.. In chapter 6, we have already seen that the number of years of which respondents said 

theyy had access to credit was considerably larger for traditional than for individual farms. In that 

chapter,, the differences in access to credit were noted as part of the explanation for the continued 

prevalencee of traditional farms. Here, that pattern itself will be explored and explained. 

Inn addition, several other indications of a credit allocation bias favouring traditional 

farmss were identified in the survey. First, figures on respondents' evaluation of various barriers 

inn operating their businesses were obtained by asking them to rank seven possible barriers from 1 

(veryy problematic) to 5 (no problem), among them "obtaining credit from a bank". This factor 

scoredd an average 1.94 among the 84 responding professional individual farmers, and 1.87 

amongg the 34 other individual farmers2. For 38 co-operative farm managers it was 3.10, and for 

288 farm companies representatives 2.54. The differences in means between the individual and 

traditionall  farm types are statistically significant, three on the 5 % level of significance and one 

('otherr individual' compared to corporate farms) on the 10 % level. This subjective information 

corroboratess the figures on frequency of access. 

Second,, complementary evidence for the allocation bias was found in data on the extent 

off  debt financing. Farm managers and operators were asked to indicate the relative importance of 

creditt obtained, as a percentage of total inflow of finance in the last financial year (1997). Table 

9.11 presents the results. 
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TableTable 9.1: Importance Of Debt Financing Over Farm Types 

debtt financing relative 

too total financial 

infloww in 1997 

0 0 

0 - 1 55 % 

155 - 30 % 

300 - 45 % 

455 - 60 % 

600 - 75 % 

>755 % 

farmm type (count) 

corporate e co-operative e professional l 

individual l 

other r 

individual l 

Total l 

responsee frequency 

6 6 

7 7 

7 7 

2 2 

3 3 

1 1 

7 7 

13 3 

12 2 

2 2 

1 1 

70 0 

9 9 

13 3 

1 1 

29 9 

4 4 

4 4 

1 1 

1 1 

I I 

112 2 

33 3 

36 6 

6 6 

3 3 

3 3 

1 1 

alll response categories 26 6 35 5 93 3 40 0 194 4 

Source:: survey findings 

Thee results show that traditional, and especially co-operative farms rely more on debt financing 

thann do individual farms. While, according to this measure, only a fifth of traditional farms (of 

bothh types) had no access to credit, this share was about three quarters for individual farms (and 

aboutt equal for both types of individual farms). Of those individual farms that did rely on debt 

financing,financing, professional farmers did so to a considerably larger extent than non-professionals. 

Fromm table 9.1 it appears that not only did traditional farm managers more frequently use loans, 

theyy also relied to a larger extent on it to finance their businesses than individual farms. 

Thee actual process of loan allocation was explored in more detail through information on 

loann application and rejection frequencies (table 9.2). 

TableTable 9.2: Individual Farmers Apply Less Often For Loam And Are More Often Rejected 

farmm type (n) 

corporate e 

co-operative e 

professionall individual 

otherr individual 

total l 

Didd you apply for a loan 

inn 1993-1997? 

no o 

1 1 

3 3 

58 8 

41 1 

103 3 

yes s 

27 7 

37 7 

64 4 

28 8 

156 6 

total l 

28 8 

40 0 

122 2 

69 9 

259 9 

Didd you have one or more loan 

requestss rejected during 1993-1997? 

no o 

12 2 

19 9 

20 0 

5 5 

56 6 

yes s 

15 5 

17 7 

44 4 

23 3 

99 9 

total l 

27 7 

36 6 

64 4 

28 8 

155 5 

Source,Source, .survey findings 
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Thesee figures show that almost all traditional farms applied for credit, and about half of them 

obtainedd it. The application rate in professional individual farms is about one half of that in 

traditionall  farms. Over two-thirds of those individual farmers who applied, reported a rejection 

off  their request. The frequency of applications was still lower in other individual farms, and here 

four-fifthh had an application rejected. 

Thee first conclusion therefore is that individual farm operators seem less inclined to apply 

forr credit than management of traditional farms. Given the starter status of individual farmers, 

thiss is unlikely to be so because they have no credit needs. Rather, they may be discouraged 

beforehandd - an interpretation borne out by rejection figures for those who did apply, which are 

muchh higher for individual than for traditional farms. If we interpret the lower application rates 

ass mainly the result of individual farmers' correct assessment of their lower success chances 

(ratherr than explaining it as resulting from their lower need for credit), the bias in credit 

allocationn thus seems a result of bank management's loan extension policies rather than farmers' 

preference. . 

9.3.29.3.2 Selection Criteria 

Inn interpreting the above figures from the perspective of market functioning, the central question 

is:: What motivated the bank management's decisions on loan extension and rejection? In the 

survey,, applicants were asked to cite the reason that the bank gave for rejecting a loan request, 

fromm an array of possible grounds suggested by the theoretical and empirical literature, as well as 

byy interview experiences3. Several options could be selected. If rejected applicants did not know 

thee bank management's reason, they were asked to answer what they thought the reason had 

been.. Of the 97 respondents to this question, 24 used this 'guess' option4. The original question, 

thee answer options, and the findings are reported in table 9.3. 
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TableTable 9.3: Profitability And Risk Were The Main Reasons For Loan Rejection 

Didd the bank give a reason for the rejection? 

f jj No. they gave no reason. Please indicate 

beloww what you think the reason was. 

II | Yes. they gave the following reason or 

reasonss (you can check several boxes): 

Profitabilityy was not high enough 

Riskk was too high 

Theree was no adequate collateral 

Bookkeepingg information was not adequate 

Nobodyy guaranteed my loan 

11 did not know the management personally 

Other:: (not specified in questionnaire): 

Myy farm is too small 

Thee bank was incompetent 

Wee work in agriculture 

farmm type (n) 

corporate e 

(13) ) 

10 0 

4 4 

2 2 

1 1 

1 1 

0 0 

0 0 

2 2 

0 0 

co--

operative e 

(16) ) 

I I I 

8 8 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

professional l 

individual l 

(46) ) 

21 1 

12 2 

3 3 

1 1 

5 5 

9 9 

2 2 

0 0 

5 5 

other r 

individual l 

(23) ) 

9 9 

3 3 

1 1 

1 1 

3 3 

2 2 

4 4 

0 0 

3 3 

Al l l 

(97) ) 

51 1 

27 7 

6 6 

3 3 

9 9 

11 1 

6 6 

2 2 

8 8 

Source:: survey findings 

Almostt all (97 out of 99) who experienced a rejection responded to this question. As to the 

overalll  importance of the various reasons, insufficient profitability and overly high risk are 

mentionedd most frequently. This is true for both farm types, but traditional farm managers report 

thiss significantly more often than individual farmers (a = 5 %). Moreover, these are also 

practicallyy the only reasons they give. 

Forr individual farmers, three other reasons are mentioned with some frequency: 

inadequatee security of some sort (either collateral or third-party guarantees), the absence of 

personall  relations with the bank management, and the answer 'because we work in agriculture'. 

Thiss difference in rejection criteria over farm types will be explored in more detailed below. 

Althoughh the interpretation of these figures is not straightforward, two conclusions seem 

warranted.. First, the findings are in line with the theoretical requirement that, in a genuine credit 

market,, the selection of successful loan applicants should be controlled by the assessment of 

risk-correctedd profitability and of security. Profit, risk and (for individual farms only) some sort 

off  security all rank high as reasons for rejecting an application5. Second, it appears sensible to 

perceivee a lack of specialist agricultural banks, well-known from other descriptive literature (e.g. 

Pedersonn and Khitarishvili, 1997), behind the reasons 'because we work in agriculture' and 

'becausee of bank incompetence' (and, to some extent, 'small farm size'). Again, this barrier to 

creditt is more relevant for individual than traditional farmers. 
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9.3.39.3.3 Collateral 

Thee role of collateral was investigated in more detail because of its central function in credit 

allocationn in market economies, as well as its bottleneck nature in the development of 

transitionall  credit markets for agriculture (e.g. Davis et al, 1998:2). Respondents reported the 

typee of collateral accepted by the bank in their latest loan transaction. They could check several 

options.. Categories are listed, in order of descending overall frequency, in table 9.4. 

TableTable 9.4: Use Of Different Types Of Collateral Differs Over Farm Types 

collaterall accepted in last loan 

transaction n 

buildings s 

privatee third-party guarantee 

machinery y 

PGRLFF guarantee 

farmm land 

cash h 

home e 

futuree revenues 

farmm type (n) 

corporate e 

(26) ) 

co-operative e 

(36) ) 

professionall other 

individuall (49) individual (18) 

Total l 

(129) ) 

responsee frequency 

21 1 

19 9 

8 8 

1 1 

1 1 

3 3 

0 0 

0 0 

30 0 

23 3 

6 6 

3 3 

0 0 

2 2 

0 0 

0 0 

33 3 

0 0 

15 5 

19 9 

1! ! 

7 7 

2 2 

2 2 

11 1 

3 3 

2 2 

4 4 

4 4 

0 0 

1 1 

0 0 

95 5 

45 5 

31 1 

27 7 

16 6 

12 2 

3 3 

2 2 

alll answer categories 33 3 64 4 89 9 25 5 232 2 

Source:: survey findings. 

Ass is also observed in other descriptive literature (e.g. Csaki et al., 1999:36), it is clear that the 

mostt common collateral in Western agricultural credit markets, farm land, is relatively 

unimportantt in the Czech market for agricultural credit. For traditional farms, farm land is hardly 

usedd as collateral; for individual farms it is more important. The effective non-tradability of 

farmlandd can be seen as the main impediment to its use as collateral, increasing the transaction 

costss of loan transactions. 

Overall,, there is considerable diversity in the use of collateral, with differences over farm 

types.. Buildings and a private, third-party guarantee (e.g. by a processing firm) rank highest 

overall;; but that ranking mainly results from high frequencies in traditional farms. This is 

evidencee that the traditionally strong links between farms and downstream industries also serve 

too improve the access to credit of this farm type, as was expected on the basis of the theoretical 

overvieww (section 8.5). 
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Thee role of the PGRLF appears to have been to give access to credit for individual farmers who 

wouldd otherwise have littl e alternative security to offer (buildings apart). Moveable assets and 

farmm land were of comparable importance in this sample. The diversity in collateral used, which 

iss particularly large in the individual farm sample, suggests that no single collateral type is seen 

ass fully adequate. Reasons for this may include structural factors in the agricultural sector (e.g. 

thee land market) or a learning process in the banks involved. Under these conditions, 

standardisationn of the collateral component of the debt contract is not possible, which increases 

transactionn costs in credit extension. 

9.3.49.3.4 Maturity 

Theoretically,, one option for credit markets to function even in the absence of readily available 

andd adequate collateral is the use of short-term loan maturity. This can provide a monitoring tool 

decreasingg uncertainty for the lender. Theoretically therefore, there can be a trade-off between 

loann maturity and collateral: less adequate collateral can be balanced by shorter maturity terms. 

Indeed,, one often-mentioned problem with transitional credit markets (from the point of view of 

thee borrower) is the short maturity of loans extended. This is usually attributed to the great 

uncertaintyy on firm prospects in the medium and longer term and to the lack of adequate 

collateral.. This problem did not appear to be dramatic in the sample (table 9.5). 

TableTable 9.5: Loan Maturities Do Not Clearly Differ Over Farm Types 

maturityy of latest bank loan 

33 to 6 months 

66 months to 1 year 

11 to 4 years 

moree than 4 years 

farmm type (n) 

corporate e 

(n=26) ) 

co-operative e 

(n=36) ) 

professional l 

individuall (n=44) 

other r 

individuall (n=17) 

total l 

(n=l23) ) 

responsee frequency 

--
5 5 

16 6 

9 9 

1 1 

I I I 

17 7 

14 4 

2 2 

7 7 

32 2 

7 7 

2 2 

4 4 

I I I 

2 2 

5 5 

27 7 

76 6 

32 2 

Source:: survey findings 

Thee single most frequent maturity in all farm types was the medium term (1 to 4 years). This 

termm does not allow farms to undertake substantial investments in technology that pay off only 

afterr a longer period, but neither does it preclude any investments beyond operational demands. 

Perhapss also due to the small number of observations, there are no clear differences between the 

twoo alternative farm types, nor within those groups, in the distribution over loan terms. 
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Thee theoretical trade-off between use of a certain collateral and loan maturity could be 

investigatedd because both features were reported for the same (the latest) loan transaction. It was 

exploredd by computation of bivariate Pearson correlation coefficients between any collateral type 

andd any maturity term. A clear relation was not generally observable in the sample. Most 

coefficientss were either statistically insignificant (at the two-tailed 5 % level) or had a value 

beloww .20 (or both, in most cases). Given the evidence from the literature for the inadequacy of 

collaterall  as a security tool, this is unsurprising. 

Thee similarities and differences, over farm types, of the few significant and not very 

smalll  Pearson correlation coefficients are interesting. Both traditional and individual farms show 

aboutt the same correlation between the six-months-to-one-year maturity term and the use of 

buildingss as collateral (.26 and .23). Moreover, for individual farms there is a .29 correlation 

betweenn PGRLF guarantee and longest maturity term (over 4 year). And for traditional farms, 

theree is a .26 coefficient for the combination of 'other' security and longest maturity term6. 

Thesee figures support and detail several earlier observations on loans in general. First, the 

collaterall  most frequently used (buildings) mainly supports short-term loans. This is evidence for 

thee limited risk hedging capacity, at least as perceived by the bank, of these assets. Second, we 

findfind that especially individual farms have littl e access to longer-term loans but for state (PGRLF) 

support,, a finding already established in table 9.3 for loans in general. Third, traditional farms 

havee access to longer-term credit on other grounds than those of conventional credit market 

theory.. One candidate could be the 'personal relations with the bank management' that was 

notedd to be such a problem for individual, but not traditional farms. 

9.4.. Is Creditt  Allocation Related To Farm Profitability ? 

Thee above description has shown that loan allocation in the sample is at least partly based on 

otherr criteria than those usually identified in credit market theory; and also that it disadvantages 

individuall  farms. An interesting question then is: would it still be possible to say that Czech 

creditt markets for agriculture function 'well'? 

9.4.19.4.1 Well-working Credit Markets 

Assessingg the quality of credit markets requires a definition of a well-functioning market that is 

bothh theoretically defendable and allows for an empirical assessment even with the simple data 

collectedd in the survey. One might then as well start with a very basic characteristic ascribed to 
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"working'' credit markets, namely that they are supposed to enhance market competitiveness, 

whichh is implied by funds flowing to the most profitable firms in a given market (e.g. Rother, 

1999:1).. If this requirement is not satisfied, credit markets are apparently not fulfillin g a basic 

rolee in the economic system - however they might actually function. If it is satisfied, markets 

cann still be very different from any textbook description, but at least they perform one of their 

fundamentall  functions. Hence, this is the criterion we will look at. 

Inn studying the relation between profitability and credit as a test for market performance, 

wee simultaneously investigate the market mechanism: did bank managers use farm profitability 

ass a requirement for loan extension? We have already seen that rejection of loan applications was 

indeedd (allegedly) most often based on insufficient profitability rather than some other reason. 

Heree we are going to investigate whether this reason given by bank management (or assumed by 

rejectedd applicants) is indeed in line with data on farm profitability and credit allocation. 

9.4.29.4.2 An Operational Definition 

Creditt allocation based on some profitability measure would imply that there is a relation, for a 

givenn farm, between profit in a given (number of) year(s) and credit in another year. Measuring 

thee relation between profitability and access to credit requires specification in three respects. 

First,, it may exist in both directions in time. Bank managers can be assumed to base their 

allocationn policies on past performance; or they can be thought to have an adequate impression 

off  the project to be funded with the loan, so that farm profitability would follow loan extension 

moree often than not. 

Second,, an assumption on the bank management's time horizon must be made, in either 

thee forward-looking or backward-looking sense. Third, management can be stringent or lenient 

inn assessing profitability, setting a given number of profitable years (within their time horizon) as 

minimumm requirement for loan extension. 

Inn short, the bank management's profitability assessment of a particular farm in a given 

yearr is a combination (a weighed sum) of past, present, and expected future farm profitability. A 

tractablee analysis of the implications of these considerations for the analyses of credit market 

functioningg is possible if we denote this assessment as Pj and define it formally as 
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i=j- ll  i=j+l 

Pj== b-2(Pi)+ f.S(pO 
i=j- ss i=j 

s.t. . 

Pii  = 0,1 

i jj  = 1,2,3,...Q 

11 <s <j-l 

00 <t <Q-j 

00 <b,f 

bb + f = l 

wheree j is the number of observation years, p> denotes whether a farm in year i was profitable (pi 

== 1) or loss-making (pi = 0), s is the bank management's backward-looking time horizon, / is the 

bankk management's forward-looking time horizon, and ƒ and b represent the subjective weights 

attachedd to future and past profitability, respectively7. In any year j in the researcher's 

observationn period of Q years, we observe, within a sample of n farms, «y loan extension 

decisionss denoted by Cj (Cj=l if a loan request is granted, Cj=0 if not). For given values of/ b, s 

andd /, we observe also n,- values of Pj. 

9.4.39.4.3 A Graphical Application 

Considerr first profitability assessments by either exclusively forward looking or only backward-

lookingg bank managers. Then either (b=l, f=0) or (b=0, f=l) and only either s or t is relevant in 

calculatingg Pj. Theoretically, if loan extension would be consistently based on profitability 

assessments,, one would expect a relation between the two variables as depicted in figure 9.1. 
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FigureFigure 9. J: Profitability-Based Loan Extension 
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Takingg the forward-looking case, the C-indifference curve in the (Pj, t) plane connects all 

combinationss of time horizons and profitability assessment values where the bank management 

iss indifferent between granting and rejecting a loan request. If loan extension and profitability 

assessmentss are consistently and positively related, the slope of this curve is always below unity 

andd never flat or downward sloping. The reason is that, if credit extension occurs at a given (P„ 

t)) point, extension of the time horizon by one year accompanied by an increase of 1 (by no 

changee or a decrease) in the value of P, signifies increased (decreased) profitability performance, 

andd greater (lesser) willingness to extend credit. 

Thee C-indifference curve is likely a concave curve rather than a convex curve or a line, 

since,, with longer time horizons, the increase in Pj required for loan extension indifference 

becomess smaller. Subsequent extensions of the time horizon by 1 accompanied by a constant 

increasee in Pj would imply increasing profit performance of the farm - it is harder to have 6 

profitablee years out of 7 considered than it is to have 3 out of 4. It should be noted that an 

indifferencee curve reflects the ideal situation of perfect information for the bank management; 

butbut there may well be an indifference area rather than a curve. For a given time horizon, bank 

managementt may find it impossible to rationally decide on a loan request for a range of 
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profitabilityy assessments rather than being indifferent only for a single value. This may be so 

becausee the profitability information is not deemed very reliable, and a wide margin must be 

takenn into account. Or because profitability is not the only or main factor in the decision, so that 

aa range of Pj values would be compatible with both loan extension and loan refusal, dependent 

onn other factors (such as collateral provision). 

9.4.4.9.4.4. Applying the Test 

Thee empirical application of this approach is the following. Consider the subset of observations 

wheree credit was actually extended. Pj values can be calculated for all possible t and s, and each 

valuee can be represented by a point in the (Pj, t) or (Pj, s) plane. Subsequently average Pj values 

perr time horizon (i.e. per t or s value) can be computed. The points so obtained can then be 

connectedd so as to draw two 'loan extension graphs' - one for the exclusively forward-looking, 

onee for the backward-looking case, with t and s on the x-axes, respectively. Similarly, we can 

draww two 'loan rejection' graphs. Each pair of a forward- and a backward looking graph could 

thenn be linearly combined in a 'loan extension' and 'loan rejection' graph. The properties of 

thesee combined graphs would depend on the assumed values of b and f. 

Thee graphical test for profitability-based loan allocation would then be the following. If 

loann extension and profitability assessment are to be consistently and positively related, there 

mustt be values of b and f for which the 'extension' curve is located above the 'rejection' curve. 

Onlyy then would it be possible to draw a C-indifference curve at all. 

Thee width of the corridor between the pair of loan extension and loan refusal curves 

(eitherr the forward-looking or backward-looking ones) is then an indication for the quality, or 

relevance,, of profit information, as explained above. The further both curves narrow down the 

indifferencee area, the easier it apparently is for bank management to make a loan decision on the 

basiss of profitability information. Theoretically, one would expect the distance between the pair 

off  curves related to forward-looking decisions to be larger than the distance between the curves 

reflectingg backward-looking decisions, since past observations represent better (less uncertain) 

informationn than future expectations. 

9.4.59.4.5 Data Generation and Selection 

Inn the survey, farm management indicated whether their farm was profitable in each year in the 

1993-19977 period; and also whether they obtained credit in each of these years. Table 9.6 

presentss an overview of the number of responses. 
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TableTable 9.6: Number of Farms in the Survey With Profitability and Access to Credit, I993-J997 

## profitable years in 

1993-1997 7 

0 0 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

5 5 

total l 

## years in which farm received credit in 1993-1997 

0 0 

30 0 

15 5 

20 0 

18 8 

8 8 

10 0 

101 1 

1 1 

8 8 

4 4 

6 6 

6 6 

1 1 

3 3 

28 8 

2 2 

5 5 

11 1 

1 1 

2 2 

2 2 

21 1 

3 3 

1 1 

3 3 

3 3 

2 2 

2 2 

1 1 

12 2 

4 4 

2 2 

1 1 

3 3 

1 1 

1 1 

8 8 

5 5 

5 5 

3 3 

5 5 

3 3 

3 3 

5 5 

24 4 

total l 

49 9 

27 7 

46 6 

33 3 

17 7 

22 2 

194 4 

Note:: the total number of respondents was 262. 
Source:: survey findings 

Theree are some missing data in the survey. In the data set of 262 farms, there were 32 

respondentss (from 29 individual and 3 traditional farms) who provided no loan extension 

informationn on any of the years. There were 19 respondents (from 19 individual and 1 traditional 

farm)) who provided no profit information in any of the years - of whom 17 also belonged to the 

abovee set, i.e. did not respond to any of the credit questions. 

Inn 30 cases (24 individual and 6 traditional farms) there was partial credit information-

i.e.. reporting in some, but not all years. For individual farms, this was often (12 cases) because 

off  a missing answer for the first year 1993; and indeed, 10 of these 12 farms were established in 

orr after 1993. Partial profit information from farms with credit information was rare, and came 

fromm 6 individual and 5 traditional farms. For 4 individual farms, established in 1993 or 1994, 

thee reason was again a missing observation for 1993. 

Calculationss were performed in the following way. Those years where no response to the 

creditt question was given were considered missing data. (Note that Pj values are observations of 

aa year, not a farm). For the remaining years (i.e. all those for which a credit decision was 

reported),, missing observations on profit in some of the years considered in a particular Pj 

specificationn were replaced by zero's (i.e. as if there were no profit in that year). This treatment 

iss preferable to not calculating any Pj for which there is no profit information in one or several of 

thee constituent years. This, though, would imply a loss of the information on the minimum value 

off  Pj. The incidence of such under-estimated Pj 's was low (11 respondents), and calculations 

withh exclusion of these cases did not alter the conclusions. Hence these figures are not separately 

reportedd below. 
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9.4.69.4.6 Calculations and Findings 

Pjj  values for all possible values of s, t, and j within the observation period were calculated 

separatelyy for the subsets of farms were credit was obtained and where credit was not obtained. 

Notee that the availability of (at most) 5 observations on credit access and profitability per farm 

allowss for computation of several Pj values (with different time horizons) per credit observation. 

Tablee Al in the Appendix provides an overview of the number of observations in the various 

categories.. Table 9.7 below presents the average Pj scores by farm type and by time horizon. 

TableTable 9.7: Profitability And Access To Credit Are Related For Traditional, 

farmm type 

company y 

co-operative e 

individual l 

professional l 

individual l 

other r 

Nnto-- Al l Jiff* 

credit t 

extended? ? 

yes s 

no no 

yes s 

no no 

yes s 

no no 

yes s 

no no 

ButBut Not Individual Farms 

hypotheticall  profitability assessment Pj by bank management, 

byy time horizon and averaged over farm types 

tt = 0 

0,48 8 

0,19 0,19 

0,44 4 

0,22 0,22 

0,15 5 

0,37 0,37 

0,07 7 

0,31 0,31 

forward-looking g 

timee horizon t assumed 

t== 1 

0,67 7 

0,24 0,24 

0,59 9 

0,26 0,26 

0,15 5 

0,63 0,63 

0,07 7 

0,46 0,46 

tt = 2 

1,04 4 

0,39 0,39 

1,03 3 

0,44 0,44 

0,21 1 

1.01 1.01 

0,07 7 

0,75 0,75 

tt = 3 

1,21 1 

0,43 0,43 

1,20 0 

0,53 0,53 

0,21 1 

1,26 1,26 

0,08 8 

tt = 4 

1,46 6 

0,57 0,57 

1,43 3 

0,65 0,65 

0,24 4 

1.56 1.56 

0,12 2 

0,890,89 1,07 

backward-looking g 

timee horizon s assumed 

s== 1 

0,42 2 

0,21 0,21 

0,43 3 

0,24 0,24 

0,15 5 

0,36 0,36 

0,07 7 

0,29 0,29 

ss = 2 

0,74 4 

0,34 0,34 

0,76 6 

0,39 0,39 

0,22 2 

0,64 0,64 

0,10 0 

0,55 0,55 

ss = 3 

0,98 8 

0,43 0,43 

1,01 1 

0,48 0,48 

0,25 5 

0,91 0,91 

0,10 0 

0.77 0.77 

ss = 4 

1,25 5 

0,46 0,46 

1,20 0 

0,50 0,50 

0,21 1 

1,38 1,38 

0,07 7 

0,91 0,91 

II  % level, except for the s=t and s=4 differences in the farm company group (for both a= 1.4 %) 

Source:: survey findings 

Pjj  scores for traditional farms that obtained credit are shown to be always higher than the scores 

forr those that did not. Thus, in this group consistency of farm profitability and bank loan 

extensionn holds under both the assumptions of forward-looking and backward-looking 

profitabilityy assessments, and for all possible time horizons. For individual farms the reverse is 

true,, again under all possible variations in assumptions. Credit is consistently misallocated, at 

leastt when the profitability criterion is taken as decisive (see also table A2 in the Appendix). 

Thsee findings are in line with those presented in table 9.3, namely that rejection of loan requests 

byy traditional farms appears to be mainly based on profitability, while this is not true for 
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individuall  farms. In figures 9.2a - 9.2d these findings are presented in graphical terms 

comparablee to figure 9.1. The combinations of time horizons and profitability assessment values 

aree connected so as to form possible loan extension and refusal curves. 
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FigureFigure 2: Profitability assessments (Pj) by time horizon (s,t) for 4 farm types 

a:: professional individual farms b:: other individual farms 

1.6 6 

1.4 4 

1.2 2 

1 1 

0.8 8 

0.6 6 

0.4 4 

0.2 2 

0 0 
= * - = £ £ 

t=00 t,s=1 t, s=2 t,s=3 t,s=4 t=00 t,s=1 t, s=2 t,s=3 t.s=4 

c:: co-operative farms d:: farm companies 

t=00 t,s=1 t. s=2 t.s=3 t,s=4 
t=00 t,s=1 t. s=2 t,s=3 t.s=4 

timee horizon 

-loan,, t= 

-loan,, s= 
-noo loan. t=. 

-noo loan, s= 

Note:: the value of a profitability measures is the average number of profitable years within a time 

horizon,, computed separately for cases of credit extension ('loan') and refusal ('no loan'). 
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Inn the graphs of co-operative and corporate farms (graphs c and d), all is well. The 'loan 

extension'' curves are above the 'loan rejection' curves, for all values of b and f, and in both the 

(Pj,, t) and the (Pj, s) plane. All curves have clearly positive slopes. Apparently, bank 

managementt here had a view on the relation between profitability over time and loan extension 

consistentt with the theory outlined above. It is also interesting to note that the pair of curves 

reflectingg backward-looking assessments is, for most s values, closer than the pair of curves 

relatedd to forward-looking decisions, as was anticipated. 

Inn the case of individual farms (graphs a and b), all is wrong. 'Loan extension' curves are 

beloww 'loan rejection' curves under all variations of parameters. Both in the 'loan extension' and 

'loann refusal' pair of curves, there exist no positive values of b and f that would result in 

compositee curves which allow for the C-indifference curve to be drawn. The 'loan extension' 

curvess of the individual farms are even on a lower position on the profitability axis than the 'loan 

refusal'' curves of traditional farms. Moreover, 'loan extension' curve slopes are not clearly 

positive. . 

Thee curve positions imply that less profitable, or loss-making individual farm operators 

appearr to have had better, not worse, chances of obtaining a loan than those of profitable farms. 

Thee curve slopes imply that, within the last group, those operators who sustained profitability 

overr a longer time span did not have better access to credit than colleagues with shorter 

profitablee periods. 

Thee main conclusion from this exercise is plain. Banks do not allocate credit to individual 

farmss in accordance with any conceivable profitability criterion that the data allow for; but they 

doo so, on average, when dealing with traditional farms. If a functioning credit market is defined 

ass one that, by whatever mechanism, directs more credit towards more profitable enterprises, 

thenn credit markets are failing for individual farms, but work well for traditional farms. 

9.4.79.4.7 Some Possible Explanations 

Recapitulating,, traditional farms were found to have better access than individual farms: and 

withinn the group of individual farms, more profitable farms did not have better access than less 

profitablee farms. These findings do not necessarily imply that the typical, or average, bank 

managementt is not seeking to allocate credit to its most profitable use when assessing loan 

applicationss made by individual farm operators. There are two other possible explanations. First, 

individuall  farms may be less profitable than traditional farms; and, second, differences in 
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profitabilityy within the group of individual farms may be too small to be perceivable, as opposed 

too differences between traditional farms. 

Tablee 9.8 shows both explanations to be misplaced. For no type of farm is the average 

numberr of profitable years significantly different, in the conventional statistical sense, from the 

grandd mean (top section). Only the difference in averages of the 'professional' and 'other' 

individuall  farms is statistically significant, but not any difference between traditional and 

individuall  farms. 

Norr are there clear and explanatory differences between both farm types in the 

distributionss of respondents over the 6 'number of profitable years' categories. The cumulative 

distributionss of professional individual and traditional farms are very similar (bottom section). 

Onlyy the 'other individual' farms are clearly more concentrated in the *0' and the '1 profitable 

year'' categories than is any of the other farm types. If anything, differences in profitability are 

easierr to perceive there than in the group of traditional farms. 
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TabicTabic 9.8: Differences hi Profitability Over Farm Types Are Small 

## profitable years farmm type 

other r 

individual l 

professional l 

individual l 

corporate e co-operative e alll types 

numberr of respondents 

0 0 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

5 5 

alll categories 

average/respondent* * 

18 8 

9 9 

5 5 

10 0 

2 2 

6 6 

50 0 

1.7 7 

25 5 

15 5 

30 0 

20 0 

12 2 

15 5 

117 7 

2.2 2 

4 4 

5 5 

7 7 

3 3 

1 1 

5 5 

25 5 

2.3 3 

9 9 

4 4 

8 8 

7 7 

6 6 

J J 

37 7 

2.2 2 

56 6 

33 3 

50 0 

40 0 

21 1 

29 9 

229 9 

2.1 1 

cumulativee percentage of respondents 

0 0 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

5 5 

36 6 

54 4 

64 4 

84 4 

88 8 

100 0 

21 1 

34 4 

60 0 

77 7 

87 7 

100 0 

16 6 

36 6 

64 4 

76 6 

80 0 

100 0 

24 4 

35 5 

57 7 

76 6 

92 2 

100 0 

24 4 

39 9 

61 1 

78 8 

87 7 

100 0 

**  Differences between farm types in the average number of profitable years are not statistically significant at the 5 

%% level, except for the difference between 'professional' and 'other' individual farms. 

Source:: survey findings 

9.5.. A Tentative Explanation: Allocation by Association 

Thee findings so far can be summarised as follows. First, various credit access measures indicated 

thatt individual farmers found it harder to obtain loans than traditional farms managers. Second, it 

wass established that the criteria for both loan rejection (section 9.3) and loan allocation (section 

9.4)) differ over the two farm types. Loan applications by traditional farms seem to be rejected or 

approvedd on the basis of risk and profitability assessments. Those of individual farms are only 

partlyy decided on that basis (table 9.3), while the actual allocation does not reflect the 

profitabilityy criterion (table 9.7). 

Threee questions then present themselves. Why do traditional farms get more, and more 

often,, credit than individual farms? Why is the credit allocation pattern within the former group 
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basedd on different criteria from those prevailing within the latter group? What are the criteria for 

individuall  farmers? 

9.5.19.5.1 Local Economic Networks as Information Carriers 

Inn order to explore the criteria that bank management may use to arrive at these outcomes, we 

returnn to the basics of banking. Consider a bank manager who allocates credit so as to maximise 

bankk profit (or own income, for that matter). That goal can be realised through credit allocation 

basedd on a perception of the loan applicant's risk-adjusted profitability prospects. If assessed 

profitabilityy is rather low or uncertain, security instruments become more important; and vice 

versa,, if security instruments cannot be used adequately, the bank management will require that 

eitherr expected profitability is high, or that the information on profitability is of good quality. 

Bothh are ways of minimising the risk of default in the absence of conventional security 

instruments. . 

Too the extent that there is risk connected to loan extension, this trade-off exists. Although 

inn the Czech agricultural credit market, part of the risk has been removed by state intervention, 

onn the margin bank management will still prefer risk free to risky loans and profitable to less 

profitablee projects. The first option for reducing default risk in the absence of security 

instruments,, i.e. setting higher profitability standards for loan allocation, is not broadly 

applicablee in Czech agriculture, given its dismal profitability figures. By implication, one would 

expectt that the second option is widely relevant. Correct, or detailed profitability information can 

bee expected to be relatively important in the loan decision. 

Thiss conclusion would also follow from the theory outlined in the previous chapter. It 

wass there noted that credit markets problems occur because of incomplete and asymmetrically 

distributedd information on the project to be funded and on the borrower. Solutions to the 

informationn and risk problems are often some form of sophisticated contracting where maturity, 

collateral,, residual ownership rights, or futures can be used to hedge the risk for the lender. But if 

thesee are absent or inadequate, such contracts cannot be formulated. Moreover, contracts require 

adequatee institutional support: they should not be too costly to draft and implement and should 

bee enforceable. Both conditions are usually not satisfied in the transformation context. 

Thiss leaves us with the other possible solution suggested by the overview in chapter 8, 

namelyy relationship-driven transacting. In developed market systems, the relevant information 

onn farm history and prospects can be provided to the bank in the form of financial 

documentation.. But for this to be credible, there need to be adequate institutions ensuring 

standardisationn of accounting practices as well as detection and punishment of fraud. In the 
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absencee of such institutions, information can be credibly provided in the context of durable 

relationss only. Dynamic relations (rather than spot market transactions) are important when 

uncertaintyy is large, deriving from the extra information transmission that such a relation implies. 

Thiss may be one part of the explanation of the advantage of traditional farms as well as the 

allocationn pattern within that group. They have nearly always been in existence for decades. Also 

thee management of the local branch of the agricultural bank was usually already in office before 

thee reforms started. Local bank management and farm management in rural areas typically have 

long-standingg relationship. This may well imply an adequate flow of information to the bank 

aboutt farm prospects. Ceteris paribus, this reduction of uncertainty may then encourage the bank 

managementt to allocate more credit to traditional farms. Moreover, it enables the bank 

management,, on average, to allocate credit to profitable farms within that group - but not 

comparedd to all farms. 

Inn the Czech setting, the absence or inadequacy of conventional credit rating instruments 

mayy render relationships the single most important factor in access to credit. The crux of this 

vieww is to see the local economy as characterised by the relations between the agents as much as 

byy their individual characteristics. As such, it is a network-based explanation. Agents' 

participationn in the network controls the extent to which they can transact, or otherwise be 

economicallyy active. 

9.5.29.5.2 Local Economic Networks as Liquidity Preservers 

Thee above hypothesis does explain why traditional farms have an advantage and why their credit 

allocationn pattern conforms more to profitability patterns than that of individual farms. However, 

sincee most individual farms are newly established and have not yet developed relationships 

throughh which they can credibly signal their repayment ability, they can be assumed to be 

excludedd from information networks composed of personal relationships. (We will below 

exploree how general this characterisation of individual farmers is.) About allocation within this 

group,, the above account can say nothing. On the other hand, bank managers probably do not 

throww dice when making these loan decisions. If they are rational beings, they do consistently 

usee some criteria when assessing a loan application made by an individual farmer. 

Inn order to explore the nature of these criteria, consider that, in the absence of an 

informedd expectation of loan repayment, loan allocation will occur (if aJ all) based on other 

benefitss to the bank, i.e. revenues which are (necessarily) not directly related to the project to be 

fundedd with the loan (since this is unknown). Even if the bank management would be completely 

inn the dark about farm prospects and have no collateral or security, there is still one thing that 
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theyy know for certain. The loan will improve the economic viability of the successful applicant 

(thoughh not necessarily its efficiency). Although that need not benefit the bank directly through 

thee borrower's capacity to pay interest and repay principal, borrower viability may benefit the 

bankk indirectly if the borrower in turn supports local firms or households that are, or could be, 

(future)) bank clients. The funds will contribute to employee wages and revenues of the 

borrower'ss business partners, which in turn will increase their ability to borrow from the bank or 

meett their loan obligations. The bank provides, through a borrower with unknown (or even 

knownn and weak) repayment capacity, liquidity to third parties dependent on that borrower. 

Inn other words, it may be attractive to allocate loans to borrowers who are important in 

thee local economy and/or are part of a local economic network, quite irrespective of their other 

characteristics.. This incentive is stronger as local economic links are more important relative to 

linkss with firms outside the local economy. It is also stronger as competition on the local market 

forr financial intermediation is lower. Competition, though, implies a 'leakage' in the liquidity 

floww from and to the bank. 

Inn post-socialist rural areas, the conditions for this bias in loan allocation are often 

satisfied.. Villages and rural areas are typically local, relatively closed economies with only one 

bankk (branch) operating in them, while also typically there is one, or only a few dominating farm 

orr farms - or, occasionally, firm(s), as for instance in mining areas. Note also that the suggested 

mechanismm would fit  into a tradition: providing liquidity used to the main role of banks in the 

socialistt system (see section 8.4.2). 

9.5.39.5.3 Some Testable Assumptions and Implications 

Recapitulating,, we hypothesise that bank management allocate more credit to more profitable 

farmss if they have adequate information on profitability - which is more true for traditional farms 

(thee information-based explanation). In the absence of such information - as is the case for 

individuall  farms - they allocate more credit to farms that play a larger role in the local economy 

(thee network-based explanation). Let us consider the assumptions and implications of these 

hypotheses. . 

Thee first, information-based allocation rationale was supported by the assumption that 

long-standing,, personal relations between bank and farm management facilitate the transmission 

off  information. The survey information on the subject does lend some support to this, as was 

shownn in table 9.3. Of the 29 traditional farm managers who responded to the suggestion that a 

lackk of good personal relations was a reason for rejection of their loan application, none was in 

thee affirmative. Of the 63 respondents from individual farms, 11 agreed. 
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Additionall  evidence is contained in information from 132 individual farmers reporting 

theirr professional background. The respondents were about equally distributed over three 

answerr options. Most used to work as a manager (n=39) or as a worker (n=45) in a traditional 

farm,, or as a worker outside agriculture (n=35). Only 12 respondents used to do managerial work 

outsidee agriculture. Interestingly for the present topic, former managers of traditional farms 

reportedd a much higher average number of years with access to credit in 1993-1997. This was 

1.0,, which compares to .3 for former agricultural labourers and .5 for former workers in other 

sectors.. Former managers in other sectors scored .7. In comparison, the average for traditional 

farmss was 3.0. 

Thee relationship-based interpretation of this would be that, since managers of traditional 

farmss who start their own individual farms often do so in their own village or area, they can use 

theirr existing local relationships in their new business context8. That such farmers have still 

muchh more restricted access (1 out of 5 years with access to credit) than their former fellow 

managerss who remained in the traditional farm (scoring 3 out of 5) suggest that personal 

relationss and capabilities are not the only determinant of access to credit. The suggested 

explanationn indeed posits relationship-driven and local importance-driven credit allocation as 

complementaryy mechanisms. The thing to note here is that, while relational capital can be argued 

too be important for all traditional farms, it is not thereby automatically ««important for all 

individuall  farms - particularly not for former traditional-farm managers. 

AA second assumption is that information available to the bank management on profit and 

riskk is of good quality in the case of traditional farms, but insufficient in the case of individual 

farms.. This is supported by the observation that traditional farm managers most frequently report 

profitt and risk as reasons for loan application rejection, while these were relatively less important 

inn the individual-farms group. If individual farms can provide less, or less adequate information 

onn profit and risk, one would indeed expect that this will less often be identified as a factor in 

loann decisions. 

Ass to implications, the information-based explanation would suggest that traditional 

farmss are judged on the basis of their profitability, as was indeed observed in section 9.4. It 

wouldd also follow that traditional farms have better access to credit because they can provide 

betterr information. Also this implication was already observed. The liquidity-based explanation 

wouldd suggest that credit allocation based on liquidity provision will cause an allocation bias 

towardss farms that are more important in the local economy. These are more often than not large 

farms. . 
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Incidentally,, there is no reason why liquidity-based explanation should not also partly 

accountt for the observed allocation of credit between individual and traditional farms, which are. 

inn general, much larger than individual farms. But the loan-size relation should be more clearly 

observableobservable in individual farms than in traditional farms. In the latter group, though, other criteria 

thann size (such as profitability) were found to be mainly important. This would distort the loan-

sizee relationship. 

Yett another implication of this approach is that the function of credit is now essentially 

thee function that subsidies normally have. Credit, in this view, is not primarily directed towards 

profitablee projects, but rather towards economically important (often: large) farms. For obvious 

reasonss of political economy, subsidies also have a tendency to be directed to those firms that are 

importantt in the local economy. Since the rationale for the allocation bias in both credit and 

subsidiess is the same, one expects a relation between receiving both types of external funds for 

anyy given farm. Also this relation should be more clearly observable in individual farms than in 

traditionall  farms, for the same reason as above. 

9.5.49.5.4 Empirical Assessment 

Thee relevant data offer weak evidence for a relation between farm size and credit allocation 

(tablee 9.9). The extent of debt financing in individual farms indeed increases continuously in 

farmm size, as measured by the level of total 1998 revenues9. Due to the small number of 

observations,, only the difference between revenue levels on both sides of the 30 % debt 

financingg cut-off point is of some statistical significance (p=.09). Also the number of years of 

accesss to credit increases in farm revenue levels, but again without statistical significance of the 

cutt off points, except for the few observations with 5 years of access to credit (p=.04). In the 

samplee of traditional farms, both measures of access to credit were found to be not increasing in 

farmm size, as was hypothesised. These data give some reason to believe that farm size and loan 

allocationn are related in individual, but not traditional farms. 
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TableTable 9.9: Debt Financing Increases in Size of Individual Farms 

creditt in 1997 as % of 

totall cash inflow (n) 

>== 45 % (4) 

> = 3 0 % ( 2 I I 

>== 15% (34) 

>== 0 (96) 

0(130) ) 

revenuess 1998 

(mlnn KCs) 

2.8 8 

2.4* * 

1.9 9 

1.2 2 

1.2 2 

## years with access to bank 

credit,, 1993-1997 (n) 

> = 4 ( 4 ) ) 

>== 3 (9) 

>== 2 (22) 

>== 1 (40) 

>== 0(134) 

revenuess 1998 

(mlnn KCs) 

5.4** * 

2.9 9 

1.8 8 

1.6 6 

1.3 3 

**  Statistical significance of the difference in means, a =<10 % 

***  Statistical significance of the difference in means, a =5 % 

Source:: survey findings 

Itt should be noted that this loan-size relation could also be explained by a transaction-cost based 

accountt (as in Davis et al, 1998). Loan transaction costs per Koruna are larger for smaller farms, 

andd banks may therefore be more willin g to lend to larger farms. One would then also need to 

assumee that farm size makes a transaction costs difference among the (small) individual farms 

thatt does not exist for the (larger) traditional farms, which are then supposed to require loans that 

aree above a transaction cost threshold. This account is plausible, and small farm size was indeed 

givenn as a reason by 2 professional and 4 'other' individual farmers (and no traditional farm 

managers).. Although these frequencies are rather low, e.g. compared to the 'relations' factor, 

transactionss costs is likely also part of the explanation of credit allocation within the group of 

traditionall  farms. 

Itt should be noted that the loan-size relation is also partly explained by the fact that large 

farmss are typically operated by farmers with a better professional background, which signal 

largerr farm viability to the bank (see section 8.2.2). Those individual farmers who used to work 

ass agricultural or other managers have an average farm size in land area was 110 hectares and 

1622 hectares, respectively. For agricultural and other former workers this was 54 hectares and 37 

hectares.. In short, individual farmers with better access to credit are typically operating large 

farmss and have a managerial background. This both allows them to provide a more credible 

signall  to the bank (a capability-based explanation) and implies that they are more likely to have a 

long-standingg relationship with the bank management (a relationship-based explanation). The 

surveyy data do not allow us distinguish between these two mechanisms. 

Inn order to assess the importance of the network-based explanation compared to the 

transaction-costt argument, additional evidence can be found by examining the hypothesised 
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coincidencee of credit and subsidies. This would, as argued, result from network-based allocation 

butt it is not an inference from a transaction cost argument. 

Too this end respondents' evaluation of the extent to which access to credit and subsidies 

iss a barrier to successfully operating their business, ranked between 1 (very problematic) to 5 (no 

problemm for both factor), was analysed. For individual farms, the scores on the problematic 

naturee of access to credit and to subsidies are significantly (ct=0.01) correlated; the value of the 

Pearsonn correlation coefficient is .31. There is no significant correlation in the sample of 

traditionall  farms. 

Thee argument can be further substantiated by investigating the hypothesised link between 

subsidyy and credit allocation. Here the information on access to credit and to subsidies per year 

inn 1993-1997 was used. A variable was constructed that assumes value 1 if credit and subsidy, in 

aa given year and for a given farm, are either both allocated or both not allocated {simultaneous 

allocation).. For observations where only one type of funds is allocated but not the other, its value 

iss zero {non-simultaneous allocation). A missing observation is registered if access to either or 

bothh was not reported in that year10. 

Inn a given sub-sample, the summation of values of this variable, divided by the total 

numberr of observations, would indicate the frequency of coincidence of credit and subsidy 

allocationn decisions - either both positive or both negative - in that group of farms (that is, the 

frequencyy of simultaneous allocation decisions). Table 9.10 below presents these percentages for 

thee four farm types and over the years 1993-1997. Tables A3 in the Appendix presents the 

observationss on credit and subsidy allocation in more detail. 

TableTable 9,10: Allocation Of Credit And Subsidies To Individual Farms Is Often Simultaneous 

year r 

farmm type (n)* 

professionall individual (97) 

otherr individual other (39) 

corporatee (22) 

co-operativee (37) 

%% of farms with simultaneous (non-)allocation of credit and subsidies 

1993 3 1994 4 1995 5 1996 6 1997 7 

73 3 

79 9 

64 4 

51 1 

71 1 

72 2 

48 8 

54 4 

72 2 

79 9 

56 6 

58 8 

71 1 

84 4 

24 4 

54 4 

79 9 

84 4 

48 8 

67 7 

**  In each group, the number of cases where there are observations on both credit and subsidies (n) varies slightly 

overr the years - see table A3 in the Appendix. Here the lowest number is given. 

Source:: survey findings 

Thee figures show that simultaneous allocation occurs more often than non-simultaneous 

allocationn for all farm types, except for corporate farms in 1994, 1996, and 1997. Chi-square 
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testss showed that differences in means of the frequencies of simultaneous allocation of subsidy 

andd credit were statistically significant in the comparisons between both types of individual 

farmss with corporate farms (a = 1 %) and co-operative farms (a = 10 %). The two types of 

traditionall  farms also differed significantly on average (a = I %), but this was not true for both 

typess of individual farms. 

Inn the above account, the figures would indicate that network-based allocation is 

importantt for both types of farms. However, either type of individual farm experienced 

simultaneouss (non-)allocation of credit and subsidies more often than either type of traditional 

farm.. In this interpretation, that would mean that network-based allocation is still more important 

inn the former compared to the latter group. The trend, if any, is that subsidy and credit allocation 

wass becoming less interdependent over the years for corporate farms. 

Thee nature of this interdependency can be qualified by the observation that the large 

frequenciess of simultaneous allocation decisions in individual farms derives largely from 

simultaneouss exclusion from, rather than simultaneous allocation of funds. In traditional farms, 

thee frequencies of both coincidences are more similar (table 9. II) . 

TableTable 9.11: For Individual Farms, Allocation Simultaneity Results Mainly From Exclusion 

%% of farms with 

accesss to credit, 

averaged d 

overr 1993-1997 

type e 

individual l 

traditional l 

yes s 

no o 

yes s 

no o 

%% of farms with access to subsidies, averaged over 1993-1997 

yes s 

2 2 

3 3 

22 2 

40 0 

no o 

22 2 

73 3 

8 8 

30 0 

Source:: survey findings 

Forr each farm type in table 9.11, the sum of top-left and bottom-right figures (the yes/yes and 

no/noo observations) is, in the above account, an indication of the share of observed allocation 

decisionss that is ruled by network considerations. (This information was already presented in 

moree detail in table 9.10.) The distribution of those decisions over the top-left and bottom-right 

quarterss is an indication of the extent to which such 'network-based' decisions favour that farm 

type.. The findings are then clear. Simultaneous credit allocation decisions for individual farms 

aree negative in 73 out of 75 cases (97 %); for traditional farms this is 30 out of 52 cases (58 %). 

Non-simultaneouss credit decisions are negative for individual farms in only 3 out of 25 cases (12 

%),, but for traditional farms in 40 out of 48 cases (83 %). 
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Putt another way, if individual farms obtain credit, those decisions are almost always (92 

%% of the cases) not network-based. If they do not obtain credit, those decisions are almost always 

(966 % of the cases) network-based". For traditional farms, the opposite of true, with less 

extremee figures. In the interest of concise presentation, the figures in table 11 are averages over 

1993-1997;; but the same conclusions apply for each single year in the series (see table A4 in the 

Appendix). . 

Thee conclusion is that network-based decisions not only appear more prevalent for 

individuall  farms, they also clearly work to their disadvantage. In the theoretical view developed 

inn this section, that finding is unsurprising. Individual farms less often participate as intensively 

inn the local economy as the older and larger traditional farms. Yet in most credit allocation 

decisionss they have to compete on this criterion, and they lose. The about 30 % of individual 

farmerss whose loan applications did not lead to the same outcome as subsidy allocations fared 

muchh better than the rest. The suggestion here is that these could be judged on their individual 

meritss rather than on their place in the local economic system. In contrast, nearly all the loans 

obtainedd in the group of traditional farms are based on simultaneous, network-based decisions. 

Thiss suggests that the better access to credit of this farm type is mainly based on their ability to 

participatee in the local economic network. Once they satisfy that condition, allocation within that 

groupp is then apparently based on the profitability criterion, as shown in section 9.4. 

9.6.. Summary and Conclusions 

Thiss chapter was motivated by three questions. How do the conventional credit market 

instrumentss work in the Czech credit market for agriculture? Does this market function well? 

Whatt is the rationale for credit allocation to different types of farms? These questions were 

definedd in terms of economic theory, either the standard credit market theory or an application of 

thee economic theory of networks. An attempt was made to identify implications of these 

approachess that would lend themselves to testing with the available survey data. The findings 

cann be summarised as follows. 

Traditionall  farms have better access to credit than individual farms. This is evidenced by 

dataa on the number of years in which farms obtained a loan; the extent to which they engage in 

debtt financing; and farm operators' subjective evaluation of their access to credit. Individual 

farmm operators both less often applied for a loan, and were more often rejected. The most 

frequentt reason for rejecting a loan application was reportedly a lack of risk-adjusted 
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profitabilityy prospects. Traditional farm management reported virtually no other reasons, while 

individuall  farm operators additionally identified as constraints: a lack of collateral, absence of 

goodd relations with the bank management, and small farm size. The maturity of loans extended is 

diversee for both farm types and most frequently long-term. One role of the state fund appears to 

havee been to provide individual farm operators with access to longer term loans. 

AA basic role of credit markets is to direct credit towards its most profitable use. If 

assessedd on the basis of this criterion using the survey data, Czech credit markets for agriculture 

workk well for traditional farms, but not for individual farms. Both the allocation bias toward 

traditionall  farms and the distribution of loans within the individual farms group do not reflect 

profitabilityy patterns. 

Thesee observations beg two questions. First, why do individual farms have more limited 

accesss to credit than traditional farms? The answer suggested here derives from two 

observations:: (1) the malfunctioning of conventional credit rating or security instruments in the 

Czechh setting, and (2) the typically large role of dynamic relationships in the presence of large 

uncertaintyy and in the absence of alternative solutions, noted in the previous chapter. Traditional 

farmss are more often part of the information network that characterises the local economy; and 

soo is bank management. This helps bank management to reduce their uncertainty over the 

prospectss of traditional farms. Hence they more often allocate credit to this farm type, and when 

theyy do, allocation patterns are more often in line with profitability patterns observed in the 

survey12. . 

Individuall  farms are largely excluded from these information sharing networks. In 

consequence,, they receive less credit and their allocation patterns are not in line with observed 

profitabilityy patterns. The observed importance of personal relations for credit extension, which 

iss a barrier for individual but not traditional farms, appears to support this explanation. 

Thee second question is: what determines credit allocation within the group of individual 

farms,, if not profitability, nor relations ? Why do so many have limited access and relatively few 

betterr access? The suggestion is that for these farms, both a lack of adequate information and 

structurall  characteristics make it hard for bank management to make rational decisions on the 

basiss of conventional criteria - profitability, collateral, monitoring tools, and relationships. Their 

strategyy then may be to extend a loan to applicants that participate and are important in the local 

economy.. Using this criterion, banks minimise default risk and rely on the network character of 

thee local economy to profit indirectly from the extra liquidity they provide to the system (rather 

thann to a single farm). 
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Twoo empirical measures support this suggestion. First, large individual farms more often 

receivee credit than smaller ones. This relation cannot be explained by a transaction cost argument 

only,, and is not observable in the traditional farm sample. Second, subsidy granting is subject to 

muchh the same rationale, and so simultaneous subsidy and credit allocation is taken to be an 

indicationn for such 'network-based' allocation. Credit decisions for individual farms are indeed 

shownn to be mostly network-based, while those for traditional farms are often not. 

Moreover,, network-based allocation decisions for individual farms are almost always 

negativee (loan refusals), while other decisions are more often positive (loan extensions). The 

conclusionn is that bank management, for lack of other criteria, indeed often apply the network-

basedd criterion to loan applications made by individual farms, and that the outcome is typically 

negative.. If they are in a position to use other criteria - characteristics of the farm rather than 

theirr place in the system - the outcome if much more often positive. 

Itt should be stressed that this theory is speculative, the implications indirect and the data 

ratherr crude. Still, its testable implications are very clearly observable. Larger individual farms 

obtainn more credit; simultaneous decisions on allocation of subsidies and credit to these farms is 

thee norm; and this mechanism restricts their access compared to the alternative. It is true that 

eachh of these implications could also be explained by alternative hypotheses, such as loan 

transactionn costs, or individual farmers' capabilities as signalled by their professional 

background.. However, two features of the hypothesis of network-based allocation strengthen its 

positionn compared to other accounts. 

First,, it explains several observations that can only be alternatively explained by several 

rivalrival explanations. According to conventional methodological criteria, it should therefore be 

preferred.. Second, the network-based explanation is more specific for the rural post-socialist 

settingg than other explanations. It presupposes relatively closed local economic networks with 

littl ee competition in the credit market, which post-socialist rural areas indeed typically are. It also 

suggestss that, where normal credit allocation criteria cannot be applied, a main role of credit 

allocationn is providing liquidity to that network, which would fit  into past socialist practices. 

Thiss explanation is therefore offered as a suggestion for interpreting loan allocation patterns that 

aree not otherwise readily intelligible. 
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Appendixx to Chapter  9: Profit and Credit Extension 

TableTable AJ: Number Of Profit Observations Per Year And Per Time Horizon 

farmm type 

(# # 

respondents) ) 

Company y 

(28) ) 

co-operative e 

(40) ) 

Indiv.. prof. 

(124) ) 

Indiv,, other 

(69) ) 

All l 

(262) ) 

credit t 

exten--

ded? ? 

yes s 

no no 

yes s 

no no 

yes s 

no no 

yes s 

no no 

yes s 

no no 

# # profit t observations s 

inn 19.. 

93 3 

10 0 

12 12 

22 2 

15 15 

17 7 

82 82 

4 4 

40 40 

53 3 

149 149 

94 4 

16 6 

9 9 

16 6 

9 9 

23 3 

82 82 

9 9 

41 41 

70 0 

147 147 

95 5 

15 5 

10 10 

15 5 

14 14 

14 4 

90 90 

3 3 

46 6 

56 6 

160 160 

96 6 

20 0 

Ó Ó 

19 9 

14 14 

15 5 

9/ / 

1 1 

49 9 

61 1 

160 160 

97 7 

18 8 

9 9 

17 7 

13 13 

13 3 

95 5 

5 5 

44 44 

62 2 

7,59 9 

## profit observations per time horizon of.. years 

backward-looking g 

s== 1 

69 9 

34 34 

67 7 

JO O 

65 5 

356 356 

18 8 

180 180 

249 9 

626 6 

s=2 2 

53 3 

25 25 

51 1 

4/ / 

42 2 

274 274 

9 9 

139 139 

179 9 

479 479 

ss = 3 

38 8 

/5 5 

36 6 

27 27 

28 8 

/éW W 

6 6 

93 3 

123 3 

319 319 

ss = 4 

18 8 

9 9 

17 7 

13 13 

13 3 

95 5 

5 5 

44 44 

62 2 

/J9 9 

forward-looking g 

t=0 0 

79 9 

46 46 

89 9 

65 5 

82 2 

438 438 

22 2 

220 0 

302 2 

775 5 

t=l l 

61 1 

37 37 

72 2 

52 2 

69 9 

345 345 

17 7 

/76 6 

240 0 

6/6 6/6 

t=2 2 

41 1 

J/ / 

53 3 

38 38 

54 4 

254 4 

16 6 

727 7 

179 9 

456 456 

t=3 3 

26 6 

2/ / 

38 8 

24 24 

40 0 

/64 4 

13 3 

81 81 

123 3 

296 6 

t=4 4 

10 0 

12 12 

22 2 

/5 5 

17 7 

«2 2 

4 4 

40 0 

53 3 

/49 9 

7t//)/cc A 2: P, Values for Credit Extension and Refusal Cases, by Farm Types And By Time Horizon 

timee horizon 

si i 

s2 2 

s3 3 

s4 4 

to o 

t l l 

t2 2 

t3 3 

t4 4 

corporatee farms 

0.21 1 

0,40 0 

0,56 6 

0,79 9 

0,29 9 

0,43 3 

0.65 5 

0.79 9 

0,89 9 

co-operativee farms 

0,19 9 

0,37 7 

0,53 3 

0,70 0 

0,22 2 

0,33 3 

0,58 8 

0,68 8 

0,78 8 

professionall individual 

farms s 

-0,21 1 

-0,42 2 

-0,66 6 

-1,17 7 

-0,22 2 

-0,47 7 

-0,81 1 

-1,04 4 

-1,32 2 

otherr individual farms 

-0,22 2 

-0,45 5 

-0.67 7 

-0,84 4 

-0,24 4 

-0,39 9 

-0,68 8 

-0,81 1 

-0,96 6 
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TableTable A3: Coincidence Of Access To Credit And Subsidies, 1993-1997 

farmm type 

professionall individual 

otherr individual 

corporate e 

co-operative e 

professionall individual 

otherr individual 

corporate e 

co-operative e 

professionall individual 

otherr individual 

corporate e 

co-operative e 

professionall individual 

otherr individual 

corporate e 

co-operative e 

professionall individual 

otherr individual 

corporate e 

co-operative e 

1993 3 1994 4 1995 5 1996 6 1997 7 

numberr of valid observations on both credit and subsidy 

97 7 

39 9 

22 2 

37 7 

105 5 

43 3 

25 5 

37 7 

101 1 

43 3 

25 5 

38 8 

106 6 

44 4 

25 5 

39 9 

106 6 

43 3 

27 7 

39 9 

%% of observations of both credit and subsidy allocation 

4 4 

5 5 

14 4 

16 6 

5 5 

5 5 

20 0 

16 6 

1 1 

0 0 

20 0 

26 6 

3 3 

2 2 

8 8 

33 3 

2 2 

0 0 

22 2 

41 1 

%% of observations of neither credit nor subsidy allocation 

69 9 

74 4 

50 0 

35 5 

67 7 

67 7 

28 8 

38 8 

71 1 

79 9 

36 6 

32 2 

68 8 

82 2 

16 6 

21 1 

77 7 

84 4 

26 6 

26 6 

%% of observations of credit but not subsidy allocation 

25 5 

21 1 

5 5 

8 8 

27 7 

26 6 

20 0 

11 1 

24 4 

21 1 

8 8 

3 3 

26 6 

16 6 

8 8 

5 5 

23 3 

9 9 

11 1 

8 8 

%% of observations of subsidy but not credit allocation 

2 2 

0 0 

32 2 

41 1 

2 2 

2 2 

32 2 

35 5 

4 4 

0 0 

36 6 

39 9 

3 3 

0 0 

68 8 

41 1 

6 6 

19 9 

48 8 

33 3 
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Notess to Chapter  9 

11 See section 4 of chapter 6 for more details. 

22 As in chapter 6, 'professional' individual farmers are farmers who both work on their farm for at least 
400 hours weekly and derive over 75 % of there income from their farm business. The rest of individual 
farmerss in the sample is referred to as 'other' individual farmers. 

11 This information was originally planned to be collected from bank managers themselves. A 
questionnairee for bank managers operating in agriculture was actually prepared on the basis of interviews 
(seee Bezemer, 1999 for findings). Contacts were established with Agrobanka. Before the questionnaire 
couldd be distributed, however, the bank- largely state-owned- got into acute financial distress in 1998. It 
wass placed under state supervision, restructured, sold to GE Capital, and further restructured. During this 
process,, the survey had to be postponed. It was finally abandoned. 

44 The answers provided as applicants' guesses (rather than reasons actually provided by the bank 
management)) were distributed over the options about in proportion to the above frequency pattern. The 
rankingg (and relative frequencies) of reasons given below would remain the same (roughly the same) if all 
'guesses'' would be omitted from the analyses - an observation that strengthens confidence in the quality 
off  these 'subjective' answers. 

11 This statement on rejected applicants is, of course, not to say that successful applicants were more 
profitablee than other applicants. We explore this in more detail in the section 9.4. 

66 Not reported here are high, but spurious correlation between collateral type and maturity, such as found, 
inn the observations on traditional farms, between private third-party guarantee and 3-6 months maturity. 
Bothh were, plausibly for different reasons, absent and rare, respectively. 

77 Due to discounting over time there will actually be different weights bj and fj attached to profitability in 
differentt years, such that b*  > bj.i and f> fl+|. Including this in the formula would unnecessarily 
complicatee it. Note also that current profitability is, arbitrarily, included in the future-profitability 
argument. . 

88 Alternatively, the higher score of managers compared to workers could be interpreted as managerial 
backgroundd signalling personal capabilities rather than relations. See page 194 for details. 

''' Respondents reported the area of different crops and size of animal herds. These figures were converted 
too annual revenue levels as farm size measure. 

100 It is important to realise that both simultaneous allocation of, and simultaneous exclusion from access 
too credit and subsidies would be indicative of the importance of participation in a local economic 
network.. Hence the incidence of both combinations of events must be counted. Note also that one 
weaknesss of this measure is that it is unknown whether credit or subsidy was applied for in that year. It 
tumpss together involuntary and inadvertent non-use of both financial sources, and may therefore in some 
casess reflect respondents' ignorance rather than their exclusion. 

""  Note that these percentages are not precise figures due to rounding and to the small number of 
observations. . 

122 This conclusion differs from the observation by Csaki et al (1999:36) that credit is increasingly going to 
weaker,, co-operative farms rather than more profitable corporate farms. The difference may be due to 
dataa differences; to a change in allocation patterns between 1997 and 1999; and, particularly, to changes 
inn legal farm status in this period (see chapter 5 for details). 
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Riskk and De-Collectivisation 

10.11 Introductio n 

Thee contribution of this chapter to the explanation of dual production structures in Central and 

Easternn European agriculture is to suggest a more pervasive reason for the limited emergence of 

individuall  farming. It is based on the differences between individual and traditional farms with 

regardd to the ownership-management-implementation division of labour, the relation between 

profitt and income, the range of economic activities, and the interaction between household and 

farmm business. The impact of these features on farm expansion in the presence of uncertainty is 

analysedd theoretically and assessed with use of the survey data. 

10.22 The Argument 

Thee idea underlying this account rests on four observations. First, the limited importance of 

individuall  farming is not so much due to the number of farms as to their size. In the case of the 

Czechh Republic, in 1998 there were, according to the 'Register of Economic Subjects', 92,845 

agriculturall  businesses with the legal form of 'physical person' (podniky fyzickych osob), i.e. 

individuall  farmers, in the terminology used in this book. But the number of individual farmers 

alsoo registered (this time in the 'Agricultural Register') as producing food (i.e. for the market) 

wass only 32,365 (MACR, 1999: TA2.1/03;TA2.1/04). These farms are probably roughly 

overlappingg with the type presented in the sample as 'professional individual farmers'. Of these 

32,3655 farmers there is area information for 22,971: over half (12,208) worked less than ten 

hectaress and only 6 % (1,425) used over a hundred hectares. Between them they worked 24 % of 

agriculturall  land, with an average area of 26 hectares (MACR, 1999:TA 2.1/05). 

Thee bulk of the remaining land was occupied by 3,464 traditional farms (2,208 farm 

companiess and 1,256 co-operative farms). Of the 2,251 traditional farms for which area 

informationn is given, all worked over a hundred hectares, except for a minority of 232 farms, or 

aboutt 10 %. The average area was 677 hectares for farm companies and 1,411 hectares for co-

operativee farms (MACR, 1999.TA2.1/03; TA2.1/04). 
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Thee same pattern can be observed in most other Central and Eastern European countries (see 

Sarriss el cil., 1999:309 for figures). Individual farms have been established in abundance, but 

mostt remain of marginal size relative to traditional farms. Explaining why individual farms stay 

smalll  and traditional farms stay large is explaining present agricultural sector structures in 

Centrall  and Eastern Europe. 

AA second observation is that Central and Eastern European agricultural markets have been 

characterisedd by risk in the sense of variability of farm gate output prices . An illustration is 

presentedd in table 10.1, where price developments during the transformation in the Czech 

Republicc and the European Union are compared. Especially in the years up to 1995, price 

fluctuationss were large. 

TableTable 10. J: Food Price Indices in the European Union-12 and the Czech(o-Slovak) Republic 

year r 

1990 0 

1991 1 

1992 2 

1993 3 

1994 4 

1995 5 

1996 6 

1997 7 

1998 8 

pricee index (1990=100) 

EU-12 2 

crops s 

100 0 

107 7 

98 8 

99 9 

100 0 

109 9 

109 9 

106 6 

110 0 

livestock k 

100 0 

99 9 

102 2 

102 2 

100 0 

98 8 

99 9 

102 2 

98 8 

Czecho-Slovak/Czechh Republic 

crops s 

100 0 

58 8 

109 9 

112 2 

119 9 

142 2 

159 9 

154 4 

160 0 

livestock k 

100 0 

48 8 

104 4 

97 7 

126 6 

162 2 

168 8 

167 7 

177 7 

Note:: Indices are based on real aggregate farm gate prices. 

Sources:: OECD (1995) MACR (1998, 1999), EBRD (1999), Eurostat (1994, 1999) and author's calculations. 

Third,, as was noted in chapter 2, the defining difference between the alternative farm modes 

consideredd is governance structure. In addition, there are type-related differences in several other 

farmm features such as revenue composition and consumption behaviour. In connection to that, the 

fourthh observation underlying the present account is that economic theory suggests a link 

between,, on the one hand, such farm features and, on the other, risk perception of farm agents. 

Moreover,, theory also poses a relation between (perceived) risk levels and the level of output -

orr farm size. 

Combiningg these observations, the explanation for persistent dual farming structures 

proposedd in this chapter is that, given price risk, farm features affect the risk perception of 

decisionn makers directly and output levels of their farms indirectly. This may cause traditional 

governancee structures to dominate individual-farm structures in terms of use of factors of 

productionn and in terms of output. 
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Beforee proceeding to a detailed exposition of such an explanation, it is useful to note that 

itss basic assumption is a link between price fluctuations and utility of the farm operator. This 

mayy not always be a valid assumption. Price variability need not affect utility if wealth is 

sufficientlyy high to provide a buffer, if futures markets are used to hedge price risk, or if forward 

contractingg is possible (e.g. Newbery and Stiglitz, 1981:99). However, farms in Central and 

Easternn European agriculture generally operate under none of these conditions. In the case of the 

Czechh Republic, both official figures and the survey information show that losses have typically 

depletedd what financial resources farms possessed at the beginning of the transition period. Also, 

apartt from a few instances, hedging or forward contracting as risk-management tools have not 

yett started to develop in agribusiness (see e.g. MACR, 1999; Csaki et al., 1999:39). Assuming 

sensitivityy of farm operators to the risk implied in price fluctuations does indeed appear to be 

validd in the conditions of Central European agriculture. 

10.33 Analysis 

Thee implications of individual and traditional farming under risk are best studied by a 

formalisationn of the production and income characteristics of the alternative farm types. Given a 

utilityy function U(K,L) of the farm owner, a variable indirect utility function which is the dual of 

UU can be defined as V(p,y), where p denotes a stochastic output price, y is income, K denotes the 

quantityy of capital and L other factors of production used (an aggregate of land and labour). 

Abstractingg from saving, utility depends on income and there is risk aversion so that Vy > 0, Vyy 

<< 02. Consider the case of an individual farm owner-operator. Expected total income depends 

directlyy on profit and can be defined as 

E(y)) = E(pF)-c(L,K) + B (1) 

FF = F (L,K) 

cc = pKK + pLL 

wheree E is the expectation operator, B denotes non-stochastic, non-agricultural income, and c 

andd F are the cost and production function, their values depending on prices and quantities of 

inputs3. . 

10.3.1.10.3.1. Investment under Uncertainty 
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Ass Sandmo (1971) has shown, investment under price uncertainty is smaller than under price 

certainty.. Importantly for the present argument, a central variable in the proof of that result is the 

sensitivityy of the utility from income to price risk COV(Vy.p). In the proof, we compare a farm 

producingg under uncertainty with an income function as in (1) to a farm producing under 

certaintyy with E(y) = y. Sandmo's thesis can be shown by equating the first-order conditions 

withh regard to capital investment of both, assuming certain input prices and yields. Denoting the 

uncertaintyy case by a superscript asterisk, this gives: 

E(VyyK)** = VyyK = 0 

E(Vyy yK)*  = E(Vy(pFK - PK)*  + COV(Vy.(pFK - pK) = Vy(pFK - pK) » 0 

COV(Vy.p)) < 0 <=> (pFK - pK)* > (pFK - pK) = 0 D 

Inn words, under uncertainty and risk aversion marginal revenues exceed marginal costs, which 

mustt imply that investment and output levels are lower than in the certainty alternative. 

Importantly,, the difference is proportional to the marginal productivity of capital FK, to output 

pricess p, and inversely proportional to input prices pK. Assuming the other factors constant and 

termingg the absolute value of COV(Vy,p) the 'sensitivity of the utility of income to price risk', a 

moree convenient phrasing of the central point is that under-investment due to price uncertainty is 

proportionalproportional to the sensitivity of utility from investor income to price risk. 

AA conventional focus in the production-under-uncertainty literature is on risk aversion of 

thee decision maker, which is most often assumed an innate personal characteristic. Here the 

stresss is on the sensitivity of utility from income to price risk, which is controlled both by risk 

aversionn and by the extent to which price fluctuations translate into income fluctuations. The 

mainn analytical aim of this chapter is to show how this extent, in turn, depends on farm 

governancee structures. The important implication is that lower risk sensitivity of decision makers 

mayy originate in farm structures and result in less under-investment due to uncertainty, i.e. in 

largerr farm size. The basic model above can be used and adapted to show that there is a set of 

mechanismss that causes risk to have a larger impact on individual farm strategy than is the case 

inn traditional farms. 

10.3.2.10.3.2. Management 

Thee first of those mechanisms is driven by the fact that traditional farms are corporate farms, i.e. 

thatt that there is a functional separation between labour, management, and ownership. The 

theoriess of structural change that were used to build the farm reform programmes in the region, 

andd which were outlined in chapter 3, have one fundamental assumption which are embodied in 

thee above equations. It is that farm structure controls farm efficiency, which in turn affects 
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owners**  utility (through income and consumption). Vice versa, farm strategy is supposed to be 

controlledd by owners' utility maximation. Given that incentive structure, owners can be expected 

too change farm structure so as to maximise income. 

Whilee both assumptions are applicable to individual farms, they have limited relevance in 

thee reality of corporate farming. Typically, owners of a part of the corporate farm4 have 

delegatedd most of the formulation of farm strategy to the farm management, who face a different 

incentivee structure from the individual farm owner. 

Farmm management income (denoted I) is not equal to farm profit y, but usually for the 

largerr part is a fixed wage (w). However, it may be partly variable as a share of farm profit. The 

simplestt management income function that incorporates the above features is 

II  = w + (l-t)y (2) 

s.t.. y = 1 

00 < t,I,w < 1 

wheree (1-t) is the share of farm profit (which is normalised to 1) that constitutes the variable part 

off  manager income. Under uncertainty, the optimisation problem for the owner or manager is to 

sett input levels such that expected utility , EV(p,y), is maximised. Abstracting from saving, farm 

profitt maximation is implied by manager or owner utility maximation. The first-order necessary 

conditionn for an optimum with respect to investment in K the farm owner and the farm manager 

aree E(VyyK) = 0 and E(V| IK) = 0, respectively. Assuming that Vy = V|, i.e. that a wealth 

differencee between the traditional farm manager and individual farm operator owner does not 

affectt the utility of income, the above implies 

PropositionProposition 1: Employment of farm managers with a (partly) fixed wage results in lower 

investmentinvestment in risk exposed production than in the certainty alternative, but higher than would be 

thethe case on owner-operated farms. 

Proof: : 

E(VyyK)) = E(V,lK) = 0 

E(Vy(pF,c-pK)== E(Vl(l-t)(pFK-pK)=E(V1(pFK-pK) - t-EO^pF*- pK) 

FKE((Vy)pp - p)= FKE((V,)p- p)-t-E(V,(pFK-pK) 

COV(Vy.p)) = COV(V,,p) - (t/FK)EV,(pFK - pK) 

Notee that COV(Vy.p), COV(V,.p) < 0 and pFK>pK and t>0 

«« COV(Vy.p) < COV(V|.p) D 
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Since,, as we have seen, under-investment is proportional to -COV(V.p), traditional farms under-

investt less than individual farms, the difference being proportional to the fixed share of manager 

salariess t and inversely proportional to the marginal productivity of capital FK. In short, price (or 

production)) risk constitutes an incentive to produce below the certainty equilibrium output level, 

butt for traditional farm managers that incentive is weaker than it is for individual farm operators. 

Hencee traditional-farm over-investment (as compared to the individual owner-operated farm) 

willl  occur\ Ceteris paribus6, the lower sensitivity of decision makers' incomes to price risk in 

traditionall  farms as compared to individual farms is shown to be one possible reason for the fact 

thatt traditional farming is large-scale farming, relative to professional7 individual farms. Below 

wee will review several other features that also affect the relation between decision makers' 

incomess and agricultural output price fluctuations which influence investment decisions. 

J0.3.3.J0.3.3. Multiple or Single Ownership 

Nott only is the corporate governance structure characterised by the employment of management, 

alsoo the farm is owned by many owners rather than one single owner. The farm feature of 

interestt here is the number of owners relative to farm size. The individual farm is characterised 

ass a small single-owner farm, the traditional farm as a large multiple-owner farm. Compare a 

single-ownerr farm of type s producing output F to a multi-owner farm of type m producing 

outputt kF. Expected farm income is E(y) as in (1) for owners of farm type s, but the n owners of 

typee m have an income defined by 

Eymm = (k/n)y'm + Bin (3) 

s.t. . 

k,n>> 1 

Selectingg output levels such that profit is optimised means E(VyyF) = 0 for both types8. It follows 

that t 

PropositionProposition 2: Multiple ownership causes traditional farm owners' sensitivity to risk compared 

toto that of professional individual farm operators to decrease, and hence investment to increase, 

withwith decreasing ratio of farm output level (k) to farm fragmentation (n). 
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Proof: : 

E(VyyF)s=E(VyyF)roo = 0 

E(Vyp)s== E(Vy(k/n)p)ra 

E(Vyp-- p)s=(k/n)E(Vyp- p)m 

(k/n)<(>)ll » COV(Vy.p)s<(>)COV(Vy.p)m D 

Typically,, k/n < 1 if Czech traditional farms are compared to professional individual farms. An 

illustrationn of the k/n ratio based on the survey findings is provided in table 10.2. 

TableTable 10.2: Governance Structures and Output Levels, Individual and Traditional Farms 

traditiona ll  farms (n=64) 

19988 output level (mln Crowns): 330.00 

managers::  5 

workers::  95 

off  which 

members::  80 

other::  15 

outsidee members/owners: 245 

individuall  farms (n=l84) 

19988 output level (mln Crowns): 1.33 

off  which: professional (n= 119): 1.48 

otherr  (n=45): 1.22 

manager/worker/owner::  1 

workers: : 

full-tim ee permanent 0.2 

full-tim ee temporary 0.1 

part-tim ee permanent 0.7 

part-tim ee temporary 0.1 

--
Source:: survey findings 

Thee figures show that, on average, per-member revenue levels differ by a factor 223 (330/1.48) 

fromm those of professional single owners, while there are on average 325 co-owners in traditional 

farmss (the sum of all members and owners). Thus k/n < 1 holds on average; of 64 traditional 

farms,, only 4 have average revenues per member exceeding the professional individual-farm 

averagee level of revenues. Multiple ownership constitutes a tendency toward smaller sensitivity 

too price risk in traditional farms; 

Threee qualifications to this finding must be made. First, we have here considered all 

formall  members as effective members, i.e. as individuals with some influence on farm decision 

making.. In fact, only a minority is actually involved in the process. An attempt to account for 

thiss fact and calculate average revenue levels for this more relevant group of members was 

made,, as follows. 

Assumingg that (1) members weigh the costs of exerting influence (e.g. costs of collecting 

information,, of travel, of deliberation, etc.) to its benefits (farm strategy in owners' interest), (2) 

thatt costs are largely fixed, and (3) that benefits are proportional to the size of the ownership 
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state,, only those members with relatively large stakes in the farm should be considered. A proxy 

forr ownership stakes that could be used was the size of land owned by members. This was 

reportedd in the survey in three categories: less than 5, 5-10 and over 10 hectares. It was assumed 

thatt only the last category contained influential members (this was 8 % of all members on 

average).. Members' claim to revenues in this group was then assumed to be proportional to the 

sharee of farm land they owned (as distinct from the assumption of overall equal claims employed 

above). . 

Assumingg minimal land ownership in the other two categories (.5 and 5 hectares on 

average),, claims to revenues of the influential members proportional to their share in land were 

calculated.. This procedure resulted in much higher revenue levels per members in this group 

thann the overall average used above (a nine fold increase on average). Still, even under these 

strictt assumptions only a quarter (11 out 43 valid observations9) had average revenues per 

memberr exceeding the professional individual-farm average level of revenues. In short, the 

conclusionn stands also in this further approximation of reality. 

Anotherr qualification is that even these 'genuine' members may not be as eager to pursue 

aa particular farm strategy, such as risk reduction. In the analysis it was assumed that for each 

agent,, only his or her claim to revenue level controls his or her willingness to exert efforts in 

(co-)decidingg on farm strategy, particularly risk reduction. In fact, various conditions other than 

ownershipp stakes weaken this incentive for traditional farm members compared to single farm 

owners.. First, their efforts in decision making do often not result in realisation of their desired 

strategyy options, since they have to share leverage with other members and, notably, with 

management.. In contrast, single owners solely control farm strategy, and face an 'effort/reward 

balance'' that constitutes a larger incentive to take the trouble of influencing strategy. 

Third,, the notion of choice between engaging in farm decision making and abstaining 

fromm it is applicable to multiple farm owners, but not as easily to single farm owner/operators. 

Beingg an individual farmer implies decision making; to abstain from it is to quit farming, with all 

thatt it implies for income security, housing, and lifestyle. So the costs of not influencing farm 

strategyy are much larger for single-owner farm operators. 

Thee flip side of the coin is that their costs of influencing are much lower. Partly this is 

becausee some costs do not exist for individual farmers (e.g. deliberation), partly also because 

variouss cost categories that the multiple-farm member weighs are not relevant for individual 

farmers,, because they were already made anyway, i.e. are sunk costs (e.g. costs for travel 

betweenn home and farm and for collecting information). So, while pursuing risk reduction in 

farmm strategy formulation may imply considerable and new costs for traditional-farm members, 
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forr individual farmers it rather means bringing a new focus to a decision process they were 

alreadyy involved in. While the above analysis emphasised the lower pay-off in farm revenues to 

decisionn making for traditional farm members, they actually also face higher costs of decision 

making.. Both these costs and the discouraging impact of having to share influence are less 

amenablee to quantification - but not therefore less real. 

AA final qualification is that this analysis neglects non-agricultural income (B in equation 

1),, which is typically large for traditional farm owners and small for professional individual farm 

operators.. The effect (for farm risk exposure and investments) of this lump sum transfer itself is 

plausiblyy large, and will be analysed below. Its existence implies that the present argument is 

applicablee to a part rather than all of owners' incomes, which in turn means that its significance 

forr farm risk exposure is relatively small. 

10.3.4.10.3.4. Lump-sum Transfers 

Theree are four types of lump sum transfers to those who decide over agricultural production 

levelss (owners or managers) in traditional farms. These include subsidies; credit (both annually 

andd as 'bad' debts); revenues from non-agricultural production (which, if non-stochastic, can be 

treatedd as lump-sum transfers); and non-agricultural wage income or allowances for owners. All 

off  these are more important in traditional than in individual farms, and especially in professional 

individuall  farms. 

Suchh lump-sum transfers decrease sensitivity to agricultural price risk, possibly in two 

ways.. First and most obviously, in the notation introduced in (1), the cash or liquidity inflow 

fromm non-agricultural production (if non-stochastic), credit and subsidy all increase B and y. 

Sincee a larger share of y is now constituted by stable revenues (B), fluctuations in agricultural 

pricess (p) and revenues (pF) result in smaller fluctuations in income (y) than if B would be 

smallerr or absent; hence COV(Vy,p) decreases in B. Second, if utility from income E(Vy), and 

hencee risk aversion both decrease in income (Vyy < 0), increasing that income by adding or 

increasingg its lump-sum part (B) decreases income sensitivity to risk in general, including 

agriculturall  price risk10. This leads to 

PropositionProposition 3: Stable revenues from non-agricultural production, better access to credit and 

subsidies,subsidies, and owners' non-farm income are all lump-sum transfers that decrease sensitivity to 

riskrisk and hence increase output level in traditional farms (t) relative to individual farms (i). 
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Proof: : 

E(Vyy1:)
ii = E(VyyF)

, = 0 

AA E(y)'>E(y)' <» E(VyV > E(Vy)' D 

AA var (y)j > var(y)' <=> COV(Vy,py < COV(Vy,p)' • 

10.2.5.10.2.5. On-Farm Consumption 

Thee above arguments all focused on exposure to price risk. As such, they were applicable to 

traditionall and to professional individual farmers who actually market most of their produce, but 

nott directly to the multitude of very small farms that are worked part-time or in addition to a 

non-farmm income or allowance. The behaviour of such producers differs in many aspects from 

thatt of market-oriented farmers (De Janvry et al., 1991). 

Inn 1998, there were 92.845 Czech agricultural productive enterprises that had the legal form of 

naturall persons {podniky fyzickych osob, zemëdëlskaprvovyroba) - i.e. were individual farms. Of 

these,, only 22,971 were also registered as commercial enterprises {podniky podle vymëry 

obhospodafované).obhospodafované). The rest of individual farms is probably roughly overlapping with the 

categoryy of 'other' individual farmers in this chapter. Of the 'commercial' farmers, over half 

workedd less than 10 hectares. It is likely that on these small farms a significant share of farm 

outputt is consumed by the producer, used as gifts, or bartered. In the 'other' individual farms, 

thiss share is likely very large, often close to one. In contrast to larger individual and to traditional 

farms,, the fact that household consumption (or non-monetised exchange) and farm production 

aree interwoven becomes relatively important for production decisions in this, the overwhelming 

majorityy of individual farms. Food is now both an input and an output. 

Ass Roe and Graham-Tomasi (1986), Finkelshtain and Chalfant (1991) and Barrett (1996) 

havee shown for family agriculture, home-consumption has the effect of income risk reduction. It 

doess so by affecting both income and outlays choices of the farm family. Producing households 

facee both a make/buy and a consume/sell decision with regard to food. On the outlay side of 

householdd decisions, the choice is between buying or producing a particular food item in the 

consumptionn basket. If prices of that item fluctuate, this constitutes a decrease of risk-corrected 

income.. Production rather than purchase of that item (or a substitute) then replaces the risky 

componentt of real family income with a new food price constituted by the more stable 

opportunityy costs of land, labour and capital assets used in the production process. 

Withh regard to the sales decisions of the farm household, the choice is between selling 

andd consuming produce. If the off-farm price varies, consumption rather than marketing also 

reducess income risk. It replaces an uncertain sale price with relatively stable opportunity costs of 
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production.. In terms of the notation introduced in (1), consumption is equivalent to replacing 

partt of money income from production with a stable, lump-sum in-kind transfer to it, valued at 

stablee input costs. The difference with lump-sum transfers analysed above is that it is now 

endogenous,, i.e. depending on output level. 

Riskk reduction through own consumption of produce obviously occurs more often on 

individuall  than on traditional farms, for several reasons. First, the option to choose between 

buyingg and producing presumes one decision unit (the family) weighing both options. This is so 

inn individual, but not in traditional farms. Therefore deciding on a change in the wage system 

fromm monetary to in-kind is costly in traditional as compared to individual farms. 

Second,, on wage-labour farms there are considerable transaction costs of allocating 

producee to workers. So both deciding on and implementing a change in payment system are 

costlyy there while modest in single-family farms. Third, the risk reduction effect is also less 

importantt for traditional farms since a considerable share of output must be consumed in order to 

effectt appreciable risk reduction. Per-person consumption is limited physically, and given large 

outputt volumes (in relation to the number of potential consumers in the farm) there may simply 

nott be enough consumers to effect a risk reduction that justifies the costs. 

Thee relevance of these observations to the present topic is that the practice of own 

consumption,, typical for non-professional individual rather than traditional farms, discourages 

farmm expansion. Increasing farm size reduces the effect of risk reduction from home 

consumption.. Small, individual farmers may therefore be caught in a 'size trap': they face an 

increasee in income risk when they expand, which must be subtracted from the possible gains. 

Throughh this mechanism, the presence of risk may imply a disincentive to expand for the smaller 

individuall  farms. In addition, if they monetise the bulk of their output transactions they become 

subjectt not just to price risk, but also to the larger sensitivity to it compared to traditional farms, 

ass explained in the preceding sections. Increasing farm size thus may imply a decrease in both 

incomee and competitiveness. 

Finally,, very small individual farms are often worked in addition to a wage or allowance 

income.. Thus there is a relatively stable, non-agricultural lump-sum transfer to farming, with the 

effectt of decreasing sensitivity to agricultural price risk, as shown above. Also this risk 

managementt advantage would decrease upon farm expansion, since total labour time is fixed on 

thee owner-operated farm. 

Wee analyse here only the effect of own consumption (we have already seen that lump-

summ transfers decrease sensitivity to risk in proposition 3). Compare a professional to an 'other', 

i.e.. small/hobby individual farm, denoting them by superscripts a and b. respectively. Farms of 
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typee b market a share a of their output F and consume the rest. Consumed output is valued at 

certainn price pv, and equals a stable lump-sum transfer of quantity B = pv(l-a)F to uncertain 

moneyy income E(y)b. If a is positive, some own consumption is preferred over marketing all of 

thee output. Expected marginal utility from selling - equal to E(p) - is then apparently smaller than 

marginall  utility from consumption (which is pv). Thus, income for type a is defined as in (1), 

whilee income for type b is defined by 

E(y)bb - aE(pF) - c(L,K) + pv( 1 -a)F (4) 

where e 

0 < a<< 1 

E(p)) < pv 

Thee implication of the above is 

ProposPropos if ion 4: Consumption of own production and larger non-farm income shares in small 

individualindividual farms decrease the sensitivity of income to risk and discourage farm expansion of 

smallersmaller compared to larger individual farms. 

Proof: : 

E(Vjj  >,-)•'= E(Vvy,.-)b = 0 

E(( Vy p);' = E( Vy(ap+ pv( 1 -a))b = aE(Vy p)h + pv( 1 -a)E( Vy)
b 

E(VvPy'' / E( Vyp)b = a + ( Pv{ I -a)E(Vy)
b / E(Vy p)b)) = a + (1-a) (pv/E(p)) 

pv/E(p)) > 1 <=> E( Vy p - p)a > E(Vy p- p)b 

cov(Vypr'' >cov(vy.p)h a 

10.2.6.10.2.6. Does Diversification Matter? 

Wee will finally consider one possible objection to the relevance of the above arguments. These 

alll aim to show that operators of traditional farms are less sensitive to price risk, and therefore 

lesss prone to reduce output levels in response to it. Alternatively, it could be argued that 

traditionall farms indeed are less risk exposed because of their larger diversification. In that case, 

aa smaller output-reducing response to risk would result from the farm output mix reducing actual 

riskk exposure, not governance structures affection risk perception. 

Thiss objection seems relevant in the setting of farming in the transformation. As outlined 

inn chapter 3, traditional farms indeed have a higher level of diversification, both within the area 
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off  agricultural production and with respect to activities outside the agricultural domain. Both 

featuress are inherited from the socialist era and, although reduced, continue to characterise 

traditionall  farms. 

However,, diversification within agriculture was not important for risk reduction during 

transformation,, for two reasons. First, in 1998 the actual variety in output mix was perhaps not 

muchh larger in traditional than in individual farms. Table 10.3 shows the average numbers of 

headss of cattle and hectares of crops for individual and traditional farms in the survey sample. 

TableTable J0.3: Product Mix by Farm Types: Physical Numbers 

Products,, in 
averagee number o f 
animalss or hectares 

dairyy cows 

calvess and beef cattle 

pigs s 

poultry y 

sheep p 

cereals s 

potatoes,, sugarbeet 

fruit t 

(odderr crops 

co-operative e 
(n=39) ) 

419 9 

680 0 

2094 4 

9833 3 

0 0 

l l l l l 

73 3 

10 0 

330 0 

farmm type (n) 

corporate e 
(n=28) ) 

327 7 

559 9 

1112 2 

4261 1 

0 0 

911 1 

70 0 

25 5 

295 5 

professional l 
individuall (n= 120) 

17 7 

23 3 

247 7 

1204 4 

4 4 

112 2 

7 7 

1 1 

28 8 

otherr individual 
(n=62) ) 

3 3 

12 2 

40 0 

78 8 

2 2 

20 0 

2 2 

0 0 

!8 8 
Source:: survey findings 

Thee figures suggest that both traditional and individual farms produce a variety of products. In 

orderr to analyse the differences over farm types, diversification was measured by construction of 

aa diversification index D. By definition, this should increase in the number of products and 

decreasee in the share in revenues of a particular product. D can then be defined as 

n n 

D =ll  -Z(rj/r)2 

I = I I 

s.t. . 

00 < r-, .r < 1 

wheree r-, is the share of revenues from product or product group i in total revenues r from n 

productss or product groups. If D = 0, there is no diversification (i.e. one product only), while D 

getss closer to 1 as more products are added or as the shares of products become more equal. 

Obviously,, the value of D depends on the method of disaggregating production. If D is 

calculatedd including separately each of the 10 main products in Czech agriculture (n=10), its 

valuee is .74 for professional and .78 for other individual farms in the sample, but .84 for 
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traditionall  farms, with negligible differences between corporate and co-operative farms. If crops 

andd livestock are aggregated (n=2), individual farms score .45 while traditional farms score .50, 

noww with small differences within both groups of farm modes. So, while traditional farms are 

indeedd more diversified, the difference is not large. 

Thee second and most important reason why diversification was not very relevant is that, 

forr diversification to effect risk reduction, there must be negative covariances between prices or 

pricee series of product or product groups. Unfortunately, prices of the 10 main agricultural 

productss moved largely synchronously during transformation (see table 10.4 in the next section). 

Nonee of the bivariate Pearson correlation coefficients relating to all possible pairs of the 1989-

19988 time series is negative and significant. On the contrary, they are mostly close to one -

exceptt the time series for the potato prices, which is also positively correlated to all other series. 

butt closer to zero. 

Itt may be noted, as an aside, that the larger diversification in traditional farms might have 

sustainedd large farm size in another way. The cost of diversification, though, is foregoing the 

possiblee economies of scale since factors of production have to be divided over many production 

processes".. This drawback can be addressed by increasing total farm size, so that one or various 

commoditiess can still be produced at what is perceived as their optimal size. Thus diversification 

payss off (if at all) only at larger farmer sizes, and constitutes a tendency for traditional farms to 

stayy large. 

Whilstt the effect of within-agriculture diversification on risk exposure of traditional 

relativee to individual farms is thus limited in the period considered, this is not true for the other 

typee of diversification, i.e. in activities outside the agricultural domain. These can be composed 

off  relatively stable (i.e. non-stochastic) or of fluctuating revenues. In the first case, it is 

equivalentt to a lump-sum transfer (of non-agriculturaling profit) to the agricultural activities of 

thatt farm, which decreases sensitivity to agricultural risk (proposition 4). 

Iff  revenues from other activities do fluctuate over time, they typically have the effect that 

agriculturall  risk is partly diversified away, given the non-synchronous price movements of food 

andd other products. This decreases the covariance of total (agricultural and other) income and 

agriculturall  prices. Thus, at constant levels of risk from agricultural production, total income risk 

decreases,, and so does the sensitivity to agricultural risk COV(Vy.p). In sum, what diversification 

differencess existed tended to decrease not actual risk from agricultural production, but rather 

incomee risk for traditional-farm decision makers - a distinction that also characterised the 

precedingg arguments. 
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10.2.710.2.7 Conclusion of the Analysis 

Tyingg the threads of the analyses in this section together, a concise recapitulation of the results 

wouldd read as follows. Given price risk, Sandmo's (1971) result suggests that all farms under-

producee compared to the certainty alternative. However, traditional farm managers or owners are 

expectedd to do so less than individual farm operators. There are two general reasons. First, given 

equall  market price variations in agricultural produce for both types, fluctuations of traditional 

farmm revenues are smaller, and, second, those smaller fluctuations are not fully translated in the 

incomess of decision makers in traditional farms. 

First,, fluctuations of traditional farm revenues are smaller than those in individual farms 

becausee (1) they have better product diversification through non-agricultural activities, the 

stochasticc part of which likely balances agricultural risk, and (2) they receive stable lump sum 

transferss of various kinds (credit, subsidies, and the relatively stable component of non-

agriculturall  revenues). Second, manager incomes do not fully reflect what fluctuations there are, 

becausee they are largely wages rather than profit. Owner incomes also do not vary proportionally 

withh farm revenue fluctuations, as individual farm incomes (equal to profit) do. This is so 

becausee (1) traditional farm owners have large non-farm incomes while professional individual 

farmm operators do not, and (2) income per owner is smaller in traditional farms than in individual 

farmss due to their large number relative to revenue levels. 

Inn consequence, irrespective of the system of sharing decision-making power between 

managerss and owners of traditional farms, decision makers there are plausibly less sensitive to 

riskk than in farms operated by single owners. It might be suggested that this was so because there 

isis actually less risk connected to agricultural production due to agricultural diversification in 

traditionall  farms, but this explanation is not tenable. Price movements of agricultural products 

duringg transition, which were similar, would not have facilitated risk reduction through 

diversification. . 

Finally,, on very small individual farms - the majority - arguments about price risk 

exposuree have limited relevance because a non-negligible share of produce is consumed by the 

ownerr and relatives friends. This has the effect of partly insuring these individual farmers against 

foodd price fluctuations. Due to this, as well because of their larger non-farm income shares, such 

smalll  individual farmers would suffer a large increase in exposure to risk in the case of farm 

expansionn to a commercial size, which might be one reason why so many have remained small. 

Wee have thus considered an explanation for both the fact that very few of the smaller 

individuall  farms expand to commercial sizes, and for the fact that those who did so continue to 

bee smaller than traditional farms. The striking implication of this analysis is that both large, 
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multi-owner,, manager-operated farms, and very small subsistence-type farms can diminish price 

riskk for their owners' incomes, while commercial family farms cannot. In this respect, 

transitionall  agricultural may be said to have a three-tier rather than the commonly posed dual 

structure. . 

10.4.. An Assessment 

10.4.1.10.4.1. Testing the Theory 

Inn the introduction to this chapter, the question of the limited emergence of individual farms was 

reformulatedd in terms of their limited size; and it has been linked to the presence of price risk. 

Bothh the existence of risk and the gap in farm sizes between the alternative types are readily 

observable.. That could be the end of it. One problematic observation (there is a farm size gap 

betweenn the two types) has been explained in terms of several other observations (there is price 

risk;; the two types differ in various farm features). The above theoretical framework connects the 

twoo observations logically through a series of proposed mechanisms. The conditions for those 

mechanismss to operate were empirically verified, and a rival explanation shown to be irrelevant 

inn this setting. 

Alas,, not all that is logical and possible actually happens. The account would therefore be 

furtherr strengthened by observation of a testable empirical implication. Fortunately, while the 

mechanismss proposed above are varied, they all have one implication, namely with regard to the 

sensitivityy to risk of farm operators. Traditional farms operators (be they managers or owners) 

aree assumed to be less sensitive to risk than are individual farm operators, while within the last 

groupp operators of professional farms are expected to have a larger sensitivity of income to risk 

thann do 'other' individual farmers, if their output is valued at market prices. 

Thee test is therefore: do traditional farm managers indeed exhibit a smaller reaction to 

changess in price risk than operators of professional individual farms, and will these in turn show 

aa larger reaction than other individual farmers? Ideally, one would like to track that reaction -

whichh is an adjustment of output mix- for a sample of farms over a number of years, regressing, 

forr instance, price risk for a given crop on hectares planted to that crop (as in Chavas and Holt. 

19900 and Chavas et al.. 1983). This 'best practice' approach relies on a sufficiently long time 

seriess for meaningful results, and the short transformation period as well as the nature of the 

surveyy renders it unfeasible. Instead, in the present study it was considered that a lower 
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sensitivityy to risk implies, ceteris paribus, a higher exposure to risk. Hence a measure for risk 

exposuree that could be applied to the survey data was constructed. 

10.4.210.4.2 Measuring Risk Exposure 

Pricee risk is commonly defined as the difference between expected and realised output prices 

(e.g.(e.g. as in Tronstad and McNeill, 1989:631). Expected prices were defined as the average over 

thee preceding 3 years plus a trend (cf. Lin, 1977; Hurt and Garcia, 1982; Chavas and Holt, 1990). 

Deviationss of actual from expected price developments were calculated for each of the 10 main 

productss in Czech agriculture. The per-product squared deviations in per cent terms12 were 

combined,, in each farm observed in the survey, through a weighed summation. Since output 

pricee risk is studied, the weighting factor, for each of the 10 products, was the ratio of product 

revenuess to total revenues. This share was calculated on the basis of production volumes as 

reportedd by the respondents. Thus the measure for price risk exposure Ry for each farm was: 

Ryy = 

where e 

revj.yy = 

riskj.yy = {Pi i 

£(revjj  y • riskj v) 
i=l l 

j-10 0 
Tj.yy / S(rj.y) 

j=l l 

n=3 3 

-yy " £(6|VPi. y-n/Pi ,y) 
m=2 2 

Z(6mm Pi.y-m/Pi.y-m-l) } 
m=l l 

where e 

revjyy = share in revenues of product i in year y 

ri,j.yy = revenues of product i j in year y 

riskjyriskjy = price risk from product i in year y 

Pi.yy = real indexed price of product i in year y 

i=l,2,..,j,..10 0 

e„,, em > 0; IG„ , iem = 1 

Inn words, for a given year y and a given product i, the per cent deviations of actual from 

expectedd prices are squared. Expected prices are defined as the average over the last three years 

pluss the trend. This squared deviation is product risk riski,y. The 10 product risk measures are 

combined,, for each farm, in a weighted summation on the basis of product shares in total 
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revenues,, to yield price risk exposure Ry. Different combinations of values for the weights Ö„ 

andd 0„, - which determine how important previous prices and price trends are in current price 

expectationss - were tried. The findings reported below did not qualitatively change in the various 

combinations.. Therefore the unweighted average (0| = 02 = 63 =.33) was used. 

Itt is helpful at this point to note that Ry is designed so as to capture not just general 

markett risk (which is riskjy) but output price risk as experienced in each single farm. Not only 

doess it increase with increasing variability in output prices, but it also does so more for products 

whichh are more important for total revenues in that farm. 

Wee have noted that risk exposure and risk sensitivity vary inversely, ceteris paribus. The 

mostt important of the "other' factors is history, especially for traditional farms. The production 

structuree in some year in the transformation, which controls the value of Ry, may be an 

inheritancee from the socialist era rather than (or in addition to) a variable at the discretion of 

managerss and owners during transition. Traditional managers' risk sensitivity and the risk 

reductionn they effected during transition might have been as large as (or larger than) individual 

farmers',, while this need not show in traditional-farm production structures, and thus risk 

exposuree in the year y. 

Thiss possibility could be taken into account, since respondents reported their production 

structuress both in 1992 (the first effective post-reform year) and at the moment of surveying in 

1998.. This allows for a static comparison in risk exposure between the two years of observation 

(althoughh it cannot reflect the response to risk experienced in the intervening years). 

Thee survey data allow for the calculation of risk exposure measures for each of the four 

typess of farms in the survey. Two remarks on the farm subgroups are in order here. First, as in 

otherr chapters, 'professional' individual farmers were defined as those who derived more than 75 

perr cent of money income from farming and worked at least 40 hours weekly in their farm. This 

informationn was, however, available for 1998 only, and it is not valid to assume that 1998 

professionall  farmers were already so in 1992. Consequently R1992 is calculated without 

differentiationn between professional and other individual farmers. This measure is therefore 

likelyy an over-estimation of individual farmers' risk exposure, both because of the own 

consumptionn and the larger non-farm income of 'other' individual farmers. 

Second,, co-operative farms and farming companies were in 1992 very similar in all 

relevantt aspects analysed above. But during the transformation, and especially after 1995, 

differencess within the traditional-farming sector increased as profitable activities tended to 

becomee concentrated in the corporate rather than the co-operative farming mode. Often debts 

andd activities with adverse prospects were left in the co-operative farm, while valuable assets and 
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profitablee farm activities were transferred to a (newly established) corporate farm. The co-

operatives,, although formally surviving, effectively became 'empty shells' from a business point 

off  view (see Csaki et al. (1999:31,36,28) and chapter 5 for more details). 

Forr our present analysis the important implication is that it were increasingly the 

corporatee rather than the co-operative farms that reflected the strategy preferences of traditional 

farmm operators. If we want to trace decisions on farm strategy, including product selection, 

observingg corporate farms will therefore be more informative. The decisions on changes in the 

productt mix of co-operative farms were increasingly controlled by considerations other than the 

profitt motive assumed in the analysis. Analysis of such farms is therefore both less appropriate 

inn view of the theory and also less interesting, since they were not meant to be viable businesses 

byy their managers to start with. Since the proportion of such 'skeleton' farms in the sample is 

naturallyy unknown, all co-operative farms will be included in the analysis, but their 

characteristicss in 1998 can be expected to differ significantly from those of corporate farms. In 

particular,, given the relation between profitability and risk, they can be expected to operate less 

riskk exposed. 

10.4,310.4,3 Calculations and Findings 

Inn table 10.4 the development of prices of the 10 food products in the Czech Republic is shown, 

ass well as the risk attached to production of each product, if quantified by the suggested formula 
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TableTable 10.4: Prices 

Product t 

andand Price Risk in Czech(o-Shvak)Czech(o-Shvak) Agriculture, 1989-1998 

indexedd real farm gate product prices' 
1989 9 19900 [ 1991 1992 2 19933 | 1994 | 1995 | 1996 | 1997 | 1998 

riskk |992 nsk|.)ijK K 

Wheat t 
barley" " 
rapee seed4 

oats s 
rye e 
potatoes* * 
sugarr beet 
milk5 5 

beeff  and veal 
pork k 
Notes: : 

100 0 
100 0 
100 0 
100 0 
100 0 
100 0 
100 0 
100 0 
100 0 
100 0 

94 4 
90 0 
93 3 
90 0 
86 6 
121 1 
109 9 
90 0 
90 0 
90 0 

55 5 
43 3 
41 1 
38 8 
43 3 
70 0 
73 3 
39 9 
41 1 
50 0 

121 1 
98 8 
104 4 
74 4 
72 2 
132 2 
143 3 
92 2 
79 9 
109 9 

130 0 
111 1 
99 9 
84 4 
81 1 
96 6 
123 3 
87 7 
74 4 
96 6 

135 5 
121 1 
116 6 
90 0 
85 5 
129 9 
120 0 
97 7 
104 4 
132 2 

126 6 
121 1 
118 8 
85 5 
81 1 
305 5 
148 8 
103 3 
118 8 
202 2 

182 2 
153 3 
128 8 
115 5 
119 9 
197 7 
162 2 
111 1 
118 8 
209 9 

198 8 
158 8 
141 1 
119 9 
128 8 
115 5 
148 8 
(16 6 
115 5 
207 7 

178 8 
162 2 
147 7 
123 3 
117 7 
186 6 
136 6 
124 4 
126 6 
207 7 

.308 8 

.265 5 

.315 5 

.094 4 

.064 4 

.137 7 

.219 9 

.250 0 

.120 0 

.292 2 

.046 6 

.001 1 

.001 1 

.004 4 

.042 2 

.078 8 

.017 7 

.002 2 

.007 7 

.000 0 

(1)) Original prices are farm gate prices in current Czech Crown per ton for all products. 

(2)(2) Figures for oats and barley in 1997 and 1998 refer to 'inputs in husbandry from agriculture' , as presented in 

tablee ta8.1 /02 in MACR (1998). 

(3)) Potato figures refer to consumption potatoes. 

(4)(4) Rape seed figures refer to oilseeds figures in 1994-1998. 

(5)) A complete series of milk prices was available for class II milk only in 1994-1998. Price developments of class I 

milkk deviate only a few percents from class II. 

Sources:: OECD (1995) for 1990-1993 prices, MACR (1998, 1999) for 1994-1998 prices, and EBRD (1999) for 

inflationn figures. 

Itt is shown that risk values differ considerably over products, in both years. Also the risk values 

weree much lower in 1998 than in 1992, reflecting the greater price stability in 1998. With regard 

too the relevance of the arguments here presented, there are two observations. First, since these 

argumentss relate to marginal adjustments in response to market prices, they are likely to have 

becomee more relevant during the transformation, since farm strategy became increasingly 

controlledd by relative prices on established markets rather than by fundamental institutional 

changee related to the creation of markets. At the same time, since the arguments rely on the 

presencee of price risk, increasing price stability during transformation implies a more modest 

rolee for these arguments in explaining farm size. 

Turningg from the relevance to the truth of this account, table 10.5 shows the values of risk 

exposuree measures in 1992 and 1998 for both governance types and for their subgroups, if 

applicable. . 
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TableTable 10.5: Individual Farms Showed Less Risk Exposure Than Traditional Farms 

farmm type 
traditional l 
off  which: corporate 

co-operative e 

valuee risk nwi 
.232 2 
.225 5 
.237 7 

n n 
64 4 
25 5 
39 9 

valuee risk |WÏ 

.018 8 

.018 8 

.017 7 

n n 
64 4 
26 6 
38 8 

individual l 
off  which: professional 

other r 

.185 5 
n.a. . 
n.a. . 

184 4 
n.a. . 
n.a. . 

.012 2 

.012 2 

.013 3 

174 4 
116 6 
58 8 

n.a.. = not applicable 
Sources:: Table 10.4 sources, survey findings and author's calculations 

Thee findings can be summarised as follows. First, table 10.5 shows that both the 1992 and the 

19988 risk exposure scores of traditional farms were, on average, higher than those of individual 

farms,, the difference being statistically significant in both cases (a < 1 %). Thus the two main 

implicationss of the theoretical arguments are corroborated: traditional farms are both larger and 

operatee more risk exposed than individual farms. 

Second,, the difference had increased in 1998 compared to 1992 in relative terms, from about 

aa 3:4 to a 2:3 ratio. This means that, although larger risk exposure in traditional farms may still 

havee been inherited from the socialist era, it was not reduced relative to individual farm exposure 

levelss by their managers or owners during transformation. This is in line with their assumed 

smallerr sensitivity to price risk. It appears justifiable to attribute the persistent difference to 

decisionn makers' preferences rather than only to history. 

Third,, within the groups of the two farm types, professional individual farms produced less 

riskrisk exposed in 1998 than other individual farms; and co-operative farms produced less risk 

exposedd in 1998 than corporate farms. Although both observations are in line with expectations, 

thee differences are too small to be statistically significant. This, in turn, implies that the 

overestimationn of risk exposure in 1992 due to the inclusion of non-professional farmers in 1992 

iss probably not large. 

Finally,, product selection is likely controlled by location as well as governance type. 

Thereforee risk exposure measures were also calculated after aggregation of farms by types and 

thenn by agricultural region (for definition of regions, see chapter 5). The results are given in table 

10.6,, which shows that in each of the three regions higher risk exposure of traditional farms is 

observable,, in both 1992 and 1998. However, due to the smaller number of observations per 

region,, none of the differences is statistically significant. If all farms in one region are 

aggregated,, average risk exposure differs statistically significantly between region 3 and 4 in 
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19922 and between regions 2 and 3 in 1998, but not in other comparisons (both results are 

significantt for a < 3 %). Differences between regions are smaller, in relative terms, than those 

betweenn farm types in 1998, but not in 1992. These figures indeed suggest the presence of 

regionall  effects, which however do not affect the main results. 

TableTable JO. 6: Regional Differences in Risk Exposure by Farm Type 
valuee risk exposure measure and U respondents (n) in.. . 

1992 2 

region n 

22 | 3 | 4 

1998 8 

Region n 

22 | 3 | 4 

farmm type 

professionall individual 
n n 

otherr individual 

n n 

corporate e 

n n 

co-operative e 

n n 

all l 

n n 

.206 6 

38 8 

.187 7 

22 2 

.237 7 

I I I 

.248 8 

20 0 

.101 1 

9! ! 

.174 4 

64 4 

.191 1 

26 6 

.224 4 

6 6 

.235 5 

3 3 

.332 2 

99 9 

.183 3 

19 9 

.156 6 

14 4 

.218 8 

9 9 

.219 9 

15 5 

.033 3 

57 7 

.016 6 

37 7 

.015 5 

21 1 

.015 5 

11 1 

.017 7 

20 0 

.016 6 

89 9 

.011 1 

59 9 

.013 3 

26 6 

.017 7 

.6 6 

.018 8 

3 3 

.012 2 

.008 8 

19 9 

.010 0 

11 1 

.024 4 

9 9 

.017 7 

15 5 

.014 4 

944 | 54 

Sources:: Table 10.4 sources, survey findings and author's calculations 

10.55 Discussion 

10.5.110.5.1 Methodological Limitations 

Inn this chapter an explanation for limited individual farming was offered that is theoretically 

tractablee and consistent as well as empirically verifiable and, in fact, corroborated by the 

availablee data. The conclusion that risk may imply a larger incentive to under-produce for 

individuall  than for traditional farms stands, but should be qualified in several respects. Attention 

shouldd again be drawn here to the fact that we have measured risk exposure not risk response; 

thatt the risk exposure measure is debatable; and that the assessment was done in a snapshot 

approachh for 2 years only. All three features of the empirical work are imposed by the data, and 

constitutee considerable methodological shortcomings compared to what has been done in studies 

onn similar subjects in developed market economies (e.g. Chavas and Holt, 1990). 

Ass to the theory, attention should be drawn not so much to shortcomings in what was 

presentedd as to possible extensions that could qualify the hypotheses. First, we have empirically 

lumpedd together several theoretically distinct mechanisms with one joint implication. It would be 

importantt to know which of these is the more relevant one. Although some indication of this has 
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beenn given, there is room for more detailed empirical work here. Second, risk perception is just 

onee factor controlling output mix and levels. We have tried to account for regional factors and 

history,, but also this could be more satisfactorily done in a regression approach. In addition, 

factorss such as price level (rather than variability) and institutional factors affecting farm sizes 

(i.e.. endogenous farm growth in the start-up phase; changes in support programs) would merit 

separatee attention, both theoretically and empirically. 

Ann overall assessment of this contribution is that it proposes an explanation not hitherto 

consideredd explicitly in the literature, which is theoretically defendable and is not rejected in this 

first,first, admittedly crude, empirical test. Since its conclusion should be accepted with caution, there 

iss a case for further research of the issue, also because of the possible implications for the 

effectivenesss of agricultural policies. 

10.5.210.5.2 Risk Exposure and Survival 

Thiss account, while attempting to explain one phenomenon, also begs several new questions. In 

particularr it would be strange that, while selection of production strategies that are systematically 

andd excessively risk exposed is punished in developed, competitive markets, traditional farms 

(havingg an innate tendency to overexposure to price risk) are apparently not weeded out by 

competitionn in favour of the more prudent individual farmers. Several answers to this puzzle may 

presentt themselves to readers familiar with the Central and Eastern European setting (see on the 

followingg e.g. Swinnen et al, 1997; Csaki et al, 1999; Sarris et al, 1999; and sections 7.6.4. and 

9.5.. in this book). 

Inn the transitional economies, bankruptcy is often legally complex and rather easy to 

postpone.. The underdevelopment of the legal and, especially, judicial system delays the exit of 

weakerr firms. A related observation is that payment discipline is often still weak. Firms 

frequentlyy operate in a situation of interdependencies inherited from the former economic 

system,, which shows in such diverse phenomena as 'bad' debts to banks or excessive regional 

specialisationn in agribusiness. Also legal enforcement of contract obligations is problematic and 

timee consuming. Moreover the allocation of subsidies and credit is not generally towards the 

mostt efficient recipient. Often it is based on relations in the economic system rather than on a set 

off  consistent rules. 

Thesee circumstances hinder the development of normalised payment practices and 

financiall  transparency in farms. A crucial point is that they often advantage traditional farms, 

whichh are long integrated in the economic system, more so than individual farms. Development 

off  level playing field competition in agricultural markets between the alternative governance 
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typess is then impossible. In the context of the risk-based view on restructuring, such market 

imperfectionss may be seen as allowing traditional farm managers to preserve overexposure to 

riskk in product selection, perhaps even without perceiving it. Differential access to credit and 

subsidies,, more 'bad' loans and more lenient payment practices may compensate the financial 

losss of overly risk exposed production. The tendency of traditional farms to stay large and 

operatee risk exposed may thus be perpetuated. 

// 0.5.3 Generalising the Explanation 

AA question that naturally arises is the applicability of the present explanation to structural change 

inn agriculture in other Central and Eastern European countries. This is limited, even though the 

accountt has been specified in a very general way, with littl e reference to particular, country-

specificc institutional settings. The main limitation on generalising it is its market-based 

approach.. Decisions of farm operators and managers are assumed to be primarily driven by 

changess in the level and, especially, variability of output prices. 

Thiss specification of the setting presumes that other factors are less relevant - an 

assumptionn that would only be sensible in a stable market environment. Where it is not, these 

reactionn to price fluctuations do exist, but are of minor importance compared to other factors. 

Pricee volatility is hardly a powerful explanation if, during a large part of the transformation 

period,, there have been on-going institutional changes affecting farm structure and size (as in 

Romaniaa and Bulgaria); or major shocks to the economy (as in Albania and former Yugoslavia). 

Thee present account would be most usefully applied to countries advanced in the post-socialist 

transformation,, who already early on had completed agricultural reforms, and have not 

experiencedd major economic shocks since. 

Off  all countries where de-collectivisation was an issue, the Czech and Slovak Republics 

andd Hungary would best fit that description. This is therefore best taken as an explanation for 

Centrall  European agriculture. But to the extent that other countries strive to create stable market 

environments,, this explanation suggest that structural change in agricultural sectors with 

traditional-typee farms may stagnate even after all the conventional enabling conditions for 

individuall  farms have been created. 

J0.5.4J0.5.4 C 'hanges in Individual Farm Structures 

Inn order to better appreciate the partial nature of this explanation, compare the implication of this 

approachh for the development of Czech (and Central European) agriculture. As was shown in 

chapterr 6, most individual farms in the sample were established in 1990 (27), 1991 (66), 1992 
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(48),, or 1993 (24). In the 182 responses to this question, only six farms were started after 1993-

Officiall  data show the same pattern. Between 1989 and 1994 the number of people working in 

whatt is classified as 'natural person businesses' (podniky fyzickych osob) - comprising of mainly 

individuall  farms and practically equal to the number of businesses- rose from 2.000 to 31.217, 

andd the share in total agricultural land (TAL) increased from virtually nothing to 22 %. In the 

secondd stage of the agricultural transformation, the number of people rose slightly to 34,000 in 

1995,, then fell back to 33,000 in 1996 and stabilised at 32,000 and 32,500 in 1997 and 1998; the 

sharee in TAL increased only slightly from 22 to 23 % (MACR 1999: TA2.2/03)13. 

So,, while the main conclusion of this chapter is that an increase in risk discourages 

individuall  farming, the sample information as well as official sources show that there was a 

surgee in the establishment of individual farms in 1991-1995 (which were high-risk years) and 

hardlyy start-ups afterwards (when risk had decreased considerably). At first sight, this could be 

interpretedd as a contradiction. But that would be to ignore two issues. 

First,, there are a number of differences between decisions on starting a farm and those on 

expandingexpanding or contracting farm size, notably with regard to reversibility of the decision and to 

welfaree (income and lifestyle) consequences of it. The latter type of decisions is likely controlled 

byy more, and more complex, factors than the former. This analysis refers exclusively to the 

relationn between risk and farm size for existing farms. 

AA second point is the one made above, that this is an explanation assuming established 

marketss and attributing explanatory power to marginal changes in farm size in relation to 

marginall  change in price variability. As such the explanation is better suited to account for the 

periodd after the institutional changes in the agricultural sector rather, i.e. the 'second stage of the 

transformation'' starting in 1994-1995. In earlier years, such adaptation processes were plausibly 

off  marginal importance relative to many other factors. These include the more extensive 

individual-farmm credit and subsidies support programs, and the initial enthusiasm for individual 

farming,, no doubt partly based on ignorance regarding requirements for and hardships of family 

farming.. In this period traditional farms were also forced to implement de-collectivisation 

proceduress which implied decreasing in size. 

Afterr 1994/1995, de-collectivisation in the above sense was over and there was a roughly 

stablee number of individual and traditional farms. If we analyse developments in this period 

(ratherr than compare 1989-1994 to 1995-1995), the development of individual farming does not 

seemm to contradict the present account. 

Thee increase in the number of individual farms between 1995 and 1998 (from 21.156 to 

22,971)) was larger than the increase in their share in TAL (22 to 24 %), and indeed the average 
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sizee of individual farms in 1995-1998 decreased from 34 to 26 hectares (MACR, 

1999:TA2.1/04).. It was almost entirely due to an increase in the number of the very small, or 

"non-professional'' individual farms, as the following figures show. The number of farms 

workingg between 10 and 50 hectares increased marginally from 7,985 to 8,102. Those in the 51-

1000 hectares size class decreased in number from 1,345 to 1,236. The number of farms working 

overr a hundred hectares rose slightly from 1,379 to 1,425. But the number of farms smaller than 

100 hectares increased considerably, from 10, 447 to 12,208. These data are in line with the 

theoreticall  suggestion that price risk discourages farm expansion: it was the number rather than 

thee size of farms that increased. 

// 0.5.5 Policy Implications 

Thee policy implications of the suggested explanation differ from some and support other 

prescriptionss implied by the conventional structure-efficiency approach (posing that, in 

competitivee markets, ultimately those farm structures will emerge that are most efficient). In 

particular,, it would follow that market liberalisation (in the sense of a decrease of price 

regulation)) is not always a means to promote efficiency in post-socialist dual (in fact: three-tier) 

agriculturall  sectors. Market liberalisation proper would also imply a truly level playing field, i.e. 

thee removal of differences in access to credit and subsidies, of 'bad' loans, and of payment 

arrears;; and moreover the creation of a legal environment in which contracts are externally 

enforceablee without excessive costs. If such a package of policies is applied, systematic 

overexposuree to risk will bring its own punishment and the present argument becomes irrelevant. 

Itt is here that the analysis supports the consensus that reforms must be comprehensive, not 

partiall  in order to be effective. 

Implementationn of such 'deep' reforms is unfortunately a complex and long-term job, and 

aa mere decrease in price regulation is often seen as a desirable first step towards a more efficient 

allocationn of resources. Yet in the absence of competition and effective institutions, mere price 

liberalisationn may have perverse effects. Price liberalisation causes price risk to increase and 

introducess incentives for traditional farms to increase in size relative to individual farms. If 

traditionall  farms are less efficient than individual farms, this implies, on average, an incentive to 

decreasee efficiency on a sectoral level. 

Ann efficient allocation of resources over alternative governance structures through the 

markett mechanism therefore not only requires the removal of market distortions (such as price 

regulationn and differential access to credit and subsidies). It also demands either price stability or 

removall  of the advantages of established farms in transacting and financing production which are 
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typicallyy implicit in the institutional environment. Given the impracticability of attaining either 

goall  fully in the short to medium term (still apart from the desirability of perfect price stability), 

restructuringg polices should have the dual focus of risk mitigation and institution building. 

10.66 Conclusion 

Inn this chapter it was argued that one reason for the limited emergence of individual farming and 

thee continued importance of traditional farming in Central and Eastern Europe may be the 

presencee of price risk, in combination with differences between the alternative farm types. These 

includee both differences in economic relations (access to credit and subsidies) and in internal 

farmm features: governance type, consumption behaviour, and diversification. Given output price 

risk,, these factors imply different incentives to the traditional farm manager and the individual 

farmm operator and tend to facilitate a divergence in farm size. The theoretical conclusion is that 

individuall  farmers are likely to be more sensitive to risk and accordingly to under-produce to a 

largerr extent than do traditional farm managers. 

Ann empirical assessment showed that risk exposure is indeed smaller for individual 

comparedd to traditional farms, even while the latter are usually more diversified in production. 

Thee risk-based view on structural change was thus shown to be in line with the available data. 

Althoughh there are important qualifications to this conclusion, the suggestion is that 

considerationn of risk and of governance structures may be fruitful in understanding structural 

changee in agriculture during the transformation. 
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Notess to Chapter  10 

II We analyse the implication of output price risk rather than fluctuations of input prices or of 
yields/productivity,, since output prices appear to constitute the largest risk factor. Yet the same type of 
argumentt could be made for other risk sources. 

""  Subscripts denote derivatives, superscripts refer to goods (or notes, as here). 

ss In keeping with accounting conventions, the farmer is here assumed to value his own labour in monetary 
terms.. This assumption can be relaxed without consequences for the subsequent analyses. 

44 For the sake of brevity, in the rest of this chapter I will use the terms 'traditional-farm owners', or 
"ownerss of a corporate farm" to refer to the people who in fact own only apart of a traditional farm (i.e. 
memberss in co-operative farms and shareholders in farm companies). 

55 Note that Central and Eastern European farms are frequently loss-making, so that marginal costs are 
largerr than marginal revenues and income y is negative. In such cases (pK-pFK) is positive and 
COV(VVFK),, COV(V|.p) still negative, while the same results obtain. 

(>> The ceteris paribus condition captures other variables that affect price risk exposure such as the degree 
off  diversification and location. The validity of these will be considered below. 

77 As in chapter 5, professional individual farmers are those who derived more than 75 per cent of money 
incomee from farming and worked at least 40 hours weekly in their farm. The restriction to only 
professionalprofessional rather than all individual farms is sensible, since other individual farmers typically do not 
markett a considerable part of their produce, and to that extent are not subject to price risk. The present, 
andd following argument do not apply to such producers. Their position with regard to risk will be 
analysedd below in section 10.2.5. 

ss Since the cost function is here not relevant, we consider E(VyyV) rather than E(Vyy'K) which gives more 
algebraa but the same result. 

99 On the other traditional farms there was no complete information on land ownership patterns, or there 
weree no large owners. 

'""  This second effect is relevant only to the extent that decision makers' incomes depend on farm 
(agriculturall  or other) revenues. As we have seen, this extent is limited for both managers and owners 

""  Another implication is production at sub-optimal profitability levels since the most profitable product 
cann never be the only one. 

122 Price changes in per cent rather than in index points were used in order to avoid sensitivity of the risk 
measuree to the base year of indexing. 

I II There was no series available for the number of individual farms businesses rather than people 
employedd in it for the entire 1991-1998 period. In 1998 there were 32,500 people employed in 22,971 
businesses,, with the majority being single-family businesses. 
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Conclusions s 

11.11 Introductio n 

Thee aim of this book was to provide an answer to the question: why was the de-collectivisation, 

orr individualisation of farming in Central Europe so much more limited than initially expected? 

Inn addressing that question, both those initial expectations and actual developments were 

investigated. . 

Expectationss were identified on the basis of contemporary secondary, theoretical and 

empiricall  literature on the economics of the agricultural transformation in general. They were 

alsoo explained by reference to ideas suggested by economists over the last two centuries on the 

efficiencyy and economic viability of different farming modes, and their relation to changes in 

economicc systems at large. 

Actuall  developments in the region were surveyed, and the situation in the Czech and 

Slovakk Republics was investigated in detail with use of specialised studies and reports, statistical 

documents,, and primary data collected by the author. Although the focus was on the issue of 

individualisation,, a range of topics with relevance to the agricultural sector has been addressed 

andd some of them analysed in depth. 

Heree we want to evaluate the contribution of this book to our knowledge of the post-

socialistt agricultural transformation, and to the way this has been analysed in the economics 

profession.. We will also assess the methodological merits and drawbacks of the study. 

11.22 Conclusions on the Agricultura l Transformation 

Thee findings on the actual process of agricultural transformation - more particularly: 

individualisationn - constitute the main empirical contribution of this book. In the empirical farm-

levell  study from the Czech Republic, the following factors where found to be important in 

explainingg limited individualisation: 

(1)) The large size of traditional farms may constitute a barrier to start an individual farm in 

severall  ways. It may strengthen the bargaining position of traditional farm management, who 
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mayy be assumed to have no interest in a smooth and effective de-collectivisation process. 

Largerr traditional farms also set the standard in transacting for firms on the input and output 

sidee of farms. Thus smaller individual farms have to bear (part of) the costs of adapting to it. 

Largerr traditional farm size also strengthens the bargaining position of traditional (but not 

individual)) farms vis-a-vis the agro-food industry and the polity. 

(2)) The transformation towards new legal types of traditional farms (increasingly corporate 

ratherr than co-operative) may constitute larger legal or administrative barriers in the de-

collectivisationn process. Such legal transformations also often imply a split into two 

successorr farm organisations, with a transfer of valuable assets and profitable activities to a 

corporatee farm, while the co-operative is left with left with loss-making activities, less 

valuablee assets, and liabilities. This latter farm typically is where de-collectivisation is 

implemented.. The legal transformation thus decreases the attraction for prospective 

individuall  farmers to obtain assets in the de-collectivisation process, while alternatives (lease 

orr borrow) are typically more difficult or impossible. 

(3)) Natural conditions unfavourable to agriculture decrease the profitability of farming. This in 

itselff  discourages potential new entrants in the sector. It also appears to constitute an 

incentivee for management of traditional farms to make more use of their discretion in the de-

collectivisationn process in order to discourage outflow of resources from their farms. 

(4)) Fragmentation of land ownership within traditional farms increases search and contracting 

costss connected to taking out land for prospective individual farmers. Land fragmentation 

alsoo weakens farm members' or shareholders' negotiation position (based on property), 

givingg management larger discretion to pursue their own goals. 

(5)) Individual farmers' problems in obtaining adequate non-land assets, in the absence of well-

developedd credit and asset lease markets, constitutes a barrier for efficient farming. 

(6)) Limited access to credit and subsidies for individual as compared to traditional farms 

constraintt investments more for the latter group, while the need to invest is larger. In 

addition,, the loans that are allocated to individual farmers are less efficiently allocated, at 

leastt when an efficient credit market is defined as one in which more credit is allocated to 

farmss with better profitability records or prospects 

(7)) Limited opportunities to lease land are often a constraint to farm expansion to a viable size, 

whichh may be one of the reasons that so many individual farms remain small, often part-time, 

andd non-commercial farms. 

(8)) Human capital constraints (in experience, education, and connections) were also found to be 

importantt in explaining the success of individual farms 
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Inn the study comparing the Czech and Slovak republics with respect to individualisation, the 

relevancee of several of these factors were corroborated by country-level data. In addition, the 

importancee of norms, beliefs and ideologies, the role of the authorities in this, the impact of 

agriculturall  policies and of historically determined patterns of production, farm size and land 

ownership,, and of the political constellation, were demonstrated. 

Thee study on credit allocation confirmed the role of limited access to credit in inhibiting 

individuall  farming and showed which criteria were used by bank managers in deciding on credit 

allocation.. Credit markets were found to malfunction for individual farmers. The suggested 

reasonn was that, in the absence of conventional credit market instrument such as screening 

mechanismss and collateral, long-term relations become important in assessing applicant 

prospects.. Most individual farmers then have no means to credibly communicate the relevant 

information.. Another factor might be that access to credit is based on participation in the local 

economicc network, which individual farmers may not sufficiently do. Evidence for this 

explanationn in the survey data was found in thee better access to credit for individual farmers who 

hadd a professional background as traditional farm manager; in simultaneous credit and subsidy 

allocationn to individual, but not traditional farms; and in the link between farm size and loan 

allocationn for individual, but not for traditional farms. 

Thee final analytical chapter suggested that price (and other) risks induce sub-equilibrium 

production,, and do so more in individual than in traditional farms for a variety of reasons related 

too both internal farm features and the economic environment. 

Severall  (not all) of the above topics have already been studied in the literature, and this 

workk is an elaboration of them. The contribution to knowledge of this set of studies as a whole is 

thatt an integrated study of de-collectivisation with farm level data on a wide variety of topics 

(ratherr than only technical production data) is relatively rare (see e.g. Rizov et al, 1999). Also 

comparativee country studies based on both primary and secondary sources have not as yet 

appearedd (see e.g. Mathijs and Swinnen, 1999 for a more general comparative overview of 

Centrall  European agriculture). 

Specificc contributions appears to lie in the work on credit and risk. A comparative study 

onn credit allocation and an analysis of the differential impact that risk has on the alternative 

farmingg modes are both novel in this field, to the best of the author's knowledge. In addition, the 

methodd of analysis of the credit and profit data is an innovation, and one with a wider 

applicability.. In situations where detailed data are not available or unreliable (as in finance in the 

transformationn is often the case), standard methods of analyses (which are usually highly 

sophisticatedd in financial economics) are not possible or may not yield meaningful results. 
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Binaryy data like those used in this study are relatively easy to collect and could be used for a 

first,, rough assessment of decision behaviour in credit (and possibly other) allocation situations. 

Bothh properties appear very desirable in many research areas within the field of the economic of 

transition. . 

11.33 Conclusions on Theories of Agricultura l Transformation 

Thiss study also aims to make a contribution of our understanding of how economic theories and 

analysess have developed and how they determined policies and economic developments in the 

processs of agricultural transformation in Central Europe. 

AA  first conclusion is that the formation of individually operated family farms from 

socialist-era,, collective and state farms following the 1989/1990 liberal revolutions and market 

reformss in Central Europe was both a main goal and a general expectation of economic analysts 

involvedd in the agricultural reforms. 

AA  second conclusion is that this expectation was largely based on a theory of farm 

organisationn that can be traced back to the beginnings of the economics profession, and which 

emphasisedd the technical efficiency effects of the use of wage labour while neglecting the effect 

onn farm strategy and viability of both internal farm features and the economic environment. 

AA  third conclusion is that the observed limitations to individualisation of farming in the 

1989-19988 years imply that this theoretical basis was incomplete, the expectations insufficiently 

groundedd in reality, and the reform measures based on the theory one-sided. 

Too the best of my knowledge, these points have not been made in some detail in the 

economicss literature. Three reasons for this lacuna can be suggested. First, agricultural 

economicss is a field that is very strong in empirical applications and testing of theory, but less so 

inn reflection on its own place in the history of economic ideas or on methodology (not to be 

confusedd with methods). The scientific ethos of the agricultural economist is empirical rather 

thann philosophical; he or she typically aims to be a researcher rather than a scholar. Agricultural 

economistss mostly evaluate empirical evidence rather than documents, let alone their own 

writingss (cf. McCloskey, 1990). This preference is actually one of the charms of the field for the 

presentt author; but it may also lead to a neglect of its intellectual history. 

AA second reason why these points are still new is that the economics of agricultural 

transformation,, as a specialisation within agricultural economics, is still brand new and rapidly 

changing.. For researchers already inclined to look at the facts in the field in order to come up 
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withh new findings rather than over their shoulder in order to reflect on what has been achieved, 

suchh evaluation seems even less urgent in an area where so many observations demand research 

andd explanation. Yet this reflection is actually helpful in understanding the present 'facts in the 

field',field', as was, hopefully, demonstrated in this book. Third, the paucity of professional reflection 

onn this divergence between initial expectations and subsequent developments sadly reflects the 

generall  neglect of policy surprises and failures in the field of the economics of transition (but see 

e.g.. Ellman, 1994 and Zecchini, 1997 for exceptions). This is not to ignore the recent 

reconsiderationn of the efficacy of transformation policy in the debate on what has become known 

ass the 'post-Washington consensus'; but that debate started only after the period considered in 

thiss thesis. 

AA  fourth conclusion of this book is that the difference in individualisation between the 

Czechh and Slovak Republics can be accounted for by an institutional and systemic rather than a 

neo-classicall  and atomic theory of structural change. This is not, in itself, a new point. The 

inadequaciess of neo-classical theories in the analyses of many transformation problems, 

particularlyy those relating to system change, have been noted by many authors (e.g. Nuti, 1996). 

Alsoo the institutional approach has been applied to problems of transformation in many writings, 

andd the present study is additional evidence of its usefulness. 

AA weakness of institutional analyses such as those presented here is that the explanatory 

factorss are often not amenable to quantification. In consequence, it is often impossible to 

determinee what the most important factor in a process of institutional change is. In our case, 

weree the fragmented land ownership pattern, agricultural policies, and the size gap in farming 

modess (all quantifiable) most important for the limited individualisation of Slovak farming, or 

weree informal norms and their historical roots, or location (both not easily quantifiable) most 

relevant?? It seems wrong not to mention all of these factors, but also impossible to rank them in 

orderr of descending importance for the de-collectivisation process. 

Thiss might be seen as a clear disadvantage compared to the neo-classical approach, where 

quantificationn is almost always possible. It would only be so, however, if the two frameworks 

weree indeed alternatives. In analysing institutional change they are not. Neo-classical theories 

presumee the existence of market institutions and analyse how agents respond in a market 

environmentt to changes in relative prices. That assumption is obviously unhelpful when the aim 

iss to understand how processes of institutional change occur. A theory cannot be invoked in 

orderr to explain the absence of, or change in, factors that are assumed present and stable in that 

theory.. Put more generally, theories cannot explain their own assumptions. 
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Althoughh attempts are made in the neo-institutional approach to bridge the gap between 

individuall  behaviour and system change, these models are still characterised by methodological 

individualismm and have difficulties in coming to terms with systemic change. Another alternative 

iss evolutionary economics, which relies on biological rather than mechanical analogies of 

economicc life, and does succeed in modelling systemic change. However, these models are 

highlyy stylised and abstract, and cannot be sensibly used to understand the particularities of a 

concretee process of economic change such as the individualisation of Slovak agriculture in 1992-

1998.. As it stands, institutionalism currently appears to be the best approach for analysing 

systemm change. When investigating individual behaviour within a set of given institutions, 

however,, methodological individualism and neo-classical analyses also become helpful (as in 

chapterss 8. 9 and 10). 

AA  fifth conclusion is that the lessons from development economics should be more 

importantt in the economics of transition. This is a fascinating topic. The similarities between the 

twoo fields abound. In general, both deal with problems of macroeconomic stabilisation and 

economicc system change. Specific topics that are important in both fields are property rights, the 

relevancee of contracting modes for transacting behaviour and efficiency, the operation of norms 

differentt from those prevailing in mature market economies, labour market adjustments due to 

rapidlyy shrinking sectors (agriculture and other primary production), behaviour under 

uncertainty,, the creation of (and private alternatives for) social security systems, tax systems, the 

importancee of corruption, of informal markets, of household food production, etcetera. 

Yett cross-fertilisation is rare. Journals in the field of development economics do regularly 

publishh articles on the economics of transition (e.g. Swinnen and Mathijs, 1999; Lines, 1998), 

butt one will seldom find references to development economics papers in transition studies. 

Perhapss this is so because the socialist countries were already industrialised when the reforms 

started,, and the analogies with developing countries were not directly clear (or perhaps 

politicallyy too sensitive). By now it is clear that many countries 'in transit' are, or have become, 

industrialisedd developing countries. Yet another reason may have been that most analysts in the 

economicss of transition do not have a development economics background. 

Howeverr that may be, there are clear analogies and many relevant lessons from 

developmentt economics. Obviously there are large differences from developing countries in 

transitionall  economic systems, especially for the few successful post-socialist countries in 

Centrall  Europe. But on the whole economies in transformation in Eastern Europe, Asia, and 

Africa,, are more like developing economies than like mature market economies, e.g. judged by 

thee importance of informal sectors, the share of agriculture in the economy, and problems with 
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institutionall  development and corruption. Analyses should take this basic fact into account. This 

wass tried in chapter 10 on risk and household food production in agricultural production - both 

topicss that were for a large part developed and applied in the context of developing economies. 

11.44 Conclusions on Methodology 

Bothh the use of data and the theoretical perspectives in this book merit some comments. As to 

thee data, it could be noted that most of the analyses are based on one primary data set (the survey 

amongg Czech farmers), and that this is a rather narrow empirical basis for the conclusions. This 

iss correct, but should be qualified by four considerations. 

First,, at the time of survey planning and implementation, the alternatives in data 

collectionn were scarce, as explained in chapter 5. It appeared not possible to obtain a larger data 

set,, or several reliable data sets within the limits of time and money in this project and given the 

naturee of the subject. Imperfections, or even inadequacies in the data are often inherent in doing 

empiricall  research on a topic in the post-socialist transformation process. 

Second,, official (as distinct from self collected) data sets on farms in the transformation 

were,, and are, indeed generally larger, but also narrower in scope and confined to technical 

ratherr than institutional aspects (as discussed in chapter 5). Doing survey work rather than using 

existingg data implied limitations to the survey sample, but also allowed for addressing a wider 

rangee of topics. 

Third,, throughout the book the primary survey data have been supplemented by both 

primaryy official data and aggregated, published statistical data. This has broadened the empirical 

basiss of the analysis and given its conclusions a firmer basis. 

Fourth,, it is noww also possible to notice an advantage of using the same data set in various 

analyses,, namely that this has allowed us to better investigate connections between the various 

topicss than when using different data sets for different topics. For instance, the theoretical 

perspectivee developed in chapter 4 and the analysis based on it in chapters 6 and 7 suggested the 

importancee of networks. In chapter 9 on credit markets, this concept was shown to be relevant in 

explainingg loan allocation patterns. 

Ass to theory, the book addresses various topics, using different theoretical frameworks. It 

wass argued in the introduction and in chapter 4 that such eclecticism is defendable and does not 

leadd to inconsistencies. It seems now appropriate to evaluate that claim. 
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Thee pattern of the book is, first, the identification of the divergence between expectations 

andd reality; then an identification of the theories underlying those expectations and of their 

origins;; and then a suggestion for an alternative framework, which is applied on two levels of the 

economicc system. It concludes with detailed analyses of one market (credit) and of one factor in 

thee limitation to de-collectivisation (risk). This set-up, while unifying the analyses around one 

theme,, itself necessitates moving from one framework, or problem, or data set, to another. It 

wouldd lead to inconsistencies if either the assumptions of the different analyses were 

contradictory,, or if their conclusions were so. 

Ass to the consistency of the conclusions, we have seen in the overview in section 11.1 

thatt these are complementary rather than contradictory. Also, that methodologically different 

approachess (because departing from different assumptions) may lead to compatible, or even 

similarr conclusions has been illustrated with the historical comparison of the work of Chayanov 

andd of Becker (chapter 2). Both aimed to build an economics of the family in their own time and 

theoreticall  setting, and the results were remarkably similar. If we look at the consistency of 

findingss (rather than of theoretical assumptions), an eclectic approach need not be inconsistent, 

andd may even be helpful in grasping one concrete economic problem. 

Thiss is also demonstrated in this book; consider, for instance, chapters 8 and 9 on credit. 

Heree the basis for analysis is the economic theory of credit markets which, although in the 

mainstream,, contains several elements that are prominent in institutional theory, such as the 

importancee of relationships, uncertainty and information, of history and of transaction modes. 

Thiss illustrates that the dividing line between mainstream and heterodox theory is not always 

clearr cut. In consequence, an a priori  commitment to either can be needlessly restrictive. 

Thee suggested explanation of credit allocation demonstrates that behavioural assumptions 

thatt are often played off against one another in the methodological literature need not be 

mutuallyy exclusive in this concrete example. Rational bank managers are led by 

interdependenciess in the local economic network and, possibly, by norms grounded in history 

(creditt was always used to provide liquidity under socialism) to allocate credit in a sub-optimal 

way.. To blend rational choice, the operation of norms, personal relations, and history is to ignore 

thee major dividing lines between the rival schools in the debate on behavioural assumptions in 

economics.. But that observation says more about the - necessarily - stylised representation of 

behaviourr in methodological debates than about the validity of such an eclectic explanation. It 

seemss difficult not to see that human behaviour is actually controlled by such a mix of elements 

ratherr than dominated by one. 
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11.55 Final Remarks 

Althoughh a personal milestone, this book is just one of the, by now, many contributions to the 

literaturee on agriculture in the post-socialist transformation. This field is still rapidly expanding 

andd the quality of its research is still improving, both because of increasingly standardised or co-

ordinatedd data collection methods, and because of a shift of attention towards the themes 

identifiedd in chapter 2 as neglected in initial transformation theories: governance, contracts, and 

information.. Two promising areas of research can be identified at this point. 

First,, all too often the presumption has been that they will sooner or later converge 

towardss a Western model of farm production. It may be useful to remember that this has not 

generallyy been the case in developing countries, and there is no strong case to believe it will 

happenn in the countries in transformation. For instance, the conventional description of the 

Centrall  European agricultural sectors (e.g. Mathijs and Swinnen, 1999) is a dual system of 

individuall  and traditional farms, with the two types converging over time in sizes and technology 

soo as to become more like Western farms in both respects. In this thesis a three-tier structure of 

farmss has been suggested, with no evidence that the third type of food production units -

extremelyy small farms and gardens - are diminishing in importance, either in the number of 

peoplee involved, or in its share in total agricultural production. If this is a persistent feature of 

agriculturee in the transformation - and it appears to be so even in Central Europe, let alone in 

Easternn Europe and the rest of the former Soviet Union - that fact has implications for the 

feasibilityy and effects of policies. If economic researchers aim to provide insight into the actual 

situationn and offer advice based on it, it may be more useful to focus analytically on the 

particularitiess of farms and the farming environment in transformation countries, rather than 

trackk their progress, or lack of it, in convergence towards the Western situation. 

Second,, the aims of agricultural transformation are now being re-evaluated politically, 

andd this should be reflected in research programmes. The initial aims of agricultural 

transformationn were an increase in technical efficiency and product quality of farm output. While 

indispensablee for a viable agricultural sector, mere realisation of these aims is insufficient from a 

socio-economicc point of view. Rural development and the viability of rural communities are 

importantt challenges to the transformation project, and problems in this area partly originate 

preciselyy with the increase in technical efficiency (mostly through labour layoffs). Agricultural 

economistss working on transformation issues are challenged to widen their scope thematically if 
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theirr analyses are to be about welfare in a broader sense than firm profitability. They should do 

soo without giving up their tradition of detailed, empirical studies. In the economics of post-

socialistt agriculture, there is ample scope for academically exciting and socially relevant 

research. . 
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Samenvatting g 
(summaryy in Dutch) 

Dee centrale vraag in dit boek betreft de verandering in de organisatie van landbouwbedrijven in 
post-communistischh Centraal Europa. Vanaf het einde van de jaren '40 tot en met 1989 waren de 
economieënn in deze regio centraal geleide systemen. Agrarische productie vond plaats in 
collectievee of staatsbedrijven. Deze vorm van bedrijfsorganisatie werd door Westerse economen 
algemeenn beschouwd als minder efficiënt dan productie in familiebedrijven, zoals dat 
gebruikelijkk is in de West-Europese landbouw. Na de liberale revoluties in 1989 werd het 
staatssocialismee in de regio ontmanteld en een begin gemaakt met de opbouw van 
markteconomieën. . 

Onderr landbouweconomen was de algemene verwachting dat de veranderde 
eigendomsverhoudingenn en het functioneren van marktinstituties zouden resulteren in het 
grotendeelss verdwijnen van de 'oude' productiestructuren ten gunste van het familiebedrijf. In 
hett afgelopen decennium is dit echter slechts in beperkte mate gebeurd. Hoewel collectieve en 
staatsbedrijvenn formeel snel verdwenen, bleven de productiestructuren waarmee zij opereerden 
(gekenmerktt door relatief grootschalige productie met inzet van veel loonarbeid) voortbestaan. 
Mett name in die landen die het verst gevorderd zijn in hun overgang naar het marktsysteem 
wordtt het grootste deel van de landbouwgrond nog steeds door dergelijke bedrijven bewerkt (76 
%% in Tsjechië, 92 % in Slowakije). Hoewel er wel veel familiebedrijven gestart werden, zijn 
dezee door hun meestal zeer geringe omvang van ondergeschikt belang gebleven voor de 
marktgerichtee productie. In dit boek zal gepoogd worden te verklaren hoe de ontwikkelingen zo 
kondenn afwijken van de verwachtingen. Hierbij worden zowel feitelijke ontwikkelingen als 
verwachtingenn geanalyseerd. 

TheoretischeTheoretische achtergrond van transformatietheorieën 
Voorr een beter begrip van de verwachtingen wordt teruggegrepen op de economische literatuur 
betreffendee de organisatie van agrarische productie. In enkele van de hoofdwerken van de 
economiee zijn met name de ei gendoms vraag en het al dan niet inzetten van betaalde 
arbeidskrachtenn besproken. Dit zijn tevens twee belangrijke verschillen tussen familiebedrijven 
enn collectieve of staatsbedrijven. In de economische literatuur zijn drie theoretische 
perspectievenn op dit vraagstuk te onderscheiden. 

Dee klassieke economen, zoals Smith, Mil l en Marshall, waren geïnteresseerd in de 
productiviteitt van land. Ze vergeleken landgoederen, waar betaalde arbeidskrachten werken die 
zelff  niet het land bezitten, met kleinschalige productie op familiebedrijven. Smith en Mil l 
merktenn op dat eigenaars van kleine bedrijven meer arbeid per eenheid land leveren en meer 
prikkelss tot innovatie hebben - zowel vanwege hun eigendomsrechten als vanwege het hogere 
marginalee nut dat productievergroting op een klein bedrijf oplevert. Marshall voegde hier nog 
aann toe dat schaalvergroting gebaseerd zou moeten zijn op mechanisatie, niet op het aantrekken 
vann (meer) loonarbeid - dit vanwege de managementkosten. De organisatie (governance 
structure)structure) van het familiebedrijf werd dus als superieur gezien aan die van landgoederen of van 
anderee bedrijven met vee! loonarbeid. 

Eenn tweede stroming wordt gevormd door marxisten en socialisten. Marx en zijn 
volgelingenn waren niet in de eerste plaats geïnteresseerd in productiviteit op zich, maar trachtten 
aann de hand van hun model van de ontwikkeling van economische systemen te voorzien hoe 
productiewijzenn zouden veranderen. Marx zag de overgang van communaal naar elite-bezit, en 
dee daarbij horende overgang van een stand van zelfvoorzienende boeren naar een 
arbeidersproletariaat,, als onvermijdelijke fasen in de ontwikkeling van het kapitalisme. Gegeven 
dee dynamiek van het kapitalisme voorzagen de marxisten vergaande industrialisatie en 
schaalvergrotingg van de landbouw, de inzet van loonarbeid op grote schaal, en de teloorgang van 
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hett familiebedrijf. Deze vorm van bedrijfsorganisatie zou, zo meenden zij, niet levensvatbaar 
blijkenn in een kapitalistische omgeving. 

Eenn derde stroming wordt gevormd door een zeer diverse groep van twintigste-eeuwse 
economen.. Wat hen verbindt is de verklaring van verschillende vormen van landbouwbedrijven 
uitt (1) de prikkels geïmpliceerd in hun interne organisatiestructuur, en (2) de invloed van 
omgevingsfactoren.. Revisionistische socialisten, zoals Eduard Bernstein, vroegen zich aan het 
eindd van de 19e eeuw af waarom in kapitalistische systemen familiebedrijven toch niet 
verdwenen,, en vestigden de aandacht op de hogere arbeidsinzet en specifieke preferenties van 
boeren.. In de jaren twintig van de 20° eeuw merkte de Russische econoom en socioloog 
Alexanderr Tsjajanov het verschil in gedragsprikkels tussen voor de markt producerende en 
zelfvoorzienendee boeren op. 

Dezee laatste noties zijn belangrijk geworden in de na-oorlogse ontwikkelingseconomie, 
diee zich richt op economieën waarin zelfvoorzienende productie een belangrijke rol speelt. 
Tevenss leidde, vanaf de jaren '70, de grotere aandacht in de micro-economie voor 
gedragsprikkelss anders dan prijswijzigingen tot twee theoretische ontwikkelingen. Enerzijds 
kwamm de studie van de organisatie van ondernemingen als vakgebied binnen de algemene 
economiee tot grote bloei. Anderzijds werd de analyse van micro-economische prikkels ook 
toegepastt op sociale verbanden anders dan bedrijven, zoals gezinnen en politieke systemen. 

Doorr deze theoretische ontwikkelingen zijn drie thema's in de landbouw- en 
ontwikkelingseconomiee belangrijk zijn geworden: bedrijfsorganisatie, contractvormen, en 
informatie.. Ten eerste: de interne organisatie van een bedrijf is mede bepalend voor haar 
doelfunctie.. Ten tweede: economische instituties in de bedrijfsomgeving zijn bepalend voor de 
relatiess die een bedrijf kan aangaan, ofwel voor het soort contracten waaronder ze kan 
functioneren.. Ten derde: de beschikbaarheid en de verdeling van informatie alsmede het 
vóórkomenn van onzekerheid en risico bepaalt de rationaliteit van beslissers mede. 

Inn deze studie wordt aangetoond dat bij de onderbouwing van de verwachting van een 
spoedigee overgang van 'oude' productiestructuren naar familiebedrijven in Centraal Europa met 
namee werd teruggegrepen op argumenten tegen productie met inzet van loonarbeid, zoals 
geïntroduceerdd door de klassieke economen en recenter ook in Alchian en Demsetz' (1972) 
analysee van groepsgewijze productie. De redenering was dat productie op familiebedrijven 
(verder:: individuele bedrijven) geprefereerd zou worden door eigenaren vanwege haar hogere 
efficiëntie.. In het socialistische systeem waren er echter geen effectieve eigenaren omdat 
eigendomsrechtenn collectief of als staatseigendom gedefinieerd waren. Bezitshervormingen die 
landd en bedrijfskapitaal weer in handen van individuen brachten zouden dus de voldoende 
voorwaardee zijn voor het uiteenvallen van vreemde-arbeid (verder: traditionele) bedrijven, hun 
vervangingg door individuele bedrijven, en een efficiëntieverhoging van de landbouw. Dit, in 
wezenn klassiek-economische argument was de belangrijkste reden voor de 
landbouwhervormingenn in Centraat Europa in de vroege jaren '90. Ook het 
rechtvaardigheidaspectt van restitutie van land aan pre-communistische eigenaren speelde een rol. 

Dee stelling die hier verdedigd wordt is dat de transformatie-theorieën wél aandacht 
schonkenn aan het productiviteitsaspect van de klassieken en - paradoxaal - het 
rechtvaardigheidsaspectt van de marxisten, maar niet aan de latere argumenten betreffende 
internee en externe instituties en condities in de landbouw. De gelijkschakeling van technische 
efficiëntiee aan winstgevendheid, en van winstgevendheid aan dominantie leidde tot misplaatste 
verwachtingen.. De marxisten voorspelden de teloorgang van het individuele bedrijf door de 
opmarss van het kapitalisme in West-Europa. De transitie-economen voorspelden het verdwijnen 
vann het traditionele bedrijf, ook door de opmars van het kapitalisme, nu in Centraal- en Oost-
Europa.. En beide groepen economen hadden het mis, voor zover we kunnen zien. 

Hett empirische deel van deze studie beoogd een analytische bijdrage passend in de derde 
theoretischee stroming te leveren. Hier wordt in een vergelijking van nieuw opgerichte 
individuelee bedrijven en traditionele bedrijven de aandacht juist gericht op de prikkels gelegen in 
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bedrijfsorganisatie,, contractvormen, en informatie, alsmede de algemene institutionele 
omgeving. . 

BeperkingenBeperkingen voor individuele bedrijven in de post-socialistische landbouw 
Inn een tweetal empirische studies wordt de beperkte opkomst van het individuele bedrijf in 
Tsjechiëë en Slowakije onderzocht, de twee landen met de laagste decollectivisatiegraad van 
Centraal-Europa.. De analyses zijn gebaseerd op primaire data, verzameld in beide landen door 
middell  van enquête-onderzoek onder zowel traditionele als individuele bedrijven door de auteur, 
aangevuldd met primaire data van onderzoeksinstituten en rapporten van universiteiten, 
ministeriess en internationale organisaties. 

Zowell  landspecifieke als bedrijfsspecifieke factoren worden onderkend. De resultaten 
vann deze twee studies zijn in overeenstemming in die zin dat factoren die de-collectivisatie in 
eenn Tsjechisch traditioneel bedrijf verhinderen, tevens meer kenmerkend zijn voor het typische 
Slowaaksee bedrijf dan voor het typische Tsjechische bedrijf. In bestudering van de gegevens 
werdenn de volgende factoren relevant bevonden voor het decollectivisatieproces: 
(1)) Een grotere bedrijfsomvang van traditionele bedrijven kan de macht van het management 

vann traditionele bedrijven over starters van individuele bedrijven vergroten, waardoor zij 
effectieverr tegenwerking kunnen bieden in het restitutie- en decollectivisatieproces. Tevens 
iss het kostbaarder voor aanleverende en afnemende industrie om zich aan te passen aan 
individuelee bedrijven indien die veel kleiner zijn dan de bestaande, traditionele bedrijven. 
Daarnaastt vergroot bedrijfsomvang en concentratie van traditionele bedrijven de 
onderhandelingspositiee van de traditionele sector in politiek en bedrijfsleven. 

(2)) De - in Tsjechië wijdverbreide - overgang van coöperatieve bedrijven naar nieuwe legale 
vormen,, zoals N.V. of B.V., kan een grotere administratieve barrière in het restitutie- en 
decollectivisatieprocess inhouden. Het kan ook het voor decollectivisatie in aanmerking 
komendee bedrijf benadelen en zo haar land en kapitaal minder waardevol maken voor starters 
vann individuele bedrijven. 

(3)) Natuurlijke omstandigheden die landbouwproductie benadelen verminderen de prikkel tot het 
startenn van een nieuw bedrijf. Zij verkleinen ook de winstmarge van bestaande bedrijven, en 
makenn het lonender voor managers van traditionele bedrijven om een uitstoot van waardevol 
landd en kapitaal in het restitutie- en decollectivisatieproces tegen te gaan. 

(4)) Grote fragmentatie van landeigendom betekent dat land verkregen in het restitutie- en 
decollectivisatieprocess te weinig is om een basis te vormen voor een commercieel bedrijf. 
Hett verhoogt tevens zoek- en transactiekosten verbonden aan additionele landverwerving. 
Hett verzwakt ook de onderhandelingspositie van leden of aandeelhouders van traditionele 
bedrijven,, voor zover die positie op eigendom gebaseerd is. Dit geeft het management meer 
ruimtee haar eigen doelen, vaak tegengesteld aan de belangen van individuele bedrijven, na te 
streven. . 

(5)) De moeizame overdracht van kapitaalgoederen (vergeleken met de overdracht van land) in 
hett restitutie- en decollectivisatieproces, de vrij algemene afwezigheid van leaseconstructies 
enn de beduidend slechtere toegankelijkheid van krediet en subsidies voor individuele 
bedrijvenn vermindert hun vermogen tot kapitaalbenutting en efficiënte productie, en daarmee 
hunn levensvatbaarheid. Tevens is kredietverlening aan individuele bedrijven niet efficiënt in 
dee zin van winstbevorderend: winstgevender bedrijven hebben geen grotere kans op 
kredietverstrekking.. Voor traditionele bedrijven is dit wel het geval. 

(6)) Opleiding, ervaring en relaties in de traditionele sector van starters van individuele bedrijven 
(hunn human capital) bleken ook bevorderlijk te zijn voor succes. 

Inn een vergelijking van de twee landen blijkt de lagere decollectivisatiegraad in Slowakije in de 
jarenn 1989-1998 verklaard te kunnen worden uit (a) een grotere traditionele bedrijfsgrootte; (b) 
slechteree natuurlijke productiecondities, met name voor individuele bedrijven; (c) sterkere 
fragmentatiee van landeigendom; (d) waarden en ideologie die individueel ondernemerschap 
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minderr ondersteunden; (e) sterkere overheidssteun voor de traditionele sector, en daarmee 
verbondenn (f) ongunstiger landbouwpolitieke machtsverhoudingen. 

KredietKrediet en risico 
Tenslottee worden twee deelonderwerpen in het decollectivisatieproces in detail bestudeerd. De 
eerstee is de wijze van kredietverlening door banken. Het blijkt dat individuele bedrijven slechter 
toegangg hebben tot krediet. Tevens lijken hun kredietaanvragen systematisch op andere gronden 
doorr banken beoordeeld te worden dan het geval is bij traditionele bedrijven. Een mogelijke 
verklaringg is dat individuele bedrijven, vanwege hun beperkte lokale relaties (met werknemers 
enn andere bedrijven) en hun korte historie, niet in voldoende mate deel uitmaken van een lokaal 
economischh netwerk. Deze beperkingen verhinderen de meeste individuele bedrijven hun 
kredietwaardigheidd geloofwaardig aan te tonen bij de lokale bank, en maakt hen tevens minder 
interessantt als participant in het lokale netwerk waarin financiële liquiditeit van en naar de bank 
circuleert.. De enquêtegegevens zijn in overeenstemming met deze hypothesen. 

Eenn tweede deelonderwerp is risico. Het opmerkelijke van de beperkte decollectivisatie is 
niet,, dat er zo weinig individuele bedrijven zijn gestart, maar veeleer dat de overgrote 
meerderheidd van die bedrijven zo klein gebleven is, meestal onder het minimum nodig voor 
marktgerichtee productie waaraan een volledig inkomen ontleend kan worden. Tevens kan 
opgemerktt worden dat die bedrijven die wel volledige inkomens verschaffen beduidend kleiner 
blijvenn dan traditionele bedrijven. Een partiële verklaring van deze structuur kan de volgende 
zijn. . 

Sandmoo (1971) heeft aangetoond dat, wanneer fluctuaties in prijzen (of opbrengsten) 
risicorisico veroorzaken, bedrijven minder produceren dan de evenwichtshoeveelheid. De mate waarin 
zijj  dat doen hangt af van de gevoeligheid van inkomen voor prijsfluctuaties. Nu kan aangetoond 
wordenn dat de inkomens van landbouwers met (grote) commerciële individuele bedrijven meer 
fluctuerenn ten gevolge van risico dan de inkomens van managers van traditionele bedrijven. Dit 
kann dan ook één van de redenen zijn van grotere productiebeperkingen in de eerste groep. 
Tevenss wordt opgemerkt dat het (deels) consumeren van eigen productie, hetgeen op zeer kleine 
bedrijvenn gebruikelijk is, het prijsrisico van inkomens verkleint. Behoud van dit voordeel kan 
zouu één van de redenen kunnen zijn dat zoveel individuele bedrijven extreem klein blijven. Deze 
verklaringenn zijn in overeenstemming met de Tsjechische gegevens. Benadrukt wordt dat zowel 
dee empirische toetsing als de geldigheid van de aannamen van deze verklaring belangrijke 
beperkingenn kennen. 
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Shrnuti i 
(summaryy in Czech) 

Üstfednii  otazka v této knize se tyka zmën organizace zemëdëlské produkce v post-
sociaiistickéé Stfedni Evropë. Od konce ëtyficatych let do roku 1989 byla ekonomika v tomto 
regionuu centralnë planovana. Zemëdëlska produkce se uskuteënovala v druzstvech a statnich 
podnicich.. Tento zpüsob produkce byl zapadnimi ekonomy povazovan za ménë efektivni nez 
produkcee rodinnych farem, coz je typické pro Zapadni Evropu. Po sametové revoluci v r.1989 
byll  statni socialismus odstranën a byla zavedena trzni ekonomika. 
ZemëdëlStii  ekonomové obecnë pfedpokladali, ze zmëna vlastnickych struktur a fungovani 
trznichh instituci napomüze k vymizeni "starych" vyrobnich struktur ve prospëch rodinnych 
farem.. Ovsem za posledni dekadu se tento jev objevil pouze v malém mëh'tku. Pfestoze 
druzstvaa a statni podniky jako pravni instituce vskutku vymizely, vyrobni struktury které byly 
pfiznaënéé pro tato druzstva a statni podniky (charakterizované relativnë velkou produkci a 
namezdnii  pracovm' silou) nepfestaly fungovat. To je zejména pfiklad zemi, které nejvice 
pokroöilyy v pfechodu k trzni ekonomice. V tëchto zemich obdëlavaji 76% zem. püdy pravë 
druzstvaa a statni podniky, na Slovensku celych 92%. 
Cilemm teto knihy je tedy analyzovat odchylky mezi oëekavanim a realitou. 

HistoricityHistoricity vyvoj teorii o transformaci 
Tatoo ocekavani jsou vysvëtlena s odkazem na ekonomickou literaturu tykajici se zemëdëlské 
produkce.. ZvlaStë otazky tykajici se vlastnictvi a namezdni prace byly ëasto diskutovany v 
ekonomickychh statfch. Byly definovóny hlavni rozdily a to mezi rodinnymi farmami na jedné 
stranëë a druzstvy ëi statnimi podniky na stranë druhé. K tëmto otazkam se müieme vyjadfit 
pomocii  tri teoretickych pfistupü. 

Klasiëtii  ekonomové, jako napf. Smith, Mil l a Marshall se zajimali o produkci püdy. 
Porovnavalii  statky, na kterych pracovali namezdni dëlnici, aniz by püdu vlastnili, se statkafi 
ëii  farmafi, ktefi byli vlastniky püdy. Smith a Mil l vypozorovali, ze vlastnici men§ich farem 
zajistilii  jednak vice produkce vztazeno k jednotce püdy, a dale mëli vët§i zajem na inovacich 
-- oboje z düvodu vlastnickych prav a relativnë vëtSiho zisku souvisejiciho se zvySenim 
produkcee na tëchto malych farmach. Marshall k tomu dodal, ze zvygeni rozsahu produkce by 
mëloo byt zalozeno spiSe na mechanizaci nez na vyuziti (ei zvët§eni) namezdni sily, z düvodu 
nakladüü spojenych s Hzenim této pracovni sily. Klasiëti ekonomové povazovali kontrolni 
mechanismuss rodinnych farem za kvalitnëjsï nez ten, ktery byl praktikovan na statcich ëi 
jinychh vyrobnich strukturach, kde se oddëluje vlastnictvi püdy a vyuziva se namezdni sila. 

Druhyy teoreticky nazor je marxisticka perspektiva. Marx a marxisté (vëetnë Engelse a 
Lenina)) se zprvu nezajimali o produktivitu jako takovou. Jednim ze zamëfeni marxistické 
analyzyy byla predikce zmën v metodach produkce, zalozena na v§eobecném modelu vyvoje 
kapitalismu.. Marxisté pïedpovidali celkovy pfechod vlastnictvi od spoleëného (komunalniho) 
kk privilegované vrstvë vlastnikü, od produkce zamefené na uspokojeni pouze zakladnich 
potfebb k produkci orientovane trznë, od pracovnë vyëerpavaici k mechanizované produkci a 
odd rolnické populace k mëstskému dëlnickému proletariatu - tzn. vgechny nevyhnutelné faze 
vyvojee kapitalistického systému. Instituci rodinnych farem povazovali za odsouzené k zahubë 
zz düvodu jejich nepfizpüsobeni se okolnimu prostfedi, které se stavalo stale kapitalistiëtëjsim. 

Tfetii  analyticky pohled je reprezentovan rozliënou skupinou ekonomü a sociologü 20. 
stoleti,, jejichz spoleënym pristupem je vysvëtleni metod hospodafeni od (1) podnëtu 
zahrnutychh v (interni) organizaci prace, a (2) püsobeni (externïho) ekonomického prostfedi. 
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Kee konci 19. a poëatkem 20. stoleti revizionalisticti socialisté jako Eduard Bernstein a 
sociologovéé jako Max Weber uvazovali o torn, prod rodinna farma byla tak vytrvala v 
kapitalistickychh ekonomikach a take zamëfili svou pozornost k vët§im pracovnim vstupüm a 
zebfiëkuu hodnot. Rusky ekonom a sociolog Alexander Chayanov byl ve 20. letech prvnim, 
kteryy upozornil na rozdily ve stimulech mezi rolniky a statkafi. 

Tytoo pfedstavy se staly dülezité v povalecnych ekonomikach, kde nabrala na 
dülezitostii  produkce statkafu (urëena pouze k 2ivobyti) radëji neè trZni produkce rolnikü. 
Takéé vëtsi rozmach mikroekonomie v 70. letech, ktery smëfoval k jinym ekonomickym 
podnëtümm nel formalnim zmënam een, podporoval dalsi teoretické vyvoje. 

Byll  vnich aplikovan ekonomicky pfistup k lidskému chovani, a to v jinych 
organizacichh nez firmach, napf. rodinach ei politickych stranach. 

VV düsledku toho ziskala v souëasné zemëdëlské ekonomice na dülezïtosti tri témata: 
kontrolnii  mechanismy, smlouvy a informace vëetnë nejistoty. Za prvé organizace farmy 
spoludefinujee své cile. Za druhé, okolni prostfedi farmy definuje vztahy, které mü2e utvofit ëi 
smlouvy,, které muze uzavfit, aby dosahla své cile. Za tfeti, dostupnost a distribuce informaci 
aa moznost rizika mëni vysledek racionalniho rozhodovani v porovnani se situaci za plné 
informovanosti. . 

VV této knize je dokazano, ze oëekavani rychlé a skuteëné dekolektivizace zemëdëlstvi 
vv post-socialistické Stfedni Evropë, bylo zalozeno na teoretickych argumentech proti 
namezdnii  sile a tymové produkci, jak bylo poprve zminëno klasickymi ekonomy, ale nyni 
prezentovanoo v ramci transakënich nakladü (Alchian a Demsetz, 1972). Argumentem bylo, ze 
produkcee na rodinnych farmach (dale soukromé farmy) by byla preferovana vlastniky püdy z 
düvoduu jeji vët§i efektivnosti. Ale v socialistické ére nebyli zadni efektivni vlastnici, ktefi by 
uëinilii  takové rozhodnuti, jelikoi püda a ostatni majetek byl vlastnën kolektivnë ëi statem. 
Reformaa vlastnickych prav, ktera by vloiil a produkce schopny majetek do soukromych rukou, 
byy byla dostateënou podminkou k rozpu§tëni farem s namezdni pracovni silou (dale tradiëni 
farmy)) a jejich zamënë za soukromé farmy. Tento podstatny klasicky nazor byl hlavnim 
rozumnymm düvodem k reformë vlastnictvi v Centralni Evropë poëatkem 90. let. Velkou roli 
takéé hralo vnimani prava uèitého pfi restituënim a dekolektivizaënim procesu. 

Hodnocenii  reforem prezentovanych v této studii je takové, ze reformni plany byly 
ekonomickyy motivované pfedpokladanym ziskem z pfechodu na soukromé zemëdëlstvi, ale 
pfii  tvorbë tëchto planü a jejich nasledné implementaci nebyly brany v üvahu interni a externi 
institucee a také podminky v zemëdëlstvi. Marxisté pfedpovidali zkazu instituci soukromych 
faremm s pfihlédnutim k pokroku kapitalismu v Zapadni Evropë. Teoretikové pfechodného 
obdobii  pfedvidali vymizeni tradiëniho farmafstvi vzhledem k pokroku kapitalismu 
vv Centralni a Vychodni Evropë. A oba nazory byly gpatné. 

Empirickaa ëast této studie si klade za cil byt analytickym pfispëvkem k vysvëtleni 
tohotoo vyvoje a zapada do tfetiho pramene literatury. Poskytuje srovnani iivotaschopnosti 
novëë zfïzenych, soukromych a starsich, tradiënich farem, zahrnujice stimuly implikované v 
organizacii  farem, v souvislosti s jejim prostfedim (smlouvy) a za pfitomnosti informaci a 
nejistoty. . 

OmezeniOmezeni individual'izace v post-socialistickém zemëdëlstvi 
Omezenyy vyskyt individualniho zemëdëlstvi v Ceské a Slovenské republice - dvou zemi s 
nejniiSimm stupnëm dekolektivizace ve Stfedni Evropë - je zjist'ovan ve dvou empirickych 
studiich.. Tyto analyzy jsou zalozeny na primarnich üdajich z obou tradiënich i soukromych 
farem,, které autor pofidil v ramci své vyzkumné prace. 
Too je doplnëno o primarni data vyzkumnych üstavü a zprav z univerzit, ministerstev a 
mezinarodnichh organizaci'. 
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Jsouu zde identifikovany jak faktory tykajici se obou zemi, tak také jednotlivych typü farem. 
Vysledkyy obou studii se vzajemnë potvrzuji, jelikoz faktory, které se objevily jako brzdna sila 
brénicii  dekolektivizaci v Ceské republice, jsou také pfevladajicimi faktory na Slovensku (kde 
jee dekolektivizace vice omezena). Za dülezité jsou povazovény nasledujici faktory: 
(1)) Velikost tradiönich farem v pomëru k velikosti soukromych farem, zvëtsuje silu 

managementuu v porovnani s pnpadnymi zaëinajicimi soukromymi farmami, jelikoi 
tradiëm'' farmy maji vëtSi volnost v jednani, smëfujicimu k zabranëni dekolektivizaëniho 
procesu.. Dale naklady spojené s adaptaci velkych tradiönich farem by byly vëtSi nez u 
(relativnë)) malych soukromych farem. A navic velikost a vySSi koncentrace tradiönich 
faremm posiluje jejich vyjednévaci pozici vüëi statu a zemëdëlskému podnikatelskému 
prostfedf.Pfechodd od druistevniho modelu k modelu pravnich podnikü v rémci 
dekolektivizacee (öasté v Ceské republice) znamend pro tradiëni farmy vëtSi 
administrativnii  bariéry. Casto se objevuje forma druzstevnich divizi v ramci jiného 
podniku,, kde majetek a ziskové aktivity pfechézi na podnik a dluhy (pasiva) zustévaji ve 
druzstvech.. Tento mechanismus snizuje atraktivitu dekolektivizace püdy a majetku 
tradiönichh farem. 

(2)) Také pfirodni podminky, které znevyhodftuji zemëdëlskou produkci, nepfispivaji k 
podnëtümm zaloiit si soukromou farmu. Sniiuji rentabilitu tradiönich farem, pfiöemz 
zvy§ujii  podnëty managementu trvat na torn co vlastni a blokovat öi branit dekolektivizaci 
jejichh farem. 

(3)) Vëtéi rozdëleni vlastnictvi püdy znamena, ze velikost püdy ziskané v dekolektivizaönim 
öii  restituönim procesu nedostaöuje k zalozeni zivotaschopné soukromé farmy. Musi byt 
ziskanaa dal§i püda, z öehoi vyplyvaji vët5i naklady spojené s vyhleddvónim, 
vyjednévdnimm a uzavirénim smluv. Drëba püdy s menSi vymërou uïivani v tradiönich 
farmachh také oslabuje vyjednavaci pozici vlastnikü püdy vüëi managementu. 

(4)) Omezeny pfesun nepüdniho kapitólového majetku, témëf üplna absence leasingu, a 
omezenyy pïistup farméru k üvërüm, Öi podporém, brani investicim a zvygovani efektivity. 

(5)) Lidsky kapitél (vzdëlani, zkuSenost, pomëry) soukromych farmaru byly také shledany 
jakoo faktor, ktery muze ovlivnit jejich Sanci na üspëch. 

Vee srovnéni Ceské a Slovenské republiky bylo mnoho vy§e zminënych faktorü potvrzeno. 
NiiSii  stupeft dekolektivizace na Slovensku by mohl byt vysvëtlen: 

(a)) VëtSimi tradiönimi farmami 
(b)) NevyhodnëjSimi pfirodnimi podminkami, konkrétnë pro soukromé farmy 
(c)) Rozdëleni püdy mezi vice vlastnikü 
(d)) Mensï podpora hodnot a vfry v soukromé podnikani 
(e)) VëtSi stétni podpora tradiönimu sektoru 
(f)) Politieke sila, ktera znevyhodnuje soukromé zemëdëlstvi 

UvëryUvëry a rizika 
Zévëremm jsou detailnë zkoumany dva aspekty procesu dekolektivizace. Prvni je rozdëleni 
bankovnichh püjöek. Zda se, ze soukromi farmaü maji vice omezeny pfistup k ziskani üvëru. 
Navicc jsou jejich zddosti o püjöku systematicky hodnoceny bankovnim managementem na 
zakladëë kriterii uzivanych pfi jednani s tradiönimi farmami. Jednim z moznych vysvëtleni je, 
zee soukromi farmafi, diky jejich omezenëjSim mistnim vztahüm se zamëstnanci, bankami a 
jinymii  firmami a diky jejich zatim kratké tradici, jsou nedostateönou öésti mistni ekonomické 
site.. To jim brani prokazat, ze jsou schopni püjöku splatit. 
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Dalee je jim take zabranëno üëastnit se mistni site kde finanëni likvidit a koluje z banky 
aa zpët. Data tohoto vyzkumu se shoduji s nëkterymi düsledky têchto hypotéz. 
Druhouu oblasti je rizikovost. Problémem na omezené dekolektivizaci neni to, ze by bylo 
zalozenoo malo soukromych farem, ale spi§e, ze velké mnozstvi tëchto farem setrvalo na 
velikostii  témëf nerentabilni, vëtsmou prili§ male na to, aby mohly plnë fungovat na trhu a 
pfinasett tak vlastnikum pozadovany pfijem. Navic ty soukromé farmy, které pfinaSi hruby 
pfijem,, jsou vëtsmou mensï nez tradiëni farmy. Öasteënym vysvëtlenim tëchto pozorovani 
muzee byt nasledujici: 

Sandmoo (1971) ukazal, ze pokud fluktuace een ëi vytëzku zpüsobuji riziko, firmy 
produkujii  ménë nez je rovnovazny stav za stavu jistoty. Mira, ve které tak ëini, zivisi na 
citlivostii  podnikatelü na riziko, tzn. na stupni na kterém se jeho ëi jeji pfijem pohybuje, v 
zavislostii  na pohybu ceny ëi vytëzku. Formalnë muze byt feëeno, ze pfijmy provozovatelü 
velkychh soukromych farem kolisaji vice nez u manazeru tradiënich farem z nëkolika düvodü, 
spojenychh s typickymi systémy kontroly a vyrobnim chovanim obou typü farem. Tato vy§§i 
citlivostt na riziko muze byt jednim z düvodü, pro které komerëni soukromi farmafi pokraëuji 
vv provozovani podnikü o mensï velikosti, nez jak je tomu u tradiënich farem. DalSim 
postfehemm je, ze spotieba (ëasti) vlastni produkce v extrémnë malych, nekomerënich 
soukromychh farmach snizuje rizikovost pfijmu. Vyhoda tohoto rizika by mohla byt jednim 
zz düvodü, proë v ramci skupiny soukromych farmafu, vëtSina züstava extrémnë mala. Tyto 
teoretickéé hypotézy jsou v souladu s vyzkumnymi daty. Je zdüraznëno, ze jak pfedpoklady, 
takk empirické odhady této analyzy maji sva zrejma omezeni. 
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Thee subject of this book is the changing organisation of food 
productionn in post-socialist Central and Eastern Europe. 
Thee theories that underpinned land and farm reform policies in 
thee early 1990s are identified as a selective reinvigoration of the 
Classicall  arguments against wage-labour farming. The implications 
off  this theory, and the expectations it fuelled, are compared to the 
actuall  trends of structural change in Central European agriculture 
overr the last decade. The observed divergence between theoretical 
expectationss and actual developments suggests the merit of an 
alternativee framework. An institutional approach to the process 
off  farm restructuring is developed and applied in a set of detailed 
empiricall  studies, based on survey data collected by the author 
inn the Czech and Slovak Republics. The result is a contribution 
too transition economics, agricultural economics, institutional 
economics,, and the history of economic ideas. On the policy level 
itt is relevant for the analysis of European Union enlargement. 
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Easternn Europe. His current research concerns rural development 
inn the region. 
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